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ABSTRACT  

 

Situated at the crossroads of fact and invention, docudrama constitutes a challenging 

field of investigation for Media Studies. Its hybrid nature produces resonances in terms of 

knowledge and perception of reality that make it infinitely enriching both for creativity 

and for thought. Nevertheless, scholars have mainly concentrated on film docufiction 

while the radio counterpart remains a much neglected area. The present thesis aims to fill 

this void. Its focus is an analysis of the hybrid genre docufiction/docudrama in radio 

production – or, considering today’s extended availability through podcasting, in sound 

production. In tackling such a wide-ranging area of study which presents a number of 

difficulties descending from its ambiguity in terms of framing and knowledge 

construction, this work concentrates in particular on issues of structure and form, on the 

one hand, and on the type of understanding of events conveyed by docudramatic 

programmes, on the other. It contends that the impermanent nature of sound combined 

with the paradoxical aspects typical of in-between forms allows for an alternative 

understanding to the one avowedly granted by factual broadcasts, for example 

documentary reportage and news programmes. Central to the exploration is how sound 

acts upon the mixture of documents and imaginative narration/exposition that 

constitutes the texture of docudrama. To this end I employ the concept of continuum, 

that is, a spectrum spanning from works of a journalistic kind (constructed on a balanced 

combination of factual material and expository text), at one end, and fully dramatized 

ones (readings and plays), at the other. I investigate the various manners in which sound 

– i.e. effects, music, recorded actualities, the aural rendering of voices and silence – takes 

up a semantic function exerting a fictionalising action on all productions situated in 

between these two poles and characterized by a varying degree of interchange between 

real and invented materials and renderings. Fictionalization as a counterpoint to factuality 

implies that sound not only accompanies and comments on the words but also actively 

contributes to the construction of further signification, to the point of modifying, warping 

and often conflicting with the information load of the programme well beyond the 

makers’ intentions. Analysis demonstrates that this is true even of broadcasts labelled as 

‘documentaries’ that pivot on notions of objectivity and pursue a rational, clear-cut 

explanation of events. The outcome of the interplay between the fact-fiction blend and 

sound’s action is a subversion of accepted knowledge and the production of an 
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alternative view of personal and historical matters, complementary, when not openly 

alternative, to conventional truth. In this, as will be apparent from the development of 

the argumentation, sound docufiction moves about the same territory explored by poetry 

and art in general in the direction of a polysemous comprehension of reality.  

The present thesis displays other elements of novelty in relation to the adopted 

methodology. The first one is the comparative angle. The research scrutinizes case studies 

drawn from the production of the British and the Italian national networks – the British 

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and the Radio Audizioni Italiane (RAI). Such approach is 

sustained by the belief that the two notably divergent situations as regards the variety, 

amount and formal traits of broadcasts is indicative of differing perspectives on 

docudrama which may contribute to highlighting the workings of sound, pinpointing the 

characteristics of a ‘genre’ and building up a possible typology. The second aspect is the 

time-span chosen, the output of the last thirty years (1980s-2010s). This is a period little 

explored by British academy and virtually ignored in Italian literature; in particular, the 

association of a contemporary viewpoint with a comparative interest constitutes an 

approach fairly uncommon in Radio Studies. Today’s docudramatic output can be viewed 

as the resultant of a meandering and sometimes controversial evolution. Interestingly, 

after a similar flourishing and parallel experimentation in post-war radio up to the 1960s, 

Italy and Britain have developed different creative and institutional attitudes to the form. 

Nowadays we are presented with two diametrically opposed situations: the huge amount 

of programmes aired by the BBC, on one side, and the comparatively remarkable void 

displayed at the RAI both in production and in broadcasting, on the other. Another 

noteworthy element of this research is that investigation is firmly anchored in case-study 

analysis, be it an extensive survey of broadcasts representative of a style or an approach 

or a shorter review of programmes that help point out one relevant aspect of sound’s 

function. Finally, the thesis also includes a section on personal radio practice. It 

investigates one broadcast piece, Arrivederci (2014), based on one of my short stories and 

produced by Roberto Benatti with my contribution as a writer and an advisor. This part 

highlights the relevance of creative radio making even for research that is not directly 

practice-led or practice-based. It shows how reflection on the writing and production 

processes of sound docudrama and on creativity-related issues plays a fundamental role 

in clarifying one aspect of the central argument of the thesis, namely how sound acting 
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on the area of intersection of personal storytelling and recorded evidence can help novel 

viewpoints emerge which may have some relevance also for historical research. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Preface 

 

This study explores audio docufiction / docudrama as an art form capable of generating 

new kinds of comprehension of reality (or ‘truths’ about reality) thanks to the specificity 

of its medium – sound. It seeks to understand how, acting on the contradictory mixture of 

fact and invention that characterizes the genre, the sound dimension discloses layers of 

signification beyond documentary’s established discourse, much in the direction of a 

poetical interpretation of events. The analysis focuses on the production of the last thirty 

years (1980s-2010s) as the inheritors of a tradition constituted of a series of practices, 

formats, approaches and conceptions that have developed from postwar radio 

documentary. The cultural contexts considered are Great Britain and Italy, with particular 

attention to the programmes aired on the institutional radios, the British Broadcasting 

Corporation (BBC) and the Radio Audizioni Italiane (RAI). The adoption of a comparative 

perspective was guided by the belief that the distinct and at times discrepant situations in 

the two countries as regards the conception, practice and history of the form can provide 

complementary views on the issue under scrutiny and help throw light on its diverse 

facets. 

The present chapter explains the focus of the research, the concepts at its basis, the 

comparative standpoint embraced and its originality. It includes an illustration of the 

language problems raised by the terminological differences and untranslatabilities across 

the two cultures under scrutiny. It also attempts a definition of ‘docudrama’ and provides 

a viable list of its components for the purposes of the present analysis. Some room is 

devoted to discussion on the nature of the ‘document’ – the component that 

substantiates the ‘factual’ facet of the genre – and to the complexities connected with its 

exploitation in sound. Finally, the chapter expounds the structure of the thesis. 

 

 

1.2. The focus of the research 

 

In 1974 a curious title appeared in an article of Radiocorriere Tv, the Italian equivalent to 
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the Radio Times. It read “Pray come out of history and speak to the microphone!”1 

(Libera, 1974.16-17) and the article celebrated the launch of a new RAI radio series, 

Interviste Impossibili [Impossible interviews] (1974-75), in which great contemporary 

writers and intellectuals – Italo Calvino, Umberto Eco and Pier Paolo Pasolini among 

others – carried out fake interviews to outstanding figures of history “of all times and all 

countries” (1974.17), as the subhead recited. The occurrence is doubly intriguing. The 

1970s is the age of great experimentation on Italian radio, particularly in the area of 

documentary and drama, and the series referred to is situated within this nascent 

tradition. Even more importantly, the article suggests the oxymoronic nature of this series 

and other formats which span different typologies almost inextricably. 

According to radio producer and critic Lorenzo Pavolini (2018) the invitation 

contained in the title is a rhetorical device – “a metaphor” – introducing the audience to a 

new experience in historical investigation, and he himself quotes it at the beginning of his 

essay prefacing the Interviste impossibili printed collection (Pavolini in Pavolini, 2006. ix) 

to illustrate the mechanism in action in the programmes. The original “good wheeze”2 

(2006. ix), unique in the panorama of postwar Italian culture (2006. xxii), consisted in a 

recorded dialogue between the writer playing the part of him/herself as the interviewer, 

and an actress/actor playing the historical character. Technically, being entirely scripted 

and acted out, the programme can be defined as radio drama and indeed Pavolini 

includes the Interviste in a chapter on radio drama in his memoir Si sente in fondo? 

(2013.62-70). Yet conceptually the series raises a paradox that, as we shall see, lies at the 

core of all docudramatic productions, and that the title of the article aptly epitomizes: the 

possibility to draw people and events out of the discourse of historicism and let them 

speak directly to our ear, in a one-to-one relationship. The words also implicitly suggest 

that, if we let them do so, they might gift us some unheralded revelation. Contextualized 

within the “interviews” in which the man of Neanderthal or Charles Dickens do actually 

talk to an interlocutor, the quotation encapsulates the belief that through an act of 

imagination the sound matter can distil a form of truth from factual reality. A similar 

notion lies at the basis of this doctoral work which aims to demonstrate that the coming 

together of factuality and fictional invention through treatment in sound may open up 

unexpected meanings much in the direction explored by poetry or art in general. The 

                                                             
1 Esca dalla storia, prego, e parli al microfono! 
2 Trovata. 
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revelatory strength of docufiction has more to do with the emotional and intellectual 

authenticity of people and events rather than with the form of rational explanation 

pursued by productions of a journalistic type, pivoting on notions of objectivity. The 

chosen field of exploration is a type of programme that can loosely be labelled 

‘documentary drama’ or ‘docufiction’ because in them the two domains – the 

factual/historical and the fictive/imaginary – are, in various degrees and in different ways, 

made to intertwine, overlap and often collide. Rooted in my passion for radio and my 

daily practice of active listening, this research is driven by the deep conviction that the 

impermanent nature of sound and the ambiguities docufiction gives rise to in terms of 

factual relevance and knowledge construction allow for an alternative perception of 

reality to the one granted by avowedly factual broadcasts, for example documentary 

reportage and news programmes. 

 

 

1.3. Premises of the research 

 

This section discusses the conceptual grounds on which the present research is 

carried out. It considers the frames of reference along which analysis moves – radio as 

sound and the in-between genre of docudrama – and concepts related to the nature of 

both the genre and the sound matter. It presents the comparative angle that is the basis 

of the study’s approach and states what the discussion of each country’s output may 

contribute towards the overall argument. The labels adopted by scholars to designate the 

genre will be discussed at length with an emphasis on the terminological difference 

between Italy and Great Britain. The last section of the chapter is devoted to the 

‘documentary’ side of the binomial that characterizes the productions under scrutiny. 

While dramatization is an identifiable practice, usually amounting to acted or read out 

excerpts with the addition of sound effects (sfx), the notion and function of the document 

are less clearly circumscribable and often the object of debatable interpretations. This 

part of the thesis asks what documents are in docudrama and to what extent they can be 

used to testify to reality.  
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1.3.1. Frames of reference: Genre and the medium 

 

In order to understand what radio docudrama allows access to that is not possible 

in other media two related frames of reference are brought together. The first is the 

Janus-faced character of the genre, which has been the object of much theorization in 

visual media studies (for example Rosenthal, 1999; Paget, 1998; Formenti, 2014; Minier 

and Pennacchia, 2014). Positioning itself at the crossroads of fact and fiction, it lacks the 

intelligibility that other formats appear to have. It cannot be considered – or assert its 

right to be considered – a reliable source of information, like current affairs programmes 

or the news, or documentary proper, nor does it present a totally imaginative world 

listeners can leisurely build upon, such as literary adaptations or drama itself. Arguably, it 

is docudrama’s twofold nature that makes it challenging and at the same time infinitely 

enriching (cf. Dottorini, 2013; Street, 2012; Morawski and Vincenti, 2011). Part of my 

study is therefore devoted to the exploration of the ambiguities of the genre and their 

outcomes in both the production and the reception processes. 

Consideration of the role and function of the sound dimension in representation 

constitutes the second standpoint for an analysis of audio docufiction. Studies of radio 

productions tend to concentrate on the conceptual and technical traits that bring a 

production closer either to drama or to documentary, and their analysis mainly focuses on 

the (often scripted) verbal content. Sound is often regarded as an extra element having 

the function of emphasizing the value of words and contributing as a complement to the 

overall meaning within a mainly ‘spoken’ context. This research explores sound as a 

signifying element per se viewing all aural components – words, noises, effects, music, 

and the features of utterances, such as volume, cadence and rhythm, and silence – in 

their reciprocal relationship not hierarchically predetermined. If cross-fertilization is a 

character shared by similar productions in other media, such as film and the theatre, 

aurality is the distinctive trait. Looking into the difference that sound alone constitutes 

means to explore the extent to which the medium engrafts extra value into the event 

narrated – fragments of knowledge that are left invisible in real life or are often implicit in 

other types of productions. Consideration of the aural implications of the production and 

listening processes requires analysis of how the various component of the sound 

dimension are worked into programmes and contribute to the final result. 

Indeed, the tripartite concept encapsulated in the expression ‘sound docu-drama’ 
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offers a viable path along which to explore the tension between invention (drama) and 

objectivity (document/documentary) as embodied (or more appropriately disincarnated) 

in possibly the most fleeting of all media (sound). Characterized by attributes of 

indefiniteness and ephemerality at its core, the notion can also help understand the 

extent and reverberations of the complex area of signification which this dynamic 

interplay exposes. My argument is that thanks to its conceptual and emotional ambiguity, 

and precisely at the moments of highest uncertainty, sound docu-drama enables 

perception of actuality from a different, often striking, perspective. To understand how, 

we have to take one step away from the idea of scientific truth we have got used to by 

journalistic-type programmes and consider the possibility of the simultaneous presence 

of multiple layers of meaning – multiple truths, if we prefer – pointing us towards a 

polysemous understanding of reality. Such additional sense has to do with emotions 

rather than logic, the contradictions and discrepancies of thought rather than clear-cut 

judgement. Be it to the detriment of historical precision and factual accuracy, sense is 

enhanced, as if reverberating through indefiniteness, in a process of comprehension 

similar to the one we experience when reading a poem. 

 

 

1.3.2. Relevant concepts: “Becoming” and “unpredictability” along the documentary-

drama spectrum 

 

The terms I have so far used to talk about the nature and outcomes of sound 

docufiction all have to do with a semantic area pertaining to something that appears to 

elude intellectual apprehension. In order to delineate it, which is more like an orbit 

around which sound productions gravitate driven by opposite forces, and to get onto a 

more detailed discussion of radio-related concepts, it is first necessary to understand 

what words like ambiguity, uncertainty and indefiniteness refer to and what sphere of 

knowledge they bear upon. My exploration moves about notions of unseizability that are 

also the terrain of literature and art. 

One part of Gilles Deleuze's reflection in his essay “Literature and Life” sets out the 

characteristics that make writing difficult to circumscribe but at the same time an 

endlessly enriching activity and his considerations can help us throw some light both on 

the type of cognition sound docudrama activates and on the nature of the 
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comprehension thus accessed. Far from imposing “a form (of expression) on the matter of 

lived experience” (Deleuze,1997.1), literature is viewed as “a process, that is, a passage of 

Life that traverses both the livable and the lived.” The concept of writing is equated to 

that of becoming: “in writing, one becomes-woman, becomes-animal or vegetable, 

becomes-molecule to the point of becoming imperceptible” (1997.1).3 What literature 

supplies is not a vivid shape into which reality is moulded, a replica or a form of 

identification but a sort of continuous re-shaping and re-forming of aspects of existence 

at every single moment of writing. In his conceptualization of the “becoming” the critic 

focuses on two aspects that bring the process of writing very close to that of radio art: the 

exploration of “the zone of proximity” (1997.1) where we progressively make out aspects 

of reality without ever being able to fully grasp them, and the disclosure of an 

“unforeseen and nonpreexistent” (1977.1) element, one that challenges all 

preconceptions and expectations on the part both of the maker and of the final recipient. 

Deleuze’s perceptive remarks cannot but be shared, even intuitively, by anyone 

with some experience in active listening. One’s appreciation of – or even distaste for – 

audio docudramatic productions seems to have something to do with their ephemeral 

character, that is, in a way, their ever changing status, their always being “in the midst of 

being formed” (1997.1). A listener once told me that she did not like radio documentary 

drama because, unassisted by sight, she could not work out whether or when they were 

talking about real events, and she ended up feeling somehow tricked. In the listening 

experience, life becomes, in Deleuze's terms, imperceptible as a firm and established 

shape, and the impossibility of freezing a clean-cut image of the real isolating the fact in a 

mapped out space may result in frustration. Arguably, the specificity of sound coupled 

with the nature of docudrama works through the material from reality producing that 

proximal, undifferentiated fictive area from which people and events spring out as 

unforeseen, nonpreexistent, thus defying logic and our almost inborn desire for 

certainties. This that is perceived as an element of frustration by some may constitute a 

valuable opportunity, for it is precisely when we feel the ground shifting from under our 

feet that the creative process begins. It is possible to ask whether radio docufiction goes 

in the same direction as literature in its function to invent “a people who are missing” 

                                                             
3 On the concept of the “becomes-woman” Deleuze (1997.1) adds: “Becoming does not move in the other 

direction, and one does not become Man, insofar as man presents himself as a dominant form of expression 

that claims to impose itself on all matter, whereas woman, animal, or molecule always has a component of 

flight that escapes its own formalization”. 
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(1997.4), that is, discover, beneath the appearances of facts and individuals, singularities 

“at the highest point” (1997.3), such that can tell us something more (or more pregnant) 

about reality. 

In this respect docudrama, like other art forms, shows a disruptive potential. In 

order to further explain such generative strength, we may delve into Deleuze’s idea of the 

possibility literature offers to perceive so far unthought-of realities. I make reference to 

the notion of “unpredictability”4 (Iervese, 2013.37) which sociologist Vittorio Iervese uses 

in his essay on film documentary's representation of reality through creative strategies. 

The critic extends it to contemporary art at large inasmuch as the latter is capable of 

“making visible an otherwise invisible order, simultaneously making probable what is 

otherwise improbable, that is, a possible order of the world” (2013.37).5 Unpredictability 

that is typical of film documentary is to be understood “precisely in terms of an expansion 

of the horizons of the possible” (2013.37).6 The notion concerns an aesthetic evaluation 

of films that make use of a heterogeneity of techniques and materials in a mixture of 

standard and heterodox approaches, but it also encompasses the possibility of 

constructing knowledge that is alternative to “institutional and mainstream discourses on 

the world” (2013.38. Italics in the original).7 A work’s unpredictability refers to its capacity 

to “open up breaches into reality, in order to let doubt emerge from it and feed into it a 

wish for knowledge and participation” (2013.38).8 Arguably, it is radio docufiction’s very 

nature as a cross-breeding genre intersecting documentary and dramatic aspects through 

sound manipulation that confers it a marked trait of unpredictability and the power of 

allowing for glimpses of alternative truths about the world. 

The views developed by Deleuze and Iervese help construct a theoretical terrain 

on which to explore the question that this thesis poses: the manner and extent to which 

the form produces an enlargement of the horizons of the knowable through the creation 

of a non-preexistent element. This may be explained as a form of ‘revelation’: the 

disclosure of facets of knowledge and emotional layers that feed a challenging new 

perspective on reality into the listener. Minute and fragmentary as such movement may 

be, it touches a number of far-reaching issues, some of which will be discussed in this 

                                                             
4 Imprevedibilità. 
5 Rendere visibile un ordine altrimenti invisibile, quindi anche rendere probabile ciò che è altrimenti 

improbabile, cioè un ordine del mondo possibile. 
6 Proprio nei termini di un aumento degli orizzonti del possibile. 
7 Discorsi istituzionali e mainstream sul mondo. 
8 Aprire squarci nella realtà per farvi trapelare il dubbio e inserirvi il desiderio di conoscenza e 

partecipazione. 
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thesis, for example the preservation of collective memory, the voice of the anonymous 

(those that hardly find a place in mainstream culture), the relevance of individuals' 

experiences within History. The expressive potential of radio docudrama also probes 

metadiscursive topics such as the role of emotions in knowledge and an inquiry into the 

very form of sound art. 

In order to answer the central question of the research, the first necessary step 

goes in the direction of establishing what docudrama in radio is and how it may be 

characterised as a genre with an identifiable development and with features that are 

codifiable. It is the trait of ambiguity discussed above that conceivably makes the form 

extremely difficult to pinpoint and circumscribe, as Iervese (2013.37) points out with 

reference to the visual domain: unpredictability “primarily concerns the impossibility to 

classify this group of films into a unique and recognizable genre, with unique prerogatives 

and stylistic features”.9 Paraphrasing the critic's words on documentary film (2013.37), 

where standardized, reproducible procedures in radio-making fail to provide a precise 

categorization of art documentary, (possible) definitions of a genre stem from a number 

of questions and from an analysis of the methodological approaches adopted, all having 

unpredictability as a distinctive trait. It will then be necessary to observe by what 

techniques and procedures sound is shaped into the chosen form, what materials are 

being processed and from what domain they are drawn – in a few words, how facts are 

represented and what type of ‘reality’ is being talked about. 

It is probably true, as David Hendy (2009.226) posits about radio documentary in 

general, that “the tensions in the relationship between the primary material of raw 

actuality and the discursive practices – narration, montage, editing – that go into creating 

a secondary 'creative interpretation' of that material in order to generate wider 

meanings” are virtually irresolvable precisely because they are “inherent in the form” 

(Hendy, 2009.226). Attempts to describe docudrama as a genre have to come to terms 

with these often conflicting intrinsic forces and proceed through approximation. In this 

respect, the concept of continuum, variously exploited by scholars to classify creative 

subgenres on radio (see McHugh, 2012.40; Starkey, 2004.212), will be used in this thesis 

to visualize the resultant of the intersection of materials and procedures and to at least 

partly account for the sense of indeterminacy that seems inherent in docudrama. In 

                                                             
9 Riguarda innanzitutto l’impossibilità di catalogare questo insieme di film in un genere unico e riconoscibile, 

con stilemi e prerogative uniche. 
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between the two extremes – documentary and drama – lies that uninterrupted, blurred 

area along which to situate individual productions according to the degree of interference 

between actuality and imaginary account they present. This research looks at individual 

broadcasts in their movement of constant approximation to one end or the other, while 

virtually no production can be said to be steadily sitting at the drama or the documentary 

extreme with clearly outlined features. 

 

 

1.3.3. A comparative perspective 

 

The adoption of a comparative angle constitutes a great part of this study’s 

originality. Analysis of two cultures in parallel is indeed a very uncommon approach in 

Radio Studies. To my knowledge, no scholarly attempt has been made so far to explore a 

radio genre in connection with a contemporary time frame and in two cultures with a 

focus on the one aspect of creative production which is extremely difficult to pinpoint, 

the sound dimension. The present doctoral work aims to fill this void. It considers two 

national situations that, as we shall see, appear poles apart from the point of view of the 

notion of audio docudrama, the history of the form and the institutional networks’ 

programming decisions. A comparison between the productions of the chosen countries 

will advance the study of radio-specific genres and our understanding of the medium’s 

aesthetic value. 

My motivation to engage in research of a comparative kind is directly connected to 

the listening experience I have of both British and Italian radio and in particular the 

national networks, the BBC and the RAI. A habitual listener cannot but be struck by the 

appreciable difference in the two institutions' programming choices and official policies, 

particularly as regards the topic of interest of this research. Even simply considering the 

macro-category ‘radio documentary’, the historical overview carried out in this thesis 

suggests that, after a similar flourishing and parallel experimentation in postwar years 

and up to the 1960s, Italy and Great Britain have subsequently developed different 

approaches which have brought about significantly diverse outcomes. It is a fact that 

today, faced with the wealth of drama (or dramatized) output and the high number of 

documentary- or archive-based-programmes on British radio, a gaping void seems to 

open up to the listener who may want to tune in to avowed examples of drama or 
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documentary productions on Italian radio. My analysis considers how, apart from the 

specific national policies and board decisions, which will only be tangentially touched 

upon, such quantitative difference also reflects a difference in the conception underlying 

the docudramatic output, in the processes of production and in the aims attributed to the 

genre. The quantitative-qualitative distinctness of each situation offers the opportunity to 

investigate the issue at the centre of the research – sound’s capacity to disclose 

alternative layers of emotional and conceptual truth – under two complementary 

perspectives. The greater homogeneity of British programmes, answering an institutional 

need for a standardization of formats and themes in the direction of an objectivity of a 

journalistic type, descends from the fixity of a tradition that, developing from the postwar 

age, has established criteria and configurations which in their general lines are still 

detectable in today’s production in an almost unaltered shape. Such a relatively stable 

scenario across time, which interests all subgenres along the continuum – from the 

documentary proper to the play, according to the degree of dramatization of the real 

theme and material – permits to understand how the audio dimension finds a way of 

exerting its action even when the factual account of reality seems to be the principal goal. 

On the other hand, Italy’s variegated panorama, mainly developing outside the national 

network’s directives and presenting a wider range of intents besides the illustrative-

explanatory one, is the result of a detectable evolution of approaches that this thesis 

explores starting from the 1950s. Italy’s present state of affairs can be exploited to 

establish clearly demarcated, though wide-ranging, categories based on the manner and 

extent of sound’s workings on the content and form of programmes that reflect different 

approaches to the documentary matter – from the standard journalistic format to the 

highly imaginative. 

The comparative analysis studies the formation of the Italian trends and the British 

configurations in the postwar era and their evolution over the last thirty years (the 1980s 

to the time of writing). Particular attention is devoted to the present-day situation as the 

resultant of a meandering and sometimes controversial development. This time span 

corresponds to a period that has been little covered by Radio Studies theory, in itself a 

neglected field in both countries, while literature has mainly concentrated on the twin 

genres documentary and drama, particularly in Britain. In Italy the bulk of most recent 

publications dates back to the 1980s-1990s, after which academic interest in the subject, 

and in radio in general, seems to have dwindled, a trend which contrasts with the amount 
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of sound docudramas currently produced particularly by independent bodies and with 

practitioners' undiminished enthusiasm. 

In this regard, it is worth pointing out that due to the recent technological 

developments bearing on production practices and availability, as well as listening habits, 

the type of broadcasts under scrutiny has ceased to be just a radio thing. Although 

matters related to the new media are only touched upon in this thesis, some reference to 

their consequences both for producers and for listeners will be made. This is particularly 

significant for Italy. There is evidence to suggest that the bulk of the docudramatic 

production in the country is to be found not only outside mainstream radio but outside 

the traditional medium itself. A small number of online platforms have become the 

principal showcase for audio documentaries and docudramatic programmes, together 

with a few film documentary festivals that devote space to radio. All exploration of 

present-day audio docufiction in Italy needs to turn to these sources to look for 

information and to access individual productions. 

Far from reflecting a drop-off in the output or a general disregard on the part of 

practitioners, the lack of radio-specific studies on docudrama is probably due to the 

conceptual obscurity of its doubly ephemeral nature (as a borderline phenomenon and as 

a creation in sound) which entails problems of labelling and categorization. In 

consideration of the difficulty examining audio docudrama as a ‘genre’ on the basis of 

well-established parameters and an acquired knowledge, a comparative study between 

situations on opposite – and somehow complementary – poles can throw light on the 

outcomes of the interconnections between documented evidence and creative effort and 

on the potential of a form situated on the fringes of contemporary theorization. 

The first area this research addresses in comparative terms is linguistic. In 

discussing and delimiting the shifting nature of audio docufiction, terminology is 

important for theoretical and practical reasons. Conceptually, the degree of attention to 

terminological matters and the various designations the two countries utilize to indicate 

productions of a docudramatic kind mirror the specific histories, attitudes and 

approaches behind them and cannot be ignored by a comparative study. In a more 

general and practical sense, research needs to employ serviceable expressions with which 

to indicate its object of study. Reflection on the two countries’ labelling attempts of a 

hybrid form aims to clarify the use of specific or unspecific terms in the course of the 

thesis.  
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1.3.4. Terminological complexities 

 

In an investigation of the two countries’ output attention should be placed on 

linguistic matters from the start, in particular with regard to the various labels attributed 

to the genre under discussion. In Radio Studies terminological framing can be said to 

constitute an attempt to circumscribe the fleeting nature of the very object it seeks to 

designate; this is even truer in the case of the ever-receding frontier of docufiction. 

Indicative as they are of the degree of arbitrariness implicit in all classification claims, 

labelling attempts in the two cultural contexts are also emblematic of different attitudes 

to the genre. What meaning the two languages attribute to relevant radio terms is 

therefore a preliminary question, which this thesis will try to answer making reference to 

how vocabulary has been employed by the broadcasting institutions and adopted by 

scholars and producers in both countries, with special attention to institutional records 

(the RAI's and the BBC's archive correspondence and documents, guidelines, sites). In the 

course of my analysis, when no precise term is supplied by the author, the producer or 

the radio station, and when I discuss the genre’s overall features, I employ ‘docudrama’ 

and ‘docufiction’ as equivalent and all-encompassing terms. In connection with the 

specificity of the medium, without delving into the difference between the two terms 

'radio' and 'sound' and their widespread use as synonyms, this research will employ the 

latter (and its equivalent referring to the technical reproduction apparatus, 'audio') as a 

more general denomination. This choice is guided by consideration of the peculiarity of 

the Italian situation, in which radio has ceased to be the main dissemination channel for 

the genre under scrutiny. 

Terminological framing also helps discern sets of common features on the basis of 

which to judge a production's claim to belong in the realm of docufiction. The question of 

what it takes for a production to be considered a ‘sound docudrama’ is therefore another 

step in the direction of constructing a manageable framework of analysis.  

The next part of the chapter focuses on matters of definition and on the technical-

formal aspects that situate a production within the cross-genre area.  
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1.3.4.1. Defining the indefinable across the receding fact-fiction border  

 

Not to be taken for granted, the designations ‘docudrama’ and ‘docufiction’ I have 

used so far are just a few among a variety that can be found in literature, as well as in the 

BBC's and the RAI’s classifications: from documentary drama/play (or, simply, drama 

based on true events, as is often the case with many BBC productions), to dramatized 

documentary, to docufiction, and their Italian equivalents. Probably the most emblematic 

both of different attitudes to the genre and of the degree of arbitrariness implicit in all 

classifying effort is the label feature, a comprehensive term working as an all too general 

categorization for programmes of very different types in Britain and non-existent – and 

therefore untranslatable – in the Italian language. One first effort should then be directed 

toward pointing out how the various terms have been used by critics and practitioners in 

the two countries. 

 

 

1.3.4.1.1. Italy: Terminological insubstantiality for a “narrative originality” 

 

In an interview on the current institutional policy on the documentary production, 

Paolo Morawski (2015), former Secretary General of Prix Italia and a radio producer, 

observes: “There is, so to speak, volition, imagination, the taste of individual people, who 

can be directors and authors that drive you in one direction or the other.”10 He explains 

that the RAI does not currently set up official procedures, standards or parameters for 

producers, nor are there specific recommendations regulating contents and formats 

besides the very general two-year Linee guida editoriali [Editorial guidelines] for the 

fiction area. It is up to the heads of the various programmes to consider proposals and 

approve them, and to put a new production forward to the management. The space 

devoted to documentary largely depends on personal choices and in particular on the RAI 

channel director’s interest that dictates the unofficial lines of attention towards a form. 

Morawski's words condense a general attitude and also account for the lack of concern 

for a genre-specific terminology, both in schedules and in literary analysis in Italy. 

Writing in 2003 for the VQPT series on society and the media, edited by RAI ERI, 

                                                             
10 Noi abbiamo, come dire, la volontà, la fantasia, il gusto delle singole persone che possono essere i direttori 

e gli autori che ti spingono in una direzione piuttosto che in un'altra.  
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the Network's publishing house, within the framework of the comprehensive section 

“radio fiction” Anna Lucia Natale considers a range of fact-based productions variously 

categorized as “sceneggiati” (plays or adaptations) and “originali a puntate” (serials).11 At 

the same time, the critic admits that the difficulty in identifying precise genres (and 

naming them, we may add) is partly ascribable to a certain “narrative originality”12 

(Natale, 2003.219) typical of the fictional area in radio such as results from an almost 

intrinsic tendency to intertwine forms and approaches. In the heterogeneous Italian 

panorama at the beginning of this century a group of productions stands out as inspired 

by social reality, whether it is news stories, community life or private relationships, but 

the term Natale (2003.220) employs is again very broad, “racconti d'attualità” (topical 

stories or stories based on current affairs). Interestingly, the critic labels a mixed 

production like the serial Giovanni. Un maestro inatteso [John: An unexpected master] 

(2001) a “biography”, a type of broadcast that she judges to be one the strengths of radio 

RAI fiction unit in the early 2000s. Produced by Giuseppe Ventucci and based on the 

historian Enzo Gatti's work, it is “enriched with the insertion of documents from the RAI 

Archives and excerpts from “Journal of the Soul”, the Pope's diary” (2003.221).13  Its 

structure brings the programme very close to the form discussed in this thesis. 

The term ‘docudrama’ itself and ‘docufiction’ are used by few Italian scholars, who 

mainly adopt a historical standpoint in relation to the stages of development of, 

alternatively, drama or documentary. When Stefania Stefanelli (1997.481) appraises 

“docudrama”14 as an innovative form of drama, she is in fact thinking about the 

experimental productions built upon a complex texture of music, interviews and sfx made 

popular by artists like the musician Sergio Liberovici and the writer Andrea Camilleri at 

the beginning of the 1970s. To my knowledge, Amato (2005.78-86, 111-125) is the only 

one to have discussed “docufiction” as an autonomous genre born out of the larger body 

of documentary. His contribution will be considered at length in chapter 4. 

While in Italy not much attention seems to have been devoted to the problems of 

defining forms and genres, in Britain these have been at the centre of practitioners’ and 

scholars’ discussions since the early times of the national broadcaster. 

                                                             
11 Sceneggiato literally means “a story that has been scripted” (sceneggiare, to scrip); originale a puntate 

indicates an 'original' play broadcast in weekly episodes. 
12Originalità narrativa. 
13 Arricchita con l'inserimento di documenti d'archivo RAI e di brani tratti da «Il giornale dell'anima», il 

diario del Papa. 
14 Docudramma. 
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1.3.4.1.2. Britain: Framing efforts and institutional debates 

 

In a way, the institutional structure probably accounts for Radio RAI's scant 

attention to matters of definition – the company does not have a division into 

departments according to the type of production. Impassioned debates on “the 

demarcation between documentary on the one hand, and the dramatic feature on the 

other” (Camacho, 1965.n.p.) such as those that have often taken place between 

production units at BBC Radio, testified to by the copious correspondence kept at the BBC 

Archives, would have been highly improbable among the RAI staff. The question of 

terminology indeed seems to have been of paramount importance for British national 

radio and definitions of programmes and their attribution to departments has often 

occupied the directors' discourse, in particular since the two production sections, 

Features and Drama, which had so far been under the same Direction, became separate 

Departments in 1945. About ten years later Burton Paulu (1956.209) wrote: 

The principal theoretical difference between the work of the BBC Features 

Department and that of the Drama Department from which it sprung is that features 

are fact-based and dramas are fictional. Yet, in practice, the line of demarcation is 

often obscured, particularly when writers on the Features staff choose to produce 

highly imaginative pieces. 

The critic uses the term “feature” as an alternative to “documentary”, in much the 

same way as Laurence Gilliam, the first head of the Feature Department, did in the 1950s 

(cited in Paulu, 1956.209). Later on, discussing the output of the Features Department, 

Paulu establishes a difference in degree between the more factual and the more creative 

works. “Documentary" works are “invariably conscientious in their treatment of facts: 

accurate, objective, and authentic” and achieve “popularization without distortion” 

(Paulu, 1956.211). The “literary and imaginative” (1956.211) ones border on the artistic 

and the poetic realms and more often than not convey meaning which is “highly obscure 

except to listeners used to such pieces” (1956.211). He concludes that the most successful 

features are those that carry out their task of objectivity and accuracy avoiding deceiving 

the listener and establishing themselves as vectors of “important messages to the many” 

(1956.212). His closing seems to somewhat conflict with the task he has previously 

attributed to features at large to “recreate fact, either through dramatization or the 
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editing of recorded actualities” (1956.209. My italics), and through the exploitation of 

dramatic elements with a highly emotional appeal – in a word via a high degree of 

treatment. How creative manipulation and objectivity may coexist in non-contradictory 

terms remains open to enquiry, but indeed the paradox demonstrates how hard it is to try 

and encapsulate as fluid a matter as sound docufiction. 

In 1965, summing up a written exchange on the nature of documentary and 

dramatic features and the jurisdiction of departments, Martin Esslin (1956.n.p.), Head of 

Drama at the BBC, provides a viable categorization, implicitly recognizing the necessity to 

measure it against practice to avoid the risks of abstraction inherent in all definitional 

attempts: 

The demarcation should be based both on the purpose of the programme and the 

style in which it is written. Where the purpose is to convey information about our 

society, recent trends and developments, and documented by actuality, readings, 

quotations from documents or speeches, the programme is clearly a documentary 

one, whether the participating voices are actuality, straight reading or representation 

by actors. If, on the other hand, the programme is written mainly in dramatic form, or 

if its production demands the recreation of period atmosphere through acting skill, 

then the programme clearly is a dramatic feature. 

The manner and form of construction become paramount in deciding the type of 

programme and the name used to identify it. Though essentially pragmatic and not 

interested in matters of signification, Esslin’s classification can usefully be applied today. 

As we shall see, one part of the way this research looks at contemporary production goes 

along similar lines. 

If broadcasts could hardly be classified according to the production unit they were 

issued from, across the 1960s and the 1970s some basic framing was nevertheless 

attempted between types of features through a strictly functional description. With 

reference to Dylan Thomas's Under Milk Wood (1954), whose poetical inspiration seems 

to have troubled Paulu (1956.211-212) for its obscurity challenging all claims to 

objectivity, Douglas Cleverdon (1969.17) writes: 

A radio feature is, roughly, any constructed programme [...] that derives from the 

technical apparatus of radio (microphone, control-panel, recording gear, loud-

speaker). It can combine any sound elements – words, music, sound effects – in any 

form or mixture of forms – documentary actuality, dramatized, poetic, musico-

dramatic. It has no rules determining what can or cannot be done. And though it may 

be in dramatic form, it has no need of a dramatic plot. 
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Dylan Thomas's work is the object of another definitional attempt. In his 1977 

guide to radio broadcasting techniques, resuming a classical pair Elwyn Evans devises a 

clear-cut, albeit perforce simplified, distinction between “documentary feature” and 

“dramatized feature”. The former aims at a straightforward illustration of an event 

through the editing of recorded parts, while the latter presents a more complex structure 

in which reality-based evidence is combined with fictional elements, namely dramatic 

action and dialogues. He mentions Thomas’ Return Journey to Swansea (1947) as a 

remarkable example of the second type: "By no other means than dramatization – 

narration plus dialogue – could Dylan Thomas […] have shown us the whole range of his 

feelings as he approached the blitzed town, and have united the voices of the present 

with those of the past" (Evans, 1977.99). 

Crook's (1999) informed survey of the meanings (and associated connotations) 

attributed to the term “feature” by practitioners, from the 1950s producers to such 

contemporary masters as Piers Plowright and Gregory Whitehead, emphasizes once again 

its ambiguity and all-inclusiveness, plus a certain degree of subjectiveness in 

interpretation. At the very centre of all attempts are questions of an autonomy of the 

genre and of veridicality. Crook mentions the founding principles of feature according to 

Gilliam (cited in Crook, 1999b.209), who stated that “unlike a play, its business is to 

convince the listener of the truth of what it is saying even though the form is dramatic”. A 

few lines above the BBC scriptwriter Peter Everett (cited in Crook, 1999b.208) is quoted as 

saying: “I've made features where my intention was to convince the listener that what 

they heard being 'said' was a load of cobblers”. Between the two statements – feature as 

a device either to tell the truth or to conjure up an imaginative deception – the entire 

gradation of meanings of the term and of its relevance for radio-making can be situated. 

Endowed with an aura of seniority and prestige – back in 1947 Gilliam (cited in 

Paulu,1956.209) had maintained that it was "the one unique form which radio has 

achieved in its short history" – the ‘feature’ continues to be in the limelight of 

contemporary criticism and among the favourites, probably because it is loose enough to 

be bent to a variety of characterizations along the documentary-drama continuum, or, as 

Siobhan McHugh (2012.40) argues pointing to its shifting nature, because it is liable to 

take up different meanings according to tradition and to the context of production and 

broadcast, at least in the Anglo-Saxon world. Italian scholars are indeed faced with the 

untranslatability of the word, of which a corresponding concept does not exist and could 
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only be expressed through approximation by means of a periphrasis. Italian Tiziano Bonini 

(2013.64) accurately resumes Crook's survey only to substantiate the rather general, and 

somewhat vague, assumption that “the feature is a radio work that encompasses far 

wider shades of genre than Italian documentary.”15 Ida De Benedictis (2004.49, note 7. 

Italics in the original) remarks, somewhat generalizing once again, that “in the Feature, a 

term peculiar to English radio, we find the characteristics of drama, documentary and live 

commentary mixed in such a way that distinction between the fictional and the real data 

becomes extremely difficult.”16 At the same time the critic recognizes the vagueness 

inherent in all labels (both in Italy and in Britain) based on pragmatic and intuitive 

concerns rather than on codified rules. 

 

 

1.3.4.1.3. Further terminological indications from Media Studies 

 

Probably on account of its indeterminacy and elusiveness the hybrid form has 

been the object of many framing attempts in other Media Studies. As an example, I will 

mention a few works that bear some relevance for my research. Through a comparison 

with film, Formenti (2014.113) illustrates by what means animated documentaries 

produce a “flagrant declaration” of their own constructedness in their representation of 

historical figures and events, thus eschewing risks of tricking “audience members […] on 

the ontological status of the images presented”. Somewhat imaginatively, she proposes to 

redefine them as “the sincerest form of docudrama” (Formenti, 2014.113). In another 

article on the film genre overtly ranking in between fiction and documentary, 

mockumentary, she explores the “veridictive marks” 17 (Formenti, 2013.38) scattered 

throughout these productions as “guarantee of authenticity”18 (2013.38) that construct 

the “illusion of reality”19 (2013.38) typical of hybrid formats. 

In the introduction to the essay collection Adaptation, Intermediality and the 

British Celebrity Biopic, Márta Minier and Maddalena Pennacchia (2014.4) discuss the 

                                                             
15 La feature è un’opera radiofonica che comprende sfumature di genere molto più ampie rispetto al 

documentario italiano. 
16 Nel Feature, termine peculiare della radio inglese, si ritrovano le caratteristiche del dramma, del 

documentario e della cronaca in presa diretta mixate in modo tale da rendere arduo distinguere la fiction dal 

dato reale. 
17 Marche veridittive. 
18 Garanzia di autenticità. 
19 Illusione di realtà. 
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concept of “genre”, emphasizing how it points at the same time to a sort of uniformity in 

content and form connected with “the transmission of common attributes” and to a 

tendency to “miscegenation”, that is, continuous deviations from that norm. By its own 

nature, the genre oscillates between “familiarity and strangeness, identity and difference” 

(Minier and Pennacchia, 2014.4). Hybrid forms seem to have inherited such imperfect – 

but extremely fecund – state. Minier’s (2014.83) essay ‘Joining History to Celebiography 

and Heritage to Documentary on the Small Screen’ in the same collection moves from a 

consideration of the complexities of attempting to define “television bio-docudrama” and 

indicates, once again, its “Janus-faced” character due to its “double, if not multiple, 

generic lineage”: historical accuracy and creative manipulation.  

An exploration of documentary film from viewers' angle, in connection with issues 

of representation of reality and perceived truthfulness at the crossroads of reality and 

imagination, can be found in Dirk Eitzen’s essay ‘When is documentary? Documentary as 

a Mode of Reception’ (1995). He surveys the various definitions of (film) ‘documentary’ 

since John Grierson (1930s-1950s) proceeding from the problems of trust it often arises: 

“A documentary is any motion picture that is susceptible to the question ‘Might it be 

lying?’” (Eitzen, 1995.81). Interestingly, his stance tackles the matter ‘from the other side’: 

not so much in terms of production techniques and approaches to documentary making, 

as in relation to the imaginary construct that the film builds up in the recipient of a 

discourse. In order to understand if a film works like a documentary it is then necessary to 

understand how it is perceived – what difference it makes whether “the discourse is 

considered to be fiction or nonfiction” (1995.81).  

In a similar direction, Derek Paget begins his analysis of “True Stories” on radio, 

screen and stage questioning why in the first place the need is felt to find labels for this 

type of productions and practices. He argues that, in an attempt to frame the resultant of 

the meeting of two apparent opposites – documentary and drama – “such formulations 

have tried, Canute-like, to hold back a tide of unease about the boundary between the 

'factual' and the 'fictional' which has occasionally erupted into open controversy” (Paget, 

1990.2). I agree with him that most often than not such debates appear to overlook the 

real heart of the matter, that is, the importance of “the means by which reality itself is 

mediated” (1990.2. Italics in the original). The necessity then arises of considering not so 

much what borderline productions are labelled but how reality is represented through 

them and what devices and procedures are employed to do this. 
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1.3.5. What do we talk about when we talk about docudrama? 

 

Faced with all the complexities of labelling and designating as it is, the present 

research will primarily focus on the process of mediation reality undergoes through sound 

in cross-genre productions. For the sake of simplicity, I will refer to this mixed area as 

docudrama (documentary drama), which has an Italian equivalent (docudramma), or 

docufiction, which has been widely adopted by Media Studies also in Italy. I am aware 

that considering the two terms as interchangeable appears to disregard another 

important difference, that between the second components of the binomial – drama and 

fiction. It is this type of reflection that drives Amato (2005.124-125) to conclude his 

chapter on “docufiction” – which he considers a form of documentary – subsuming 

“docudrama” within the separate macro-area of fiction for its deep manipulation of the 

real through full dramatization and its marginal use of verbatim documents. Nevertheless, 

it is precisely a programme’s attention to ‘real’ materials in terms of their usage and 

transformation – how they are worked into the sound pattern – that can elucidate 

matters related to terminology and categorization, rather than the opposite. The variety 

of sources, the amount of documents and the manner of their exploitation seem to 

underlie – when not overtly shape – the type of view of reality conveyed by the sound 

broadcast, irrespective of the level of awareness of the makers. My choice of specific 

productions and case studies was therefore guided by an observation of their technical 

features and of the orchestration of the various elements.  

Film studies can once again help clarify what ‘elements’ and ‘features’ we are 

talking about. Situating the animated documentary outside the realm of the documentary 

proper, of which it lacks the indexical link to reality in Bill Nichols’s terms,20 Formenti 

draws a comparison with film docudrama according to the definition provided by Gary 

Rhodes and John Springer (2006.5) in the introduction to the volume Docufictions: Essays 

On The Intersection Of Documentary And Fictional Filmmaking: “[A] fabricated recreation 

                                                             
20 Nichols highlights the controversial nature of documentary in relation to reality, on the one hand, and 

fiction film, on the other, at the same time calling into question the accepted notion of truthfulness in cinema. 

Drawing on Peirce's classification, he discusses the “indexical bind” (Nichols, 1991.149), i.e. the physical or 

existential connection occurring between the representation and its referent, and the “seemingly irrefutable 

guarantee of authenticity” (1991.149-150) it bestows on the photographic image or the recorded sound. See 

subchapter ‘The Indexical Bind’, chapter V, in Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentary 

(1991), pp. 149-155. 
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of actual people or events”. In view of maintaining “the illusion of facts being 

“documented” and “truths” being told” (Rhodes and Springer, 2006.5) these works use 

“the devices of fictional narrative […] to render more vivid the conflict and drama of the 

«real» subject’” (2006.6). Transposing such concept, albeit a little freely, to the territory of 

radio, I will consider works that are, to various degrees, constituted by the two 

components: the “fictional narrative” and the “real subject”. In more detail, docudramas 

contain elements from both domains: 

 interviews; 

 witnesses’ and/or experts’ voices; 

 sound effects and ambient sounds; 

 special effects 

 some amount of dramatization: acted out parts, readings by actors, etc.; 

 excerpts from other ‘creative’ fields: songs, film soundtracks, literary 

extracts/citations; 

 documents (historical or other): from archives and media, recordings and personal 

reminiscences (diaries, letters, memoirs.) 

The notion of ‘document’ in particular needs close-up consideration because it is 

on its grounds (i.e. on its nature and on the different degrees of its exploitation and 

manipulation) that a difference can be established in relation to proper documentaries, 

on the one hand, and plays, on the other. 

 

 

1.3.5.1. The nature of the document 

 

“Documentary mater-reality / materiality” (Paget, 1990.15) is a key-notion in 

Paget’s (1990.16-17) argumentation of “the entry of Faith in Facts into dramatic 

practices”. He devotes a subchapter of his True Stories? to the problems posed by the 

“document” as “a piece of manifest social reality, existing (literally, materially) outside the 

drama (even outside the consciousness of the makers of the drama)” (1990.25. Italics in 

the original). While raising ethical/aesthetical problems, the reality of documents (and 

their very matter) also help trigger off the subversive force latent in cross-genre forms: 

“By using documents at all, the dramatist problematizes (calls into doubt or question) 

both the fictional nature of drama and the factual nature of information. S/he implicitly 
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transgresses the boundaries of a discourse usually held to be antithetical to the dramatic” 

(1990.15). The potential disruptiveness of documents accounts for the hegemony’s 

attempt to control them through promoting the application of naturalistic practices to the 

production of True Stories. 

Documentary drama’s “mater-reality” is funded on tangible “‘source material’” 

(1990.16), which Paget divides into two types: single (e.g., trial scripts as the exclusive 

information base) and multiple (e.g., when various books, publications, records, 

newspapers, etc. are exploited to illustrate one topic). He lists the usable material quoting 

from dramatist Peter Weiss (Paget, 1990.17): 

‘Records, documents, letters, statistics, market-reports, statements by banks and 

companies, government statements, speeches, interviews, statements by well-known 

personalities, newspaper and broadcast reports, photos, documentary films and 

other contemporary documents are the basis of the performance.’ To these could be 

added film, photographs, audio and video tape. 

In the territory of radio, the relevance of such “recorders” (Paget, 1990.17) – with 

all the strength of their “aural inflections” (1990.17) – for “that construction of the past 

which is ‘history’” (1990.17) suggests valuable crossovers with oral history, particularly 

with that distinct genre investigated by McHugh, the Crafted Oral History Radio 

Documentary (COHRD). She describes it as “a creatively produced non-fiction radio 

narrative, based on a core of ground-breaking oral history research” (McHugh, 2012.39) 

and making exclusive use of recorded oral sources, namely interviews, sometimes 

accompanied by archival sound, ambient noises, and a certain amount of re-enactment 

and sound manipulation (echo, reverb effects, etc.). 

An alternative perspective on documentary technique in connection with the use 

of real material is again offered by Eitzen. Viewers’ perception of a film as lying or telling 

the truth is usually “a product of the metatextual labels or interpretative framework that 

they apply to the text, not a product of the form of the text per se” (Eitzen, 1995.91). The 

term “situational cues” (1995.95. Italics in the original) refers those pointers that direct 

the audience to identify a movie as a documentary. These can be “explicit verbal labels” 

(1995.95) in the form of explanatory sequences and programme notes, or elements in the 

text itself that evoke an association in viewers’ mind with the real world, e. g. film 

footage, the presence of a historic figure or the “wobbly camera” (1995.95) typical of 

cinéma vérité. The framing of a film as a documentary is not a quality intrinsic to the 

movie but is brought about by the viewers’ inferences on the basis of such indexes and of 
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their expectations and suppositions (1995.92).  

As a matter of fact, the presence of documents is not in itself a guarantee of 

authenticity. Programmes challenging the media's claim to shape truth and produce 

objective knowledge also make full use of actuality sources. In her essay on film 

mockumentary, among the “markers”21 (Formenti, 2013 39) that infuse “veridiction”22 

(2013.40) into the events related, Formenti (2013.40) considers a group of elements to 

have 

the function of imparting concreteness and significance to what is being narrated. […] 

These can be visual or audio, consist of materials considered as traces of a given 

person’s worldly passage or of the occurrence of a specific event, such as contracts, 

medical records, posters, billboards, newspaper pages, various gadgets and 

recordings of declarations or talks.”23 

In mockumentary these materials aim to create an “illusion of reality”24 (2013.38) 

in order to expose the conventions upon which our belief in the possibility of objective 

representation and factual accuracy rests. 

This thesis utilizes notions of document similar to the ones outlined above and 

asks as a further point of analysis what becomes of the document when it is rendered in 

sound.  

 

 

1.3.5.2. Documents exploited in sound 

 

The nature of documents and the manner of their exploitation is one of the main 

issues also in analyses of audio docufiction. Along the lines suggested by Paget, this 

research considers the “documentary materiality” of programmes in its double 

denotation: as solid substance (materiality) drawn from reality (actualities) and from 

authenticated sources (archives, recordings, reports, trails, the news, etc.); as a clue to a 

concrete reality (mater-reality) under the focus of a sound discourse that aims either to 

build up new knowledge or to challenge the accepted one. Besides the sources indicated 

                                                             
21 Marche. 
22 Veridizione. 
23 Aventi la funzione di conferire concretezza e rilevanza a quanto narrato. […] Questi possono essere visivi o 

sonori, constano in materiali considerati traccia del passaggio terreno di una data persona o del verificarsi di 

un determinate evento, quali contratti, cartelle cliniche, manifesti, cartelloni pubblicitari, pagine di giornali, 

gadget vari e registrazioni di dichiarazioni o colloqui. 

 24 Illusione di realtà. 
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by Paget and McHughs, attention will be given to the “situational cues” discussed by 

Eizen, that is, the fragments of documentary information that in the recipient’s mind work 

as indicators of a link to historical reality. When the programme plays upon such 

connection to show how the media representation works, it highlights the paradoxes 

inherent in information’s claims to illustrate the world in an authentic way, producing the 

“illusion of reality” Formenti talks about. 

The fact that documents are rendered in sound represents a further complication 

in the representation of reality. The impossibility to locate their (real or faked) source in a 

tangible context external to the setting of the events – what shots or photos of the ‘real’ 

document do in film – means that a major effort is expected of the listener, either to 

make out fact from invention or – an even more difficult task – to surrender to the 

uselessness of the effort. To help clarify this point I will rely on the notion of continuum 

along which the various types of productions are placed according to the degree of 

treatment which the sound materials from reality undergo. Dramatization may be present 

at variable levels of complexity. The most challenging of cases is that of a programme in 

which the editing and the montage alone provide a form of creative manipulation of the 

documentary basis in which the “situational cues” get blurred. This research shows that, 

even when the audio material is kept in its original shape with no remoulding, adaptation 

or acting out, a production can be perceived as lying somewhere in the cross-genre area 

defined by the correlation between fictional narrative strategies and the real topic which 

is the core of docufiction according to Rhodes and Springer. 

 

 

1.4. The structure of the thesis  

 

Radio Studies show a tendency to include examples of fictional products based on 

factual information alternatively in the area of drama or in that of documentary, 

according to which side of the coin each one considers more significant in agreement with 

the chosen typology. There is also considerable attention to historical or technical 

framing, while issues related to aesthetics and sense seem to be little explored. On the 

other hand, analyses of ‘radio documentary’ mainly concentrate on its golden period, the 

1950s, which were an age of great experimentation and saw an apogee in the number 

and sophistication of productions both in Italy and in Great Britain, so much so that some 
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of last century’s masterpieces still influence the choices of contemporary producers in 

shaping their docudramatic content. Within the scope of its central aim – to determine to 

what extent and by what means docudrama in sound is a producer of meaning – my 

research proceeds in three directions. First, it seeks to provide a definition of radio 

docudrama based on its material components, the degree of treatment of documents 

from reality and the type of perspective it offers on personal or collective topics. Such an 

attempt also requires a certain amount of discussion on framing and categorization 

according to criteria consistent with the output of each country. A series of issues related 

to aesthetics are called into question, and this is the second perspective of the present 

study, which seeks to understand how docudrama's formal and content traits make it a 

genre per se, an autonomous form sitting in between documentary and drama and 

specific to the medium. Finally, investigation of aesthetic and formal issues carried out 

through a number of British and Italian case studies gives an insight into the development 

of the form at the turn of the twentieth century and simultaneously supplies an overview 

of the state of affairs of contemporary production. The three threads underlie the entire 

exploration and emerge in turn, coming into the focus of individual chapters. 

The methodological foundations of the research work are expounded in chapter 2. 

This part explains the need to adopt a mixed methodology gathered from both theoretical 

and practical disciplines on account of the scarcity of genre-specific studies based on well-

established approaches. It describes the notions, instruments and procedures employed 

to explore case studies, extrapolate general lines of development of docudrama and find 

possible frameworks allowing to circumscribe its multi-faceted and metamorphic nature. 

It also explains the rationale behind the choice of case studies and accounts for decisions 

regarding the adoption of an aesthetic perspective in relation to viewpoints more focused 

on the history of radio documentary. Finally, the theoretical relevance of creative practice 

in answering the research question is appraised in relation to the analysis of personal 

experience carried out in the last chapter of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 provides the scholarly background to the present study reviewing the 

most recent literature on radio documentary and radio drama in both countries, and the 

few works specifically addressing the in-between area of docudrama. It spots the main 

differences of approach in the two countries with a focus on the contribution that each of 

them makes to the object of this research. Media Studies also constitute a valuable 

source of indications which can be accommodated to a scrutiny of contemporary 
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docufiction.  

The following part is devoted to the exploration of the contemporary panorama. 

Chapters 4 and 5 propose a survey of radio programmes labelled as either documentary 

or docufiction according to the level of manipulation of the sound matter and the manner 

of exploitation of actuality. A number of case studies are investigated from the point of 

view of their formal and content traits in order to pinpoint trends and distinguish the 

various shades within the genre on the basis of the concept of continuum. The aim is to 

construct a model for docudrama analysis that is shaped around the programmes under 

scrutiny and also proves flexible enough to be re-employed across the drama-

documentary spectrum. The two chapters consider how broadcasts in each country move 

to and fro the controversial border between fact and fiction, the manner in which they 

employ sound to signify, and the degree to which the sound dimension may allow 

glimpses of so far unaccounted for aspects of reality. Consideration is also given to the 

different perspectives on reality brought about by the two countries' choices regarding 

production practices. In detail, chapter 4 analyses the approaches to sound docufiction 

that evolved from the 1950s-60s apogee of the genre and looks at how they became 

somehow formulaic and still influenced the early 21st century production. Chapter 5 

carries out a closer scrutiny of the contemporary panorama at the time of writing this 

thesis following two synchronous directions. It seeks to understand how the fictional 

elements in postproduction (dramatization, sound effects, music, silences) are engrafted 

onto the factual basis conferring an unexpected twist even to programmes that are 

perceived, both by the producer and the audience, as being decidedly located on the 

documentary side of the continuum. At the same time the chapter observes how such 

unforeseen perceptions prompt reflection on major issues – collective and historical 

memory, the voice of the common people, the possibility of constructing transmissible 

knowledge – offering views that may be interpreted as deviations from legitimated 

discourses on reality. 

Two case studies placed at the drama end of the continuum are at the centre of 

respectively chapter 6 and chapter 7. The aim of this section is to take a close and 

articulate look at the connotative action of sound in programmes which delve into 

existential matters rich in highly emotional resonances but are also firmly anchored in the 

evidence of facts. Both broadcasts are in fact entirely constructed on documental sources 

related to personal life, in one case, and to historical evidence, in the other. Chapter 6 
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explores Kate McAll’s The Presence (2009), based on the journal that poet Dannie Abse 

kept during the year following the car crash in which his beloved wife Joan lost her life. 

The chapter observes how some specific sound elements – namely, noises generated by 

indeterminate sources and the pure vocal traits of the unique narrating voice – act upon 

the surface of the related events constructing a metaphorical plane of signification 

whereby an individual’s story takes up a wider value as a story of existential hardship and 

survival in which we all partake. 

The last chapter (chapter 7) provides further substance to idea illustrated in the 

previous section but this time in connection with collective, rather than private, history. It 

analyses Arrivederci, a radio work directed by radio-maker Roberto Benatti for Italian 

broadcaster Radio Città del Capo in 2014 and based on one of my published short stories 

drawing from Claudine Vegh's published postgraduate thesis I didn't say goodbye (1979) 

on the wartime experience of children whose deported parents left them in strangers' 

care. The chapter inspects the audio constituents that mark a difference in relation to the 

written text of the short story. The aim is to show the process through which the fictional 

element in sound is capable of extracting from the factual basis fragments of signification 

which exceed the written medium and thus offer a viewpoint more focused on people's 

unorthodox narrations within the framework of sanctioned historical discourse.  

 

 

1.5. The contribution of this research to Radio Studies 

 

This thesis discusses the results of an exploration of the polysemic properties of 

sound in the cross-genre area between fact and fiction with the aim of showing that the 

audio dimension is capable of establishing a meaningful picture of (aspects of) reality 

allowing for the emergence of forms of ‘truth’ about the same reality that often remain 

unexpressed in other media. Its contribution to Radio Studies is manifold. Culturally, the 

comparative perspective and the focus on contemporary output are two elements of 

originality for a form that has been mainly scrutinized as a historical object – and with a 

primary focus on the heyday of the twin genre documentary – and within separate 

contexts, the British and the Italian. Yet I believe that the main originality of this doctoral 

work resides in the aesthetic appreciation it offers. In this respect, it gives insights into 

two distinct directions.  
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On one hand, the research concentrates on a type of radio programmes that has 

not been the object of in-depth study: documentary-drama as a genre, fully fledged and 

self-contained, sharing the characteristics of the two forms – documentary and drama – 

but constituting a meaningful body that is more than the sum of its parts. On the other 

hand, analysis proves how the pure sound features become narrative elements per se, 

productive of signification that is relevant both for the story told and for the creation of 

new concepts about the subject matter of the programme. This is a scholarly perspective 

that has not been adopted so far in a radical manner, and not certainly in connection with 

docufiction in which the value of even recorded documents tends to be measured against 

their verbal content, spoken or extracted from written sources. While the classical 

viewpoint on radio is that it provides a defective, because ‘blind’, representation of reality 

which listeners have to compensate with the imagination’s heavy intervention, this 

research seeks to demonstrate that nothing is missing in the sound dimension for it to be 

able to disclose significant knowledge about reality – for any character and event to be 

able to come out of history and literally speak to the microphone. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology adopted in this research combines some practical methods with a 

number of conceptual parameters that sustain the analytical work throughout. On the 

one hand, I employ procedures typical of field research, that is, case study and observant 

participation, together with data-gathering techniques such as archival research and 

interviewing. On the other, in order to substantiate my findings I employ some of the 

reflexive and conceptual tools derived from comparative research, historicism and 

translation studies. This [sub]chapter aims to show the interconnections between these 

two areas. 

 

 

2.1. The relevance of case study analysis 

 

With the purpose of defining genre-specific patterns and see how they can be 

brought together so as to form identifiable trends, I have worked my way through the 

history of audio documentary / docudrama via the analysis of a large number of British 

and Italian productions. The decision to explore a wide range of programmes has been 

guided by the necessity to observe the various embodiments docufiction takes up across 

a spectrum that ranges from fact-based broadcasts to fully imaginative works. The survey 

encompasses productions belonging to the area of documentary proper (for example No 

More Heroes and Urtisti e promanti, venditori di souvenir a Roma) and to that of drama 

(radio plays like The Great Squanderland Roof), at the same time looking at all 

intermediate forms in which the two constituents in various degrees blend and interlace 

(from factual works including dramatized excerpts, like Transportation, to a semi-fictional 

documentary like Via Plaiola 29). The case studies have been selected according to 

criteria of distinctiveness, representativeness or artistic relevance. Some of them 

showcase features typical of a style (d’auteur programmes such as Spoonface Steinberg 

and works presented at the Bellaria Film Festival, for example La Vie en Bleu or Children’s 

America). Others best serve as an illustration of a tendency or approach developed during 

a specific period (Firenze, Agosto 1944 or The Twin Towers and Then-Now). Other 

programmes also appear particularly challenging as works of art and a close scrutiny of 

their audio and verbal text has helped pinpoint the aesthetic value of a docudramatic 
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exploitation of sound. This is the case of the broadcasts in the focus of two distinct 

chapters, The Presence and Arrivederci. 

Case studies are central to any research carried out in a little explored field such 

as radio genres and may supply a solid basis for the construction of the argument only 

through attentive reflection and decoding. This is why the present study partly relies on 

techniques of ‘close-reading’. This approach, also known as ‘formalist’, seeks to “interpret 

a text through its formal features” (McCaw, 2013.50), such as “the language (images, 

symbols, metaphors and patterns) and style used” (2013.50). Much as in film and 

television, in radio close-reading also involves observation of “techniques or features 

particular to these forms” (2013.50), namely sound recording and editing. However, this 

thesis embraces a formalist approach only inasmuch as it constitutes a serviceable 

method of analysis. While close-reading sees the text as an exclusive object of interest 

and “is not centrally interested in questions of context” (2013.50), the present research 

also looks at the sound text against the cultural-historical sphere of which it was issued. 

As Colin Robson (2007.178) maintains, case study as a research strategy focuses on a 

specific situation (an individual item or a collectivity) – the case – viewed in relation to its 

context. Interpretation of data collected around your case also requires careful 

structuring and rendering of your findings. In her research handbook Gina Wiskers 

(2008.216) advises postgraduate students to “flesh out the case study with detail, make it 

come to life, and involve readers in the narrative you tell about it”.  

Indeed, any attempt to build a suitable “narrative” around sound broadcasts is 

faced with the scarcity of analytical tools. The traditional tendency to apply literary 

frameworks to texts in which the actual words are just one of the components seem to 

linger on, whereas in-depth study of noises and sound effects – which (particularly on 

contemporary radio) often constitute the backbone of creative productions – remains 

virtually ignored. Their relevance as syntactic elements and carriers of meaning is hardly 

recognised, as is their vital contribution to the overall sense. The question was 

pertinently put across by Elke Huwiler in her essay on radio drama as an acoustic art 

form. Back in the 1950s, the heyday period of radio drama, Alfred Döblin had pointed out 

that “the radio play should be seen not as a form of literature but as a new way of dealing 

with a combination of language and other features intrinsic to the new medium, and that 

approach to the art form [is] required that [is] different from the literary one” (Huwiler, 

2003.47). Such concept is still remarkably innovative today. On its basis Huwiler (2003.51) 
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develops “a postclassical narratological approach”, an alternative analytical model for the 

description of “the different signs that generate meaning in a radio play” (Huwiler, 

2003.51). Following David Herman’s proposal for the study of storytelling, the critic 

establishes a distinction between stucturalist narratological models, which focus primarily 

on “literary objects of study” (2003.51), and postclassical narratology. The latter 

considers the narrative structure of any form of storytelling in relation not only to its 

verbal pattern but to all the semiotic aspects of the work, including the visual and the 

acoustic, and to the contexts of its production and interpretation. In radio drama, sense is 

brought about by the relation of “the different acoustic sings” (2003.52) and their 

combinations to “specific narrative functions” (2003.52). All components of an audio text 

– music, noises, voices and electroacoustic manipulation and mixing alike – serve to 

construct a meaningful picture in the listener’s mind and contribute towards the 

unfolding of the ‘story’, and a study of audio productions should analyse them 

accordingly. I have found Huwiler’s suggested tools particularly useful in my exploration 

of productions placed at the drama end of the drama-documentary spectrum and staging 

historical or personal tragedy. Vera Nünning and Ansgar Nünning (cited in Huwiler, 

2003.51) remark that “narratives [are] not merely a literary form or medium of 

expression, but a phenomenological and cognitive mode of self- and world knowledge”. A 

narratological approach can be fruitfully employed in an analysis of all kinds of ‘stories’, 

including those centring around “the description of lived events in the form of everyday 

accounts” (Nünning, V., Nünning A., 2002 cited in Huwiler, 2003.51) and “witness 

testimonies and accounts of personal injury” (2002). The acoustic element proves 

extremely effective in depicting highly charged atmospheres and deep emotion, and 

whenever it is necessary to put across semantically dense signification. My study of Kate 

McAll’s The Presence (2009), the dramatization of the poet Dannie Abse’s memoir of the 

days immediately after his wife’s death, was conducted along these lines. It has 

reinforced the assumption that all sound components – noises, effects, music, the voice’s 

features and, by contrast, silences – work as elements of signification that highlight 

different aspects of narration, from the biographical, to the historical, to the expressive 

and the emotional. They may at times reach where words cannot, giving substance to the 

unutterable: the conceptual density of sorrow and the possibility of recovery.  

In order to understand the manners in which sound performs its signifying action 

in a number of different situations, this research compares case studies issued from 
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contexts with distinct broadcasting policies and histories, the Italian and the British, 

employing some of the tools offered by the comparative study approach.  

 

 

2.2. Methodological implications of a comparative approach 

 

Comparative media criticism is one of the models James W. Chesebro and Dale A. 

Bertelsen refer to in their exploration of communication technologies as symbolic and 

cognitive systems. While an examination of distinct media cultures as discrete units 

allows “to provide coherent and detailed considerations of the nature and function” 

(Chesebro and Bertelsen, 1996.163) of each of them, comparative analysis consists in 

isolating “a particular feature of a communication system” (1996.163) and comparing 

“several communication technologies in terms of this single feature or criterion” 

(1996.163). This is the approach the present research adopts. Instead of analysing Italian 

and British radio production in separate contexts in view of identifying each one’s 

structural patterns and workings, some of the two countries’ broadcasts and approaches 

are analysed in parallel, weighing them against the docudramatic trait. The aesthetic 

dimension ‘audio docudrama’– that is to say, the combination of qualities widely 

belonging in the documentary-drama spectrum – constitutes the distinct feature or 

criterion for a comparison that is instrumental to the construction of a viable theoretical 

model for the genre. 

Susan Bassnett emphasises how comparative literary criticism is characterized by 

a multiple dimension. Faced with matters of designation, she writes: “The simplest 

answer is that comparative literature involves the study of texts across cultures, that it is 

interdisciplinary and that it is concerned with patterns of connection in literature across 

both time and space” (Bassnett, 1995.1). In a straightforward and uncomplicated way this 

definition lays out the basis comparative work in any field should be grounded in. 

Focusing on a study of radio texts across two cultures, the British and the Italian, since the 

start my approach has been characterized by the two aspects highlighted by Bassnett. For 

one thing, the need has soon arisen to adopt an interdisciplinary approach. Due to the 

scarcity of genre-specific publications in both countries, besides radio studies, which have 

constituted the backbone of my research throughout, I have also drawn from a number 

of critical sources in the field of media studies. In particular, I make reference to Bill 
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Nichols’s major work on documentary modes and Michael Renov’s text on 

autobiographical practice and subjectivity construction in documentary making. Stage 

performance is also an important reference, for example, Paget’s studies of documentary 

and verbatim theatre. Secondly, I have tried to identify patterns of connection between 

the productions of the two countries over different time-periods. Cultures may be 

associated also by contrast. At times we pinpoint one specific feature or configuration in 

one culture that is not present in the other one. Such difference constitutes a distinctive 

trait of the genre in the culture under scrutiny. Differences, as well as similarities, help 

proceed towards a definition of a genre. Analysing the areas where Britain and Italy 

overlap and those in which they diverge has allowed me to better identify the tendencies 

most typical of each country in a certain phase of the development of radio docufiction. 

The comparative approach can undoubtedly foster new understanding of a 

subject matter and help open up new areas of research (Chesebro and Bertelsen, 

1996.163-64), yet when it is used in connection with history may give rise to 

methodological complications. In particular, decisions have to be taken as regards the 

historical framing and the chronological articulation of the phenomenon that is the object 

of comparison in the two countries. My choice in this respect goes much in the direction 

pointed out by Jane Chapman in her comparative study on the modern history of the 

media: “Rather than providing a continuous narrative of media development in each 

country and industry, the study looks at the basic concepts behind the origins of various 

trends that reveal aspects both of previous developments and of new ones that start to 

emerge” (Chapman, 2005.1. My Italics). I agree with Chapman (2005.5) that, if one 

possibility historiography offers is to look at continuity, change and their interactions, the 

analysis of continuity, which often goes unmentioned in historical scrutiny because less 

striking compared to change, may offer new insights into the developments of a 

phenomenon. This is not to say that the aim is to establish “a continuous narrative 

revealing constant improvement until the present” (Chapman, 2005.5), a progress for the 

best. Instead, this research seeks to discern the “ongoing strands” (2005.5) that emerge 

from time to time in the complex histories of the radio genre in both Italy and Great 

Britain, to explore the conceptual areas they refer to and point out their similarities and 

differences in the two countries. As Chapman remarks, when it becomes apparent that 

traditional elements start intertwining with novel components it also becomes possible to 

discern a tendency in its embryonic stage. The critic’s observations about the origins, 
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developments and emergences of new features tell us that trends cannot be understood 

outside a historical context. How to deal with the history of a genre in different countries 

is an important issue of comparative study, even the more so in the sphere of creative 

production which, due to its fleeting nature, can hardly be forced into concepts of linear 

progress and chronological framing.  

 

 

2.3. The place of historicism 

 

In conclusion to his introduction to the survey of film documentary categories as 

they have developed over time since the 1920s, Nichols (1991.33) underscores how the 

idea of “a linear chronology and of an implicit evolution toward greater complexity and 

self-awareness” is only an “impression”, since each mode has been present in some form 

from the earlier stage of cinema. One modality may prevail in a geographical area or 

country at a given moment, but each individual production contains traces of older 

approaches, which “do not go away; they remain part of a continuing exploration of form 

in relation to social purpose” (Nichols, 1991.33). These considerations seem fitting to the 

choice I have made of presenting the main lines of the evolution of radio docufiction. 

Historical analysis in itself provides serviceable tools for critical works which, like many 

British publications, mainly concentrate on typology (Starkey, 2004); on the aesthetic 

dimension of the genre (Street, 2012); and on the socio-political (Paget, 1990) or 

philosophical (Crook, 2011) issues connected to radio documentary production. Most 

1999-2000 books in Italy – after which timeframe we record a decline in Radio Studies in 

the country – attempted a categorization of, if not audio docufiction, audio documentary 

at large along historical lines (see in particular Amato, 2005; De Benedictis, 2004; and 

Pavolini, 2013). Yet in general terms, scholars tend to cross-check historical analysis with 

reflections of an aesthetic type. Indeed, observations about technical availabilities at a 

specific moment and practitioners' direct testimony are a necessity even for studies 

focusing on genre-related issues. The “importance of historical context to the 

interpretation of texts of all kinds” (Hamilton, 2003.2) is to be acknowledged, as is the 

necessity in all analysis of even creative works to relate each text to a wider “economy of 

other texts, which both limits their possibilities and facilitates the distinctiveness of their 

utterances” (2003.3). Nevertheless, as Nichols’s (1991.33) remarks on the possibilities of 
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application of his typology would seem to imply, a strictly historical approach proves 

fairly inadequate when it comes to circumscribe the cross-breed quality of many 

documentary forms. Analysis of a number of productions in a given historical period may 

lead to identify features and patterns that help us construct a category with an 

operational value, yet each individual production is the result of a combination of 

modalities and cannot be forced into one single canon. 

In order to pinpoint older modalities and subsequently see how they permeate 

present-day docudrama, I retrace the broad lines of the history of the genre in both 

countries, starting from its heyday in postwar years. In so doing, I consider in what 

manner a number of technical, formal and conceptual components are precipitated into 

individual programmes or one director's work at any given moment within the timeframe 

covered by this research.  

I must duly point out that when the comparative perspective intersects with 

history, gaps may emerge in chronology. This possibility is acknowledged even by most 

traditional approaches to historiography, as Richard J. Evans (1997.153) observes in his 

essay on the relevance of historical study in the postmodern age. Political historians, for 

example, may just briefly touch upon years or decades characterized by small change and 

focus on even short periods in which transformation did intervene (Evans, 1997.153). And 

he adds: “Historians are also used to the idea that historical processes of a similar kind 

occur in different countries at different times” (1997.153). The aim of my historical 

overview is not as much to draw parallels between periods and provide an exhaustive 

chronicle of the evolution of British and Italian radio docufiction; rather, it is to 

emphasize the phases in the development of the genre that are more important in each 

country in view of building up an aesthetic model that can be employed for an analysis of 

current productions. 

Even in its historical reflection, the main focus of this research remains on the 

material components and on matters of signification – how sound is used to signify and 

what type of representation of reality is conveyed. In order to understand how these 

issues relate to a contemporary context and how older modalities are worked into newer 

productions, a close look at practice becomes a necessity. This is done partly through an 

exploration of literature on radio-makers’ experience and a reading of their accounts and 

testimonies, partly through reflection on my personal involvement in radio practice. 
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2.4. Reflection and creative practice 

 

The decision to include a chapter on Arrivederci, a radio work produced by 

director Roberto Benatti and myself and broadcast on a local Italian radio in 2014, 

brought about issues related to the academic relevance of creative practice to research. 

In an essay on the role and purpose of creativity within the university environment 

Graeme Sullivan (2009.48) establishes the significance of practice-led research against 

the classical approach that “moving from the ‘known to the unknown’” seeks to construct 

new knowledge “within the spaces and places opened up by the gaps in existing 

information systems”. Practice-led research inverts this process. Acknowledging the 

importance of “serendipity and intuition” even in scientific study, Sullivan (2009.48) 

argues that, as the recent developments in cognitive neuroscience seem to prove, insight 

and creative thinking often occur in situations where concentration is freed of focalized 

attention and of the constraints of pre-existing frameworks of knowledge. Along similar 

lines, practice-led research appears to move “‘from the unknown to the known’” 

(2009.48), allowing us to take “imaginative leaps” (2009.48) into so far unexplored areas 

and consequently producing modifications in codified knowledge. At the same time 

rigorous and perceptive, it uses creative and critical processes to “direct attention to 

unanticipated possibilities” (2009.48) in thinking and thus “provide novel perspectives in 

reviewing existing knowledge structures” (2009.49). 

It is worth remarking that creativity-related research is a composite field and 

definitions abound. Nelson’s (2013.8-9) “practice as research” involves “a research 

project in which practice is a key method of inquiry and where, in respect of the arts, a 

practice […] is submitted as substantial evidence of a research inquiry”. This approach is 

sometimes defined as “practice-led” (Nelson, 2013.9-10). Discussing practice-related 

research, Linda Candy and Ernest Edmonds (2018.63) talk of “practice-based research” as 

“an original investigation undertaken in order to gain new knowledge, partly by means of 

practice and the outcomes of that practice”. A viable definition of the two approaches is 

provided by Candy (2006.1) at the beginning of her guide to practice-based research. 

Strictly speaking my thesis does not fall within the domain of ‘art practice and research’ 

because it does not presuppose a virtual circle between knowledge production and 

artefact, in which new ideas are at the same time the aim of the creative work and the 
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starting point for further practice, such as Candy and Edmonds (2018.66) indicate. 

Nevertheless, I believe my project has largely benefited from it. This is true in two ways. 

In one sense, “the artefact provides evidence of the knowledge discovered. It 

stands as a demonstration of the theory and is available as a reference for further 

investigation and verification. The artefact helps to make the ideas explicit” (Brown and 

Sorensen, 2014.163). Subsequent analysis of the creative process directly contributes to 

an advancement of the research project itself. In this respect, involvement in the 

production activity has helped expand my understanding of theoretical matters, 

highlighting the areas where theory and practice respond – and correspond – to each 

other and those which manifest unresolved discrepancies and contradictions. At the 

same time, it has permitted a re-exam of my analytical model with increased awareness 

of the issues at stake. 

At a different level, as a substantial part of my study, the results of the creative 

activity may contribute to an advancement of the collective understanding of the subject 

matter. As Brown and Sorensen (2014.162-163) point out, reflection on the outcomes of 

practice has a particular significance within research in order for personal (and often 

implicit) knowledge gained through the creative effort to become available to the 

community at large. “Reflection can help to find patterns that make this personal 

knowledge more generally applicable and contextualization helps to place those findings 

within a broader history of accumulated knowledge” (Brown and Sorensen, 2014.163). In 

consideration of these implications, an entire chapter of my thesis has been devoted to 

the discussion of the process leading to the production of Arrivederci and to reflection on 

the possibility of framing it as a ‘docudrama’ in relation to the contemporary panorama.  

Besides literary analysis and examination of the sound pattern, reflection on 

practice has required the exploitation of some field research tools. Among the 

approaches media studies have adopted since the late 1990s in order to analyse 

audiences, Gill Branston and Roy Stafford (2010.393) discuss ethnographic field research 

borrowed from anthropology as one of the most recent trends. Media studies have in 

particular employed participant observation methods, just on a much smaller scale and 

surveying “activities from cultures with which the ‘observer’ is familiar” (Branston, 

Stafford, 2010.421). In his book on the history of cultural media research Pertti Alasuutari 

points out a possible drawback of this sense of ‘familiarity’. If media researchers can 

count on “a very long personal field experience” (Alasuutari, 1999.8), compared to 
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anthropologists they “have the disadvantage of being insiders” (1999.8) and therefore 

must struggle to gain perspective and a clear methodology enabling them “to take 

distance, to see the bigger picture and [themselves] in it too” (1999.8). I am ‘familiar’ 

with the genre and have at least some experience in radio docufiction scripting and 

production, so reflection on Arrivederci has brought about the necessity to distance 

myself from the implications of the practical work. 

Investigating the output of one’s own creative effort one may in fact incur in the 

same type of problem encountered by ‘fan research’ academics. Branston and Stafford 

(2010.422) observe that “the boundary between observer and observed can be blurred 

by researchers who are themselves pre-existing members of the group to be explored – 

most often in ‘fan’ research […]. [H]ow far can any observation avoid affecting what is 

being observed?” A related issue is how the observant practitioner or practising observer 

can take a step back from the practical experience s/he is involved in so as to able, 

through critical analysis, to draw conclusions that can be generalized. In view of 

reemploying the creative material for the purposes of this research, I tried to gain 

distance, so to speak, and to understand the extent and manner of my involvement in the 

experience. To do so, I used, albeit in an empirical and somewhat simplified way, most of 

the tools that Ann Gray (2007.82) indicates as making up participant observation in 

fieldwork research in cultural studies, namely: participation, observation, participation as 

observer, observation as participant, just ‘being around’, unfocused interview, recorded 

unfocused interview. As the critic does, I would also stress the importance of the ‘just 

being around’ part for my method in order to – paraphrasing Gray (2007.83) – “‘feel the 

pulse’ or take soundings” of the production I have participated in and I now intend “to 

explore further” (Gray, 2007.83). While I actively supervised the scripting phase in 

relation to the original short story and took part in the choice of the ‘voices’, I adopted an 

observant attitude during the recording and the editing stages, which were managed by 

my radio producer colleague. 

Making my radio work the object of analysis in a comparative context gave rise to 

a number of questions related to the use of English and of Italian in discussion and to 

translation needs. Language choices and the mutual relationship between languages are 

indeed part of a wider issue underlying comparative research.  
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2.5. On translation and language choices 

 

Comparative research in the field of creative arts is faced with great linguistic 

complexity stemming from the relationship between the languages of the countries 

under comparison, in my case English, in which the thesis is written, and Italian. Assuming 

an English-speaking or international public of readers, it has been necessary to provide a 

translation of the Italian excerpts of both the critical essays and the creative texts under 

consideration (audio scripts or transcripts and the Arrivederci short story). As a novel and 

short story writer and a professional literary translator from English and French into 

Italian for more than twenty years, I am perfectly aware of the conceptual and linguistic 

challenges presented by the apparent straightforward task of rendering text from one 

language into another. In an essay in Susan Bassnett and Peter Bush’s rich collection on 

the translator as writer, Bassnett (2007.174) argues that translating is a creative literary 

activity, implying multiple tasks, from reading to re-writing to recreating a text: “Indeed, 

given the constraint of having to work within the parameters of that source text, it could 

be argued that translation requires an extraordinary set of literary skills, no whit inferior 

to the skills required to produce that text in the first instance” (Basnett, 2007.174). Clive 

Scott reinforces this concept in a study of the connections between translation and 

creativity from the point of view of literary criticism. He maintains that translating does 

not amount to ‘recording’ the source text (the original text) in a different language (Scott, 

in Bassnett and Bush, 2007.106), preserving or recalling it from the past (2007.108); 

rather, it is “an act of transmission (of handing on a text in what is deemed an 

appropriate form) and of reimagination” (2007.108). Not only must a translator be a 

skilled writer and linguist; in this idea of passing the outcome of an act of imagination on 

to a public we sense a proximity with the artist’s work. 

What makes translating such a complex activity is the semiotic density of 

language. Technically, linguistics distinguishes two levels of signification of a sign: 

denotation, “[t]he primary meaning of a lexical item, involving its relation to the 

nonlinguistic entities that it represents” (Lonsdale, 1996.XVIII), and connotation, 

“[a]dditional meanings that a lexical item acquires beyond the primary, denotational 

meaning” (1996.XVIII). While denotation in a sign “is immediately recognizable to the 

reader” and “has direct relationship to a real-world entity” (‘Glossary of key terms’, 

Branston, Stafford, 2010.432), connotational meanings can be interpreted and are linked 
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“to other concepts, values, memories” (2010.432). An offspring of nineteen-century 

Romantic theorization, literal translation concentrates “on the immediate language of the 

message” (Bassnett, 2002.70), the denotational side. Today discussion in translation 

studies and in practitioners’ reflection alike is primarily centred on the polysemous 

properties of language. Translation does not simply act on the surface level of 

denotation, “replacing” (Lin, 2006.97) one language item for another, as in literal 

translation; rather, it works its way into the connotational facets of words delving into 

the linguistic complexity of the source text as a whole, in a process that is very similar to 

the one the original author was involved in. In this sense, translation moves actively in 

the sphere of connotation. 

The matter is further complicated by “the incommensurability between any two 

languages or two cultures” (Lin, 2006.97). Superimposition of one language onto another 

and precise correspondence between terms often become impossible and the areas in 

which sense becomes elusive and clear-cut communication is hindered – the gaps – “will 

have to be bridged by what the translator draws out of his/her own creativity” (2006.97). 

Moreover, what Bassnett (2002.86) calls “the translator’s own creative interpretation of 

the SL [source language] text” is often challenged by the necessity to reproduce “the 

form, metre, rhythm, tone, register, etc. of the SL text”. Consideration of all such features 

is a guiding factor in the case of bilingual versions, which are “intended as a line by line 

crib on the facing page to the SL text” (Bassnett, 2002.86). The translation of texts 

addressed to an audience with little or no knowledge of the SL culture can adopt 

different criteria, which is up to each translator’s skills and perceptiveness to establish 

(2002.86). My translation work for this thesis has much in common with this second 

approach. 

As a matter of fact, since this research compares not only two cultural contexts 

and historical backgrounds but also – and principally – texts in two very different 

languages, all the complexities discussed above which are inherent in the translator’s 

work have emerged during the writing of the thesis. Awareness of the issues involved, 

together with knowledge and experience of the writer/translator’s tasks, have guided my 

translation choices. As this research will seek to demonstrate, docudramatic broadcasts 

can be considered pieces of highly creative work because, being positioned in a 

composite area between invention (drama) and fact (documentary), they in various 

degrees exploit the connotational strength of sound in a similar way to what fiction film 
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does with images.25 With a view to preserving all the semiotic richness of the original 

language, I have decided to directly quote the Italian text, so that readers with an interest 

in linguistic matters will immediately be able to appreciate all the density and 

reverberations of meaning of the source text. A straightforward yet as accurate as 

possible translation into English follows in square brackets for the benefit of the larger 

academy, and translator’s notes are included to provide a suitable explanation on 

linguistic issues when the need arises. I believe this choice is particularly fit for those 

audio texts that present highly imaginative and poetic features, for example Giorgio 

Pressburger’s Giuochi di fanciulli [Childrens’ Games], a 1970 production that reconstructs 

the story of human life exclusively piecing together the colourful and often bold speech 

of school children freely playing games. 

At times, problems have emerged regarding the near-untranslatability of dialect, 

vernacular varieties of the language or slang. One distinct case in point is Paolo Aleotti’s 

Napoli dopo il terremoto (1982) [Naples after the earthquake], a radio documentary on 

the 1980 devastating earthquake in Irpinia (in the region of Campania). Complaining 

about the government’s slackness in taking action in reconstruction, a woman speaks her 

mind in a pure variety of the regional idiom. In addition to painstaking philological 

precision, translating this would require a thorough knowledge both of the Campania 

dialectal varieties and of equivalent British regional varieties. Besides, one might wonder 

if translation would be at all possible. In cases like these, I have provided a version in 

plain English making to-the-point remarks on the nature and implications of specific 

forms of the original language and their usage. 

In truth, we have at times to acknowledge the impossibility to find an even 

approximate equivalent of the source language if not by way of a longer periphrasis. An 

example of this is the rendering of the terms employed to label peddlers of religious 

souvenirs in Rome in Giovanni Piperno’s 2014 documentary Urtisti e peromanti, venditori 

di souvenir a Roma [“Urtisti” and “peromanti”, souvenir peddlers in Rome]. The title itself 

poses an almost inextricable conundrum. Urtisti indicates those that ‘bump against’ (vb. 

urtare) passers-by, while peromanti derives from per Roma, meaning those that go ‘about 

Rome’. Obviously via a circumlocution that foregrounds denotation great part of the 

connotation present in the original is lost. 

                                                             
25 Branston and Stafford (2010.21-23) give an example of connotation in film analysing the possible 

significations beyond denotation of the red colour of a dress in a scene of Pretty Woman (US, 1990). 
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Problems of untranslatability also occur when the speaker employs unorthodox 

syntactical constructs or ungrammatical sentences. In my analysis of Renato Rinaldi’s Il 

paesaggio dentro una voce: Giordano Custode [The landscape inside a voice: Giordano 

Custode] (2013) I quote excerpts from the protagonist’s speech, an elderly shepherd 

talking about his life in the mountains in almost complete isolation. I had to tackle the 

question of how to render the unusual syntactical constructions, repetitions, abrupt 

changes of grammatical subject and interjections maintaining the extreme expressiveness 

of his speech and at the same time preserving its readability. Again, my choice was to 

supply an English translation utilizing nonstandard forms and idiomatic expressions 

whenever possible without compromising comprehensibility, and giving some 

explanation of the connotational values of the Italian original. 

Besides references to creative texts, this thesis also includes passages from 

foreign critical works. I have used the published translation of the original whenever it 

was available, for example when quoting Italian Pier Paolo Pasolini or German Bertold 

Brecht. For the Italian criticism, which for the most part has never been published in 

English, I have provided a viable translation. Critical language is, like any other, 

characterized by a double level of signification and obviously connotation is a relevant 

aspect of it. Yet I have chosen to foreground denotation because it is instrumental to the 

exploration of my subject-matter. While ambiguity and elusiveness can be said to 

constitute the very lifeblood of creative texts, critical writing necessitates as unequivocal 

reasoning as possible and a precise logical procedure in order for an argument to be put 

across clearly. The translation is in the main text so that the reader will not lose the train 

of thought, while I provide the Italian original in footnote. 

One final remark concerns the proposed translation of Claudine Vegh’s book in 

the last chapter of this work. Arrivederci both as a short story and as a radio production 

draws extensively from the Italian published version of the French writer’s dissertation Je 

ne lui ai pas dit au revoir (1979). It collects a number of interviews made to Jewish 

deportees’ children who were left in strangers’ care by their parents during the Holocaust 

as an attempt to save their lives, and who were in their old age at the time of the survey. 

For the purposes of this research I draw my quotations from the English official 

translation I Didn’t Say Goodbye (1979). Having to do with heartbreaking memories, 

trauma and survival issues in connection with a historical tragedy, despite being an 

academic argumentative text Vegh’s work is rich in connotation and presents a great 
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emotional and conceptual density which the English text, issued of professional 

translation work, is undoubtedly able to bring about.  

Much as translation cannot be seen simply as instrumental to the communication 

of information but is a much more articulated process connected to sense creation, so 

two other procedures this research’s methodology relies upon work at the same time as 

receptacles of data to be further analysed and as means through which to gain insight 

into the complexity of the subject matters – interviewing and archive research. 

 

 

2.6. Building up knowledge through interviews 

 

Interviews in the present work serve two purposes. One is to directly gather 

information in specific areas where literature is scarce or incomplete. In Britain a good 

number of publications are available on the actual process of making and broadcasting 

drama and/or documentary on radio, in particular essays written by practitioners, 

collected accounts and testimonies, as well as texts quoting directly from interviews to 

them. Conversely, Italy displays a remarkable void as regards publications on 

docudramatic radio practice. Personal interviews to radio makers are often the only way 

to ‘feel the pulse’ of the ongoing concrete experience. Horace M. Newcomb considers 

interviewing one of the primary methods of production research (the study of television 

production) together with participant observation. Its methodological relevance derives 

from “its capacity to range over multiple perspectives on a given topic. Multiple 

interviews can be used to increase information and broaden a point of view” (Newcomb, 

1991.101. Italics in the original). My three interviewees supplied fundamental 

information on commissioning practices and programming choices within the RAI, on the 

activity of independent producers, and on the actual phases of the production process, 

the instruments employed and the decisions taken in relation to the script. 

At the RAI I talked with two experienced radio makers with a strong knowledge of 

the institutional context. As Newcomb (1991.101) stresses, the data gathered in 

interviews play an important role in helping gain historical perspective because 

“[s]ubjects have usually been involved in many projects, often for many years. They thus 

are able to point to changes caused by technological, financial or regulatory factors”. 

Daria Corrias is presently co-producing the only surviving radio programme devoted to 
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documentary, Tre Soldi [Three pennies], and also works as an independent radio 

documentary maker. Paolo Morawski is former Secretary General of Prix Italia, besides 

being himself a long-time producer and critic with a deep knowledge of the history of 

Italian documentary since the postwar years. Their contribution to my research was 

particularly important for an understanding of the RAI’s current institutional policies and 

for an overview of the reasons behind its programming decisions. 

Another strength of interviewing for this research regards the production of new 

understanding of one of the issues under scrutiny, namely how a written text is 

transformed into sound matter and with what outcomes. I conducted a long interview to 

Roberto Benatti, a radio maker and a director of theatrical performances with a strong 

background in audio documentary and drama production and currently working for Radio 

Città del Capo, part of a Bologna independent network. He was the producer of the 

Arrivederci broadcast. Besides supplying all the technical information concerning the 

actual making of the piece, he also gave me insight into many of the important choices 

that have to be made when moving on from the script to postproduction, particularly 

concerning editing and the use of sound (music, voices, special effects, silence). Since I 

had also been a participant in the production of Arrivederci, the interview took up the 

form of a dialogue in which each of us was contributing to make sense of the work done 

and of its outcome. This goes much in the direction indicated by Ann Gray in a chapter on 

the interview as a method employed to gather information in empirical research in the 

field of cultural studies. The interviewer needs “to establish a good rapport with the 

respondent, so that she or he gains confidence and feels comfortable in responding 

freely” (Gray, 2007.95). The interview can therefore be viewed as “a structured 

conversation” (2007.95), because it is guided by the requirements and goals of the 

research, but also as “a discursive event” (2007.95) in which there are two subjects taking 

part in an exchange. Gray upholds active interviewing, a concept developed by James A. 

Holstein and Jaber F. Gubrium in an essay on the interview as a narrative practice in 

qualitative research. She regards it as an innovative approach compared to classical data-

gathering models because in it the interviewee “is seen as an active producer of 

meaning” (2007.95) and not as a simple “well-spring of information, material or 

emotions” (2007.95). In reality, Holstein and Gubrium (2011.68) argue that interviews are 

always active processes, whether they take the form of controlled and standardized 

surveys or of exchanges between equals, in that “the resulting narratives are 
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interactional accomplishments, not communicatively neutral artifacts”. Holstein and 

Gubrium (2011.68) employ the term “active interview” to define a model of procedure as 

an object of discussion, rather than a type of interview, and their analysis regards the 

interactional basis of the exchange and the underlying process of construction of a 

common narrative, regardless of the more or less structured shape it may take. In the 

process, Gray (2007.95) observes, the participants develop a form of self-awareness and 

a deeper understanding of the issues at stake. In this sense, my interview to Benatti is not 

only an act of understanding of the work done and of recognition of our mutual 

collaboration; it is also an active procedure in which, through an interaction conducted 

on the basis of a question-and-answer pattern, we both have contributed “to the 

production of interview data” (Holstein and Gubrium, 2011.69). 

Another method for data-gathering with conceptual relevance for this study is 

archival research. Contrarily to what one may think, it also entails a form of active 

involvement and a dynamic relationship to the material explored. 

 

 

2.7. The use of the archives 

 

Though commonly typified as an austere and somewhat dull procedure, archival 

research can be enormously beneficial in gaining in-depth understanding and 

constructing novel perspectives on the issues under investigation. For the purposes of 

this thesis I visited the national public broadcasting companies’ archives in Italy and 

Britain, and soon became aware of the difficulties comparative research encounters in 

such endeavour.  

Employing the local archives for his comparative study of regional theatre in 

Britain and Germany in 1918-1945, Anselm Heinrich (2007.3) had to acknowledge notable 

“differences in archiving” in the two countries. The fact that, unlike the German ones, 

British authorities were not in the habit of collecting files regarding civic theatres 

hampered the drawing up of a database of the repertoires, which was one of the aims of 

Heinrich’s work. I remarked a similar difference of archiving interests and techniques in 

the two countries I was scrutinizing, but because formal data indexing was not my 

objective that circumstance had a different impact of my argument. 
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The BBC Written Archives Centre (BBC Archives.n.d.) in Caversham contains “files, 

scripts and working papers from all parts of the BBC, since the BBC's formation in 1922”. 

As the website indicates (n.d.), the institution only holds “archival documents” and does 

“not possess recordings or information about current TV or radio programmes.” Complex 

as it is to circumscribe docufiction as an object of study, I decided to look at material 

under the broad area of documentary in order to leave out plays and adaptations of 

novels or short stories that more clearly belong to the area of fiction. Trish Hayes (2015) 

explained that, “[t]he BBC Written Archives Centre holds material on Radio Talks – 

forerunners of radio documentaries – dating from the early days of the corporation 

onwards”. Through “quite a complicated administrative history” (Hayes,2015), General 

Talks was renamed Talks and Documentary and became a separate department in the 

early 1980s. I had access to The Radio Talks series of files from 1922 to 1987. The archives 

would then prove useful for an exploration of the development of the BBC’s conceptions 

of and policies on docufiction up to decade immediately preceding the starting period of 

this research, the 1990s.  

At the RAI archives, which are based in three RAI libraries in Rome and one in 

Turin, the situation of is quite the opposite. Written documents and material such as 

correspondence, briefings and proceedings are not available to the public. Instead, I was 

able to consult the rich collection of radio productions from 1998 to today, on the RAI 

Multimedia Catalogue at the Biblioteca Centrale Paolo Giuntella in Rome, specializing in 

communications and arts studies, and journalism. The recordings of some older 

productions are also made available upon request. It is worth noting that part of this 

catalogue can now be accessed on RAI Teche, the online archives service open to public 

consultation. Remarkably, the period covered by the recordings available through the 

Paolo Giuntella archives corresponds to the three decades explored by this research. 

Direct listening has constituted an invaluable tool to gain insights into the ‘workings’ of 

sound in contemporary production. 

Both the BBC and the RAI archives were fundamental for my study, yet written 

and sound materials are not equivalent for research purposes and their complementarity 

awaits further investigation. In a way, the use of sound archives for scholarly analysis of 

radio programmes is an undeniable necessity. In his recent book reconstructing the 

relationship between sound productions of all kinds and memory on electronic media 

and particularly radio, Séan Street (2015.119) writes that present-day efforts on the part 
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of institutions such as the Sound Archive at the British Library to preserve and digitise 

audio artefacts indicate their status of historical documents as any other. Street 

(2015.118) discusses the restoring and archiving of “sound memories” at large – radio 

recordings but also speeches, interviews, witnesses’ accounts and the like – notably in 

connection with the needs of oral history. What interests him is the witnessing quality of 

“spoken memory” (Street, 2015.121), which “is inseparable from the sense of the 

individual and the personal in a way that is akin to a handwritten document” (2015.121). 

He discusses the concept with reference to the recorded interviews kept at the Centre for 

Applied Linguistics at the Library of Congress “documenting North American English 

dialects” (2015.121), but this value can easily be extended to radio. “The individual” and 

“the personal” has much in common with the type of closeness and intimacy creative 

radio calls for, and with the capacity it has to appeal to each of us in our uniqueness. 

Preserving the very sound matter of radio broadcasts also means to uphold this 

possibility. To such power of witnessing to personal experience that it shares with the 

written testimony, the sound recording also adds a twofold dimension. “[W]ith its ability 

to capture a place and an event in time” (2015.119), it restores memory “in the realm of 

expression, emotion and circumstance” (2015.119). This one dimension, rich in 

resonances and connotation, cannot be rendered through the evidentiary materiality of 

written records whose task it is to ‘keep track’ of the hard facts. The sound recording also 

offers contextualization to events. Through “the acoustics, the ambient and the 

peripheral sounds of location” (2015.119), a dimension which also escapes the written 

account, the spoken word gains perspective contributing to a deeper understanding of 

historical occurrences. 

Street (2015.119) states that, although at its initial stage, the academy’s 

recognition of the relevance of recordings for research in oral history is already under 

way. The situation is notably different in the field of Radio Studies, where exploitation of 

recorded material is standard practice. Unavoidably so, since sound is its very object of 

research. All the aspects Street discusses as fundamental for a conceptual and emotional 

appreciation of an audio work (both in the audience’s reception and for research 

purposes) – expressivity, context and the personal – can only be accessed – and assessed 

– through listening. No written account can fully testify to this. 

What is then the function of the written archives for a study of radio production? 

Writing about the methodological problems underlying this type of research, Josephine 
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Dolan (2003.66) warns that “the specific privilege accorded to sound over written 

archives needs to be carefully scrutinized. […] [W]hat does it mean to employ written 

archives to research what is formulated as a medium of sound?” Given that the medium 

is often branded as “ephemeral and impermanent” (Dolan, 2003.66) in broadcast studies, 

sound archives in turn are “implicitly defined in relation to formulations of absences, 

losses and/or insufficiency” (2003.66). While one might argue whether notions of 

ephemerality and impermanence equate ideas of inexistence or inadequateness, it is 

undoubtedly true that not having access to sound sources is often perceived by 

researchers as a deficiency. Indeed, in the early stages of this project questions often 

arose as to how to carry out a detailed analysis of British postwar docufiction without 

being able to listen to any relevant productions. Despite the wealth of material I could 

consult in the Caversham archives covering that period, I was somehow surrendering to 

the thought that “the written record” (2003.66) is “a poor substitute for a sound 

recording” (2003.66). This idea casts a shadow on many scholarly efforts such as Paddy 

Scannell and David Cardiff’s history of British broadcasting in the inter-war period,26 on 

whose premise Dolan starts building her argument. Yet surprisingly, the critic contends, 

radio/broadcast research benefits enormously from comprehensive collections such as 

the BBC Written Archives because they facilitate “the production of academic 

knowledge” (2003.66). The point Dolan makes about the prominent role of the written 

texts for an understanding of the programme production process is of particular 

consequence to this research. “The transmitted voices that are the focus of the sound 

archive cannot be isolated from the voices of the written policy statements about 

audition, selection criteria, scripts and performance standards that are anterior to the 

moment of transmission” (2003.69). Archival written material throws light on the cultural 

and political decisions preceding and guiding all production phases, from an 

author/producer’s original proposal or an executive’s idea to the actual broadcasting, and 

on its outcomes, including discussions about a number of related concerns, for example 

ethical issues and listeners’ reception. Written archives also help situate specific 

programmes within the frame of the overall scheduling choices. Dolan emphasises how 

programmes never really ‘come to life’ until we compare and juxtapose all relevant 

papers: “Without the written texts that now compose the BBC written archive, 

radio/broadcasting would not exist” (2003.70-1). The significance of written archives is 

                                                             
26 Cf. Scannel and Cardiff, 1991.xiii-xiv. 
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also acknowledged by Laura Pontieri who, in the preface to her study of Soviet animation 

film in the 1960s, defends the social and institutional relevance of administrative 

documents for her research. She states that “[t]he minutes of the artists’ formal 

meetings” preserved at the Russian State Archive of Literature and Art “have proved 

invaluable in reconstructing the Soviet animation of the Thaw, from the dynamics of 

interaction within the studio, to relationships between the animators and the political 

establishment” (Pontieri, 2012.3). 

Search of the BBC Written Archives for the purposes of this thesis went along 

similar lines. It contributed to an appreciation of the programming policies, for example 

the directors’ choices, the attribution of programmes to departments and the different 

views on the BBC’s threefold duty to inform, educate and entertain which underlay the 

programmes’ conception. What’s more, in discussing such topics, BBC producers and 

directors tackled questions of theory and of practice in two areas that are of paramount 

importance for this thesis’s argument. For one thing, written records provide direct 

testimony of the production technique and the ‘material’ components of broadcasts: 

editing, the use of historical documents and actualities, the presence of authorial 

comments and of excerpts from interviews. Secondly, they help circumscribe key notions 

such as factuality and objectivity in documentary, and the nature of ‘features.’ 

Exploration of the written archives has provided the necessary contextualization to 

docudrama – both historically and conceptually – without which “the moment of 

transmission” (Dolan, 2003.69) in itself cannot be fully understood. 

In conclusion, archival research for this thesis has been conducted according to 

two different criteria that reflect the different archival procedures of sound production-

related material adopted in the countries under comparison. The BBC Written Archives 

supplied an overview of the 1920s-1980s BBC policies on feature and documentary 

programmes and of the cultural and ideological environment. This threw light on matters 

related to definitions and typologies, as well as to the underlying conceptions, and 

therefore helped carry out a better informed comparison with Italy, where debates on 

those matters have been scarce and relevant documents are not accessible. On the other 

hand, listening to a number of Italian productions from the postwar years onwards 

enabled me to literally hear sound at work in different periods of the RAI’s history, and 

therefore observe changes in its use through time and identify the material components 
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of broadcasts. In this respect, the institutional sound archives proved precious for case 

study analysis.  

 

The methodology illustrated in this chapter constitutes the operational backbone 

of the present research work. It intertwines tools and approaches related to both the 

areas of practice and of theory. This is in the interest of constructing a conceptually 

relevant framework of analysis grounded in a direct observation of contemporary 

outcomes in two countries. The adopted methodology makes interact instruments 

related to field observation (case study, observant participation) and data-gathering 

(interviews, archival research), on the one hand, and approaches borrowed from the 

theoretical formulations of historicism in connection with a comparative context, on the 

other. Indeed, the cross-cultural dimension of the research explains the need to employ 

methods derived from comparative literary criticism and translation studies alongside 

tools borrowed from media and communication research. The hope is that the 

methodological approach employed may constitute a model for further attempts to 

pinpoint and circumscribe such a kaleidoscopic and conceptually instable phenomenon as 

radio docufiction is. 
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CHAPTER 3. BRITISH AND ITALIAN AUDIO DOCUDRAMA: AN OVERVIEW  

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

In recent years media have witnessed a surge of interest in productions which purport to 

portray real situations and people through a form of re-enactment of historical or 

biographical events involving the treatment of documentary material with varying degrees 

of dramatization and adaptation, and blending together strands of meaning from different 

districts of human knowledge. In film and television and, to a lesser degree perhaps, in 

the theatre, a genre in its own right has started to take shape under the critics’ magnifying 

glass, endowed with various names, the most comprehensive of all probably being 

‘docudrama’ or ‘docufiction’. In a 2006 article for the Encyclopedia of the Documentary 

Film Paget traces the roots of the debate about what he considers a subgenre in television 

broadcasting – documentary drama or drama documentary – back to 1980.27 Very little 

exploration has so far been conducted into the radio equivalent, a genre that, situating 

itself along the opaque and fluctuating boundary between fact and fiction, seems 

perfectly suited to a medium which makes the ephemeral nature of sound and the 

impermanence of perception its main strengths. Indeed, there are many instances of 

outstanding productions of a docudramatic type throughout the history of radio – which 

makes the field even more worthy of an in-depth exploration. Arguably, the ambiguous 

quality of these productions coupled with the natural impermanence of sound has made 

audio docudrama at the same time too vast a subject to explore and too complex a 

concept to encapsulate. In particular, the time span of the last three decades covered by 

this study, a highly creative season for audio docudrama, has not so far been the object of 

detailed and extensive critical work. This is why reference to other media study fields is de 

facto a necessity.  

The theoretical basis of the present research is provided by books and essays 

devoted to audio drama and audio documentary in the field of Radio Studies. The 

boundary between the two genres is indeed permeable and productions are variously 

labelled according to each author’s chosen typology. For example, Tiziano Bonini (2013) 

finds elements of hybridization even in Italian series and serials that are elsewhere 

                                                             
27 The critic refers specifically to “an article in 1980 by John Caughie in the periodical Screen (anthologized 
in Goodwin and Kerr 1983)” (Paget, 2006.308). 
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classified within the realm of the fiction proper, while some British authors point out 

evidence of cross-fertilization in works usually comprised under the heading “radio 

drama” by the BBC itself. Cases in point are Tim Crook's analysis (1999) of Lee Hall’s 

controversial Spoonface Steinberg (1997) in his book on radio drama, and Richard Hand's 

study (2014) of the Afternoon Play The Ditch (2010), a spoof naturalistic programme 

which he sees closest to mockumentary than to drama, in his recent book on horror radio. 

This thesis seeks to weigh the critics’ definitions against its adopted categorization and to 

employ concepts and definitions that are relevant to its central argument despite possible 

labelling discrepancies. 

Besides Radio studies other disciplines are also referenced. I draw on film and 

theatre studies, in particular docudrama and mockumentary, on the one hand, and 

verbatim theatre, on the other. Oral history offers further analytical tools in relation to 

sound as a means to explore people’s individualities and identities and highlight the value 

of personal memory as a bearer of authenticity in the interpretation of events. Reference 

is also made to critical remarks on the function and usage of music in radio 

drama/documentary. As well as sound effects at large, this thesis considers music not as a 

simple embellishment to or an accessory for words but as an element of signification in its 

own right contributing to the overall semantic coherence of a sound text. 

The area of practice is approached through attentive reading of radio-makers’ first-

hand accounts contained in records and memoires, or referred to in critics’ analyses. 

Consideration of script writing and production practices is indeed fundamental to ‘grab 

hold’ of such an unstructured matter as radio docufiction is. As John Biewen and Alexa 

Diltworth (2010.4) point out regarding the contributors to their collection of essays on 

documentary making, audio documentarists “take us on journeys inside their heads” to 

“tell us – and show us, through detailed examples and transcripts – how they make radio 

the way they do, and why”. 

This section reviews first of all medium-specific studies in Britain and in Italy, 

considering them under the different stances the two countries seem to adopt in their 

analysis of audio drama / documentary – respectively the aesthetical and the historical-

descriptive. In a separate part I will present two studies which have attempted precise 

and technically detailed categorizations of radio productions. British Guy Starkey’s (2004) 

comprehensive exploration of contemporary established radio genres constitutes a 

valuable reference both for practice and for a reflection on the background theory to 
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production, while French author Cristophe Deleu’s 2000 essay draws a specific and clear-

cut classification of contemporary documentary in sound considering the content features 

derived from a number of case studies. Practitioners’ reflection as regards the workings of 

sound is also referred to in order to appreciate in what way the technical availability and 

the actual format of broadcasts impinge on matters of meaning. Given the limited 

amount of literature on docudrama as a radio genre at the turn of the century, in the last 

part of this section I consider the contribution of media studies to an investigation of 

cross-genre productions, in particular the debates on truth and objectivity in cinema and 

in the theatre, and the classification of film documentary. Finally, I reflect on McHugh’s 

analytical model that intertwines oral history’s methods with radio documentary theory 

and practice. While the critic’s paradigm constitutes an original example that can be 

applied to a study of fact-based audio productions with an interest to historical truth, her 

argument raises a number of questions that are also relevant for an exploration of 

docufiction. 

 

 

3.2. Britain: Aesthetic discourses on the ambiguities of radio as sound art 

 

In a large university hall full of chattering students the professor clears his throat, 

taps the mike twice and asks if they can hear him at the far end of the room. Some nod. 

With a smile he switches the microphone off and starts speaking. Nobody can hear him, 

not even in the front rows. Students stare at each other in amazement, wave to the 

professor touching their ears but he carries on. Gradually and magically, such a silence 

falls on the room that the unravelling of the speech can be heard by virtually everybody. 

This anecdote is reported by Lorenzo Pavolini (2013. 15-16), a very experienced writer 

and producer at the RAI, in the preface to his memoir on radio-making and the art of 

sound. He explains the episode as an instance of the prodigious process by virtue of 

which, emerging from silence and expanding in the air, pure sound – even as a shapeless 

noise – metamorphoses into meaning. 

In such hearing what up to that moment had not even appeared to exist as a spoken 

word but just as a feigned, whispered, confided word, the true miracle of 

comprehension is fulfilled: because I hear, I listen, I understand. […] The fragility of 

the voice is transformed into capacity of penetration. The listening experience is 
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achieved. And it will be far vaster than any single noise or sound, music or chain of 

sentences that may have been put across (Pavolini, 2013.16).28 

Pavolini's essay poses important questions on the “miracle of comprehension” 

through possibly the most fragile of all senses, hearing, and the flimsiest of artistic 

matters, sound. Trying to develop an aesthetic of audio docudrama has much to do with 

this, as an attempt to identify the process by which the “fragility of the voice” – and of all 

noises for that matter – is transformed into “capacity of penetration” allowing for a much 

wider understanding than that carried by each single audio component. Pavolini is one of 

the few Italian scholars to address this and related questions of an aesthetic type, which 

on the contrary have come into the focus of a number of British works on radio 

documentary and drama. Sean Street’s book The Poetry of Radio: The Colour of Sound 

(2012) seeks to grasp and circumscribe this almost ineffable quality of sound exploring 

that shadowy, mysterious territory that lies at the heart of the radio world: the magic of 

voices and noises coming through the air. The author draws a comparison between radio 

drama and features, the two forms in which the poetic experience is most likely to occur 

on radio, and other art forms (music, literature and the cinema). Besides Radio Studies, 

his analysis leans on philosophy and specific areas of human knowledge, such as 

synaesthetic perception and the blind's mental representations. Importantly, one entire 

chapter is devoted to silence, “an active thing [...]: the moment of infinite possibility” 

(Street, 2012.38), a source of poetry as powerful as – and often more powerful than – 

words. Street reaffirms a fundamental of all radio practice but one that cannot be said 

often enough in the era of images and of “trash and meaningless noise” (Theocharis cited 

in Vlaanderen, 1996.249). Silence enables the listener to take up a creative role and 

participate in the production of meaning. In the fleeting moment of waiting between the 

sounds already articulated and those to come many things can happen – memories, 

expectations, anticipation and fear, a host of images and feelings from another world. 

Street recalls a cornerstone instance of this prodigious moment, the six-second silence 

before the First Voice speaks at the beginning of the original 1954 version of Under Milk 

Wood (Street, 2012.38), the Dylan Thomas “play for voices” so influential on even Italian 

audio docudrama. 

                                                             
28 In questo udire ciò che fino a quel momento non appariva neppure esistere come parola detta ma soltanto 

simulata, bisbigliata, confidata, ecco avverarsi l'autentico miracolo della comprensione: siccome sento, 

ascolto, capisco. […] La fragilità della voce si è trasformata in capacità di penetrazione. L'esperienza 

dell'ascolto è compiuta. E sarà infinitamente più vasta del singolo rumore o suono, musica o catena di frasi 

che sono eventualmente stati comunicati. 
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Poetry resides in the mute moments separating our utterances and glows like an 

aura around words. “There is poetry in the way we speak, particularly when we are 

passionate [...] There is a poetry of pure sound, something that sings in beyond the words, 

like music, but subtly different somehow” (Street, 2012.xii). This is what the author calls 

“the poetry of the vernacular” (2013.xii), of which he finds examples in Denis Mitchell’s 

1950s features for the BBC, the series People Talking, “location-based programmes 

creating portraits of northern cities in the UK” (2012.75). These works splendidly 

illustrated how the extraordinary emerges from our ordinary lives in language unfiltered 

by convention through the inflection and the rhythm people give to words when 

speaking. Despite their documentary focus – they are “based on location commentary, 

studio narration and actuality” (2012.75) – through the peculiarities of individual 

utterances these programmes succeed in bringing out the poetic dimension inherent in a 

place and in those who inhabit it. Street takes his analysis one step further into the little 

explored territory of sound imagination examining radio productions that lie on the 

boundary of fiction and reality. In particular he delves into the distinction between “the 

journalistic documentary” (2012.91) and “the poetic documentary – or radio feature” 

(2012.91). Unlike the journalist who looks for data and straightforward answers to his/her 

questions, from the very moment of conception the producer of a poetic documentary 

envisages some room for the unexpected to take place within the reported events, 

something which is hard to define but has to do with stories as narrations capable of 

revealing aspects of human nature rather than with factual truths (cf. Street, 2012.86-ff.). 

Sound as an added value to the verbal narrative or the informational basis is also 

central in a number of studies that tackle the question of ambiguity and polysemy in 

audio documentary or audio drama. In a chapter on radio drama Andrew Crisell 

(1994.143) points to the complexities of the “conventional distinction between fact and 

fiction”, which he seeks to disentangle using the instruments of semiotic analysis. At the 

basis of his examination there is the assumption that the primary code of radio is verbal; 

the other components of the sound text “draw not only their meaning but in some cases 

their very identity from the words around them” (1994.53) due to precisely their elusive 

nature – or sometimes their self-containment, like in the case of music – that borders on 

unaccountability. The pre-eminence the critic grants to linguistic contextualization as the 

leading conveyor of sense probably explains why he turns to the classical notion of 

imagination as a way for the listener to fill in the gaps left by a somewhat ‘incomplete’ 
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medium: “However often we hear [the dramatis personae], and in however much detail 

they are described, we will be required to picture them in our own way, together with 

further details of them which are not described” (1994.153. Italics in the original). The 

argument seems to leave matters of conceptualization and construction of meaning, 

beyond the descriptive or depicting effort on the listener’s part, in the background. 

Exploring the technical potentialities of sound documentary, Hendy calls upon Crisell’s 

postulation about the role of imagination when he addresses one fundamental issue of 

the aesthetic debate on documentary radio: “the inherent tension within the whole 

documentary movement between actuality and the producer’s treatment of that 

actuality” (Hendy in Crisell 2009.224). He points to the double-edged quality of the genre 

which poses problems in relation to production practices and the expression of the 

author’s intention, and accounts for the frequent usage of montage juxtaposition in the 

place of linear narration in order to retain the listener's attention through variety and, 

more importantly, create metonymical (or generally metaphorical) associations adding 

extra meaning to the substratum of fact (2009.225). When the tendency to 

overcompensate the lack of visual clues by signposting everything is resisted, “the 

ambiguity of the various sounds and stories contained in a programme becomes more 

intense – a problem for current-affairs programmes that strive for forensic clarity, but an 

advantage to those striving for the poetic possibilities of metaphor for the listener” 

(2009.225). Hendy fully acknowledges the impossibility of drawing up a clear-cut 

classification of radio documentaries because the raw material from reality always 

undergoes a “‘creative interpretation’” (2009.226) through “discursive practices – 

narration, montage editing” (2009.226). The manipulating action results in an expansion 

of signification that cannot be anticipated nor bent to framing logics. 

The question of interpretation raised by Crisell – how the production process 

affects the view of facts that is conveyed by a sound broadcast – intertwines with issues 

of representation of reality in Tim Crook's book on sound philosophies and practices. The 

Sound Handbook (2011) offers valuable insights into the theories which inform the study 

of and the cultural attitudes to sound texts and into the technological apparatus involved 

in – and acting upon – creative production. The critic maintains that “[a]ll sound media 

texts are capable of being re-presentations of reality” (Crook, 2011.31) and when studying 

audio text “it is important to identify what representations of people, place, time and 

culture are being constructed by the text and how these are being employed to create 
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meaning” (2011.31). Such constructs bear heavily on reception since sound shares with 

other media the function of representing “people, events, history and situations that 

listeners only obtain from the media” (2011.31). Claims of objectivity in any kind of audio 

production are therefore to be put into question: “Intellectually it could be said to be a 

fallacy to make the claim that representations are unbiased in any way. Ideology, meaning 

and values are implicit in the sound textual representations” (2011.31). In his 

consideration of sound texts in all forms of representation, including film and the theatre, 

the critic touches upon the question of the specificity of the sound matter when he 

asserts the necessity to pinpoint “the sound signs – words, music, noises and silence” 

(2011.30) – which are used to construct representations, both in fictional and in non-

fictional texts. In the critic's view, one valuable tool for an analysis of the ironic space29 

and the expressionism of sound texts is offered by the Russian theorist Bakhtin’s 

narratological principles (2011.24). Indeed, particularly the concepts of dialogism and 

polyphony in literary texts could be extended to sound narratives if only in consideration 

of their technical nature, resulting from the splicing and intertwining of different audio 

threads. Building on this, Crook stresses “the polysemic properties of radio drama and 

indeed most sound texts” (2011. 25) and says that “the variety and imaginary vividness of 

mental perception [entailed in the listening experience] can be applied to evaluation of 

soundplay across the ambiguous boundary of news, documentary and drama” (2011.25).  

The ambiguities of representations in sound in connection with imagination and 

mental perception are further explored in Crook’s book on radio drama (1999b.53-69). 

Questioning the need to establish a hierarchy of senses that grants full pre-eminence to 

sight in building coherent mental content, the critic considers “the crafting of sound in its 

pure sense” (1999b.53), that is, “the sound of words and music as much as ‘pure’ sound 

effects” (1999b.53). He argues that recorded actualities in themselves are likely to be 

perceived as fictional by “the mind’s eye or imagination” (1999b.60) if they are not 

introduced or accompanied by “accurate signposting” (1999b.60). This may be 

constituted by “visual familiarity or identification” (1999b.54), communication based on 

words, or a title. In sum, the sound in itself does not work as an indicator of the difference 

between fact and fiction for the listener; it is only through “interaction with memory, 

other media and contextualization” (1999b.60) that a radio or sound work is understood 

                                                             
29 Dramatic irony has much to do with the listener's creative role in his/her relationship to the broadcast, since 

it is him/her “who possesses knowledge and understanding beyond that held by the character or characters in 

the diegesis of the constructed narrative” (Crook, 2011.205). 
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as a drama or a documentary product. 

Crook’s exploration brings together a number of cultural and philosophical issues 

in connection with aesthetic concerns in terms of both production processes and 

reception. Besides constituting a valuable reference for a scholarly approach to creative 

radio, it also embodies one important critical attitude to the study of radio programmes 

as art works. Such aesthetic debates in the British world are paralleled by a symmetrical 

interest in descriptive analyses and technical formulations in Italy. 

 

 

3.3. Italy: Enclosing the unseizable: Analytical perspectives on docufiction 

 

Italian literature shows a tendency to cross-check historical enquiry with 

observations on the technical availability at a specific moment in the development of 

radio documentary or drama and with practitioners' direct testimony. Based on an 

exploration of individual programmes or of one director’s work, scholarly enquiries often 

seek to understand to what extent the technical and the conceptual components 

highlighted may constitute identifiable approaches typical of a given time period. Such 

interest in the actual form – structure and content – the sound matter takes up in time 

probably accounts for the special attention devoted to cross-breed productions. 

In his outline of the development of Italian radio documentary up to the 1990s, 

Andrea Amato (2005.82) provides a broad definition of docufiction: “a documentary that 

draws together excerpts recorded “live” and others constructed for the occasion, often 

performed by actors who play real or invented characters”.30 His exploration of the genre 

is underpinned by a substantial account of first-hand experience in the form of interviews 

to leading representatives of the 1960s-1970s experimental radio. The producer Armando 

Adolgiso for one poses the question of “interpretation” as a key element that establishes 

docufiction’s difference from the journalistic mode. He considers docufiction at its start in 

the 1960s as “an aesthetic product and not any longer a news product” (Adolgiso cited in 

Amato, 2005.82).31 Shifting from the journalistic stance to the dramaturgic one, 

docufiction poses itself as an interpretative act. Adolgiso acknowledges a continuity with 

traditional forms when he states that “we are always faced with an interpretation of the 

                                                             
30Un documentario che lega brani registrati “dal vivo” ad altri costruiti per l’occasione, magari recitati da 
attori che interpretano personaggi reali o inventati. 
31 Un prodotto estetico, non più un prodotto informativo. 
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fact, even when the journalist says something in the old documentary, he is interpreting 

anyway, it is impossible not to do so” (in Amato, 2005.82-83).32 The element of novelty 

that docufiction introduces is the double level of mediation reality undergoes: “what we 

are witnessing now is an interpretation of the interpretation, because even as documents 

are read out by actors, other expressivities also come in with their own interpretation” (in 

Amato, 2005.83).33 When in 1979 Adolgiso subtitles his narration of a poet's life 

Ricostruzione rigorosamente arbitraria della vita di Campana34 [a rigorously arbitrary 

reconstruction of Campana's life], he literally changes the rules of the game, defying the 

long-established postulates of journalistic documentary. The oxymoron associating 

‘rigour’ and ‘arbitrariness’ sheds a grotesque light on all pretensions to truthfully 

‘reconstruct’ a real person's life. Implicitly Adolgiso is addressing concepts of objectivity in 

terms of cultural myths advanced by the dominant ideology, much in the direction that is 

explored, as we shall see, by Nichols (1991) in his study of film documentary and by Paget 

(1990) on the media’s representation of reality in documentary drama.35 The way was 

open toward experiments in violation of the code of journalistic detachment. 

Discussing his documentary on the suicide of two Parma children in 1975, another 

radio producer, Giorgio Bandini (cited in Amato, 2005.85), points to what would soon 

become a key element of contemporary docufiction: the presentation of sensitive issues 

in terms of inner experience, intimate perceptions and an unconventional, sometime 

even disturbingly so, stance. Understanding the unfathomability of the subject matter, 

Bandini (in Amato, 2005.85-86) decides to break away from the bare facts: “[R]eality was 

uninfluential compared to these two children's thoughts, for once reality was 

uninfluential. […] There was no need for the father, the mother, or the friends to speak, 

what I had to do was put across the uselessness of research carried out into reality and 

imagine”.36 His broadcast account is as imaginative as fairy tales are: “That documentary 

was full of fairy tales, but not the well-known ones. I played with them, they were fable 

                                                             
32 Siamo sempre di fronte ad un’interpretazione del fatto, anche se il giornalista dice una cosa nel vecchio 
documentario, in ogni caso sta interpretando, è impossibile non farlo. 
33 Stavolta siamo ad un’interpretazione dell’interpretazione, perché nel momento in cui intervengono dei 
documenti letti da attori, intervengono altre espressività che a loro volta interpretano. 
34The full title reads Rintocchi di Campana. Ricostruzione rigorosamente arbitraria della vita di Campana [A 
bell’s tolls. A rigorously arbitrary reconstruction of Campana's life]. It plays on the double sense of 
Campana, which is the poet’s surname but also means ‘bell’.  
35See subchapter 6 in this chapter. 
36 La realtà era ininfluente di fronte ai pensieri di questi due bambini, una volta tanto la realtà era ininfluente. 

[…] Era inutile che parlassero il padre, la madre, gli amici, io dovevo dare l’inutilità di una ricerca fatta sulla 

realtà ed immaginare. 
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elements: doors endlessly banging, characters, shadows, voices endlessly resounding” (in 

Amato, 2005.85).37 Once again interpretation becomes the keystone of the whole 

conception: “I used all that was possible, horror and beauty came from the fairy tales that 

I was interpreting” (in Amato, 2005.85).38 Amato (2005.86) argues that Bandini's claim 

contains the “limit concept”39 of a documentary refusing reality and choosing imagination 

as the internal driving force of narration. As early as the 1960s-70s producers’ choices of 

this type contained in embryo contradictions that, as we shall see, will become a 

distinctive trait of present-day borderline productions. 

“Docufiction” (Sacchettini, 2011.232. Italics in the original) as a specific genre born 

out of the intersection of documentary and drama is also discussed by Rodolfo Sacchettini 

in his wide exploration of Italian radio drama in the 1920s-1970s. He examines the origin 

of the genre and its heyday in the 1950s-60s establishing a fruitful parallel with 

Neorealism in cinema. The necessity to present tranches de vie narrating everyday 

situations in realistic terms with a truer language closer to reality marks a sharp 

distinction from the dramatic productions of the previous decades, which were 

characterized by the expression of “inner voices or the personification of passions and 

feelings”40 (2011. 231) and were pervaded by oneiric atmospheres through an artificial 

language filled with literary resonances. Once again, boundaries between forms tend to 

be blurred. ‘Docufiction’ appears more like an umbrella term, used by critics and 

practitioners to indicate in-between broadcasts irrespective of the RAI’s official labels, 

documentary or drama. Analysing Vasco Pratolini and Gian Domenico Giagni's “radio 

drama” (2011. 233) La domenica della buona gente (1952), Sacchettini in fact points out a 

number of subject matters, narrative strategies and technical devices that pertain both to 

the realm of fact and to that of fiction, and which we will become acquainted with when 

discussing contemporary Italian broadcasts. The following list sums up the constituents 

identified by the critic: 

− Themes viewed from a neorealistic perspective: “the everyday of simple workers, 

their aspirations and desires” (2011.234).41 

− “[C]omplex and rapid editing that recalls a style that is cinematographic and totally 

                                                             
37Quel documentario lì era pieno di favole, ma non favole note. Io ci giocavo, erano elementi di fiabe: delle 

porte che sbattevano all’infinito, dei personaggi, delle ombre, delle voci all’infinito. 
38 Io ho adoperato tutto quello che era possibile, l’orrore e la bellezza venivano dalle favole che io 

interpretavo. 
39 Concetto limite. 
40 Voci interiori o la personificazione di sentimenti e passioni. 
41 La quotidianità dei semplici lavoratori, le aspirazioni, i desideri. 
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untheatrical”42 (2011.234) through the orchestration of a “complex multiplicity”43 

of voices (2011.233). 

− A plot consisting of a number of intertwining stories, often kept together by a 

fundamental unity of time – one single day, from dawn to sunset (2011.234). 

− The exploitation of fade-in / fade-out effects to suggest abrupt changes of scenes 

(2011. 236). 

− A varying emotional rhythm: “The crowd or group scenes alternate with two-part 

dialogues, and the moments in which the sound background is foregrounded 

follow moments of pure silence” (2011.236).44 

− The insertion of documents: “One of the elements of major importance and great 

novelty is that reality is represented through sound parts that are, according to 

the script directions, «documental excerpts»” (2011.237).45 This allows much room 

to the “sound context”46 (2011.237) like in modern “radio commentary” 

(2011.237).47 

− The scripted text ceases to be the binding basis on which to construct the 

narrative; it instead becomes but one of the compositional elements (2011. 238). 

− The pre-eminence of postproduction: 

The innovative contribution of the magnetic tape is being used for the first 

time in an aware and articulated manner. At a creative level the widespread usage of 

the recording on tape allows a direct relationship with reality and it confers an 

exclusive and preeminent role on the director” (2011.238).48 

All the above features provide useful guidelines for an analysis of the technical 

workings not only of past forms of docudrama but of contemporary programmes as well. 

Sacchettini also grants full acknowledgement to the 1950s practitioners' efforts to 

codify matters central to the idea of radio as an artistic medium in its own right. 

Discussion centred on the signifying function of sounds, special effects and silence; on the 

                                                             
42 Un montaggio complesso e veloce che rimanda a uno stile cinematografico e per nulla teatrale. 
43 Complessa coralità. 
44 Le scene corali e di gruppo si alternano a dialoghi a sole due voci e i momenti dove il fondo sonoro è in 

primo piano seguono ad attimi di puro silenzio. 
45 Uno degli elementi di maggior interesse e di grande novità nel radiodramma è che la realtà viene 

rappresentata da alcune parti sonore che sono, secondo la dicitura in didascalia, «brani documentaristici». 
46 Contesto sonoro. 
47 Radiocronaca. 
48 Per la prima volta in modo cosciente e articolato viene utilizzato l'apporto innovativo del nastro magnetico. 

La diffusione della registrazione su nastro offre a livello creativo un rapporto diretto con la realtà e dà al 

regista un ruolo di assoluta preminenza. 
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listener’s active role; on the search for independence from the other art forms. The writer 

and author of radio operas Alberto Savinio’s (1949 in Savinio, 1989.976) thus commented 

on the novelty the medium represented: “A wonderful idea, this one of Radio. To which 

authors must respond respecting its spirit, that is, writing “radiophonic” pieces: all to hear 

nothing to see”.49 As Sacchettini observes (2011.251), Savinio’s words imply an 

appreciation of the new possibilities radio opened up for creativity: “If the fact of not 

seeing is a limit, of such limit the radio piece makes its own form”.50 This intuition is 

particularly meaningful because it reverses the at the time widespread view postulating 

the impossibility for sound alone unassisted by visual aids to fully render the portrait of a 

world lying beyond its grasp and the need for a compensating action in the form of an 

imaginative effort on the part of the audience. 

To avoid the quasi-paradoxical stumbling block of a ‘defective’ medium that is 

capable of providing a coherent, self-contained image of reality, Ida De Benedictis tackles 

the issue from the other extreme, discussing the value of extra-linguistic sound – music in 

particular – as content producer and its role within radio drama. (Let us not forget that, as 

Crisell (1994.48) puts it, “the question of what meaning (if any) attaches to wordless 

music is a formidable one”). Her comprehensive and well informed theorisation of an 

aesthetics of music in radio drama covering a fifty-year period, from the end of the 1920s 

to the postwar years, up to the 1970s, posits the possibility of a radio art, that is an art 

shaped and influenced by the medium through which it is received (cf. De Benedictis, 

2004.16-28). The search for a definition of a specific-to-the medium genre is underlain by 

the awareness that all theoretical clarity is hindered by “the implicit ambiguity which 

since the origin of radio broadcasting has accompanied the usage of categories dictated 

rather by pragmatic-intuitional needs than by codified rules” (2004. 49).51 The complexity 

of an abstract distinction between drama and feature in the English-speaking world 

would seem to prove the point. De Benedictis’s study provides thorough documentation 

and original analytical tools for a scrutiny of the sound components (music and noises) of 

the audio text. Based on a critical-scientific approach, her exploration shows the results of 

extensive archive research, interviews to writers, technicians and musicians, and a 

detailed reading of the publications and journals of the time; it also examines a wide 

                                                             
49 Ottima idea, questa della Radio. Alla quale gli autori devono rispondere rispettandone lo spirito, ossia 

scrivendo pere “radiofoniche”: tutto da udire nulla da vedere. 
50 Se il non vedere è un limite, l’opera radiofonica di quel limite fa la sua forma. 
51 L’implicita ambiguità che, fin dalla nascita, della radiofonia, accompagna l'uso di categorie dettate 

piuttosto da esigenze pragmatico-intuitive che da regole codificate. 
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range of RAI productions, most of which had never been analysed before. Remarkably, 

this study of radio drama includes “the first electroacoustic work produced at the Milan 

headquarters of the RAI, Ritratto di città [Portrait of a City (1954)]”52 (2004. 187), a highly 

experimental work which presents features typical of overtly hybrid forms. Following the 

author Luciano Berio’s indication, it is catalogued as a “documentary” (2004. 203) in the 

book although one of very generic type containing a great amount of invention. In an 

attempt to “provisionally delimit the contours of this radio genre”53 (2004. 203) the critic 

maintains that, similarly to the type of discourse created by film documentary, 

experimental radio belongs to “that research area typical of a documentary epic theatre 

based on a presentation of real facts and/or situations, dramatized in various degrees and 

carried out sometimes through the simple reading of a sound text, sometimes through 

the interpolation of narration, dialogues and music” (2004.204). 54 The composite 

structure resulting from the blend of fact, actuality, dramatization and sound effects 

would seem to place De Benedictis’s conception of sound documentary very close to 

characterizations typical of cross-genre productions. Such definitional intricacy proves 

once again how difficult it is to delimit the shifty terrain at the crossroads of genres. 

Interestingly, inspiring models for her exploration of Ritratto di città are the pioneering 

productions by Ewan MacColl and Charles Parker, the Radio Ballads (1958-1964), and 

Dylan Thomas’s Under Milk Wood (1953), which would formally sit at the two opposite 

ends of the drama-documentary continuum. 

In order to give substance to this fluctuating area, so difficult to grasp 

conceptually, some critics have sought to intertwine matters of definition and typology 

with considerations on the practice of radio issued of direct observation of contemporary 

productions.  

 

 

3.4. The treatment of the sound matter: Technical considerations on genres and formats 

 

Texts aimed at exploring the various formats and taking a more technical stand, 

like Guy Starkey’s Radio in Context (2004), help delimit our grey cross-genre area from the 

                                                             
52 La prima opera elettroacustica prodotta presso i locali della RAI di Milano, Ritratto di città. 
53 Provvisoriamente delimitare i contorni di questo genere radiofonico. 
54 Quell'area di ricerca sperimentale radiofonica propria di un teatro epico documentario basato su 

un'esposizione più o meno drammatizzata di fatti e/o situazioni reali, attuata ora mediante la sola lettura di un 

testo sonorizzato, ora attraverso l'interpolazione di narrazione, dialoghi e musica. 
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perspective of practice. Remarkably, the more we try to frame and define, the more the 

different types seem to overlap and intersect. Starkey discusses “drama” (2004. 178) as 

an attempt as many others to portray real-life situations “that actively involves 

representatives of the people and events concerned” (2004. 178). All depends on the 

degree of treatment actuality undergoes: “it is only at the extremes that such forms [i.e. a 

news report, a documentary, a travel bulletin or the reading out of a novel] may assume 

the status of drama” (2004. 179). In this process, radio drama develops a potential for 

ambiguity, widely exploited in such masterpieces as Orson Welles’s The War of the Worlds 

(1938), in which the listener's active involvement in the production of meaning becomes 

paramount, often paradoxically so. If drama in any medium is always an interpretation, 

sometimes even a distortion, of life's events, all stages in the making of radio drama are 

interpretative acts on the part of those involved: the writer, the producer and the end 

user alike. This is due to the very nature of the medium, since “the raw materials used to 

encode meaning through radio drama are, of course, voice, sound and silence, each of 

which assumes some semiotic value for listeners to decode” (2004.204). In the tangle of 

possible readings there appear to be a constant tension between the makers’ attempts 

“to prescribe preferred readings by removing ambiguity” (2004.204) and the listeners’ 

urge to interpret on the basis of their own experience and knowledge. 

Apparently “documentaries” (2004.206) do not give rise to such an equivocation. 

They communicate a story which is firmly anchored in solid fact, as opposed to whimsical 

invention, and which requires both in-depth and extensive research. Documentary 

therefore needs a clear and logical rationale structuring it in a coherent manner, so that 

listeners do not lose their sense of direction, even if they have tuned in after the 

beginning. Starkey (2004.212. Bold in the original) situates the various documentary 

forms along a continuum that, progressing from “the clear […] anchoring role of the 

reporter at one extreme”, slowly becomes more and more unshaped and blurred as the 

narrator gradually loses control over the sound matter. Remarkably, at one extreme of the 

“documentary” continuum Starkey places the “soundscape” (2004.212), a type of 

creation that by its very nature defies all ideas of narrative logics and linear 

transmissibility of knowledge. Utilizing such techniques as “scraping and scratching 

objects in order to convey aspects of their texture” (2004.212) and “close-micing objects 

and living creatures” (2004.212) to even include noises that are almost inaudible to the 

naked ear, the soundscape turns out to be “less a naturalistic portrayal of a single 
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landscape, however broad or narrow, than an artificially produced montage of selected 

and perhaps mixed sounds – raising as many representational issues as any other 

documentary form” (2004.212. Bold in the original). Starkey attributes the disorienting 

effect of this type of sound manipulation to the fact that human ears can naturally locate 

simultaneous sounds much better “when assisted by visual clues” (2004.212). His remark 

seems implicitly to suggests that in the type of perception allowed for by soundscape 

radio art finds its limit. Yet, as I shall point out later in this thesis, such apparent 

inadequacy helps corroborate the assumption that productions based on the sense of 

hearing defy all claims to realism only to allow glimpses of a different ‘real’. 

Indeed, before being a genre, in its architect's idea the soundscape is an actual 

field of study based on the fundamental question all sciences engaged in sonic research 

ask themselves: “What is the relationship between man and the sounds of his 

environment and what happens when those sounds change?” (Schafer, 1977, in Sterne, 

2012.95). The 1969 World Soundscape Project conceived by Murray Schafer at Simon 

Fraser University joined musicians, researchers and artists in a common effort to raise 

“public awareness of sound, documenting environmental sound and its changing 

character, and establishing the concept and practice of soundscape design as an 

alternative to noise pollution” (The Canadian Encyclopedia, n.p.). As an outcome of this, a 

number of works have been produced that have sought to capture the aural features of 

an environment, and typically reshape them leaving out all verbal narrative and a 

commentator's speech. Arguably, both in its shape and for the representational concerns 

it entails, the soundscape shows more proximity with docufiction, that Starkey views as a 

sub-genre of drama (2004. 179), than with fact-based documentary. 

The fact-fiction relation in sound documentary productions has been explored by 

Deleu from a political standpoint – to what extent and with what implications the 

medium foregrounds the speech of the anonymous and helps enhance cultural and social 

awareness. The French critic engages in an analysis of the “media device”55 (2000.150. 

Italics in the original) deployed in documentaries, that is, “the way in which the three 

radios [France Inter, France Culture and Canal Sambre] proceed to give the floor to the 

anonymous”56 (2000. 150), in terms of the producers' status, the interviewees' response 

and the listener's perception. Deleu interlaces a sociological approach with a typology 

                                                             
55 Dispositif médiatique. 
56 La façon dont les trois radios [France Inter, France Culture and Canal Sambre] procèdent pour donner la 

parole aux anonymes. 
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resulting from an observation of France Culture production. He identifies three 

documentary styles: 

1. The documentary of a journalistic type, distinguished by the observation of a 

political, social, economic, historical or cultural phenomenon; 2. The documentary of 

an intimate type, in which one aspect or another of the individuals' personality, like 

feelings or emotions, are analysed; 3. The documentary of an artistic type whose 

manifest intent is to recount a story with a personal style, that sometimes borrows 

procedures from literature or the cinema  (2000.150. Italics in the original).57 

One of the classical procedures of the third type in particular is the documentary-

fiction blend, which characterizes broadcasts with an intimate-emotional tone reflecting 

both the producer's and the interviewee's personal engagement, and the authenticity of 

the exchange. 

Utopian as it may sound, Deleu's conclusion constitutes a significant attempt to 

circumscribe an area situated between the inexpressibility of personal experience and the 

logics of transmissible knowledge that is very close, as I will try to prove, to my field of 

study. Thanks to the dissemination of accounts, experiences and modalized discourses 

perceived as endowed with authenticity by the listener, on documentary radio “the 

system of the public word […] is inscribed in a citizen's logic inasmuch as it informs us on 

the state of the world and favours the creation of the social bind spreading mutual 

knowledge among different types of population”58 (2000.187). 

Deleu's study touches upon matters of aesthetics and form (the ‘why sound?’ 

question) only inasmuch as these serve the purpose of highlighting the relation of 

personal experience to the transference of knowledge which is the centre of his interest. 

Yet, how audio pieces achieve this is as important an issue if we want to define a genre, 

and it is strictly connected with the way in which practice – production devices, 

techniques and architecture – is engrafted into and reshapes concepts. Radio 

professionals give us a helping hand in delineating this process. 

 

 

                                                             
57 1. Le documentaire de type journalistique, caractérisé par l’observation d’un phénomène politique, social, 

économique, historique ou culturel; 2. le documentaire de type intimiste, au cours duquel est analysé tel ou 

tel aspect de la personnalité des individus, comme les émotions ou les sentiments; 3. le documentaire de type 

artistique où l’on perçoit une volonté de raconter une histoire avec un style personnel, qui emprunte parfois 

des procédés à la littérature ou au cinéma. 
58 Le régime de la parole publique […] s'inscrit dans une logique citoyenne dans la mesure où elle nous 

renseigne sur l'état du monde et favorise la création du lien social en apportant des connaissances réciproques 

à différents types de population. 
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3.5. Theoretical significance of practitioners’ views 

 

The intent of Biewen and Dilworth's essay collection is admittedly “not to 

canonize” (Biewen, 2010.4) but to gather the multifarious approaches adopted by audio 

journalists and artists who, far from showing any interest in pursuing the capital-T Truth, 

“describe their radio work as a means of reaching for something true, of capturing human 

experience in the most palpable way they know” (2010.4). They all do documentary radio, 

that is, “they use sound to tell true stories artfully” (2010.4. Italics in the original). The 

difference sound makes is emphasized by The Kitchen Sisters (Davia Nelson and Nikki 

Silva) in their account of the mixing of Tupperware, the 1979 radio work that informed 

their style. The climax part came almost by chance through the simultaneous playing of 

different reels of tape and resulted in “a cacophony of women's voices” (The Kitchen 

Sisters, 2010.41) made up of chunks of sentences fading into each other that literally gave 

voice and substance to the producers' intent: “The clutter of plastic bowls, the crowded 

living room parties, the packed sales rallies. The sound of the piece captured the feeling 

we were trying to portray in the narrative. Our experiments and our accidents became 

the sound we were looking for” (2010.41 Italics in the original). The work on the matter 

can go from pure accident to actual manipulation, as in Dmae Roberts's documentaries 

that provide examples of very complex handling on the part of the producer even on very 

sensitive subjects like domestic violence or breast cancer. Through artifices such as editing 

“the extraneous verbiage” (Roberts, 2010.121), interweaving monologues in a fictitious 

dialogue to create a narrative, and performance by actors, Roberts seeks to unearth the 

intrinsic poetical significance of words encapsulated in “their undertone and subtext” 

(2010.124) – the only possible way to get closer “to that elusive heartbeat we call truth” 

(2010.127). We may define this style with the Italian word ‘materico’. Coined for various 

1950s pictorial movements (figurative, abstract, pop art and informal) working with thick 

impasto paint combined with unusual materials (“matter painting”59 (Treccani, n.d.)), the 

adjective ‘materico’ refers to a process that foregrounds the expressive function of the 

material itself beyond representational issues. A ‘matter’ approach to sound resolves 

issues related to the fact-fiction conundrum in favour of a deeper understanding than 

mere words would grant, one that puts us in emotional connection with life's events. 

Roberts (2010.127) maintains that, interweaving “voices and sounds through monologues 

                                                             
59 Pittura materica. 
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and dialogues and soundscapes”, a good radio documentary coagulates human 

experience into a story that establishes emotional bonds with the listener on a journey 

towards the disclosure of some poetical truth. 

In a different way, the factual relevance of sound narratives is at the centre of the 

investigation of critics who focus on the documentary’s social and political import in 

relation both to the subject-matter dealt with and to listeners’ reception. This type of 

analysis seems to be more common in the visual media field, namely film and the theatre.  

 

 

3.6. The contribution of Media Studies to an investigation of sound productions 

 

If Roberts (2010.126-7) defends sound stories that “convey something that's more 

than facts and stats”, other scholars are interested in the definition of a form designed to 

come to terms with precisely these “facts and stats”, that is, information content and 

cultural awareness. This approach has been widely adopted by media studies, while it 

seems less common in the radio field. Nevertheless, it has offered the present research 

stimulating conceptual insights and serviceable tools for sound productions analysis. The 

present section looks at two capital contributions in the area of documentary, Paget’s and 

Nichols’s. Their critical attitude is political and social in a more straightforward and less 

artistically mediated sense than Deleu's. 

In his study of “documentary drama” (Paget, 1990.4) on radio, screen and stage, 

Paget (1990.4) maintains that “the mixing of these two modes is always potentially 

subversive, even though that potential is rarely realised in practice”. Based on a cultural 

materialist perspective, Paget’s argument is that, mediating reality through a set of 

techniques and conventions aimed to present the audience with an entertaining product, 

many “True Stories” (1990.1) help reinforce the ruling class ideology. Underlying the 

popularity of the dramatized documentary in the 20th century is a modern faith in facts – 

what the author calls the “myth of facts” (1990.8) in connection with cultural products 

which seek both to observe reality and to explain it further. The information ground 

bestows on productions a sort of authentication, so much so that programme-makers 

believe that audiences will be persuaded to consume their products if the latter are 

presented in a format that guarantees their truthfulness, no matter what type of 

resources it resorts to, be it dramatic or openly documentary. Claiming that “‘this really 
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happened’” (1990.3), they make a fundamental promise: that what we will see is true to 

life and by the same token credible. Via the guarantee of authenticity viewers will be 

driven to believe. An in-between genre as documentary drama exhibits “a ‘discourse of 

factuality’” (1990.4) that has the function to firmly establish the truthfulness of what we 

see. While non-dramatic models such as news programmes and documentary itself 

provide the rhetorical tools to deploy this discourse on veridicality (“voice-over, captions, 

charts and statistics, and direct (‘talking head’) address of the camera/audience” 

(1990.5)), dramatization makes the hard fact entertaining and therefore easier to 

consume. In the process the destabilizing potential of a product placed astride the 

“problematic gap” (1990.4) between overtly fact-based programmes and fictional ones is 

eclipsed in favour of a “universalized concept of ‘truthfulness to life’” (1990.5). 

Radio appears to be left as the one medium in which such potential is still at work. 

One of Paget’s merit is surely extending the groundbreaking Brechtian concept of 

“complex seeing” (Brecht, 1931, in Willett, 1997.44) to contemporary radio documentary. 

In his Epic Theatre the German playwright advocated the disruption of stage time through 

such “literalizing” (in Willett, 1997.43) devices as the projection of the titles of each scene 

onto screens. Paget sees this form of experimentation as an application of the 

contemporary cinematic “collision montage” (Paget, 1990.46) techniques to the theatre 

and stresses the new creative possibilities it opened up for drama. “The use of montage 

as a dialectical means” (1990.47) permits the audience to view issues and events through 

a number of different contexts, none of which acquires pre-eminence and the status of 

factual, and therefore “‘guarantor of truth’” (1990.48). This way the Epic Theatre invites 

theatre audiences to an “exercise in complex seeing” (Brecht, 1931, in Willett, 1997.44) in 

which the dramatic conflict is situated at the level of issues, not of individual characters 

(Paget, 1990.49). With his Der Flug der Lindberghs [The Lindberghs’ Flight] (1929), a 

pedagogical work for radio, the playwright proposes to listeners a similar critical practice 

– what we may call ‘an exercise in complex hearing’. As Paget (1990. 46) points out, 

Brecht’s radio work is intended to engage the listener in an active relationship to the 

material presented to him/her, through “mobilization and redrafting as a producer” 

(Brecht,1930, in Willett, 1997.32). From a political – and Brechtian – standpoint, the 

advantage of radio over the other media is that, “because of its non-visual nature, [it] has 

always had the potential to disrupt ‘naturalised’ conceptions of reproduced reality” 

(Paget, 1990.46). The critic finds remarkable examples of such practice in the British 
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tradition of radio montage documentary, starting from the 1930s, in particular Edward 

Archibald ‘Archie’ Harding’s features (1929-39) and the Radio Ballads. Characterized by a 

blend of narration, song, music and field recording, these programmes introduced 

“statistics, facts and information into radio ‘entertainments’” (1990.46) urging listeners to 

actively reconstruct the overall sense of the text. 

While Paget is interested in dissecting the various forms that self-proclaiming True 

Stories take up on film, theatre and radio and exposing their intrinsic adherence to or 

dissociation from hegemonic thought, Nichols investigates how ideology itself is 

embodied in a number of cinematic modalities and how these have come to characterize 

a certain period in the history of film documentary. His seminal study has almost become 

a mandatory reference even for scholars who want to venture in the complex territories 

of borderline genres. He categorises documentary film forms according to sets of specific 

features, conventions and strategies that constitute a ‘mode’ through which a culture 

tends to ‘represent’ reality – situations and events. “Modes of representation” (Nichols, 

1991.34) are “dominant organizational patterns” (1991.34) that structure texts “in 

relation to certain recurrent features and conventions” (1991.34). Practices and 

approaches substantiating each mode relate to a specific time period in history but they 

also intertwine and combine in individual productions at any given moment in the 

development of the genre. 

Since the 1920s directors like John Grierson and Robert J. Flaherty had employed 

“Voice-of-God commentary and poetic perspectives” (1991.32) in order to “disclose 

information about the historical world itself and to see that world afresh, even if these 

views came to seem romantic or didactic” (1991.33). Their style constitutes the expository 

type, which, emphasizing “the impression of objectivity and well-substantiated 

judgement, […] supports the impulse toward generalization handsomely since the voice-

over commentary can readily extrapolate from the particular instances offered on the 

image track” (1991.35). Partly in reaction to the hazards connected with the exceedingly 

authorial character of this traditional approach, other trends emerge in the 1950s. 

Stemming “from the availability of more mobile, synchronous recording equipment” 

(1991.33), Leacock-Pennebaker and Fredrick Wiseman’s observational mode envisages 

the non-intervention of the filmmaker and, “rather than a paradigmatic organization 

centered around the solution to a puzzle or problem, […] tends to take paradigmatic form 

around the exhaustive depiction of the everyday” (1991.39). The aim is “to record 
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unobtrusively what people did when they were not explicitly addressing the camera” 

(1991.33). About the same years directors like Jean Rouch and Emile de Antonio started 

to question notions of objectivity as authorlessness in news reporting and employed 

techniques of an interactive type in order to “make the filmmaker's perspective more 

evident” (1991.33) allowing him/her “to participate more actively in present events” 

(1991.33). The most recent mode identified by Nichols is reflexive documentary, 

influenced by Dziga Vertov’s pioneering work in the 1920s. Pointing to notions of 

constructedness of information and manipulation of the audience that were inherent in 

the previous forms, the works of Jill Godmilow and Raúl Ruiz stretch the canons of 

documentary to extremes “so that the viewer’s attention is drawn to the device as well as 

the effect” (1991.33). 

Nichols points out how, when it comes to circumscribe the fleeting nature of 

documentary forms, a strictly historical approach proves fairly inadequate. Rather than 

developing one from another following a chronological linearity, modes tends to combine 

within individual documentaries, the older approaches leaving some traces even in the 

newer ones. Conversely, no production can be forced into one single canon; instead it is 

caught up in a web of relationships between an individual maker’s preoccupations, the 

established criteria and conventions of a mode, institutional practices and social 

expectations. Nichols’s study looks at how, from a common basis – the “ingredients” 

(1991. 34) of a modality – each film constitutes a distinct type of text. In the scarcity of 

genre specific literature devising models for sound docudrama analysis and 

categorization, the critic’s typology can be usefully transferred to radio broadcasting. In 

particular, it may be of use for an exploration of the associations between the structure of 

the production, the institutional background and issues of objectivity and truth, both in 

terms of novelty and of adherence to a tradition. 

Besides Media Studies, another discipline that can help scrutinize radio 

docufiction is oral history. For her radio documentary series Marrying Out (2009) McHugh 

has theorized a form offering stimulating insights into the workings of sound in fact-based 

productions. Her study brings together two strands that in her view share some 

conceptual tools and aspects of practice (namely, the interview): oral history-related 

genres and long-form radio journalism in connection with storytelling. 
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3.7. An analytical model for hybrid productions in sound 

 

McHugh’s 2012 essay draws on her creative arts doctoral thesis (2010), which 

argued that, despite their diverging aims, “the genres of oral history and long-form radio 

journalism have intersecting characteristics […] and that each genre can benefit the 

other” (McHugh, 2010.6). Discussing “interview practice, memory, subjectivity, reliability 

and interpretation” (2010-6) in oral history, the study sought to demonstrate how the 

personal aspect of that discipline is best rendered through creative treatment on radio, in 

a form that combines oral history’s capacity to understand “the human condition” 

(2010.9) through enquiry on “the subjective meaning” (2010.9) of experiences, and 

radio’s aptitude for connecting “its multitude of disparate listeners through the innately 

intimate qualities of sound” (2010.9). McHugh’s Marrying Out series on mixed marriages 

between Catholics and Protestants in Australia up to the 1970s was viewed as an attempt 

“to harness the aesthetics of long-form crafted radio so as to allow oral history to achieve 

its fullest form, by emphasising orality while enhancing the interview’s ‘listenability’ and 

impact through carefully judged radio production techniques” (2010.6). McHugh’s 

research can be considered practice-based according to Linda Candy’s (2006.1) 

classification because in it new knowledge is acquired “partly by means of practice and 

the outcomes of that practice” and “a full understanding [of the research’s contribution] 

can only be obtained with direct reference” to the creative output. 

Being so rooted into practice, McHugh’s aesthetic viewpoint allows her to produce 

an analytical model that looks specifically at all sound components in their working 

towards the creation of new personal / historical meaning. At the crossroads of two 

distinct disciplines, her paradigm explores issues typical of all audio productions of a 

hybrid type. In connection with the Marrying Out series she proposes a genre called “Doc-

OH Feature”, which is further developed in the 2012 essay as COHRD (Crafted Oral History 

Radio Documentary). Despite its complex name, conceptually the form is in fact quite 

straightforward, consisting in “a blend of oral history, art and radio journalism” (2012.35). 

The author considers the controversial aspects brought about by the clash of two 

different attitudes to the sound material: the paramount importance of objectivity when 

dealing with sources – interviews in this case, to be considered in their entirety – versus 

creative needs calling for various degrees of manipulation of the recordings. McHugh 

contends that “oral history benefits aesthetically from being creatively treated for radio, 
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and is thereby made more accessible” (2012. 38). Through radio techniques (editing, 

montage, noises and music) the producer’s interventions on the raw material enhance 

the approachability of historical issues which would otherwise be confined to the 

academy. Besides, exploiting the possibility radio offers of talking to wide audiences, the 

COHRD format helps disseminate the voice of people of low social status that have no 

access to official History. McHugh finds a common ground between oral history and radio 

in the personal (subjective) perspective from which they both look at human events. On 

the one hand, oral historians are interested in the “emotional truth” (2012.42) of events, 

in the way interviewees feel about the historical circumstances they have been through. 

On the other, the intimate qualities of sound alone make each radio broadcast a unique 

and personal experience, enriched by the coming together of the producer’s and the 

listener’s personal perspectives. While the theoretical bases of the genre are clearly and 

convincingly laid, outlining the actual format of oral history documentary appears to be a 

more arduous task. The critic is once again faced with the apparently impenetrable 

intricacy threatening any attempt to formalize the informal. One possibility is to proceed 

through approximation, finding overlaps and contiguities with officially established genres 

that may allow us to isolate a central portion endowed with some identifiable characters. 

Exploring analogies and divergences between the feature and the documentary in Britain, 

Australia and the US, McHugh emphasizes the fluctuation and arbitrariness of definitions. 

Attributions of a production to one domain or the other is mainly based on the different 

traditions in each country and on practitioners’ preferences (2012.40). She concludes that 

the two forms are mutually distinguished by “the authorial shaping of the producer, who 

[…] creates meaning through the combined effect of the audio elements he chooses to 

record or include and the manner of their incorporation (sequence, layering, pacing, 

interpolation of other elements, etc.)” (2012.41). This engenders a sparkly mixture that 

“elevates the raw interview to a more affective state, allowing the listener to engage with 

it more readily, at an emotional as well as at a cognitive level” (2012.41). In her 2010 

thesis, considering audience response to radio listening on the basis of Eric Shouse's and 

Antonio Damasio's contributions to the affect theory, McHugh had already discussed the 

cognitive process entailed by forceful feeling. The critic concluded that, “if a radio 

programme generates strong affective response, the listener is primed to absorb its 

content, or meaning” (2010.125) and emphasised the significance of this process “for 

radio doc/feature makers, whose aim is to have listeners engage with and pay attention to 
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their work” (2010.125). Because it directly appeals to emotions and generates feeling, the 

COHRD format allows for in-depth comprehension of events on both the emotional and 

the rational level. 

The genre proposed by Hugh interrelates the facts of history with the inventions of 

manipulation in sound, thus sharing features with other hybrid forms. Which point along 

the creativity-objectivity line a single work occupies is once again a matter of nuances. 

The COHRD sits somewhere within the narrative spectrum comprised between the 

feature experimenting with sound, at the one end, and the documentary rooted in 

reportage, at the other. Focused as it is on the form’s purpose and its potentialities in 

terms of reception, McHugh’s aesthetic exploration does not offer a thorough catalogue 

of the actual components of the genre she theorizes. Nevertheless, her study has the 

merit of engaging in a discussion of genre-specific issues that have been little explored in 

relation to radio: the concept of a continuum, the creative potential of the fact-fiction 

blend, the unpredictability of the outcomes, emotions as a means of understanding, the 

relevance of hybrid forms for a study of history. 

 

 

3.8. The contribution of this research to the study of sound docudrama 

 

McHugh’s work is one of the very few studies specifically devoted to a hybrid form 

analysed as a proper sound genre. Most 1990s-2010s publications focusing on aesthetic 

and technical questions show a tendency to be non-specific. They explore a wide range of 

productions mainly across well-established formats, the closest to the interest of this 

thesis being documentary and drama. Analyses alternatively look at their historical 

development, their socio-political relevance and the outcomes in terms of reception. The 

question of hybridity in its relation to an understanding of reality and to knowledge 

building is often touched upon as a general trait variously present in many conventional 

or traditional genres. On the other hand, works attempting a definition of cross-genre 

formats do not usually enter into details with regard to the actual conceptual and 

structural components that single them out as such. This research aims precisely to 

understand whether it is possible to talk of radio docufiction as a genre in its own right, 

provided with discernible features, both in content and in structure, which distinguish it 

from documentary as news programmes and drama as plays. This is done through an 
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inquiry into contemporary production as it has developed from the traditional forms 

explored and categorized by literature, considering in particular the last three decades, 

the 1990s to the 2010s, a time period barely covered by even most recent studies.  

A comparative perspective focusing on cross-genre-productions is also relatively 

uncommon in Radio Studies. My exploration tries to locate the areas in which, descending 

from different radio histories, Italy and Britain show divergences and those in which they 

come closer in terms of trends, formats and conceptions. The analysis pays attention to 

the emergence of characterizing traits that may help circumscribe the area of docudrama 

in sound, at the same time contributing towards the construction of a model for 

docudrama analysis and of a suitable and as precise as possible a taxonomy.  

In view of a categorization of broadcasts, special consideration is given to the 

‘material’ handled – sound in all its forms and capacity – and the techniques adopted in 

production. Such aspects are not often the object of close critical examination, yet they 

constitute the core of practitioners’ work. Documentary producer Yann Paranthoën, 

whose broadcasts at France Culture are discussed at length by Deleu (2000.148-163), 

equates the sound matter with stone and his activity with that of the “stonecutter” 60 

(Paranthoën, 1999.n.p.) from his birthplace in Brittany: “I have learnt the essentials here: 

to respect the matter I treat. When my father worked, he respected the granite he was 

touching. He was in total agreement with his environment” (1999.n.p.).61 Seeking to enter 

a similar relationship with sound in his radio practice, Paranthoën (1999.n.p.) is aware 

that often the outcomes escape the author’s intention: “[R]especting the matter does not 

mean to bend it to whatever one feels like doing. As far as I am concerned, it is a dialogue 

with sound, and sound is always in command”.62 This study argues that the environment – 

i.e. the set of practices in the sound medium: canons, conventions and devices – and the 

maker's relationship to his/her matter all contribute to the shaping of the form audio 

docudrama. At the same time, it points to the ephemeral nature of sound as producer of 

unforeseen meaning that exceeds the producer’s purposes and may find an interpreter, 

though often unaware, in the listener. 

  

                                                             
60 Tailleur de pierre. 
61 J’ai appris l'essentiel ici: à respecter la matière que je traite. Quand mon père travaillait, il respectait le 

granit qu'il touchait. Il était tout à fait en accord avec son environnement. J'ai essayé de développer ce 

rapport. 
62 Respecter la matière, c'est n’est pas la plier à ceux qu'on a envie de faire. En ce qui me concerne, il s'agit 

d'un dialogue avec le son, et c'est toujours lui qui commande. 
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CHAPTER 4. TRADITIONS IN RADIO DOCUDRAMA 

 

4.1. The value of tradition for an exploration of contemporary docudrama  

 

This part of the thesis explores the burgeoning of documentary, the development of 

cross-genre forms and the shaping programmes of a ‘docudramatic’ type starting from 

the heyday of radio in postwar years. It analyses a number of case studies that present 

identifiable features of both the factual and the imaginative domains interacting with 

each other in different degrees. Groups of features that are shared by various productions 

tend to become a constant and can be considered emblematic of peculiar tendencies and 

approaches. The purpose of the chapter is to reconstruct the general lines of docufiction’s 

evolution and show how the distinctive elements have developed, forms evolved, trends 

transformed and, if the case, disappeared. Given the scarcity of theoretical studies and 

frames of reference for the present age, it is possible to view today’s production in 

relation to the previous decades, in particular the 1950s-80s, which on the contrary has 

been the object of much in-depth analysis. It is the time of maximum flourishing of an 

output of a documentary type. Contemporary docufiction can be appreciated against the 

preceding cultural background and some exemplary antecedents and through an 

understanding of the mechanisms of reaction or conformation to received patterns and 

standardized practices. In a way this means asking what shape earlier experience takes 

today. The term that best sums up such sense of the past’s embodiment in present-day 

forms is ‘tradition’, but tradition in its topicality, its present relevance. This idea is close to 

the meaning Thomas Stearns Eliot attributes to the word, which the author himself 

extends from the realm of poetry to art at large. In his essay on the artist’s bonds with 

tradition, the poet and critic defends the value of artistic practice as a collective activity 

over time for any individual achievement. No artist emerges alone nor can he/she be 

valued on his/her own terms, but only in his/her “relation to the dead poets and artists” 

(Eliot, 1920, in Eliot, 1966.50), in a continuous association that situates him/her, “for 

contrast and comparison, among the dead” (1966.50). Appreciation of the present against 

the past does not presuppose a moral stance seeking to establish a scale of values among 

the objects of criticism. It rather implies drawing a parallel “in which two things are 

measured by each other” (1966.50), so that neither comes out amputated and one stands 

out in the other’s light, as if in an uninterrupted, multifaceted contemporaneity. 
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Interestingly, in Eliot’s view the question has more to do with aesthetics than with history. 

The “historical sense” (1966.50) with which a poet or artist must be gifted and that helps 

retrace tradition as a living substrate to cultural changes and innovations is “a perception, 

not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence” (1966.49). Far from constituting 

a progress towards the better – there is no ‘improvement’ as such in art – historical 

evolution causes the very substance of art to be “never quite the same” (1966.51). 

Metamorphosis occurs through “development, refinement perhaps, complication 

certainly” (in 1966.51) in which nothing is abandoned “en route” (1966.51. Italics in the 

original) and everything is somehow maintained by means of subtle readjustments 

whenever a novel factor comes into play. Identifying the occurrences and modifications of 

the past into the present means plunging one's hands into the very “material of art” 

(1966.51) and perceiving the action of “the mind” (1966.51) which creates it. What Eliot 

considers the driving force behind the art work is a collective effort, rather than the 

singularity of an artistic genius. He talks of “the mind of Europe” (1966.51) – or the mind 

of the artist’s country – that is much more important for creativity than each individual’s 

mind.  

This thesis’s perception of the past as permanence in the present goes along 

similar lines. The trends that can be identified on the basis of features shared by a 

number of productions and repeated over a limited period of time – approximately a 

decade – end up constituting a ‘tradition’ in that they do not become extinguished in 

contemporaneity but are transformed and reshaped by various authorial actions, 

persisting as an underlying current even in works that for form and content appear 

situated poles apart from their antecedents. The analysis proposed by this research 

explores the very ‘material’ of docufiction – sound in sound productions – in search of the 

characteristics that may form a tradition, considering the genre(s) under scrutiny as the 

result of a common “mind” that shapes individual works – the global conception of radio 

art at a given point in time. The present chapter focuses on the ‘history’ of docudrama in 

the conviction that paying attention to past variants and notions of the form may provide 

tools to understand what constitutes the peculiarity of the contemporary docudramatic 

genre in relation to other types, and contribute to an appraisal of the artistic significance 

of today’s output. 
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4.2. A diversified approach to the history of docufiction in Italy and Britain 

 

A comparative study attempting to retrace a tradition and detect the creative 

mind – Eliot (1920, in Eliot, 1966.54) talks about “the mind which creates” – behind 

conceptions of docufiction has to come to terms with the institutional and cultural 

circumstances characterizing each country. One’s analytical tools need to be adapted to 

the distinct contexts and the discourses on the development of a genre through time will 

vary according to the situation they have to describe. For its exploration of the Italian and 

the British docudramatic output and evolution this chapter adopts different investigative 

paradigms. The necessity of distinct approaches is attested by criticism and can partly be 

attributed to the nature of the two broadcasters’ authority. 

In their reconstructions of the history of Italian radio documentary – if not 

specifically of docufiction – many authors (for example Amato, 2004; Pavolini, 2013; 

Ortoleva, 1996) emphasise the emergence of ‘trends’ or ‘tendencies’, that is, sets of 

features recurring in most productions belonging to one or two decades. This also makes 

possible the drawing up of a clear, albeit forcefully simplified, chronological sequencing. 

In the case of British production historical framing according to general trends seems 

somehow more difficult. Studies pivot around specific areas of human knowledge and 

tend to investigate radio broadcasts in their light. Some scholars adopt an aesthetic 

standpoint (Street, 2012), others carry out analysis of a technical (Starkey, 2004) or 

political (Paget, 1990) kind. Their considerations intertwine with historical remarks, 

picking notable examples out of a different time period in order to substantiate their 

argument. On the one hand, the institutional set-up of Italian radio accounts for a certain 

freedom in production practices and in practitioners’ stylistic choices, which in turn leads 

to some amount of experimentation with form. Throughout his history the RAI has shown 

what we may call a disregard for the drawing up of formal guidelines and the application 

of established parameters to the evaluation of programmes’ structure and content. 

Institutional control has been exerted at a political and governmental level rather than at 

the level of the company’s production and internal organization. Practitioners have to a 

certain extent been left in charge of decisions regarding the shape of their programmes, 

so much so that, in the diversity of individual formulae, idiosyncrasies and typicalities 

become quite visible and spotting differences and similarities with a certain precision and 

clarity is not too hard a task. On the other hand, British radio’s attention to matters of 
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categorization and programming policies, as attested by archival documents and by the 

BBC Commissioning Briefs and Guidelines, highlights a strong institutional presence in all 

decisions regarding production choices and formats. Starting from the national network’s 

beginnings, consideration of broadcasting as “an important cultural and educational 

agency” (Baron, 1965.188) has contributed to reinforce the BBC’s tasks of supervision and 

vigilance and brought about a certain rigour in the selection of programmes. 

Consequently, experimental research and heterogeneity of forms do not stand out as 

striking features of the British output. It is instead possible to detect a number of formal 

and content characters that, even without constituting identifiable trends that follow one 

another in time, persist with minor changes and adaptations throughout the history of 

radio documentary. 

In relation to the mentioned peculiarities the present chapter explores the history 

of docufiction in the second half of last century from two different viewpoints. For Italy, it 

proposes an overview of past docufiction through an analysis of case studies that have 

been chosen as examples of characterizing tendencies and best serve to illustrate them. It 

utilizes the model described by Morawski and Vincenti (2011) in their commentary to a 

published selection of the most representative RAI documentary programmes from 1944 

to 2011. The two critics’ contribution is not only conceptually relevant, but also functional 

to an observation of contemporaneity, because the “phases or lose trend lines”63 

(Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.109) that they distinguish intertwine the historical 

dimension, i.e. the subsequent stages in the development of the genre, and the aesthetic 

perspective, i.e. the manner in which a set of features appears in later productions and 

most identifiably inaugurates a tradition. For a survey of British radio documentary this 

thesis looks at the ‘undercurrents’ to the history of the genre, that is, groups of traits that 

are present in programmes produced in different time periods. These form a sort of 

uninterrupted flow which emerges from time to time to the surface of a specific 

programme. Expanding Paget’s idea of “continuities” (cf. 1990.46-7), structural elements 

that seem to have characterized radio documentary since the 1930s precursors, for 

example narrator, song and actuality recording, I argue that permanence characterizes 

not only aspects of form, but also programmes’ thematic centres. Through case study 

analysis, the exploration aims to establish exemplary or pioneering antecedents and to 

see how the continuity elements that permeate them persist in later productions, down 

                                                             
63 Fasi o grandi linee di tendenza. 
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to the first decade of the present century. 

I view both “continuities” and general “trends” as expressions of tradition in the 

sense discussed above: aspects at the same time of permanence and of transformation 

reflecting a shared “mind” encompassing the authorial individualities and experiences 

from the past and those from the present. Exploring the forms and approaches that in 

turn have guided and substantiated writers' and producers' choices in the two countries, 

the examination undertakes to point out divergences and shared paths that may help 

delineate the contours of a specific radio genre. 

 

 

4.3. An outline of radio documentary in postwar years 

 

A comparative study should first of all try to understand to what extent it is 

possible to establish a common cultural background, against which differences in 

evolution can be better perceived. This part of the chapter seeks to establish such 

context, providing a summary account of the lines of development of radio docufiction in 

the two countries, while in-depth case study analysis and a reflection on the problematic 

issues the two situations raise will be carried out in the next part of the chapter. 

Even a quick look at last century’s history will highlight the crucial role radio played 

both in Italy and in Great Britain from the 1930s to the end of WW II, in terms of technical 

experimentation, political propaganda and call for social cohesion. Although from 

opposite fronts, the two countries shared similar experiences in the exploitation of the 

medium for the purposes of shaping public opinion and building up the collective 

imagination during warfare. As regards the focus of this thesis, it is in post war years that 

the two histories appear very close also in the conception of and in the approach to 

documentary at large, and the outcomes of the broadcasters’ production policies become 

comparable. Technology prompted a surge of experimentation with sound. Conceived by 

the BBC producer Lance Sieveking back in 1928, the dramatic control panel, “a primitive 

mixing-desk which could be used to switch between a programme’s various performers in 

different studios” (Karathanasopoulou and Crisell, 2013.173), had already allowed to 

exploit the potentialities of the medium in radio drama production. The technical 

innovations represented by the portable tape recorder in the late 1940s and the adoption 

of the magnetic tape in the early 1950s revolutionized editing and offered practitioners 
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the opportunity to experiment with new forms principally in the documentation of reality. 

A number of programmes presenting a mixture of scripted dialogues and music, and the 

insertion of scenes from real life known as actuality in Britain and often signalled as 

“documentary excerpts”64 (Sacchettini, 2011.237) in Italian scripts is indicative of a 

general trend in both countries. In the second half of the 1950s we encounter what 

Sacchettini (2010.232) considers the first examples of “docufiction” on Italian radio. 

Works like La domenica della buona gente (1952) by Vasco Pratolini and Gian Domenico 

Giagni, a portrayal of the lives of ordinary people on a Sunday in Rome, and Sergio Zavoli’s 

Clausura (1958) on the so far unexplored world of cloistered nuns chronologically frame 

the burgeoning of an approach typical of the radio documentary of the postwar years. It 

was characterized in its general lines by a search for ‘the invisible’ of society (lower class 

people, marginalized individuals, out-of-the-way situations – aspects so far excluded from 

the media’s interest) and a commitment to literally give voice to the voiceless, testifying 

to everyday life through the use of common language in its idiomatic forms, dialects and 

regional inflections. The style became somewhat fashionable also in Britain, where it was 

first adopted by such groundbreaking works as Denis Mitchell’s People talking series 

(1953-58) which, in McHugh’s words (2012.38), “featured the outcast and forgotten, 

speaking directly to the listener, unmediated by a formal BBC presenter”. Editing and 

montage become paramount, sometimes even substantiating forms of political discourse 

like in MacColl and Parker’s Radio Ballads (1958-1964) showcasing the lives of simple 

workers and too often disregarded communities. With their blend of actuality recording, 

narration and song, the Ballads can be considered key instances of how manipulation of 

sound material with no recourse to extra-diegetic narration may determine the 

emergence of layers of unorthodox meaning, so much so that Paget (1996.47) views them 

as examples of “the use of montage as a dialectical means of approaching issues and 

events” according to the most classical Brechtian tradition. 

The 1960s and 1970s represented an age of relentless exploration of radio’s 

capabilities in both countries, particularly across the drama-documentary border. At the 

BBC broadcasts that showed distinctive characters of hybridism were countless, as it is 

proved by the ongoing debate among producers and writers on the confines and 

characteristics of the various types of programmes and by the many attempts to 

categorize single productions under specific headings. Besides unconventional one-off 

                                                             
64 Brani documentaristici. 
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productions, series also flourished in which traditional journalistic-type documentaries 

went side by side with offbeat, imaginative or parodic programmes. An example of a 

rather standardized format bringing together witnesses' accounts, personal memories 

and a presenter's comment is In Our Time (1958-1976?). It appeared in the Radio Times 

listings as “a new series of programmes which, in a blend of recollection and 

documentary evidence, tell the story of some of the great events of the past forty years” 

(BBC Genome, 2019).  

Characterized by a greater architectural complexity, Douglas Geoffrey Bridson's 

series America Since the Bomb (1966-67) was conceived to depict the changes in the 

American way of life brought about by the development of a nuclear arsenal through a 

number of documentary and talk programmes (BBC Third Programme, 1966.3). It 

purported to present a portrayal of historical events through incorporation of archival 

recordings, songs and music, interviews, readings and acted out parts, all connected by a 

narrator's commentary (America Since the Bomb, 1966-67). 

At about the same time in Italy radio documentary appears to be somehow kept at 

the margins of the academic and institutional debate. Despite the general lack of interest 

for categorizing and framing on the part of the RAI, the docufictional form moves toward 

artistic maturity in the work of practitioners. If, as Sacchettini highlights, the first cross-

genre experiments in sound date back to the 1950s, in the following two decades 

programmes of a documentary type see a sharp increase in type and number. They range 

from the most traditional forms with music and a connecting narrative, to “directions of 

great complexity, characterized by an uninterrupted search for new resonances, unusual 

effects, voice-, music- and sound-scores blended through evocative and cutting-edge 

editing” (Amato,2005.82).65 Notable examples are Carlo Quartucci and Primo Levi’s 

Intervista aziendale (1968), on a company's workers' routine, desires and frustrations, 

transpiring from a carefully woven fabric of interviews and special effects; and Giorgio 

Pressburger’s Giuochi di fanciulli (1970), an excursus over children’s creativity and 

unaware ruthlessness built solely upon their speeches. If it is still difficult to pinpoint and 

mark out a new genre, innovations in technique and approach are more clearly 

identifiable. They proceed along the lines of experimentation with form, attention to 

editing, sound manipulation and incorporation of fictional elements (Amato, 2005.84). 

                                                             
65 Regie di grande complessità, caratterizzate dalla continua ricerca di sonorità nuove, effetti inediti, 
partiture di voci, musiche e suoni elaborate in montaggi suggestivi e d'avanguardia. 
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Despite all differences in conception and degree of experimentation, in post war 

years Italian and British radio share a similar ‘documentary fervour’ and production is 

intense in both countries. The general aim was not only to represent reality (the pure 

documentary edge), but also to dig out unheard-of facets of events and allow for a 

perception of alternative or atypical viewpoints. Yet, as we shall see, the more reality is 

manipulated through experimentation with the sound matter – a tradition that is very 

strong in the case of Italy – the more a programme ends up to some extent re-creating 

the same reality it claims to bear witness to. 

After the 1980s a seeming decline is recorded in the number of programmes on 

the three RAI channels. It is at this moment that the British and the Italian national 

networks appear to take divergent routes, adopting programming policies that lead to 

very different outcomes and still influence today’s production. At the RAI the fruitful 

season of experimental research came to a close. It had yielded such innovative pieces as 

Giorgio Bandini’s Poli Mirabilia (1983), a hallucinatory journey through the sounds of the 

North Pole following Ambrogio Fogar’s 1982 solo expedition, and Paolo Modugno and Elio 

Molinari’s Images (1988), a disturbing patchwork of common discourses on sexual 

harassment and rape framed by ambiguous sound metaphors of seclusion and 

punishment. Pinotto Fava’s series Audiobox (1981-1998) had the merit of presenting for 

the first time to an Italian radio audience national and international avantgarde works by 

renowned authors like Antonin Artaud and Alvin Curran. By the time of its closing down it 

had long remained the only unorthodox slot on the institutional network. The 2000s 

marked a return to conventional parameter. Documentary-type production is absorbed 

into a few series which display the standardized features of established formats. Two 

programmes epitomise the most recent tendencies. Antonella Ferrera’s Cuore di tenebra. 

Dentro la storia (2010-13) presents the lives and deeds of outstanding historical figures 

resuming the modes of classical docufiction: a mixture of acted out parts and a guiding 

authorial explanation. Conversely, Roberto Cavosi and Sergio Pierattini’s Teatrogiornale 

(200-2003) places itself in the tradition of radio drama. Each episode choses one of the 

day’s faits divers and fully dramatizes it with acted-out dialogues and sound effects. 

The focus on audience rating and on financial concerns, which generally lie behind 

national broadcasters’ programming policies and may partly account for the clampdown 

on the documentary output in Italy, does not seem to have hindered production on the 

other side of the Channel. After the 1990s the BBC continues to host a huge amount of 
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documentaries in line with traditional typologies. Continuity in terms of themes and 

formats can be detected in most broadcasts. At the turn of the century the attention to 

history and society that had characterized British output since the 1930s appears to breed 

two distinct thematic lines. One is a conception of documentary/docufiction as a mirror 

of society, i.e. an instrument for a reflection on historical key episodes and smaller-scale 

topical events. Examples are John Dryden’s The Day that Lehman Died (2009) on Wall 

Street’s critical decisions leading to the worldwide financial crisis, and Charlotte William’s 

Well, He Would, Wouldn’t He? (2013), featuring the backstage events of the 1963 

Profumo affair through the eyes of one of its direct witnesses, former model and show-

girl Mandy Rice-Davies. An interest in social dynamics is also present in works that revolve 

around the second thematic line, the exploration of people’s intimacy, their emotions and 

inner thoughts, in relation to exceptional events of personal life or of history. It comprises 

programmes like Kate Rowland’s Spoonface Steinberg (1997) dramatizing a child’s 

experience of terminal illness with audacious digressions into Holocaust-related issues, 

and Susan Roberts’s Black Roses: The Killing of Sophie Lancaster (2011) on the shocking 

murder of a teenage girl in Lancashire. The two threads obviously intertwine in individual 

works and can be detected only inasmuch as the features of either emerge more visibly as 

the leitmotif of a programme, in terms of themes or atmospheres. 

Indeed, after a comparable flourishing of documentary / docufiction from postwar 

years to the 1980s, British and Italian radio show remarkable differences not only in terms 

of number of broadcasts but also in the type of approach to radio documentary and in the 

conceptions that underlie its production. The next section carries out an in-depth 

investigation of the Italian and British situation up to the early 2010s against the 

background established by the overall outline above. The survey will be conducted 

through analysis of exemplary case studies and will proceed according to the two 

different standpoints dictated by the peculiarities of each situation – the identification of 

tendencies in the case of Italy, and of lines of continuity for Britain. 

 

 

4.4. Italy  

4.4.1. The postwar years and the need to document 
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The historical background to this section is the passage from the Fascist era to the 

Republic. The history of Italian public broadcasting starts with the creation in 1927 of the 

national radio broadcaster Ente Italiano Audizioni Radiofoniche (EIAR), which was often 

used “as a megaphone for Mussolini’s oratorical spectaculars and as a technical 

instrument to effect [sic] politically-controlled collective listening” (Menduni, 2004.17). 

Today’s national network, the Radio Audizioni Italiane (RAI), was created in 1944 after the 

fall of the regime. As Enrico Menduni (2004.18) emphasizes, it shows a continuity in 

structure with EIAR as “a formally private monopoly, but subject to public control like the 

BBC, shaped to Italian needs”. In such a context which production is to be identified as 

the first documentary on Italian radio is a debated issue. According to Peppino Ortoleva 

(1996.58) the foundations were laid in the one-year-old Republic by A. Salvo’s 

“experiments” in 1947. He is the author of one of the “reference programmes for radio 

journalism” (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.99),66 La luna nel pozzo [The moon in the well]) 

(1951) on an insane asylum. Retracing the origins of the documentary genre, Morawski 

and Vincenti (2011.113) go further back to the Fascist age, with Maria Pia Moretti’s 

programme on the regime’s fallen soldiers, set in the Basilica di Santa Croce in Florence 

(1939), a mixture of history, poetical atmosphere and ideology. 

Various types of broadcasts purporting to ‘document’ events and aspects of 

reality had indeed been produced since the 1930s in the wake of Fascist propaganda (see 

Amato, 2005.60-69). Yet critics agree on the unprecedented novelty represented by one 

particular radio work in the post-Fascist era. In chronicles of radio documentary it is often 

presented in connection with a striking description (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.30,113; 

Amato, 2005.28,70; Isola, 1996.179): two adventurers move about deserted Florence 

under bursts of gunfire and mortar shells carrying recording gear around on a bike-drawn 

baker’s cart. It was Liberation days in August 1944. The two adventurers were EIAR 

practitioners, the journalist Amerigo Gomez and the sound technician Victor De Santis, 

who had fled Nazi-occupied Turin, the site of the national radio’s headquarters. They 

were trying to capture on tape live noises from the fight. Ten years later they edited their 

recordings into one stunning piece of radio, Firenze, Agosto 1944 (1954), broadcast on 

RAI’s Programma Nazionale.67 It may be ideally considered the earliest example of radio 

                                                             
66 Opere di riferimento per il giornalismo radiofonico. 
67 Following the 1951 reorganization of the RAI, three radio channels were established: Programma 

Nazionale, or Primo Programma, Secondo Programma and Terzo Programma. They were “distinguished 

according to their aims which, as the launching slogan states, have to «inform, entertain, educate»” 

[Differenziati nelle finalità che devono, secondo lo slogan che accompagna il loro varo, «informare, ricreare, 
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documentary in post war Italy (Isola, 1996.175) because, as the reported image suggests, 

it best embodies the intrinsic features of the genre since its beginnings. Besides the 

emotional component – a kind of eager stubbornness in one’s search for ‘the truth’ that 

verges on self-forgetfulness in the face of danger – three aspects emerge: a seriousness 

of intent (a wish to record so far undocumented or unexpressed fragments of reality); 

personal involvement (the importance of being physically immersed in the event); and 

the technical necessities (being provided with transportable equipment). These elements 

constitute a leitmotif in the overall history of Italian radio documentary at least up to the 

1990s, but they also identify a specific mode of documentary making with a strong 

journalistic focus. Other forms soon developed from this common basis. The task of the 

present section is to investigate the evolution of the genre and identify its undercurrents 

and the areas in which the factual urge overlaps with fictional needs.  

To my knowledge, the only attempt to classify Italian radio documentary 

according to a historical perspective is Morawski and Vincenti’s well-documented 

postface to a collection of RAI’s productions since the 1940s. They point out “four phases 

or general trends”68 (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.109), a sort of knots at the 

intersection points of two axes, chronology and aesthetics. Each stage corresponds to a 

time period but it also contributes to designing a general canon, a ‘format’ that will leave 

its mark on later productions, most often with different codes coexisting in the same 

work. I will attempt a classification of Italian productions up to 2013 according to this 

phasing, which presents the advantage of pinpointing the specificity of a genre without 

bending the impermanent matter of sound docufiction to too rigid a timeframe. As a 

matter of fact, classifying entails simplification and schematization and no programme 

can be exhaustively subsumed under one single heading. Each work included in a 

category also contains elements peculiar to other types. In particular, before being a 

specific genre, docudrama is a sort of undercurrent springing up here and there 

throughout the history of sound documentary. With this in mind we can start our 

exploration into its currents. 

 

 

                                                             
educare»] (Gnagnarella, 2010.55). They are today called RAI 1, RAI 2, RAI 3. 
68 Quattro fasi o grandi line di tendenza. 
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4.4.1.1. Madmen with a cart: The journalistic approach 

 

The first trend discussed by Morawski and Vincenti is the journalistic approach, 

epitomised in the image of the cart's journey around a city under live fire. It presents 

identifiable features particularly in the output from the 1950s to the 1960s. Two 

programmes best illustrate the typicalities of the approach. They have been chosen 

because they represent two complementary perspectives on reality. One is a view on 

society at large in the light of a collective tragedy: the exploration of a city at wartime. 

The other delves into one of the most intimate dimensions of personal life: the 

microcosm of religious seclusion. 

 

 

4.4.1.1.1. Bearing witness to reconstruction: Firenze, Agosto 1944  

 

A mixture of reported news, impressionistic comments and moving portrayals of 

people and places, Gomez and De Santis’s Firenze, Agosto 1944 [Florence, August 1944] 

(1954) chronicles the days of the Liberation of Florence by the partisans and the Allies, 

yet it is not a detached piece of informative journalism in the strict sense. To an attentive 

ear, elements can be caught that rather verge on the fictional side. The narrative 

intertwines with excerpts from Radio London, war sounds (sirens, artillery, grenades, 

mines, a troop's march, partisans' voices), witnesses’ speeches (partisans, inhabitants, an 

English general talking to the liberated city), diegetic music (partisan songs, celebratory 

pieces, a church choir). We can only guess from the quality of the sounds and voices what 

parts come from the on-the-spot recordings and what parts were prepared or collated 

from archive material in post-production ten years after the end of the war. Like with 

more recent examples of docufiction, the editing work of Firenze, Agosto 1944 seems to 

play a crucial role in muddying the waters as regards a clear-cut partition between 

invention and reality. Interestingly, this is in contrast with the political role the RAI 

avowedly attributed to its documentary commitment.  

The network had a clear idea of its institutional tasks vis-à-vis the hardship of the 

historical circumstances. Its aim was primarily political: “to help the Italians in the difficult 

passage from Fascism to democracy, to contribute to the new democratic awareness, to 

enhance the State’s and the governments’ action in a crucial moment of cultural 
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transition for the Country that was moving from post war reconstruction to recovery, 

thence to growth”69 (Morawki, Vincenti, 2011.118). The urge to ‘document’ reality for the 

population’s sake reflects an attitude common to public broadcasters in Europe, and 

indeed the BBC, with its conceptualization of radio’s commitment to educate, inform and 

entertain, had been an influential model since the 1930s (Menduni, 2001.100-101). 

According to Morawki and Vincenti (2011.118), this accounts for the bourgeoning of the 

documentary form in Italy in a long wave that covered about two decades, from the late 

1940s to the mid-1960s. A handful of young reporters endowed with curiosity, sensitivity 

and a good knowledge of radio technique scattered around the peninsula in search of 

stories worth recounting to illustrate how ordinary people had overcome the horrors of 

the war, how they lived, what dreams they nurtured. In a few words, what energies and 

hopes permeated the newborn Republic. Isola (1995.145-146) emphasizes that, although 

tinged with benevolent and somewhat paternalistic accents, radio’s engagement was 

substantial: “The RAI was employing its best practitioners in the development of the 

documentary “genre”, launching repeated investigative reports of an economic, political 

and social character, aiming to document the country’s effort toward reconstruction, at 

the same time pointing to the areas of backwardness and poverty scattered over the 

peninsula.”70  

Distinctive traits of these broadcasts were a search for “the invisible ones” of 

society, foregrounding the outcasts and the destitutes; a focus on everyday language in 

its idiomatic forms, dialects and regional inflections; the use of on-site recordings and the 

rejection of all acting. Such aspects have led critics to establish a nexus between this 

radio trend and Neorealism in cinema (Isola, 1995.146; Monteleone, 2005.261; Amato, 

2005.69-78). In reaction to the rhetoric and propagandistic use of the media under the 

Fascist regime, film Neorealism tried to “establish a new aesthetic of the mechanical 

instruments in their capability for both documenting reality and constructing a story-

telling model that was radically innovative on the level of the forms” (Ortoleva, 1996.58). 

Radio moved along similar lines. On the one hand, it established a type of “fieldwork 

radio journalism that conveyed the sense of an overall phonic dimension lying poles apart 

                                                             
69 Aiutare gli italiani nel difficile passaggio dal fascismo alla democrazia, contribuire alla costruzione del 

nuovo percorso democratico, valorizzare l’operato dello Stato e dei governi in un momento di transizione 

cruciale per il Paese che procedeva dalla ricostruzione postbellica alla ripresa, quindi alla crescita.  
70 La RAI veniva impegnando i suoi migliori elementi nello sviluppo del «genere» documentaristico, 

lanciando a più riprese inchieste di carattere economico, politico e sociale, tese in generale a documentare lo 

sforzo del paese nella ricostruzione, non senza segnalare le sacche di arretratezza e di miseria che 

punteggiavano la penisola. 
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– though not for much longer – from the artificial quality of in-studio radio”71 

(Monteleone, 2005.261), thus revolutionizing the model of production. On the other 

hand, documentary radio delved into the enthusiasms and contradictions of everyday 

reality bringing to the houses of the Italians “an atmosphere of life, of familiar things, by 

turns sad and cruel, but also episodes full of hope and joy” (2005.261).72 At the same 

time, in its attentive scrutiny of common people and ordinary situations it presented the 

unsettling, ambiguous quality of “an act of tailing through the voices, sounds and noises 

of the world outside” (2005.261).73 

The ideas of “tailing” through sounds and voices and of a combination of sadness 

and joy resulting from an act of disclosure of surprising aspects of everyday events 

provide an apt introduction to our next case study, which constitutes another landmark 

in the development of the genre. 

 

 

4.4.1.1.2. Radio on the fringes of social life: Clausura 

 

In 1958 the journalist Sergio Zavoli set out on an unthinkable task: to let the large 

public get a glimpse of – or rather lend an ear to – possibly the most secluded social 

group in the modern city. Clausura [An enclosed order / Seclusion] is the outstanding 

result of an inquiry into the lives of the Discalced Carmelites from a cloistered convent in 

Bologna. The material is shaped into a very ‘classical’ fashion. Live interviews (with the 

nuns and with a Jesuit priest), excerpts from journals and publications, the voices and 

sounds of the Sisters’ daily activity are all strung together in postproduction through a 

close narrative provided by the journalist’s voice. Presented in the broadcast as the result 

of “uno straordinario ed irripetibile incontro” [an extraordinary and unrepeatable 

meeting] between a journalist and an enclosed religious community, the documentary is 

situated at the crossroads of the expository and the observational modes of Nichols’s 

classification. The presence of an interviewer, who is also a commentator introducing the 

interviewees and the issue to be discussed, works as the voice-over in expository film, 

with the task of strengthening “the impression of objectivity and well-substantiated 

                                                             
71 Un giornalismo radiofonico sul campo che restituiva il senso di una fonicità globale così lontana (ancora 

per poco) dall'artificiosa qualità della radio fatta in studio. 
72 Un’aria di vita, di cose viste, di fatti a volte tristi o crudeli, ma anche vicende di gioia e di speranza. 
73 Un pedinamento realizzato utilizzando le voci, i suoni, i rumori di un mondo esterno. 
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judgement” (Nichols, 1991.35). On the other hand, the speaker declares from the start 

that the exceptional endeavour was made possible through a contrivance aimed to 

sidestep the presence of an outsider in compliance with the order’s regulations: “Un 

microfono consegnato alle Carmelitane attraverso la grata ha permesso di registrare 

quella parte della trasmissione che documenta l’intima vita del Carmelo” [a microphone 

handed to the Carmelites through the grid has allowed the recording of that part of the 

broadcast that documents the intimate life of the Carmel]. The claim to depict the 

everyday of a so far undocumented community recalls the observational film’s intent “to 

record unobtrusively what people did when they were not explicitly addressing the 

camera” (Nichols, 1995.33). In terms of representation, the introduction establishes the 

premises for a “discourse of sobriety” postulating the programme’s “direct, immediate, 

transparent” (1995.4) relationship to the world represented: 

Per la prima volta nella storia della radio un microfono è entrato in un monastero di 

clausura. […] [N]el colloquio fra la priora del Carmelo di Bernanos con Bianca Maria 

de la Force si dice: ‘Chi non crede alla preghiera non piò non considerarci impostori o 

parassiti della società. Se lo dicessimo più francamente al mondo ci faremmo capire 

meglio.’ Il documentario che vi invitiamo ad ascoltare vorrebbe contribuire a questa 

non impossibile comprensione. 

[For the first time in radio’s history a microphone has entered an enclosed convent. 

[…] [I]n the talk between Bernanos’s Carmel’s prioress and Bianca Maria de la Force it 

is said: ‘He who does not believe in prayer cannot not consider us but impostors or 

parasites of society. If we told this more frankly to the world, we would make 

ourselves better understood.’ The documentary we invite you to listen to would like 

to contribute to this not impossible comprehension].  

Yet the documentary ground of exclusiveness and truthfulness that is typical of 

objectivizing systems of knowledge purporting to increase the understanding of the real 

is somehow impaired by the programme’s close. The linearity of the structure breaks up 

into a series of fade-in / fade-out effects and the nuns’ thin, unworldly voices are woven 

into a sound pattern that produces the impression of an ecstatic chorus. The interviewer 

invites the Sisters to remember a joyful moment in their cloistered life. Through an action 

of superimposition and blending, their answers cease to be a comprehensible speech to 

become a reverberation of elated utterances echoing into one another. Very few words 

are actually intelligible: “Rondini…, ci volavano attorno…, si incontravano tra di loro…, per 

molto tempo…, che strano…” [swallows, flying around us, getting together, for a long 

time, how strange]. An entire atmosphere of bliss and wonder is conveyed through the 

texture of the voices – their resonance, rhythm and pace – at the same time enraptured 
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and fragile, before the sound dissolves into religious singing. Contradicting the 

postulation of sobriety declared at the start, this final part situates the broadcast on the 

verge of fiction. 

Interestingly, while Amato (2005.78) considers Clausura as the highest and at the 

same time closing example of the “golden age”74 of documentary, Sacchettini (2011.232) 

mentions it as one of the first instances of the docufiction to come to full bloom a few 

years later. Fluctuation between formal genres is not a rare event in the history of Italian 

radio and some amount of fictionality seems to be present even in earlier examples of 

documentary. Aldo Salvo and Vincenzo De Santis’s Scilla (1955) is an enquiry into the 

persistence of mythology in a fishermen’s village in Calabria faced with the archpriest’s 

efforts to impose modern religious symbology, namely the statue of a Madonna as the 

patron of sailors. In a personal interview Morawski (2015) specifically mentioned an 

occurrence of radio journalism verging on fiction. In the first part of the programme, 

during a lunch at a “trattoria” the journalist asks the Avvocato [lawyer] Macrì to present a 

mock-summation in defence of Rocco, the advocate of the existence of the siren in 

present-day Scilla. The absence of any “veridictive marks”75 (Formenti, 2013.38), that is, 

clear signs of actuality recordings or references to documents that may grant a solid 

factual basis to the words, raises doubts of authenticity. As it triggers off the applause of 

the other diners, one wonders whether Macrì’s speech was performed live at the 

restaurant, as the foregoing discussion would seem to confirm, or, uninterrupted and 

fully coherent as it sounds, it was scripted and reproduced in the studio. The uncertainty 

is so strong that it persists all throughout the programme influencing our listening of the 

rest, regardless of the fact that it was announced as a “journalistic documentary” 

[documentario giornalistico] in the foreword. 

Despite fluctuations of this kind, the case studies analysed in this section can be 

grouped into the journalistic class of audio documentary. The trend developed from the 

1950s, particularly in the wake of the collective urge to attest to the consequences of the 

war and provide a record of the reconstruction effort and the foundation of democracy. 

Its most classical shape results from a skilful blend of a speaker’s narration, interviews, 

sound or written documents, some music as a linking or opening/closing element. The 

declared objective is to inform, with a strong focus on people’s perception of and 

                                                             
74 Periodo d’oro. 
75 Marche veridittive. 
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reaction to institutional power or historical events (Firenze, Agosto 1944 and Scilla), and 

on unusual aspects of the everyday (Clausura). The influence of the journalistic approach 

continued well into the 1960s and examples are also traceable in the next two decades 

(Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.109). Some features have stayed through contemporaneity 

(1990s-2000s), in particular as regards the social bent and an interest in foregrounding 

common people, while changes are to be registered in structure, with a certain 

refinement of techniques and a more complex editing job. Manipulation of the sound 

matter (noises and words) has indeed remained a distinctive aspect of broadcasts. It has 

allowed the unexpected foray of fictional elements into the factual basis, blurring the 

distinction between reality and fiction to the listener’s ear. It is important to recall how, 

despite our efforts to identify a category or a trend, boundaries between genres continue 

to float and even in standardized forms such as journalistic documentary at times 

invention takes the upper hand undermining their claim to provide objective records of 

reality.  

 

 

4.4.1.1.3. Lyrical transfigurations in experimental documentary: Ritratto di città 

 

If journalists were at work on words and actualities, about the same time others 

were experimenting with music and sound, driven by an equal determination: to delve 

into the complexities of reality in an effort to unearth its obscure, hidden, unheard-of 

facets. This is the second trend identified by Morawski and Vincenti. In the wake of the 

new means of analysis and treatment of sound, between 1950 and 1960 artists started to 

be interested in “a dimension more specific to radio, that is, the exploration of the 

sound/formal possibilities of the medium, mainly through electronic and concrete music” 

(Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.109-110).76 These are radio works that aim to become 

“documents on the onomatopoeic quality of poetic language”,77 as reads the subheading 

of Omaggio a Joyce [A homage to Joyce], a 1958 documentary by the musician Luciano 

Berio and the semiotician Umberto Eco. Experimentation was issued of a consideration of 

words, music and effects as sound matter, and was permitted by sophisticated 

                                                             
76 Una dimensione più prettamente radiofonica ovvero l’esplorazione delle possibilità sonore/formali del 

mezzo, attuata soprattutto attraverso la musica elettronica e concreta. 
77 The original magnetic tape of Omaggio a Joyce. Documenti sulla qualità onomatopeica del linguaggio 

poetico (1958) is now held in the archives of the RAI Studio di Fonologia in Milan. The recording is also 

available in V. Rizzardi and A. I. De Benedictis (eds.) (2000). 
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production techniques. The crossover of radio, art and musical technology is epitomised 

by the following case study which halfway through last century brought together into a 

radio studio experts from different fields united by an equal intent. 

Produced in 1954 at the Studio di Fonologia Musicale of Radio RAI Milano, which 

was to become a major laboratory for electronic music and musique concrète, this 

experimental piece is issued of the joint effort of the musicians Luciano Berio and Bruno 

Maderna and the ethnomusicologist and writer Roberto Leydi. Closer to a ballad than to a 

play, Ritratto di città. Studio per una rappresentazione radiofonica [Portrait of a City. A 

study for a radio representation] describes one single day in Milan, from dawn to night. 

The monotonicity of the narrative voices and the abstract quality of the music contribute 

to the depiction of a city “hovering between reality and dream” (De Benedictis, 

2004.193).78 In a personal talk with De Benedictis (2004.204) Leydi remarked how they 

had been inspired by listening to Dylan Thomas’s Under Milk Wood, and the critic herself 

notices how the recurrence of silent moments throughout the narration of Ritratto di 

città is probably no coincidence (De Benedictis, 2004.205). The “play for voices” begins 

very effectively with a few seconds’ silence, which thus becomes a narrative persona in 

its own right. The eight mute seconds at the beginning of Ritratto di città before the 

speaker introduces the awakening of the metropolis are a tribute to that very moment, 

early in the morning, when “la città si ritrova tutta, improvvisamente e con sorpresa, 

coperta dal silenzio” [the city finds itself, suddenly and surprisingly, covered all over with 

silence].  

In Thomas’s play the poetic word is paramount, in both its sound texture and its 

polysemous strength, as it counterpoints and reshapes the semantics of the story all 

along. In Ritratto di città music – and the musical quality of language, including noises and 

utterances electronically treated – takes the lead of the narrative. Two alternating voices 

describe the subsequent moments in the city’s life, yet their account is built around and 

across the musical pattern in such a way that the words seem to comment upon the 

music and not the other way round, as it is often the case with audio documentary. The 

introductory speech of one of the three versions of the work consulted by De Benedictis 

attributes to music if not of a pre-eminence indeed an equal status to words: 

Preoccupazione prima è stata quella di stabilire una puntuale e continua 

corrispondenza fra parola e musica. […] In Ritratto di città la parola e il suono si 

                                                             
78 Sospesa tra il reale e l'onirico. 
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presentano quindi come elementi assolutamente paritetici ed equivalenti di una 

preordinata struttura, come termini veramente reciproci di una forma esattamente 

determinata. 

[The main concern was to establish a precise and uninterrupted correspondence 

between music and word. […] Therefore, in Ritratto di città music and word stand as 

totally parallel and equivalent components of a pre-arranged structure – truly 

reciprocal terms of an exactly determined form] (cited in De Benedictis, 2004.198). 

The introduction also declares that the programme “presents a conscious effort 

towards a narrative representation lyrically transfigured, despite the constant and 

intentional references to an unwavering, steady series of real elements – above all, the 

proved and verifiable existence of a city called Milan” (cited in 2004.198. My italics).79 

The attempt is clearly to weave a factual basis (a series of real elements) and a fictional 

rendering (a lyrical transfiguration) into a coherent whole that tells a story about that real 

(a narrative). The concept of a representative endeavour is reprised in the subheading 

that appears in the programme’s fact sheet on Luciano Berio site 

(http://www.lucianoberio.org/node/1250): Studio per una rappresentazione radiofonica 

[A study for a radio representation]. It is worth remarking that the Italian word 

rappresentazione means both ‘representation’ and, in film and the theatre, 

‘performance’ or ‘show’; used in the context of Ritratto di città, it seems to epitomise the 

ambiguous character of its conception. 

The insistence on the idea of depicting and proposing audio scenes from reality is 

apparently at odds with the intent to transform sound through manipulation. If “all sound 

media texts are capable of being re-presentations of reality” (Crook,2011.31), in the 

sense that they produce constructs having “implicit ideology, meanings and values” 

(2011.29), it is possible to ask what type of discourse such inventive works as our case 

study generate about the “people, place, time and culture” (2011.31) they fabricate. In 

the case of the 1950s experimentation with sound – and of all attempts that have taken 

place in its wake – the meaning produced by a radio text results from the original choice 

of working on the very matter and form of the “representation”. Such decision clearly 

emerges in the same introductory announcement to Ritratto di città. The authors credit 

the broadcast with being “the first accomplished attempt towards a radio representation 

entirely rendered by means of concrete and electronic music, that is, with real sounds 

                                                             
79 Presenta sforzo consapevole verso una rappresentazione narrativa liricamente trasfigurata, pur in continui e 

volontari riferimenti concreti a una serie ben stabile e ferma di elementi reali. Primo fra tutti, l’esistenza 

dimostrata e controllabile di una città chiamata Milano. 
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aptly treated, and with frequencies produced by a generator” (cited in De Benedictis, 

2004.197).80 In this sense radio art handles sound in a similar way to what poetry does 

with words, that is, moulding and reshaping ordinary language regardless of the needs for 

objectivity and rational argumentation, yet seeking to disclose hidden layers of 

signification about the world. Springing from an action at the same time on words and on 

pure sound, the meaning about people and places (the “representation”) constructed by 

Ritratto di città is situated at the crossroads of poetry and music. As in those disciplines, 

the result of the manipulating intervention saturates the hard, verifiable facts with all the 

acoustic and semantic ambiguities of a polysemous reading of the story. 

As we shall see, the trend associated with bold experimentation reached well into 

the 1980s, when a documentary series like Audiobox (1981-1998) challenged physical and 

conceptual boundaries introducing innovative contributions from abroad into the Italian 

panorama. But before that, the interaction of two seemingly antithetical approaches – 

the poetic and the objectivizing – gave birth to the first instances of a form that, for both 

its content and its shape, is entitled to sit right in the middle of the documentary-fiction 

continuum.  

 

 

4.4.2. How to counterfeit reality: The bourgeoning of docufiction  

 

The coexistence of the two distinct yet complementary approaches – the 

journalistic and the experimental – offered a fertile breeding ground for programmes 

that, without being radically disruptive of older modes, stretched the potentialities of 

classical documentary to their limit. In the 1970s the concurrent “logics and languages of 

documentary, theatre and editing in the studio”81 (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.111) 

gave shape to “a style of hybrid narrative hovering between authenticity and artificiality 

and making wide use of actors and other fictional elements, which we have got used to 

calling docu-drama or docu-fiction” (2011.111).82 The third trend of documentary thrived 

for a full decade. Paradoxically, these “new forms of fiction”83 (2011.111) sprung from the 

                                                             
80 Il primo compiuto tentativo di rappresentazione radiofonica interamente ottenuta con i mezzi della musica 

concreta ed elettronica, cioè con suoni reali opportunamente trattati, e con frequenze prodotte da un 

generatore. 
81 I linguaggi e le logiche del documentario, del teatro e del montaggio in studio. 
82 Uno stile di racconto ibrido, in bilico tra autenticità e artificio, con ampio ricorso ad attori e altri elementi 

finzionali, che si è preso l’abitudine di chiamare docu-drama o docu-fiction. 
83 Nuove forme di finzione. 
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same urge to investigate truth and reality that is one of the mythological facets of the 

media’s “True Stories” (Paget, 1990.1).  

Because of its formal and conceptual ambiguity the genre has been the object of 

different readings among Italian scholars and practitioners. In a personal interview to 

Amato the producer Armando Adolgisio (in Amato, 2005.83), whose activity at Radio RAI 

since the 1950s spanned over forty decades, says that starting from the 1960s docufiction 

has become “an aesthetic product and not any longer an informative product, though in 

fact it is still one”.84 The change in conception is reflected in the RAI’s handover of 

documentary production “from the news department to the programme department”85 

(Amato, 2005.83) in charge of radio drama. The shift seems to indicate that radio 

documentary “is no longer considered a news genre but an aesthetic expressive genre, in 

which music, effects, are seen as fundamental parts. We are drifting towards the theatre, 

in a way, so much so that it is now controlled by the drama sector” (Adolgiso, in Amato, 

2005.82).86 

While Adolgiso and Morawski and Vincenti view the 1960s radio docufiction as a 

development of the documentary proper, in her observation of the language of Italian 

radio drama Stefanelli positions it on the theatre end of the continuum. At the basis of 

the new style, rather than institutional choices or conceptual changes, the critic sees the 

innovations in equipment and techniques, particularly recording on tape and 

“fonomontaggio” [sound-editing] (Stefanelli, 1997.480). The latter word is modelled on 

‘montaggio cinematografico’ (film editing) and indicates “the reworking and assembling 

of sound material” (Ortoleva and Scaramucci, 2003.316) much as the cinema does with 

visual material. Stefanelli (1997.480-1. Italics in the original) describes the new practice in 

more detail:  

In order to create a radio drama, microphones get out of the studios, become 

witnesses to reality and record its languages, only to get back later on into the studio, 

where the director and his associates listen to the recordings, discuss them, record 

the discussions, choose the noises, sounds and music and finally combine everything 

into a mix through the editing of the recorded materials.87 

                                                             
84 La docufiction [è] un prodotto estetico, non più un prodotto informativo, anche se poi di fatto lo è. 
85 Dalla dirigenza giornalistica alla dirigenza programmi. 
86 Non lo [il documentario] si riconosce più come un genere di informazione cronistica, ma come un genere 

espressivo estetico, laddove le musiche, gli effetti, vengono viste come parti fondamentali. Stiamo slittando 

verso il teatro di prosa in qualche modo, tanto è vero che viene gestito dal settore prosa. 
87 Per creare il radiodramma, i microfoni escono dagli studi, diventano testimoni della realtà e ne registrano i 

linguaggi. Per poi rientrare in studio, dove il regista e i suoi collaboratori ascoltano le registrazioni, ne 
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The procedure, which the critic also calls “writing on tape”88 (1997.480), produces 

a sound text that “only later will be turned into a written, or rather a transcribed, text” 

(1997.480).89 Not any longer a mere “executor”90 (1997.480) of a pre-existent script, the 

“director/producer”91 (1997.80) becomes an “author”92 (1997.480) in his/her own right. 

The incorporation of actualities “finally breaks up the structures of radio drama as they 

had been codified on the basis of the theatrical genre” (1997.481).93 In particular, the 

presence of human voices recorded live undermines the cardinal element of drama, 

dialogue, and exposes the reality of human speech in all its “unstructured truth”  

(1997.481).94 It is against this background that docudrama sees the light between the 

1960s and the 1970s. 

One of the case studies that Stefanelli examines as an early example of the new 

production process in the area of radio drama is Intervista aziendale (1969), which 

Morawski and Vincenti include in their collection of one hundred RAI 1940-2011 

documentaries. 

 

 

4.4.2.1. Unscripted narratives and unstructured truths: Intervista aziendale  

 

What is for one a documentary and for the other a drama could more aptly be 

defined an experiment in meta-radio, built as it is along and around the process leading 

to its manufacture. Amato (2005.12) and Stefanelli (1997.480) agree that Intervista 

aziendale [A company interview] (1968) is paradigmatic of the writing-on-tape technique. 

It is based on various live recordings: interviews to workers in an engineering factory, 

interviews improvised by the actors along the lines of the witnesses’ speeches, and the 

ongoing discussions within the production team. There is no pre-existing script and the 

narrative results from the piecing together of sound excerpts in post-production, loosely 

following the writer Primo Levi’s drafted indications. In-depth research into sound effects 

was also carried out: live noises from the factory and from the activity in the studio, plus 

                                                             
discutono, registrano le discussioni, scelgono rumori, suono e musica e infine fondono tutto questo in un mix 

mediante il montaggio dei materiali registrati. 
88 Scrittura su nastro. 
89 Solo in un secondo tempo diventerà testo scritto, anzi, trascritto. 
90 Esecutore. 
91 Regista. 
92 Autore. 
93 Finisce col far saltare le strutture del radiodramma codificate sul genere teatrale. 
94 Destrutturata verità. 
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a variety of extraneous or out-of-context noises (cries of animals, objects, electronic or 

pure sounds). 

The piece constitutes a striking example of editing employed to produce a 

documented narrative about reality. Stefanelli detects some Brechtian resonances 

particularly in the refined intellectual effort structuring the dramatic parts. The excerpts 

from the real interviews are interlaced with the re-enacted parts in the studio, which are 

in turn interfered with by the producer’s, the technicians’ and the actors’ “parenthetical 

remarks and […] interruptions” (Stefanelli, 1997.491).95 The result is a disconcerting 

breaking up of the uniformity of the dramatic plot in the traditional sense. But the 

Brechtian influence is also appreciable in relation to the specificity of the medium. 

Stefanelli emphasises the importance of the “assemblage” (Stefanelli, 1997.491. Italics in 

original) technique, a common practice within the literary and artistic avant-garde of the 

time. It was employed to construct a sort of alternative, non-textual signification free of 

the classical unities of space, time and action. The concept recalls Paget’s (1990.46) 

discussion on the influence of the cinematic “collision montage” on Brecht’s “complex 

seeing” (Brecht, 1931, in Willett, 1997.44) on radio. The interweaving and juxtaposing of 

the three narratives corresponding to different spoken registers – the live interviews, the 

dramatization, the comments of the production team – constitutes “a montaged clash of 

discourses” (Paget, 1996.47) that, in the absence of any voice-over or experts’ 

commentary, engages listeners in a personal relationship to the materials presented to 

them and in an active participation in the construction of meaning. A number of issues 

stand out to our attention related to workers’ alienation and their deprivation of the 

freedom of speech, and in this sense the production reflects the cultural debate and the 

political climate of time. Nevertheless the anchorage to reality, the historical reference, is 

wrecked precisely by what makes Intervista aziendale, even to a contemporary ear, “a 

revolutionary undertaking […] within the radio dramatic output”96 (Stefanelli,1997.491): 

its production technique.  

The two constituents of docufiction – recorded actualities and enacted passages – 

are so smoothly connected to become often hardly distinguishable. Unaided by sight, the 

listener strives to recognize the speakers from the quality of their voices. Because the 

actors are improvising, their speech displays such informality and casualness, both in the 

                                                             
95 Incisi e […] interruzioni. 
96 Un’operazione rivoluzionaria […] all’interno delle realizzazioni di prosa radiofonica. 
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voices’ colour and in the choice of words, that making out the actual interview extracts 

from the dramatized passages sometimes requires painstaking attention. It is particularly 

the case when the excerpts are very brief and sequenced and the ear does not have the 

time to adjust to the different types of voices. Half the way through the broadcast, the 

already wavering fact-fiction balance moves decidedly towards the drama end of the 

continuum. The counterfeit prevails, displaying paradoxical accents. The outcomes are 

sometimes hilarious, for example when a welder in the “reparto delle torri verticali” 

[department of the vertical towers] describes some exceptional roles: “gli anziani” [the 

elderly], charged with straightening up nails all day long; “i guardatori” [the watchers] 

with very bulging eyes watching over workers; a “capo progettista” [project manager] 

whose only task it is to catalogue pencils and graphites; the 3-year-old “progettista” 

[designer] who has always wanted to draw springs. 

Sound effects add to the overall ambivalence. Noises of factory machinery 

accompany the interviews to workers but extradiegetic mechanical and electronical 

noises step in all along together with other fanciful ones: a gong, bells, water flowing, an 

elephant’s trumpet, the buzzing of a bluebottle, short musical sequences. These repeated 

interferences break up the linearity of the narrative and create a sense of 

indeterminateness as to the point being made. As Stefanelli (1997.492) suggests, the 

artificial or manipulated sounds which are apparently unrelated to the context have a 

semantic signification of their own as narrative elements. Partly descending from the 

contemporary experimentation in the field of music, the exploitation of noises in these 

first instances of docudrama is worthy of further consideration because it will have an 

important influence on later production. A critic who has explored the function of sounds 

in terms of codes that are employed to convey meaning in British Radio Studies is Crisell. 

Discussing the “the raw material of radio” (Crisell, 1994.42) – words, sounds, music and 

silence – he proposes Charles Sanders Peirce’s classification of signs: 

the icon – a sign which resembles the object which it represents, such as a 

photograph; the index – a sign which is directly linked to its object, usually in a casual 

or sequential way: smoke, for instance, is an index of fire; and the symbol – a sign 

which bears no resemblance or connection to its object: for example, the Union Jack 

as a symbol of Great Britain (Crisell, 1994.42. Italics in original). 

The critic maintains that sounds on radio have generally an indexical bind with 

their object and in order to produce clear meaning they “require textual pointing – 

support from dialogue or narrative” (1994.48). This is in fact a form of contextualization 
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through words that help the listener locate the source of the noise. He defines such 

process “'anchorage'” (1994.48), which is the expression Roland Barthes uses to define 

the function of captions under photographs. But broadcast sounds may also assume what 

Crisell calls an “extended signification” (1994.46), that is, “a tendency towards the 

symbolic” (1994.46). This happens when they not only signify a specific object or 

environment, but also evoke a more general set of concepts or emotions which have 

come to freeze into a stereotype, for example the owl-hoot to suggest an eerie 

atmosphere and enhance mystery in preparation of an uncanny turn in the plot. 

Stefanelli’s analysis of Intervista aziendale goes one step further. In the docudrama the 

artificial or manipulated sounds that appear totally unconnected to the event told lose 

their indexical value and take up a “sign autonomy” (Stefanelli, 1997.492).97 Employed to 

frame a dialogue or provide a brief intermission or a closing, with usually caustic 

outcomes, they stand out as a counterpoint to the human voice. One example is the 

interview to a skilled worker about how he likes spending his free time. Meaning at the 

level of denotation is very simple: he has no interests or aspirations whatsoever beside 

his job, but the sound dimension – noises and the voices’ characteristics – lends the scene 

a semantic depth that is difficult to render in words. It is at the level of connotation that 

sound works at its best. Faced with the journalist’s lengthy and detailed questions that 

seek to provoke his active involvement in the dialogue, the worker’s curt, almost 

automated answers are always in the negative. The exchange is introduced by a drill-like 

noise which seems to sarcastically announce the interviewer’s insistent questioning and 

closed by a brief musical phrase (cymbals, keyboard, triangle) producing the effect of a 

circus jingle as a final humorous comment on the worker’s laconic answers. 

Some amount of comedy or satire is a common feature of the 1960s-70s 

docufiction and it is often conveyed through combination and juxtaposition of noise and 

speech sections. It is part of the “writing on tape” technique aiming to dig unexpected 

meaning out of ordinary reality through over-manipulation of the sound matter. Often 

following a drafted storyline with no script, this editing/montage style proceeds through 

meticulous combination of actuality recordings, dramatized sections, dialogues in the 

studio, real or electronic noises, music. The producer’s or the writer’s speech is 

sometimes included in the form of brief introduction or conclusion, or in the form of 

sparse observations, but, far from assuming the authoritative glow of the voice-over 

                                                             
97 Autonomia segnica. 
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commentary, its status is equal to that of the other characters at play. In Intervista 

aziendale one character among the others – interviewees, actors and technicians – is 

indeed the writer Primo Levi, “l’autore della traccia” [the author of the outline], as he 

presents himself at the end of the programme. Addressing Carlo Quartucci, the producer, 

he voices his feeling of dissatisfaction with the overall result, which contrasts with his 

initial expectations.  

Though put forward with some hesitance and timidity, his remarks point to two 

elements of paramount importance in docudrama. On the one hand, its double – and 

therefore undefined – nature: the work oscillates “un po’ incerto fra la satira 

fantascientifica e la denuncia diretta” [a little uncertainly between science-fiction satire 

and direct denunciation]. On the other, the deconstructing action of production choices 

(of which Levi identifies one major component, improvisation) on the narrative logics. 

Though somewhat weak, the plot he had devised “aveva un suo disegno, una sua 

coerenza” [had a design, a coherence of its own] that was blurred by a number “elementi 

[…] estranei” [foreign elements] engrafted into the main body by improvisation. Besides 

issues of adaptation from one medium to the other, Levi’s comment poses the important 

question of what happens to the original signification – or to signification at large – when 

the ‘story’ undergoes sound treatment. 

To understand how technique impinges upon questions of hybridity stretching 

even dramatic radio to its limits we can turn to the next case, Giorgio Pressburger’s 

Giuochi di fanciulli, which right from the introduction makes of the absence of the 

founding elements of narration its strong point: “Un radio dramma senza intreccio, con 

pochissime parole, dove praticamente non esiste il testo” [A radio drama with no plot, 

with very few words, and in which there is virtually no text].  

 

 

4.4.2.2. Sinister undertones in allegorical tales: Giuochi di fanciulli  

 

The playwright and radio producer Giorgio Pressburger is considered one of the 

most representative interpreters of the new technique. His “hybrid narration”98 

(Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.111) Giuochi di fanciulli [Children’s games] (1970) is a 

                                                             
98 Racconto ibrido. 
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““translation” of a picture […] into sounds and words” (Pressburger, 1998.22).99 Inspired 

by Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s painting Children’s Games, it interweaves the voices and 

speeches of children playing in the radio studio, and through depiction of their games of 

“destrezza, imitazione, sopraffazione” [juggling, imitation, subjugation] (introductory 

statement to the broadcast), presents itself as an allegory of the life cycle of “un uomo 

povero” [a poor man], with all its wealth of rules, rituals, fight and amusement. A general 

feeling of amazement and disbelief arises from the realization of the children’s 

inventiveness bordering on harshness, their stubbornness and eager attention, the 

tendency to compete and to reproduce the adults’ thoughts and attitudes. Yet there is a 

deeper sense of uneasiness that does not seem to be justified by the straightforward 

subject-matter, as if an uncanny undercurrent flowed through the whole story. For one 

thing, the language children use is imbued with notions of magic and death. In a personal 

interview with Amato (2005.84) the producer explains that he had specially looked for 

children from southern Italy because they still knew traditional rituality-ridden games and 

when they were at play their speech was full of “mysterious words”.100 One example is 

the recurring term “sanguis”, which indicates the movement of the hand while it catches 

a stone thrown into the air in a game called “the five stones” (Pressburger in Amato, 

2005.84).101 Probably on account of a common root in the Latin language, to an Italian 

ear the assonance with the word ‘sangue’ [blood] brings about sinister reverberations. 

The quality of the voices (including the whole range of children’s cries and vocal 

expressions, and their singing) and the pitch and speed of utterances also add to the 

sense of spell. In classical games as such the shopper and the shopkeeper and in ritual 

games like the christening and the wedding, children’s utterances sound like a monotone 

and cadenced recitation of prescribed discourses. This brings about an eerie feeling of 

estrangement, particularly because it seems at odds with the playful context. Words 

resonate into our ears as if children were speaking from another world. At times an 

impression of secrecy is conveyed by the reciting tone coupled with whispering. In the 

ritual that opens the play – and marks the first event in the “poor man”’s life, birth – we 

hear boys and girls recite a sort of propitiatory lullaby one line each, in a sequence: “C’era 

una volta / un uomo morto, / un uomo morto, / un uomo morto…” [Once upon a time 

there was / a dead man, / a dead man, / a dead man…]. With the slashes I attempt to 

                                                             
99 “Traduzione” di un quadro […] in parole e suoni. 
100 Parole misteriose. 
101 Le cinque pietre. 
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indicate the cadence (rhythm and pauses) of the chant but its hypnotic charge as a 

formulaic charm is impossible to render through transcription. 

The disquieting atmosphere is not the only attribute of the play. Humour and 

irony are also present. Another curious ritual, the sequence called “il dono della cacca” 

[the gift of a poop], features the speech of a little girl who wants to give her brother “una 

cacca” [a poop] as a loving present. She embarks on a delightful dialogue in undertones 

with the “cacchetta” [little poop]: 

Cacca, cacchetta, vieni sul mio bastoncino. Perché non vuoi muoverti? Ti tiro su col 

mio bastoncino. Nessuno fa regali a mio fratello. Mio fratello mi dà da mangiare, mi 

canta la canzoncina, per addormentarmi. Io gli voglio regalare la mia cacca, io ti ho 

fatto per questo, cacca. Vieni sul mio bastoncino. Ma che fai? Caschi per terra? Non ti 

rompere, cacca. […] Io ti voglio regalare al [sic] mio fratello perché gli voglio bene. Ti 

ho fatta io. Nessuno ti deve portare via, cacca. 

[Poop, little poop, come onto my stick. Why don’t you want to move? I’m picking you 

up with my stick. No one gives presents to my brother. My brother feeds me, sings 

me a ditty, to put me to sleep. I want to give him my poop as a present, that’s why I 

made you, poop. Come onto my stick. But what are you doing? Are you falling to the 

ground? Do not break, poop. […] I want to give you to the [sic] my brother because I 

love him. I made you. Nobody must take you away, poop.] 

Episodes showing children’s coprophilic tendencies and taste for bad words are to 

be found elsewhere in the programme, and they infuse a comic streak into the narrative. 

Nevertheless, this one is particularly relevant because it raises questions of 

constructedness and adherence to reality. Far from sounding like a child’s immediate 

speech, the text appears extremely precise in its arrangement and in the choice of words, 

and is uttered in a sort of neat, polished way, so much so that one wonders if it has been 

somehow prepared or if the child has been asked to act it out. Its close also appears 

carefully set up. When the girl brings him the poop, a boy – her brother in the narrative – 

reacts violently and, in a loud voice that sharply contrasts with the girl’s soft tone, cries 

out: “Te la spalmo sulla faccia, stupida, scema, vai al diavolo. (Una bambina comincia a 

piangere). Stupida, scema, vai via” [I’ll smear it all over your face, you stupid idiot, go to 

hell. (A girl starts weeping). You stupid idiot, go away]. With a denouement tinged with a 

tragic shade, the scene unfolds according to a perfect – albeit unscripted – dramaturgy.  

As this little gem of a scene would seem to prove, there appears to be a deep 

structural reason behind the overall atmosphere of the radio piece, spanning genres from 

comedy to mystery. It resides in the studied way speeches and noises, words and voices 

are interwoven and overlapped. Examples of this include the following: 
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− phrases or sentences are repeated in sequence or echo each other with a 

reverberating effect; 

− children’s speeches are at times intruded upon by what seems to be lines enacted by 

a young actress; 

− out-of-the-context sentences extracted from children’s speeches are employed to 

counterpoint or comment on utterances in a thematic unit, i.e. one stage in the life 

of the allegoric persona. 

As a matter of fact, the concatenation of the various sections is all but casual. The 

“poor man”’s story seems to guide the narrative. It proceeds in an uninterrupted flow, 

yet a formal division into ‘scenes’ is clearly identifiable as the children name the games 

they play. Such games metaphorize the subsequent moments in a man’s life: birth, 

christening, wedding, enlistment, work, death. Despite the appearance of improvisation, 

the sound text is in fact tightly constructed. Ideally, we can retrace the pattern typical of 

medieval stories, with a frame story that encloses and justifies the entire string of tales. 

The propitiatory chanting that we hear at the very beginning as a comment on the birth 

game is resumed in the same whispered tone at the end, during the episode of the 

funeral, with the addition of other ghostly details: “C’era una volta / un uomo morto / 

che pesava, / che pesava / che pesava /un filo di paglia, / un filo di paglia, / un filo di 

paglia. / Voi sibilate come un serpente se no il morto non si alza” [once upon a time there 

was / a dead man / that weighed / that weighed / that weighed / a straw, / a straw, / a 

straw. / You hiss like a snake or the dead man won’t rise up]. Then the children’s hissing 

accompanies a rhyme in dialect, a kind of incantation to bring a dead corpse back to life. 

The frame story can be interpreted as the story of the circular development of all 

existences, from and into the nothingness that is death, of man’s struggle to exorcise it 

and of the sense of foreboding it throws onto life.  

Giuochi di fanciulli was awarded the 1970 Prix Italia for stereophonic programmes, 

was broadcast “all over the world”, as the introduction to the programme states, and was 

reproduced in other languages. In Italy it has influenced radio documentary and drama 

up to today, even finding a notable offshoot in a contemporary programme, Alessandro 

Bosetti’s Children’s America (2009), a dystopia of democracy constructed through the 

amusing and ruthless games of young school-boys and girls, which will be analysed in the 

chapter on contemporary production of this thesis.  
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4.4.3. “Writing” reality on tape 

 

Pressburger’s piece is paradigmatic of a specific way of assembling the sound 

material so as to make it tell a story that is not necessarily, or not exclusively, the one 

told by words. The technique is known to both British and Italian scholars and various 

labels for it have been adopted: “writing on tape” (Stefanelli, 1997.480; Amato, 2005.83; 

Bonini, 2013.77; Madsen, 2005.197); “assemblage” (Stefanelli, 1997.491), with a term 

borrowed from the visual arts; “montage” (Crook, 2011.208); or, with a focus on the 

producer’s distinctly political intent, “a montaged clash of discourses” (Paget, 1996.47). 

The expression “writing on tape” is particularly apt to describe the process. Its origin is 

traceable in the context of Italian early experimentation in docudrama. Virginia Madsen 

(2009) states that Richard Connolly, at the time the Australian Broadcasting Corporation 

Head of Drama and Features and also a BBC contributor, heard it for the first time during 

his 1971 trip to Italy as part of a tour of European cultural radio. He referenced it “as 

originating from the Studio di Fonologia (RAI, Milan) and the then young radio director 

Giorgio Pressburger” (Madsen, 2009, n.p. note 5) who worked there. According to 

another testimony, that of the Australian-born radio documentary producer Kaye 

Mortley, the term can be ascribed to Alain Trutat, who together with writer Jean Tardieu 

conceived the series Atelier de Création Radiophonique on Radio France Culture in 1969 

(cf. Madesen, 2009.n.p.). Whatever the origin, the term makes reference to a common 

cultural ground in the 1970s bringing about new experimentation in the docudramatic 

field. Indeed, the idea of moulding or impressing a mark on matter recalls French radio 

documentary auteur Yann Paranthoën’s “sculpting (and tailoring) metaphor” (Madsen, 

2009, n.p.): the recorded material is to a radio producer what stone is to a tailleur de 

pierre (stonecutter), and what words are to a writer. All three actions entail an equal 

amount of respect for the raw matter, comparable artistry and a mind open to the 

unexpected because the outcome always transcends the author’s imagining. 

Far from denoting a casual aggregation of sound excerpts, the radio technique 

reveals extreme concentration on a subject matter, attentive organization of its 

exposition and tight control over the recorded fragments. Following an unscripted 

outline, the narrative takes shape as the editing progresses. Aware as they may be of 

what they want to say, the author and the producer do not have a preconceived idea of 
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the how, which they only discover as they proceed with their work. But, as we shall see 

with later productions, every change in shape also brings about a modification of content, 

opening up the possibility of a certain amount of unforeseen meaning slipping into the 

sound text at any moment. The writing on tape accounts for the emergence of a 

docufiction genre in the decade under consideration precisely because elements of 

hybridity are inherent in the programmes’ construction process. Practitioners have to 

impose on the material from real life – the recorded ‘facts’ – forms of manipulation that 

for their own nature would seem to rule out claims to authenticity. 

An assertion of the importance of structuring and shaping and of the intent to 

witness reality which was common to sound producers through the 1970s is offered by 

the introduction to the documentary Outis Topos ovvero un’ipotesi di radio futura [Outis 

Topos or a hypothesis of a future radio] in Andrea Camilleri’s valuable collection of his 

published radio scripts. Conceived by the writer and the musician Sergio Liberovici, Outis 

Topos (1974) is yet another innovative piece of radio that for the first time proposes a 

truly ‘public’ use of the medium starting from the production stage. Common people – 

who were also radio listeners – from one of Turin’s working-class districts were invited to 

make their own recordings of daily activities (school, family, work) and political debates, 

in a process that subverted institutional rules: radio was transformed from a broadcasting 

medium to a reception instrument, becoming “a sort of «grassroots» receiver that 

[would] let listeners speak” (Gariglio, 2015.221).102 Annalisa Gariglio (2015.225. My 

italics) explains how Camilleri and Liberovici used the recorded documents: 

Out of all the material collected, about two hundred hours of recorded tapes, a radio 

performance is made: a notebook of fragments condensed into forty-five minutes. A 

long editing work that transforms raw material restituted in an artistic form: a refined 

selection of absolutely true dialogues, a masterly distillate of reality, skilfully 

rendered. The beauty of the operation consists in the absolute truth of the document. 

Through the alternation of voices with different accents, the editing showcases a 

varied humanity that speaks Italian with a Sicilian, an Apulian, or a Turinese cadence: 

an extraordinary coalescence of entirely true words.103 

                                                             
102 Una sorta di ricevitore «dal basso» che [facesse] parlare gli ascoltatori. 
103 Da tutto il materiale raccolto, circa duecento ore di nastri registrati, si ricava uno spettacolo radiofonico: 

un taccuino di frammenti condensato in quarantacinque minuti. Un lungo lavoro di montaggio che trasforma 

un materiale grezzo riproposto in forma artistica: un campionario raffinato di dialoghi assolutamente veri, un 

sapiente distillato di realtà, acutamente reso. La bellezza dell’iniziativa consiste nella verità assoluta del 

documento. Il montaggio restituisce, attraverso l’alternarsi delle voci con accenti differenti, un’umanità varia 

che parla un italiano ora con cadenza siciliana, ora pugliese, ora torinese: uno straordinario magma di parole 

totalmente vere. 
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This passage accounts for the relevance of editing in the production process, also 

pointing to the high degree of idealism behind the 1970s cross-genre broadcasts. In 

relation to the documentary concern, it is full of intriguing contradictions. Seeking to 

“restitute” reality through “true dialogues”, the authors uphold the “document as 

absolute truth”, yet in the attempt their claim short-circuits vis-à-vis the necessity of 

proposing the same document in “an artistic form”. In order to convey the beauty and 

authenticity of humanity in a shape that is enjoyable, reality has to be selected, treated 

and “skilfully rendered”. Thus manipulated, the documentary material cannot any more 

re-present reality: it indeed exhibits its quintessence, “distilled” as through a careful 

alchemic process.  

Gariglio’s words place Outis Topos in the sphere of paradox that is typical of 

docufiction. The strong hold form imposes on reality clashes with the urge to document – 

record and re-propose – facts in their authenticity. At this point, if the words a 

documentary presents are “entirely true”, it is legitimate to ask what type of truth the 

listener will be allowed access to.  

 

 

4.4.4. Conventional language and representational needs: Pasolini’s view 

 

The decade’s productions thrust ordinary people (simple workers, children, radio 

listeners) and their language into the limelight of the sound medium. According to 

Stefanelli (1997,478-9) documentary’s attention for common people in the 1970s has 

much to do with the growing interest in the ‘spoken word’ – “dialects”104 (Stefanelli, 

1997.479) and “regional Italians”105 (1997.479) – that starting from the cinema with 

Neorealism soon engaged the institutional broadcaster as well. Writers like Carlo Emilio 

Gadda working at Radio RAI directed their efforts to “establish an equal, non-

authoritarian relationship with the listener”106 (1997.479) defending the idea of a radio 

text “stylistically shaped in consideration of its oral execution” (1997.479).107 The use of a 

standardized and literary Italian in the arts, “viewed as inadequate for expressing the new 

social changes”108 (1997.479), was under the attack of the militant intelligentsia. Pier 

                                                             
104 I dialetti. 
105 Gli italiani regionali. 
106 Stabilire un rapporto paritetico, non autoritario con l’ascoltatore. 
107 Stilisticamente formato in funzione della sua esecuzione orale. 
108 Considerata inadeguata a esprimere i nuovi cambiamenti sociali. 
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Paolo Pasolini for one lay emphasis on the unpostponable necessity to explore the depths 

of the oral dimension of Italian. As Stefanelli rightly observes, the writer shared with 

radio practitioners the idea that linguistic reality was to be placed at the centre of artistic 

commitment. In his ‘Manifesto for a New Theatre’ (1968) he upholds the centrality of 

‘live’ language in drama. He argues that, if a phrase is written in the same Italian all over 

the peninsula, “in the spoken form the phrase will come out differently, uniquely, in every 

locale and every social group” (Pasolini, 2007.132. Italics in the original).109 Whence the 

importance of a dramatic conception that focuses on real utterances eschewing all 

formality and academic rigidity. It is however to be noted that in the Pasolinean concept 

of theatre spoken language is not as much the direct object of representation as it is the 

“basis” on which to manufacture a new and truly autonomous form of dramatic speech. 

On the one hand, it was Pasolini’s and radio documentarists’ immediate and practical 

interest to bring ordinary people, their language in its variety of accents and dialects, so 

far ignored by mainstream discourse, into the limelight of an expressive medium. On the 

other, the construction of a complex model of “new theatre” led Pasolini to further 

elaborate on the sense and value of spoken language in representation and to finally 

acknowledge that a degree of artificiality was somehow unavoidable in dramatic speech. 

In this new form, which is “neither academic theatre nor avant-garde theatre”110 

(2007.128) and “chooses to define itself […] as "Word Theatre””111 (2007.128), the 

audience is asked to ‘hear’ rather than ‘see’. In the best of Brechtian traditions, they are 

expected to “better understand the words spoken, and thus the ideas, which are the real 

characters in this theatre” (2007.128. Italics in the original).112 Because language becomes 

the founding element of the dramatic representation, Pasolini (2007.133) champions a 

“conventional theatrical speech based on real phonetic conventions (the Italian of 60 

million phonetic exceptions to conventional phonetics)”.113  

The word becomes a political means to challenge normalized theatrical practices 

issued from “bourgeois culture”114 (Pasolini, 2007.129) in a more radical way than radio 

practitioners probably intended. Besides, the drama Pasolini talks about remains a 

                                                             
109 Se la dice la dice in un modo diverso da quello di qualsiasi altro italiano” (Pasolini, 1999.2489. Italics in 

the original). 
110 Né un teatro accademico né un teatro d’avanguardia (Pasolini, 1999.2483). 
111 Si vuol definire (Pasolini, 1999.2483). 
112 Comprendere meglio le parole che sentirete, e quindi le idee, che sono i reali personaggi di questo teatro. 

(Pasolini, 1999.2484. Italics in the original). 
113 Convenzionalità linguistica teatrale fondata su una convenzionalità fonetica reale (cioè l'italiano dei 

sessanta milioni di eccezioni fonetiche). (Pasolini, 1999.2492). 
114 Civiltà borghese (Pasolini, 1999.2485). 
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literary form, while the founding action of the dramatic text is again writing. This is 

probably why his careful argumentation acutely perceives the contradiction inherent in 

the new model and in a language used this way. Conceived by and for “the nation’s most 

advanced elements”115 (2007.132), this theatre foregrounds ‘the word’’ – not “dialect 

and dialectal koinè”116 (2007.132) – and therefore “necessarily accepts that its texts will 

be written in conventional written Italian (and will only occasionally make use of purely 

oral dialects)” (2007.132. Italics in the original).117 Yet paradoxically, Word Theatre “must 

accept also the conventions of spoken Italian, since its texts will be written to be 

performed, that is by definition to be spoken” (2007.132. Italics in the original).118 The 

intellectual’s task is to fabricate an alternative to cultural standardization and linguistic 

conformism coming to terms with such incongruity. Arguably radio makers’ commitment 

was more straightforward and in a way less ideological. The novelty of their action 

depended not so much on the ideas they intended to present the audience with as on the 

approach to the very matter they handled. Unaided by the visual, the word becomes the 

means but also the centre of representation. Before being a signifier it is indeed sound. 

As Brecht had realized, radio proved revolutionary by its own nature. 

The connections between the innovations brought about by the 1960s-70s 

creative radio and the new forms of visual representation conceived by intellectuals like 

Italian Pasolini constitute an area worthy of further scholarly exploration. For the 

purposes of this research it is important to remark that, despite the diversity of intent, 

theoreticians, artists and sound documentarists, maybe for the first time with such 

concentration and assertiveness, place oral speech at the very centre of their reflection. 

Nevertheless, unlike the dramatic text in the Italian writer’s formulation, the sound text is 

not preoccupied with issues of literariness. Pragmatically, it aims to associate the voices 

and language of the everyday with radio making. In so doing, it is met with another type 

of contradiction, one that is brought about by the manner in which sound is processed. At 

the moment when the spoken language, its varieties and registers, with all the rich 

texture of individual inflections, are pieced together, manipulated and blended with 

                                                             
115 [I] gruppi avanzati della nazione (Pasolini, 1999.2491). 
116 Il dialetto e la koinè dialettizzata (Pasolini, 1999.2491. Italics in the original). 
117 Non può che accettare di scrivere dei testi in quella lingua convenzionale che è l’italiano scritto e letto (e 

solo saltuariamente assumere i dialetti, puramente orali, al livello delle lingue scritte e lette (Pasolini, 

1999.2491. Italics in the original). 
118 Deve accettare anche la convenzionalità dell’italiano orale: dal momento che i suoi testi sono scritti anche 

per essere rappresentati, ossia, nella fattispecie, e per definizione, detti (Pasolini, 1999.2491. Italics in the 

original). 
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actualities, effects and music, an artefact is produced that is nothing like the 

documentaries of the previous decades, yet conveys information, and is not a radio play, 

yet builds up images and rouses imagination. In the following years such ambiguity will 

become the breeding ground for even more radical attempts to witness history and 

contemporary life through what we may call its misrepresentation. 

 

 

4.4.5. Documentary evidence in a bottleneck: The bursting of boundaries  

 

From an institutional perspective the 1970s mark a turning point in the 

documentary production at the RAI, reflecting a divorce of the “news” concept from the 

documentary idea. Morawski and Vincenti (2011.111) state that, while the “news 

department”119 continues to be in charge of “reportages and investigative reports”120, 

documentaries are now assigned to the “non-journalistic programmes department”.121 

The two critics probably refer to the implementation of the 1975 reform bill of the RAI, 

which introduces “the principle of the independence of the RAI news department” 

(Menduni 2003.141).122 Menduni (2003.141) explains that “on each radio or television 

channel the schedule is now evenly distributed between a journalistic direction (that 

produces the news, in-depth discussion shows, regular news commentaries, specials and 

live events), and a “programmes” direction, that takes charge of all the other 

broadcasts”.123 Simplifying a little bit, the inclusion of documentary in “the other 

broadcasts” can be interpreted as a sign that the genre is starting to be perceived as 

having less in common with the realm of facts than with that of fiction, as a number of 

remarkable productions throughout the 1980s proves. It is also true that any rigid 

categorization, also on the part of the national network, seems even more difficult now 

than it was in the postwar age, when the urgency of the times compelled journalists to 

find ways of bearing direct witness to the construction of democracy. In the following 

years the label has come to include a wide range of productions in which the imaginative 

                                                             
119 Testate giornalistiche. 
120 Reportage e inchieste. 
121 Area dei programmi non giornalistici. 
122 Il principio dell’indipendenza delle testate giornalistiche della RAI. 
123 Su ogni canale radiofonico o televisivo il palinsesto viene ripartito fra una direzione giornalistica (che 

edita il telegiornale, gli approfondimenti, le rubriche informative, gli speciali e gli eventi in diretta), e una 

direzione “dei programmi”, che si occupa di tutti gli altri appuntamenti del palinsesto. 
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vein with all its embarrassing resonances has kept emerging here and there, in various 

degrees and yet persistently, from under the outer informative crust.  

 

 

4.4.5.1. The dialectics between live speech and institutional discourse: Napoli dopo il 

terremoto  

 

The next case studies constitute instances of highly informative content (current 

affairs, topical news or human enterprises) seen through the distorting lens of 

fictionalization in varying degrees. The first one, Paolo Aleotti’s Napoli dopo il terremoto 

[Naples after the earthquake] (1982), shows how illuminating the insertion of live, 

strongly connoted language – dialects and local inflections – proves to be in a medium 

that has so far classically made use of standardized Italian. It is presented as an 

“inchiesta” [investigative report] in the broadcast and its structure situates it at the 

documentary end of the continuum. It is indeed an instance of a classical pattern 

interwoven, like in the case of Clausura, with thin, hardly noticeable, fictional threads. It 

discusses the aftermaths of the 1980 earthquake in Irpinia, a region in the area of Naples, 

and showcases the plights and strengths of the reconstruction, with all its political and 

social implications, in one of the most destitute areas of Italy, weighed down by the 

burden of a conservative culture. It presents a sequence of interviews to people and 

authorities with diegetic noises and musical intervals, all connected through a narrator’s 

voice. The latter provides a voice-over commentary endowed with the classical traits of 

knowledgeability and authoritativeness and conducts the listeners through the meanders 

of history and politics in a forthright and discursive manner. Despite the harshness of the 

subject matter, his voice sounds supportive and reassuring both in the interviews and in 

the overall narrative. Yet another form of ‘commentary’ beyond the logics of words 

surfaces here and there by means of a skilful editing artifice, and the reality it discloses is 

far less consolatory. At times a fade-in effect allows the common people’s speech to 

sneak out from under the official discourse until it finally takes the floor. An example is 

the episode in which a minister analyses the technical and financial difficulties connected 

with the implementation of the law on reconstruction. While he talks, a woman’s voice 

creeps in, barely audible at first, stays on underneath and comes into full focus as soon as 

the minister’s speech ceases. We then hear the overwrought, querulous declaration of 
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one of the dwellers forced to live in temporary prefabs for a couple of years now. The 

woman speaks the vigorous dialect of Campania: “Vuless mettr a chelli là che ci hanno 

missi a cca dinto, vuless mettr a lor cca dinto, che lor s'infuocasser, ci hann jettat cca 

dinto com tanta maial fratc e lor stann belli int e cas, magnn, veun e s'n'fotton e nuie ” 

[I’d like to place those ones here that placed us in here, I’d like to place them in here, 

they'd get hot. They threw us in here like a lot of soaking pigs and they are happily inside 

houses, they eat, drink and don’t give a shit about us]. The passage is doubly compelling. 

For one thing, it proves how suggestive and rich in resonances spoken language can be in 

documentary. My attempted translation into English does not do justice to the beauty 

and intensity of the dialect, nor to its sorrowful accents that lend the reportage (and its 

objectivizing claims) a tone of tragedy and by themselves have the strength of a full 

accusation. Moreover, the way idiomatic Italian makes its way from under official – or 

even ceremonial – language generates an extremely effective counterpoint to the 

minister’s procedural attitude. In terms of information and knowledge it offers a sharp 

insight into the hiatus, as traditionally perceived by the inhabitants of the southern 

regions of Italy, between the State and the citizens’ experience of the everyday. A 

fundamental narrative articulation is entrusted to a fictional element that, besides 

providing an emotional commentary to the dry ‘fact’, also covers an explanatory function. 

The fact that the woman’s utterance is not entirely comprehensible to listeners from 

other regions of Italy forces them to an imaginative effort that multiplies the 

interpretative nuances and enhances the text’s semantic intensity. 

Instances of manipulation of this type only constitute a small part of the 

programme and are easily detectable. They are instrumental in exploring and 

transmitting a type of immediate and shareable ‘truth’, while the narrative remains firmly 

anchored in the informative ground. Napoli dopo il terremoto was indeed broadcast in 

the weekly current affairs slot Domenica Tre, a production of the Giornale Radio 3, the 

Radio 3 news. The next two case studies move more decidedly along the continuum in 

the direction of a dramatization that often baffles any pretence to draw a clear 

distinction between fact and fiction. From the point of view of this research the 

designation of “docudrama” appears increasingly applicable.  
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4.4.5.2. Docudrama in the light of the development of a post-modernist approach to art 

 

As we proceed with our survey of the 1980s documentaries we see how the fact-

fiction relationship is substantiated into more complex and articulated structures. To the 

multiplicity of constructs corresponds a multiple perception of reality and the breaking up 

of all certainties concerning the truth of information and the validation of knowledge. 

Such evolution can be contextualized in a more general shift from a modern to a 

postmodern culture. I will not linger on the terminological and philosophical implications 

of the label ‘postmodernity’, yet a brief, and inevitably cursory, digression on the 

relationship between the concept and radio art feels necessary. While recognizing the 

complex and controversial character of the word, Crook provides a general and flexible 

enough definition in the ‘Glossary’ to The Sound Handbook (2011). He refers primarily to 

the social and cultural reality taking shape in the twenty-first century in the compound 

context of the information age’s global media, but admits that the concept is also applied 

to a more general sense of “ideological insecurity about truth, progress, history and 

identity” (Crook, 2011.213) which in the arts leads to “a breaking-up and fusion through 

pastiche and collage of form and style with a debunking of sincerity by celebrating irony, 

parody and satire” (2011.213). An attitude that is mirrored in an aesthetics of sound story 

telling approaching radio communication in terms of form and technique. It concentrates 

on “the intertwining or weaving of at least five potential parallels that include the word, 

sfx, music, and the postmodern use of archive, documentary interview” (2011.152). 

Although the critic refers particularly to the shift from the analogue to the digital that has 

established a precise “grammar of sound editing and production software” (2011.153) 

and encouraged the debate on innovation and tradition in radio technology, his words 

work extremely well in the case of radio documentaries from the 1980s. Radio producers 

of the time seem to have a clear – if practical – understanding of how the “five potential 

parallels” may work together to produce “a pastiche and collage of form and style” 

(2011.213) that reflects the contemporary mistrust toward notions of the media’s 

truthfulness and reality’s representability. 

In support of this view we may refer to M. Louise James and Bernard James’s 

discussion on the development of radio drama at the BBC. The critics argue that, although 

there is no “sharp division between the ‘modern’ and a ‘postmodern’ era of radio plays” 

(James and James, 1999.208), it is possible to perceive a tendential “move to the 
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postmodernist approach” precisely in the plays of the 1970s and 80s. Earlier radio works 

featured individuals crushed by the merciless mechanisms of society and taking refuge in 

introspection. The focus was on the ‘message’ to convey and contents were related to 

“relatively trivial” (1999.223) matters which served as a context to the classical – and 

rather general – modernist question of the “helplessness of the individual in the face of 

social mechanisms” (1999.223). In this sense a tradition had already been established by 

Richard Hughes’s pioneering play A Comedy of Danger (1924) featuring the tragedy 

caused by a blackout in a Welsh coal mine. Acknowledged as the first radio play in the 

history of the BBC, it points to the workers’ harsh conditions in an industrialized world. 

Plays like Tyrone Guthrie’s The Squirrel’s Cage (1929) or Lance Sieveking’s Intimate 

Snapshots (1929) go one step further. The exploitation of personal themes related to a 

person’s choices in the context of everyday reality and the use of “a linear narrative 

structure” (1999.223), with its logical development and the illustrative possibilities it 

offered, become instrumental to the symbolization of the “sense of individual 

inadequacy” (1999.223) which was the authors’ main concern. On the contrary, starting 

from the second half of the 1970s productions are increasingly characterized by the 

coexistence of a variety of serious political and social themes, collective and individual 

issues, and by a complexity of presentational styles, in line with a postmodernist 

perception of the world and of art’s role within its social and political dynamics. David 

Cregan’s works in the 1980s and 1990s explore how individuals caught in an intricate web 

of relationships come into conflict with social structures and institutions that endanger 

the balance of their own and their families’ lives. This is reflected in a multi-layered 

narrative structure, the use of different points of view, distinctive linguistic choices 

encompassing “the range from crude realism to complex theological metaphor, often 

with devastating comic effects” (1999.218), like in The Awful Insulation of Rage (1987), 

and “rich audio and verbal symbolism” (1999.219), like in A Butler Did It (1990).  

The development of Italian docudrama in the 1980s can be read as part of this 

postmodernist trend. At the turn of the 1960s and 1970s we witness a persistence of 

modernist themes and structures. Works such as Napoli dopo il terremoto reflect a 

widespread interest in social matters – particularly the helplessness of individuals 

subjected to the power of politics and the inadequacies of the state’s authority – brought 

about through unsophisticated narrative and a univocal point of view. Despite its 

outstanding construction which is close to experimental radio art, Giuochi di fanciulli 
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shows signs of the same cultural climate in its overall allegorical conception as the mirror 

of an everyman’s life, in a process of symbolization recalling Guthrie’s and Sieveking’s 

radio plays. Intervista aziendale presents the mixed traits of a transition product between 

two ages. It conveys “a pessimistic ‘modernist’ message about the relationship of 

individuals to their situation” (1999.213) (notably, industrial society) through “a 

‘postmodern structure’ and mode of presentation” (1999.214): the multiplicity of 

viewpoints, the variety of linguistic registers, the combination of real and fictional 

situation, the use of parody and the grotesque. James and James attribute such 

characteristics to a mid-1970s Don Howarth dramatic work that epitomizes the passage 

from a modern to a post-modern approach. On a Day in Summer in a Garden (1975) 

narrates man’s destructive action on the environment, which results in fact in a self-

destructive endeavour, and has “conversational dock plants” (James and James, 

1999.214) as protagonists of the story. The seriousness of theme is counterpointed by a 

highly imaginative rendering entailing reversal of the point of view and unusual 

focalization.  

By the mid-1980s such process will lead to the full development of a post-

modernist radio style coupling great thematic stratification with an equally complex 

structuring. One single docudrama may tackle a multiplicity of questions related to the 

situation of individuals caught up in a web of social and family relationships and faced 

with the overpowering forces of society or the environment. Such thematic density is 

reflected in a compound structure in which multiple points of view, different languages, 

symbolization through music and sfx coexist, kept together by elaborate editing 

techniques, while the boundary between documentary material and fictional excerpts 

can never be fixed. 

 

 

4.4.5.3. Questioning conventional wisdom through the prism of docudrama: Images 

 

Through the 1970s and well into the 1980s it is possible to see a progress towards 

the post-modern approach highlighted above. Older subject matters relating to the 

individual’s oppression in the social context of industrial society may still be present but 

they undergo a process of distortion and fragmentation that owes less to an ideological 

stance than to a post-modern drive to destructure given assumptions. One case in point 
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is Paolo Modugno and Elio Molinari’s Images (1988), a disturbing exposition of the traps 

and snares of discourses on women’s rape rendered as if through aggregation of 

disparate materials from real life, scripted texts and the archives. The piece incorporates 

“documentary evidence” (RAI, n.d.[b].127) like recordings from a trial and interviews to 

victims and to experts; literary references, such as Mallarmé’s poetry and passages from 

films (in English) and from Dario Fo and Franca Rame’s plays; acted out dialogues and 

monologues. Sound effects include music and environmental noises. The risk of 

generating an amorphous accumulation of details is eschewed through careful editing 

that sews together the different parts according to a precise design. This is apparent in 

the way the central topic slowly emerges from the flow of audio impressions. Without 

losing focus on the horrors of the violence against women, the documentary invites 

reflection on the hidden ways of the construction of the collective imagination around 

rape, with all the burden of treacherous sexist attitudes that unawares women 

themselves share. The treatment of the subject matter induces a continuous 

displacement of ‘the truth’ that defies all rational attempt to reorder views and emotions 

in a coherent account with any factual value and frustrates the listeners’ expectations for 

being instructed. We are faced all along with the unforeseen task of having to question 

given assumptions (the multiple “images” of the title?) underlying discourses on the 

raped women, on the attackers, but also on ourselves. 

The programme is framed, at the beginning and at the end, by the lonesome 

sound of a train in a deserted railway station at night and by the rattling of keys into gate 

locks. If the station can be read without too much effort as a metaphor of the victims’ 

sense of solitude and, possibly, of the obscure depths of the human mind, the sound of 

the locks is troubling. A number of questions arise as to who is being shut out of or into 

prison (if it is a prison at all). Is it the attackers or the raped women? Or the listener that 

cannot escape from his/her own mental paradigms? And, even more disconcertingly, 

nothing is there to tell us if the gates are being opened or closed. 

The victims’ voices are heard against such a disturbing background. Interview 

excerpts, preserving the poignant authenticity of the real intonations and dialectal 

inflections, are very few. When intimate stories needed to be told at length, interviews 

were re-enacted in the studio. Images is an instance of radio’s capability to tackle 

extremely sensitive topics in a discreet yet utterly effective way. Devoid of images, it also 

lacks the aggressiveness and objectifying power visual media exert. By its very nature the 
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sound text requires attention and concentration to be perceived and reconstructed, and 

active participation in its decoding. Knowledge acquired this way is likely to stay with us 

becoming part of our cultural background. 

Nevertheless, programmes on matters of violence present a number of ethical 

implications which producers in any medium have to come to terms with, and radio is no 

exception. In documentary an important issue is whether and how to conduct interviews 

to those directly involved in devastating events and how much should the audience be 

allowed to hear. In an essay on the production of his 2010 radio work La Frontera: A 

journey into the borderlands of Mexico and the United States for the Australian 

Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), Colm McNaughton carries out a complex investigation 

into the documentary maker’s relationship both to the witnesses interviewed and to the 

materials collected. The programme examines the US imperial policy along the borders 

with Mexico and “the deadly nexus between state corruption and drug trafficking” 

(McNaughton, 2014.47), pointing to the explosive mixture of situations and unofficial 

strategies which makes this environment “a harbinger of the looming globalized world” 

(2014.46). McNaughton discusses the seriousness of his involvement with the 

borderlands’ territory and people in relation to the needs of documentary 

representation. He had been aware from the start that recognition of “the complex and 

shifting power dynamics” (2014.45) between the actors involved was unavoidable and 

would constitute the core of his work. He realized that “the relationship between the self 

and other, or more precisely in this case the documentary producer and his sources, is 

framed and informed by the layering and intersection of various forms of imperial, 

capitalist and gendered power relations and the complex web of structural and inter-

personal forms of violence these systems entail” (2014.44). Coming to terms with such 

inevitability represented a possibility to connect with the troubled reality he was 

enquiring into. If he wanted to “produce knowledge about it” (2014.44), the author had 

to “creatively respond” (2014.44) to the violence inherent in his “relationship as a radio 

documentary producer to the people, history and land of this region” (2014.44). Radio 

can mitigate the intrinsic imbalance between actors belonging to the opposite ends of 

the system – “the massive power differentials involved in the interview process” 

(2014.51). The notion strikes him on the occasion of a conversation with a mother whose 

14-year-old daughter had been raped and horribly murdered: 
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Sitting next to her with microphone in hand, I was also cognizant of how filming her 

would not only probably quite markedly distort the quality of the communication, but 

perhaps also be a fairly unsubtle continuation of the violence and disrespect she had 

already experienced. By no means am I suggesting that radio is a neutral medium, but 

in certain circumstances it can be a lot less invasive, which in turn can facilitate better 

communication (McNaughton, 2014.51. My italics). 

Proceeding from the reciprocal involvement of the interlocutors – a common 

concern of interviews in all media – the lesser invasiveness of radio stretches from 

production to post-production. The editing of La Frontera involved a follow-up effort to 

represent the woman “with as much dignity and respect as possible” (2014.51) 

sidestepping the misogynistic attitudes and views so widespread across the border. In the 

mother’s scene the production team sought to foreground her voice leaving out all music 

and using the voice-over English translation so as not to cover but help bring out the 

original utterances and inflections. 

What McNaughton does not say but emerges from his words and from the 

recording is that the voice-over may work a little like a filter that screens the interviewee 

against the dangers of being preyed upon. It re-presents without intruding on 

somebody’s intimacy. The listener is driven to follow the argument rather than 

concentrate on the darkest emotional details. The process of mediation activated by the 

voice-over is close to what dramatization or adaptation does to an original text. Indeed, a 

similar motivation to that of the producers of La Frontera must have inspired the authors 

of Images in their tactful handling of the live recordings of the women’s voices. Some 

replies have been scripted and they correspond to episodes dealing with equivocal facets 

and perverse side effects that violence presents in relation to its victims. A woman 

violently forced to sexual intercourse reaches climax. Another one reports having been 

raped after causing herself the physical marks of violence following the view of a 

devastating film on abused girls. In order to deal with episodes exemplary of situations 

that question given categories and believes and play upon the victims’ sense of guilt, the 

producers have chosen to entrust the women’s reconstructed utterances to actresses. 

There are only two brief instances in which the victims speak and reality goes 

unmediated. One is an excerpt from the injured party’s speech during the trial, the other 

is a woman’s painful call for justice. We clearly recognize their ‘true’ nature because of 

the dialectal intonation and the ungrammaticality typical of live language. These two 

sequences I found at once harrowing and physically overwhelming and was personally 

grateful they were the only ones. If the truth of fact is undeniably attested by 
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testimonies, the truth of the discourse on rape – established beliefs and accepted 

assumptions – is challenged all along. It is in the interplay between the scripted text and 

the authentic one that it displays its multiple reverberations pointing to the impossibility 

to engage in a unidirectional pronouncement. 

Audio documentaries of this type do not probably meet the audience’s needs for 

information on questions of violence and crime, but they certainly contribute to enhance 

awareness of their repercussions on all actors involved, including listeners, and to reflect 

on the pitfalls of the collective imagination constructed around them. If we bring 

together the possibility of mediation of reality offered by sound editing with the lesser 

invasiveness of the medium, we may conclude that, vis-à-vis the risks of replicating the 

dichotomies of a violent and sexist culture right when we would want to document them, 

docufiction in sound can be a saving grace. 

 

 

4.4.6. Journalism’s “myth of fact” and documentary’s “ecstatic truth” 

 

As the experiment of Images indicates, the mixing of document and invention 

questions assertions of objectivity and allows for a perception of the multisidedness of 

issues. Indeed, one of the most apparent upshots of docufiction is a challenge to given 

views and beliefs constructed on the idea that a piece of information says what things in 

reality are. Paget maintains that a “myth of facts” underlies the promise made by makers 

of “True Stories” programmes that if an account is based on real events it tells the truth. 

In the twentieth century “‘the facts’” (Paget, 1990.3) have been endowed the power of 

fetishes capable of “virtually compel[ling] belief” (1990.3) by means of their simple 

manifestation. In cross-border genres such power is osmotically transfused into drama 

itself. According to the critic, the thriving of “documentary drama” can be understood in 

the light of the preconceived assurance that, progressing from ignorance to 

enlightenment, the audience will at the end be “put ‘in the know’” (1990.8) thanks 

precisely to the seal of authentication bestowed on fiction by the information base. 

Despite this original bias, Paget (1990.4) concedes that “documentary drama has the 

potential to exploit an especially problematic gap between overtly ‘factual’ cultural 

products, like news broadcasts, current affairs programmes and the ‘straight’ 
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documentary, and ‘fictional’ works using the rhetoric of drama”. The outcomes can be 

disruptive, although he rarely sees such potential put into practice. 

The question of truth and documentary, and truth in documentary, in relation to 

cross-genre forms has been widely explored by Film Studies (see for example Eizen, 1995; 

Landesman, 2008; Dottorini, 2015). Marta Spelleri has devoted one essay to the analysis 

of matters of factuality, representation, and documentary’s reliability at the centre of 

Werner Herzog’s reflection on hybridism in film. She considers the German director’s 

notion of documentary truth and how it works its way into his films so as to muddle 

concepts related to the fiction-nonfiction distinction and undermine the idea of a factual, 

self-revelatory truth. These are all issues that have become central in theories of post-

modernity. Spelleri builds on the filmmaker’s Minnesota Declaration of 1999, a twelve-

point manifesto on, as the subheading reads, ‘Truth and fact in documentary cinema’ 

(Herzog, 1999.1), and on his speech On the Absolute, the Sublime, and the Ecstatic Truth 

(n.d.) delivered in Milan after a screening of his film Lessons of Darkness (1992). For 

Herzog “facts are merely data points that accumulate to create norms” (Spelleri, 2015.2) 

while documentary is “a field of potential intervention in service of that deeper strata of 

truth” (2015.2) that supplant “literal facts” (2015.2) through fragmentary and 

intermittent “emotional understanding” (2015.2). Herzog (n.d.) calls instances of such 

instantaneous revelation “ecstatic truth”, a common – though rare – experience in all arts 

which brings us close to a state of “ecstasy” (n.d.). In film, at those moments “the curtain 

of observed and historical facts and data opens to allow the audience to gaze upon the 

sublime” (Spelleri, 2015.2). Although a little convoluted in Herzog’s argumentation, the 

sublime appears to be a form of truth close to Greek “aletheia, […] "the unhidden" or 

"the revealed."” (2015.2. Italics in the original). The director’s conception displays a 

divergence from the common understanding of truth as ‘fact’ or objectivity, and a refusal 

of the dichotomic discourses on fiction and nonfiction, lie and reality: “Truth […] is not 

the same as fact, nor the same as not-a-lie, but rather "that which becomes known or 

understood"” (2015.2-3), ultimately by the spectator. In the Minnesota Declaration, 

Herzog (1999.9) points to praxis as a means to grasp the “poetic, ecstatic truth” that is 

the object of the cinema. Revelation “is mysterious and elusive, and can be reached only 

through fabrication and imagination and stylization” (1999.9). Analysing the fictional 

interpolations in two of Herzog’s documentaries, Little Dieter Needs to Fly (1997) and 

Lessons of Darkness (1992), Spelleri demonstrates how, through a highly imaginative 
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process that overtly juggles with facts, the director proceeds to involve the audience in 

the discovery of a deeper truth. He intertwines documentary evidence with a number of 

inventions: re-enacted episodes, different settings from the authentic ones, stylized 

acting, scripted scenes, unrelated voice-over commentary. Through these procedures the 

account continually “strays from the authentic” (Spelleri, 2015.3) and viewers are forced 

to reconstruct a ‘story’ shaping the meaning all along. 

Striking similarities appear between Herzog’s conception and practice and the 

fictionalizing strategies adopted by the 1980s audio docufiction, from the deconstruction 

of linear narrative, to stylization in performance, to an appeal to the listener’s creative 

capacities. Like in Herzog’s films, such strategies are aimed at disorientating the audience 

while pointing to the necessity of rethinking our perception of reality and the categories 

we commonly use to conceptualize it. In this respect, cross-genre productions represent a 

move towards a complexification of our perceptions of reality. By means of symbolization 

they produce a fracture in acquired knowledge allowing for the emergence of gushes of 

new understanding from under the crust of the hard fact. Yet, rid of the coercive ties of 

rationality, the type of comprehension listeners have access to is close to a form of 

intuition – in Herzog’s terms, an “ecstatic” insight into unveiled slivers of “the sublime”. 

 

 

4.4.6.1. Over-manipulation of documentary material for a journey into the recesses of 

the mind: Poli Mirabilia 

 

Partly owing to the very nature of the subject tackled, Images had already defied 

our beliefs in the possibility of even produce truthful utterances about matters of serious 

existential relevance. The next case study puts our “faith in facts” (Paget, 1990.8. Italics in 

original) to test constituting an example of how docufiction can extract a kind of “ecstatic 

truth” from “the truth of accountants”, as Herzog (1999.1) sarcastically calls the 

superficial, bare facts Cinema Verité is after expecting them to be self-explanatory. Far 

from producing a faithful – and reassuring – picture of ‘how things went’, equipped with 

all due explanations, Giorgio Bandini’s Poli Mirabilia (1983) triggers off a destabilizing 

action on the evidential value of documents, jamming knowledge up in a “«bottleneck» 

of symbols and meanings” (RAI, n.d.[a].110). An indication of the extent of the 

counterfeit in this radio piece can be read between the lines in the introductory 
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statement to the broadcast (my italics): “La marcia sul pack e altre meraviglie rivissute da 

Ambrogio Fogar e scritte, con la sua collaborazione, da Giorgio Bandini” [The march on 

the ice pack and other wonders relived by Ambrogio Fogar and written, with his help, by 

Giorgio Bandini]. Fogar was a renowned sailor and explorer and documents about his life 

and deeds are countless, including his books and the tv adventure programme he 

presented. It is one of the cases in which documents provide a solid basis and the 

allurement of ‘real facts’ is strong. One might expect a trustworthy, pragmatic account 

and a certain amount of fresh information from a programme that was presented at the 

35th Prix Italia in the radio documentary sub-category. Poli Mirabilia narrates Fogar’s 

1982 attempt to reach the North Pole on a solo walk, equipped with a sledge and a dog. 

Simplifying a little bit, we may say that the narrative is produced by the interaction of 

three information layers, corresponding to three documental sources: an interview to the 

explorer; the diary of his journey; the recordings of the daily radio connection with the 

base camp. In addition, three actors perform a surrealistic dialogue among fellow 

travellers that gives the impression of voices inside the explorer’s head. Sfx cover a 

crucial role not only in creating an atmosphere but primarily in producing a sense of 

disorientation as to what is pure chronicle and what is forgery. The type of effects 

employed constantly questions the accuracy of our perception. Some noises, like the 

squeaks of the pack, the cry of the killer whale or the echoes in the thick polar 

environment, have clearly been added in the studio, as a few lines from the recording of 

post-production reveal: 

Voce 1: Rimetti i ghiacci che… quelli che hanno la voce dell’orca. 

Voce 2: Quelli della quarta traccia sulla seconda banda? 

[Voice 1: Put back the ices that… the ones that sound like the cry of the killer 

whale. 

Voice 2: Those from the fourth track on the second band?] 

The source of other sounds is less clearly identifiable. We hear interferences in 

talks over the radio connections, the explorer’s heavy breathing during his march, steps 

resounding on the ice surface and there is a strong doubt as to whether they have been 

extracted from live recordings. The disorienting effect is even more forceful when the 

noise becomes symbolic of a particular episode in Fogar’s adventurous life. His deeds 

have been extensively covered by the media and they would be known to the large 

public. One instance is the whale’s cry. The reference the voice in the studio makes to the 

killer whale is not accidental. In 1978, during an attempted circumnavigation of 
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Antarctica, Fogar's boat was sunk by a killer whale off the Falklands. The 74-day trip on 

board of a dinghy before they were rescued proved fatal to the friend who had 

accompanied him, the journalist Mauro Mancini. The mishap is never mentioned in the 

programme, it is instead evoked now and again through the reiteration of the cry of a 

whale. The strategy is effective, and unobtrusively so. The indirect reference pervades 

the broadcast with a sense of tragedy that appears to mark an entire life. 

Another device that contributes to muddying the waters of documentary evidence 

is reenactment. That Fogar and his adventure partners were asked to play episodes from 

the enterprise appears from the awkward and stiff manner of their delivery. One instance 

is when he and his mate Claudio say goodbye at the moment of the explorer’s departure 

from the base camp. Utterances are muffled as if coming from behind heavy clothing, the 

tone of Claudio’s voice is unnaturally cheerful and encouraging while Fogar sounds 

exceedingly uncertain as he repeatedly bids his friend adieu. It is a proper scene from a 

drama, framed by the sound of a jeep engine – the vehicle that drives Fogar to his 

departure point and leaves him there – and accompanied by unnerving electronic music 

in the background. As Spelleri (2015.4) points out in her scrutiny of Herzog’s 

documentaries, reenactment by the “original subject” is a fairly atypical device in 

docufiction, which usually employs actors. Within the German director’s philosophy of 

film, this strategy produces a twofold effect, which we also see at work in Poli Mirabilia. 

First of all, the stylization resulting from the interpolation of scenes acted out by the 

protagonists of the event, sometimes in other settings than the original site, generates a 

kind of bewilderment which is instrumental to the disclosing of deeper layers of meaning. 

Indeed, “[t]he components of actuality are there […]. Yet they are uncanny because they 

are simulacra of the originals. Herzog asks us to accept the reality at [sic] the same time 

he shows us the “unreal”, and this contrast creates the gap where the audience 

constructs truth” (Spelleri, 2015.4). In addition, by blurring the fact-fiction border the 

technique opens up reflection on issues of representation. In a sense, having the original 

protagonists re-enact parts of their adventures and editing them into the documentary as 

if these were ‘real’ fragments of life might be interpreted as deceptive – a semi-lie told to 

the audience. But this is precisely the procedure’s intent – to flaunt the ‘lie’. It forcefully 

drives the audience to challenge what Paget (1990.8) sees as the supremacy of fact and 

the process of authentication triggered off by the information base in twentieth-century 

docudrama. Cast adrift between “the belief in the actuality of the event and the 
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knowledge that it is a story” (Spelleri, 2015.5), we are asked to take a critical distance 

allowing us “to see that what we think is pure reality has actually been formulated, 

mediated, or transformed for our consumption” (2015.5). 

In Poli Mirabilia reenactment plays on a similar level. It leads listeners to 

reconsider the knowledge of Fogar’s life they have drawn from published and broadcast 

documents, and to perceive the construction behind the media representation of it. 

Moreover, as the faked narration unfolds mingling with actualities, we wonder what 

point it is trying to make: what truth about the real does the voices’ psychodrama tell us? 

The answer is up to each one of us listeners, yet it is possible to pinpoint some sort of 

general impression of the deeper truth that the documentary unearths. Working 

alongside the sound effects, the reenacted scenes contribute to a weird oscillating 

movement by means of which we are imperceptibly displaced from reality to reverie and 

back again, over and over, through a thin, diaphanous sonic leaf hazily separating the two 

levels, until we lose perception of our footing and of our references in the real world. The 

‘truth’ of the documentary displays its complexity. With the initial declaration hovering 

over the entire story, listeners are aware throughout that they are witnessing a text 

specifically “written” for the medium on adventures “re-lived” by the protagonist at a 

later time. In sum, a second-hand, mediated account with no claims to factually chronicle 

the 1982 exploit. The nightmarish atmosphere the sound strategies convey would seem 

to suggest that it is rather an attempt to depict the explorer’s mental and moral 

transformation caused by contact with extreme living conditions and a merciless 

environment. The protagonist – and listeners with him – are on a journey toward 

awareness of the possibilities of the human mind and the risks connected with 

overcoming the limit. At the end of the programme we are struck by the realization that 

the most dreadful of all dangers is also the closest. Fogar continues his arduous march, 

refusing all assistance and finally losing connection with base camp. In the last phase of 

his undertaking his utterances voice memories of the past, hallucinations and cravings for 

the future, together with appalling temptations like eating his own companion, the dog. 

The explorer, afflicted with ophthalmia and suffering hunger, says in a fit of painful 

recognition: “Il pericolo per me sono io” [I am the danger for myself]. 

It is worth noting that Richard Hand develops his analysis of Sarah Blunt’s BBC 

Radio 4 Afternoon Play The Ditch (2010) along similar lines. The writer Paul Evans, best 

known for his broadcast documentaries on natural history, sets out to retrieve the last 
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traces of wildlife sound recordist Tom Saunders, who disappeared while recording 

Electronic Voice Phenomena at sea. Devices like the documentarist’s voice and some 

authentic information on the natural world enhance the “documentary reality” (Hand, 

2014.182) of the play. At the same time, the EVP sounds created in the studio and played 

throughout as Saunder’s retrieved recordings contribute to a growingly perturbed 

atmosphere. Listeners are thrown into a state of distressful perplexity as to the 

authenticity of what they hear. Once again the “truth” of fact is at issue and “we wonder 

whether we are witnessing, through Evans, the mental collapse of Saunders, losing his 

mind when cut off in this alienating realm” (2014.183). Interestingly, the “remarkable, 

unsettling soundscapes” (2014.184) that accompany the reconstruction of Saunder’s life 

appear similar to the ones in Poli Mirabilia: “disturbing, unintelligible voices in isolation or 

chorus meshed in with distorted sounds of water, wind and wildlife” (2014.183). 

Problematizing the individual’s mental distress is a trait common to other 

documentary accounts of extreme adventures in isolated and life-threatening 

environments. As Hand points out (2014.183), Evans’ s sea adventure recalls the 

yachtsman Donald Crowhurst’s attempted round-the-world solo sailing in Louise Osmond 

and Jerry Rothwell’s 2006 documentary film Deep Water, in particular the part that 

narrates the yachtsman’s psychic degradation brought about by the dire circumstances of 

the enterprise. Yet the degree of symbolization that treatment in sound makes possible is 

not easily obtained in visual media. If part of the contested perception of documentary 

films as truthful is due to the evidential status of the image, because of its unsteady and 

elusive nature as a sightless medium radio is not expected to reproduce reality in the 

same unequivocal and probatory manner. This allows it a certain extra freedom to reflect 

a variety of co-existing and even clashing viewpoints, disclose fragments of alternative 

truth and open up discourses on mediation. In radio docufiction the sense of 

disorientation and the process of estrangement that “fabrication and imagination and 

stylization” (Herzog, 1999.2) spark off are stronger because we only rely on sound. 

Although it is usually viewed as the flimsy counterpoint of the image, “sound can creep 

and permeate like nothing else” (Hand, 2014.8). Through its qualities of invisibility, 

dislocation and reverberation it deploys “an exceptional potency” (2014.9). Its 

effectiveness derives from the fact that it is an ever-present component of our lives, 

which can never be completely excluded from perception, and by its very nature has the 

power of conjuring up hidden memories and feelings. That is why sound plays a 
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prominent role in horror cinema, not only as a producer of uncanny atmospheres but also 

as a narrative device (2014.9). While there are no images to anchor the sonic context to 

reality with a somehow reassuring effect, radio’s emotional richness is combined with the 

possibility to represent events at a figurative level, like in productions that seek to depict 

the processes of the mind. In such cases the degree of manipulation is certainly high and 

for their mixture of dramatization, reenactement and actuality works like Poli Mirabilia 

and The Ditch would find their position in the fictional area of the spectrum. The fact that 

despite their similarities The Ditch is regarded as a fictional product (a “play”) and Poli 

Mirabilia as an informative programme (a “documentary”) would seem to put to the test 

all attempts to construct clear-cut classifications and point to an idea of docufiction as a 

tendency, rather than a proper genre.  

 

 

4.4.7. Mutant bodies, coalescent words: The hyperboles of a genre 

 

With Images and Poli Mirabilia we have gradually moved away from the 

journalistic proper in the direction of the counterfeited. Rather than precise formats we 

can talk about a progression in which the fictionalization process acts upon documents 

and data re-fashioning them and requiring the audience’s active effort in reconstructing a 

situation that maintains strong ties with actuality. However wrought and molded it may 

be, the ‘event’ still remains identifiable; indeed, the production process assumes that the 

listener will draw on his/her previous knowledge or at least will be able to figure out the 

cultural-historical references. In this section of the thesis I will discuss what becomes of 

the ‘hard fact’ as, about the same time, we enter the realm of “extreme 

experimentation”124 (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.112). 

It is precisely in 1981 that the history of Audiobox begins. Written testimonies of 

this programme, which marked a fundamental advancement in the development of 

Italian audio docufiction, are difficult to find, while the series is hardly more than 

mentioned even in scholarly works. The rich ‘writings’ section of Curran’s website 

(http://www.alvincurran.com/) contains the English translation of one unpublished essay 

by Pinotto Fava, one of the producers of the documentary series, broadcast on Radio 1 

and later Radio 3 up to 1998. The radio maker defines the series as “a radio research 

                                                             
124 Sperimentazione spinta. 

http://www.alvincurran.com/
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space” (Fava, 1998.n.p.) with a “hermaphrodite” (1998.n.p.) character and equipped with 

an “ambiguous, magnetic, changeable, mutant and monstrous body” (1998.n.p.). The 

words sound – and would have sounded at the time – charmingly démodé, suggestive as 

they are of the 1960s-1970s experiments. Indeed, the programme had been born in the 

wake of that amplification, or even exasperation, of the formal possibilities of the 

medium that we saw at work in Ritratto di città. The legacy of the Studio di Fonologia is 

unmistakable in some of the very few excerpts that are still available on the Net, in the 

direction of more and more eager research into the creative potential of sound and 

music. Examples are Canio Loguercio's deviant rap Giuggiola [Jujube / Trifle] (n.d.) with 

its carnal vocabulary bordering on, but never yielding to, the obscene, and Banda 

Magnetica’s electrofunk Radiocronaca in tempo di sport [Radio commentary in the age of 

sport] (1988) starring the well-known reporter Sandro Ciotti in an unexpected parody of 

sport news. In these works the listener is challenged with the hard task of having to give 

up rationality and control and becoming absorbed in a sensorial experience in which 

some kind of information is certainly conveyed, but it has to be looked for, sieved and 

remodelled within the boundaries of each one’s understanding and sensitivity. Besides 

national productions Audiobox also showcased avant-garde foreign programmes, such as 

Artaud’s 1947 radio work Pour en finir avec le jugement de Dieu [For an End to the 

Judgment of God]. This seminal piece of radio displays an outrageous use of the voice, 

twisted and disfigured, at once human and animal in its utterances spanning from parody 

to blasphemy. It was produced by Radio France and never broadcast in its entirety until 

1973 on Radio France Culture (Chabanne, 1996. n.p.) owing to censorship problems. 

According to Fava (2009) its first airing in Italy was in the Audiobox slot around 1996, but 

fragments had previously been broadcast in the same programme. 

Rocco Brancati points out the multifarious – and, if not fully original, still 

revolutionary – character of the programme from both a formal and a conceptual 

standpoint. Through a diversity of recorded and live works characterized by unusual 

techniques and variable formats, Audiobox explored “phonetic poetry, electronic 

frontiers, video art, micropublishing, the relationship with community broadcasters, 

unorthodox music and music improvisation, amplification in big closed or open spaces, 

the new communication” (Brancati, 2009.n.p.).125 This seeming clutter of contents and 

                                                             
125 La poesia fonetica, le frontiere elettroniche, la videoart, la microeditoria, i rapporti con le emittenti 

comunitarie, le musiche eterodosse e di improvvisazione, l’amplificazione nei grandi spazi chiusi e aperti, la 

nuova comunicazione. 
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techniques is in fact a well arranged and thought out construct aiming at ousting 

mainstream preconceptions and practices. The producers had a clear idea of what their 

intent was. As Brancati (2009.n.p.) points out, they aimed “to create seductive devices 

and short circuits, questioning traditional and well-established oppositions: 

sound/technological source, nature/culture, instant/infinite, art/communication; and to 

give a new sense to words like interference, noise, silence”.126 We are reminded of 

Paget’s discussion of the problematic and potentially dangerous nature of the 

“document” and the dominant ideology’s effort to neutralize it. The Audiobox producers 

seem to react to the Realistic/Naturalistic mode which according to the British critic 

shape “fictions” in Western capitalist countries and is adopted in most 20th-century 

documentary drama (Paget, 1990.22). It is the process that Paget sees at work behind the 

worldwide success of the Australian soap opera Neighbours (since 1985): “The currency 

of all such programmes is a form of naturalism which slides through the mind without 

difficulty, persuading audiences of a certain level of reality, and confirming them in the 

view that all is well in the best of all possible worlds” (1990.23). Even the most serious 

themes are tackled so as to neutralize all their controversial or potentially destabilizing 

repercussions and bring about a sense of “normality” (1990.22) that becomes “the key to 

the programme’s success” (1990.22). Normality in Paget’s view corresponds to a form of 

social acquiescence. The whole of Neighbours’s conception intends to “convince you, or 

reinforce your prior conviction, of the cultural validity of the bourgeois family and 

suburban neighbourhood” (1990.22). In reaction to this type of ideology a series like 

Audiobox purports to present a cultural alternative. The vocabulary adopted by the few 

practitioners and scholars talking about the programme, Brancati for one, is stuffed with 

terms referring to the semantic areas of deviation, malfunction, divergence and the like, 

in sharp criticism of precisely that kind of consolatory acquiescence engendered by 

mainstream media productions. Fava, the mastermind behind the project, proves to be 

well aware of this when, presenting the series at The third International Forum 

“Radioaktivität. Arts and radiophonics” (2009), he says: “Words like disturbance, noise, 

interference are cherished terms because through such irregular practices, with such 

irregular practices, a deviant situation or a drift, so to speak, is realized and defined” 

                                                             
126 Creare congegni di seduzione e cortocircuiti, mettendo in discussione tradizionali e consolidate 

opposizioni: fonte sonora/tecnologica, natura/cultura, istante/infinito, arte/comunicazione; e a dare nuovo 

senso a parole come interferenza, rumore, silenzio. 
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(Fava, 2009).127 He points to another two key elements that enter into the shaping of 

audio works, probably the most aberrant of all for the unpredictability of their outcomes 

in relation to the sound text: “silence”128 (2009) and “the fortuitous occurrence” 

(2009).129 

It is right to ask what docudramatic components can be spotted in the “mutant 

bodies” of these broadcasts. A number of features remain recognizable, sometimes 

treated so as to become distorted or hardly perceptible: people’s speeches and 

environmental sounds, folk songs and traditional nursery rhymes, excerpts from films and 

archive recordings, acted out passages, together with an enormous range of special 

effects. Central to all this is a painstaking editing work, which, as we have seen, is the 

master process in hybrid audio forms. The next case study constitutes an example of 

criticism of the dominant ideology’s vocabulary through the possibilities radio art offers 

of fiddling with conventional speech. 

 

 

4.4.7.1 Uncovering the falsification of consumer society: Violin Music in the Age of 

Shopping 

 

Jon Rose’s anti-consumeristic project Violin Music in the Age of Shopping, 

coproduced by the RAI, was performed live and broadcast on radio in various venues all 

over the world between 1994 and 1996, with the participation of different musicians and 

artists. Radio versions were broadcast in the Audiobox slot during the same period (Fava, 

2009). What is at stake in this work is indeed the form hegemonic thought takes – the 

material it is made of, its very flesh. Through electronic manipulation, interference, 

interlocking of music and vocality, the performance acts upon the language expressive of 

the “commonplaces of the consumer society”130 (2009) physically twisting and warping it 

to breaking point. Music overlaps and interplays with the noises we commonly hear in or 

near department stores, like a cash register, music and announcements from 

loudspeakers, car honks, etcetera. Dispossessed of their primary indexical meaning, they 

                                                             
127 Parole come disturbo, rumore, interferenza sono termini molto cari perché attraverso queste pratiche 

irregolari, con queste pratiche irregolari, si realizza e si precisa una situazione deviante o da deriva, per così 

dire. 
128 Il silenzio. 
129 Il caso. 
130 Luoghi comuni della società dei consumi. 
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come to describe a grotesque, alien environment in which we hardly recognize the 

territory we normally inhabit.  

This mechanism of extraverbal signification is common to other Audiobox 

broadcasts. Fava explains how it works in Arturo Annechino and Sergio Rendine’s Alice 

(1987). The connective tissue of this “radio work in one hundred and twenty-six 

frames”131 (http://www.sergiorendine.com/show_opera.php?opera=167) is the “phoné” 

(Fava, 1998.n.p.) consisting in a variety of sounds, vocal and musical expressions, from 

the human voice in all its modulations, to songs and instrumental music, to the sound of 

natural elements such as water. Fava (1998.n.p.) points to the intense process of 

symbolization sounds go through: Alice’s narrative consists in a string of noises that, 

deprived of their original indexical value, take up a prominent conceptual significance. 

When he says that all “actions”132 (1998. n.p.) in the programme are "translated into 

something that fully pertains to the sphere and the area of radio”133 (1998.n.p.), he 

clearly identifies symbolization as the primary aspect of the medium.  

In Violin Music the same conceptual action is at work. Although words partly 

maintain their denotative meaning (their indexical value), the programme plays upon the 

sense of disorientation that the incoherent combination of verbal utterances, noises and 

music, and the mixing of narrative levels (story and discourse), all warped and disjointed 

to the point of becoming pure “phoné”, causes at the moment of listening. The Italian 

broadcast intensifies the effect by placing the two languages next to each other. Let us 

compare the two versions of the welcoming announcement given out in the surreal 

shopping centre that is the setting of the programme’s narration. For the purposes of this 

analysis I refer to the English script available on the author’s site, while for the Italian 

translation I quote from transcript of the (partial) recording of one broadcast contained in 

Fava’s recorded speech at The third International Forum “Radioaktivität. Arts and 

radiophonics” (2009).134  

 

                                                             
131 Opera radiofonica in centoventisei quadri. 
132 Interventi. 
133 Tradotti in qualcosa che attiene pienamente all’area e all’ambito della radiofonia. 
134 Various radio versions of the project were broadcast by Swedish, German, Swiss, Canadian and Australian 

networks and by the RAI between 1994 and 1996, as indicated in Violin Music in the Age of Shopping. A 

Project from Jon Rose (http://www.jonroseweb.com/f_projects_shopping.html). 

 

http://www.sergiorendine.com/show_opera.php?opera=167
http://www.jonroseweb.com/f_projects_shopping.html
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Announcement chimes 

Voice: Welcome to Violin World! 

Thank you for choosing VW (Violin World.) 

We'se here for yer public (convenience) 

and it'll only take a few minutes (hours) of yer 

time. 

Yer needs (lack of credentials), fears 

(lack of credibility) and sincere feelings (lack of 

credit) are our deep, deep concern. We'se 

talking serious V (value) here and not just MS 

(market strategy). 

If you'se got any Obos (objections) to our 

perversion (product)? 

Please nod (indicate in the affirmative) by 

pressing the relevant nipple (red button.) 

Please choose from the following handshake 

(selling) techniques. 

The Foreplay (forestalling method.) 

The Big Yorn (sequence for induced boredom.) 

The Lawyer (Defered Approach) 

The Boomerang Attack (just kidding)! 

The Hole (The Digging Technique) 

The ID (Indirect Denial.) 

The SPO (Superior Point Offensive). 

And not forgetting, The I.I. (Interactive Illusion.) 

Thanks for your head scratch (attention) and 

lack of necessary Kraft (will power) to turn this 

thing off. 

Cash register 

Song: "TV Shopping" 

Cash register 

Sound of a crowd 

Announcement chimes 

Female voice [F]: Welcome to the Violin 

World. Grazie per aver scelto il Violin World 

(male voice[M]: mondo del violino). Siamo al 

vostro convenience (M: latrina) [lavatory].  

Basteranno solo few winks (M: infinito 

senza fine) [endless infinite] del vostro tempo. 

I vostri needs (M: mancanza di 

credenziali), fears (M: mancanza di credibilità) e 

feeling sinceri (M: mancanza di fiducia) sono la 

nostra deep deep preoccupazione. Parliamo di 

seri values (M: valori) qui, non solo MS (M: 

market strategy). 

Se avete qualsiasi Obos (M: obiezione) 

alle nostre perversion (M: product) siete 

pregati di nod (M: annuire) premendo 

l’apposito nipple (M: red button). 

Vi preghiamo di scegliere tra le seguenti 

handshake (M: selling) tecniche: 

The Foreplay (M: forestalling method) 

The Big Yorn (M: sequence for induced 

boredom.) 

The Lawyer (M: Defered Approach) 

The Boomerang Attack (M: just kidding) 

The Hole (M.: The Digging Technique) 

The ID (M.: Indirect Denial.) 

The SPO (M.: Superior Point Offensive). 

and not forgetting, The I.I. (M.: Interactive 

Illusion.) 

Grazie del pensiero [thought] (M.: head 

scratch) e la mancanza di necessaria Kraft (M.: 

volere potere) per spegnere la macchina. 
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Cash register 

Song: “TV Shopping”, intermingled with 

sounds of a cash register, a car horn, an 

electronic whistle, a shout. 

 

Comparison is hindered by the nature of the two extracts – one a scripted version 

from the author’s official site, the other a transcript from a recording. We do not know 

whether and how the English text changed at the moment of the actual performance. 

However, it is possible to perceive some common traits and one notable difference. Both 

versions deploy a conceptual intricacy brought about by highly figurative language 

(metaphor, double entendre, wordplay) and a similar satirical intent emerging from the 

combination of different registers in the same sentence: the conventionality of sales talk 

and the informality of everyday speech. In addition to this, the Italian version presents a 

peculiarity connected with its textual origin. The fact that it is a translation is made 

explicit by the presence of a double narrator. A male and a female voice intertwine and, 

as the woman speaks, the man provides a sort of consecutive ‘translation’ into Italian or 

explanation of English phrases and acronyms. At other times the male narrator simply 

repeats the English locution of the original. There appear to be no logics behind the 

linguistic decisions taken and often the outcomes are incongruous. I wrote the male 

voice’s lines in brackets so as to indicate the mode of their utterance as parenthetical 

remarks or out-of-place commentaries. A supplementary effort is required on the part of 

the Italian listener in order to unravel the piece’s semantic tangle.  

 

 

4.4.8. The “sonic universe” in a docudrama 

 

While the ambiguity and conceptual density of Violin music lies at the level of 

language, with other Audiobox broadcasts the difficulty is in the first place connected 

with physical reception. We try to make sense of words (or sounds) that are indistinct or 

barely audible. One case in point is Curran’s Nineteen Eighty-Five: A Piece for Peace, 

broadcast on Radio RAI in 1985. The musical performance was the result of the mix of 

three simultaneous concerts in Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Venice, recorded and edited by 

Curran in a central studio in Frankfurt, from where the final programme was then aired to 
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the original venues as a single stereo radio concert. According to Tim Rutherford-Johnson 

(2017.144) Nineteen Eighty-Five is an example of pre-Internet musical composition 

“ideologically inspired by the concept of perfect communication between people or 

spaces that were remote from one another”. It reflected an idea of “global music” 

(2017.143) that had been made possible by the 1970s-80s technological developments 

long before notions of globalisation were brought about by the Internet. The three-

minute excerpt available on Curran’s website gives an idea of the editing work. From a 

ground of majestic music and vocalizations, expanded and reverberating through 

superimposed layers, verbal utterances emerge now and again as if from an old recording 

and are immediately swallowed up by the music’s flow. In an essay published on his 

website Curran explains that the speakers recite “138 names of countries” 

(http://www.alvincurran.com/writings/1985.html) at regular intervals throughout the 

fifty-minute performance. But without the author’s commentary listeners strive to simply 

hear the voices, let alone grasp their literal meaning. The composition can be read in the 

direction pointed to by the title: as a metaphor of the peaceful coexistence of peoples. At 

the same time, the shape of it entails recognition that, because a literal understanding of 

‘the other’ is not always possible, communication need go beyond words. 

In Curran’s work voices fight a losing battle against music, yet their function is 

essential. His effort is similar to the type of provocative discourse that had underlain 

experimental radio productions of the 1960s-70s. In the view of composers and radio 

makers such as Liberovici and Pressburger, the linear format of traditional documentary 

only served to produce a type of predictable truth against which they were employing all 

the instruments radio technology offered. They took part in a larger movement of sound 

art that throughout the 1970s would question assumptions of the nature and function of 

music, its relation to words and the listeners’ role. The relevance of the pure audio 

dimension for storytelling took centre stage. Street has explored the matter discussing 

Glenn Gould’s radio documentaries for the Canadian Broadcasting Company (CBC). The 

work of this Canadian musician and performer is of interest to this research because, as 

Street’s analysis demonstrates, it illustrates the process, at times controversial, through 

which creative radio based on facts expresses its “quality as ‘word music’, something 

which lies beyond the meaning of words and which can be engaged – either intentionally 

or accidentally – to link broadcaster and audience in a poetic dance” (Street, 2012.87). 

Gould’s work is part of the area of study situated in between the discipline of music and 

http://www.alvincurran.com/writings/1985.html
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the documentary urge that was intensely investigated in America and in Europe in the 

wake of John Cage (see for example Schafer’s soundscape, and the activity of Milan’s 

Studio di Fonologia Musicale).135 Focusing on the social, environmental and physical 

significance of sound in the urban and rural environment, composers but also radio 

makers started to consider “the world as a macrocosmic musical composition” (Schafer, 

1977.96) Such research became particularly important for Italian radio in the time-period 

under scrutiny in this section, the 1980s. 

Gould’s work Solitude Trilogy (1967-77) is an artistic exposition of the geographic 

and emotional isolation of remote regions of Canada. The three documentaries result 

from the mixing of voices from interviews with electronic music and ambient sounds, 

“elements that at times, threatened to overwhelm the words themselves” (Street, 

2012.94). This is an aspect of the composer’s documentary work that the distinguished 

BBC producer Piers Plowright criticizes, observing that treating words like notes results in 

the listener’s impossibility to grasp any meaning at all (cited in Street, 2012.94). But the 

near inaccessibility of the sound text reflects a key notion underlying Gould’s conception 

of the “radio work as a musical composition” (Street, 2012.95). Street points out how his 

claim that music “should take a frontal part of the sound stage, mixed at high levels, thus 

making the speech quite difficult to understand” (2012.95) was in fact a fully aware 

decision guided by the conviction that “the listener – almost physically – had to reach for 

the meaning behind the music” (2012.95. Italics in the original). Gould’s practice is rooted 

in the common belief among experimental composers that the concept of music 

encompasses all the sounds of the environment surrounding us. Interviews, like any other 

sound, can be manipulated and moulded into a composition. Along the continuum 

Gould’s documentaries and Curran’s Nineteen Eighty-Five would occupy an area that is 

situated at the fictional end but runs parallel to the drama-documentary line because 

arguably music is its focus rather than narration. Yet the role of speech in these 

broadcasts is not to be overlooked. Almost deprived of its original semantic depth, it 

deploys a fundamental counterpointing function to music. 

                                                             
135 The life of the Canadian pianist has been the object of a 1993 biopic by François Girard, Thirty Two Short 

Films About Glenn Gould. Interestingly, in its very structure the film seems to repropose the type of artistic 

exploration carried out by Gould and his fellow musicians into the interrelations between music as creative 

effort, environmental sound and the documentation of reality. Inspired by musical composition (32 is the 

number of Bach’s Goldberg Variations in Gould’s best-known interpretation), the film blends documentary 

material and fictional recreations, including fragments of the musician’s “celebrated 1967 radio documentary 

The Idea of the North” (White, 2006.n.p.), the first of the Solitude Trilogy. Jerry White (2006.n.p.) fittingly 

emphasizes the conceptual relevance of the film that, besides biographical matters, also investigate “Gould's 

challenging theoretical ideas.” 
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Consideration of all sounds as music and of the compositional possibilities offered 

by the environment around us springs from the same research interest that fostered 

Schafer’s enthusiasm for a world of resonating entities in mutual relationship. When he 

says 

Behold the new orchestra: the sonic universe! 

And the musicians: anyone and anything that sounds! (Schafer, 1977.97) 

he is sustained by a belief that noises can become an object of study as any other in the 

world simply because they are a part of a reality which is under everyone’s eyes, or 

rather, in everyone’s ears. Arguably, the “sonic universe” is a ‘document’ that can be 

treated through recording and manipulation in order to testify something about the 

world. A similar notion lies underneath Audiobox’s approach to radio docufiction, as 

Roberto Paci Dalò, an artist and a composer whose works had been aired in the series, 

recognizes in a letter condemning the RAI’s decision to close it down. He states that 

Audiobox invited listeners “to an increasingly differentiated and informed enjoyment of 

the sound phenomena of which everyday reality is today composed of” (Paci Dalò, 

1998.n.p.).136 In addition to this, the nonconformist view on language tries to make a 

political point. The fact that words become pure sound with no logical meaning puts into 

question accepted ideas on language’s capacity to communicate, transmit knowledge, 

and assert ‘the’ truth. We have seen such mechanism at work in Giuggiola and to an even 

higher degree in Violin Music. 

 

 

4.4.9. Making sense of sound. The listening experience of docudrama 

 

In connection with the compositional strength of words and the debate on the 

communicative value of language, Audiobox also questions the signification of listening. 

In her exploration of the influence of Beckett's radio works on Italian radio drama, Maria 

Parisi (2006.220) analyses Ermanno Cavazzoni's Rivelazione di Giovanni [John’s 

revelation] (1998), a phantasmagorical rendering of John the Apostle's experience of a 

sort of “celestial heaven”137 (Parisi, 2006.220) as unintelligible – and therefore disruptive 

                                                             
136 Invitato a una fruizione sempre più differenziata e consapevole dei fenomeni sonori di cui oggi si 

compone la realtà quotidiana. 
137 Paradiso celeste. 
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to all intellectual faculty – sound. The drama is nonstandard in itself, both in its form and 

in the type of questions it puts forward. Through the interplay between the two primary 

codes of radio – words and specifically written music – it positions the listener “in the 

'mind' of the “acoustic mirror” of his/her perceptive faculties” (2006.222).138 In the world 

opened up by the radio piece he / she becomes “the real 'object' of the drama”139 

(2006.222) while its heart is the reception process itself. The play’s final engagement is to 

arouse the listeners’ awareness of their own capacities. What is at stake here is not the 

story of a character to be listened to, but the possibility to “set listening or authentic 

evocation free: Listen! Listen to how you listen” (2006.222. Italics in the original).140 It is 

by this way that “the listening ritual”141 (2006.222) commences. A production of Radio 

France, Rivelazione was scheduled in the 1998-99 winter season of the series and this is 

the latest record of an Audiobox broadcast I have managed to find. 

At the end of the century the fertile ground that had nurtured Audiobox’s drive 

towards experimentation with sound, technical innovation and a form of internationalism 

appeared to have dried up. In the same letter Paci Dalò (1998.n.p.) emphasized the 

incomprehensibility of the RAI’s decision to rule out of its schedule a programme that 

was innovative, culturally effective and internationally recognized, implicitly suggesting 

that its very eccentricity might have represented a somewhat disturbing spur to the 

institutional body. Remarkably, the ending of Audiobox corresponds to a standstill in the 

RAI schedule. In the following decades documentary on national radio suffered from 

limitation in both form and number of productions. In order to follow the evolution of the 

genre in the 2000s we will have to turn outside the institutional network. Independent 

producers constitute a bottomless pit of resources not only for the lovers of the genre 

but also for the RAI’s remaining few dedicated slots. 

 

 

4.4.10. The great absentee? Docudrama and authorial documentaries in the 2000s 

 

The great season of docudrama at the RAI comes to a close at the turn of the 

century. Radiodocumentary as a general category finds itself in a condition of neglect. It 

                                                             
138 Nella ‘mente’ dello “specchio acustico” delle sue facoltà percettive. 
139 Il vero ‘oggetto’ del dramma. 
140 Dare libero corso all’ascolto o a un’autentica evocazione: Ascolta! Ascolta come ascolti. 
141 Il rituale dell’ascolto. 
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seems on the one hand to have lost its grip on the large public, on the other, to have 

slipped out of the scholars’ focus. Morawski and Vincenti lament the critics' tendency to 

downplay its importance on present-day radio. In Radioexpress. Corso di giornalismo 

radiofonico in 18 stazioni, Gustavo Rosenfeld's course in radio journalism published by 

Centro di Documentazione Giornalistica in 2004, the genre, they say, is dismissed with 

only a few words: “a historical or chronicle-like narration based on archive materials, 

particularly suitable for “official occasions, anniversaries, national holidays”” (Rosenfeld, 

2004 cited in Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.144-5).142 It remains as a marginal and élite-

oriented format in dedicated weekly programmes on Radio 3, the highbrow channel for 

the happy few. In 2017 the only documentary series broadcast on national radio will be 

Tre Soldi, which, according to one of its producers, Pavolini (2013.53), continues the 

tradition of the 2000s authorial documentary. As we shall see in the next section, 

broadcasts of this type are characterized by a focus on local or regional realities, accurate 

research of themes, original writing, personal rendering and a certain amount of 

experimentation, in accordance with each author’s individual style. To all appearances 

such an intellectual engagement does not arouse a comparable interest on the part of 

the radio's executive boards, whose attention is centred on audience reception and 

ratings. Calling upon listeners to support a continuation of the Audiobox series, Paci Dalò 

(1998.n.p.) says that the real motivations behind the declared scheduling needs entailed 

by the company’s reorganization may well be “economic cuts or audience policies that 

appear frankly indecipherable”.143 Amato (2005.88) attributes Radio RAI's loss of 

attention for its institutional responsibilities – the ‘inform’ côté of the public company's 

engagement – to the rise of commercial radios in the 1980s and the ensuing urge to keep 

up to date with the new listening habits.144 Whatever the reason, economic factors seem 

to have got the upper hand over aesthetic-artistic concerns, as a new conception of the 

mutual relationship between production and reception slowly established. In 1996 Mauro 

Wolf (1996.6) had highlighted how documentary, “a particularly exposed and vulnerable 

genre”, functions as a litmus paper for the institution’s policies: 

[A] strong identity and a culture rooted in public service help maintain a role for the 

documentary, an identity and an important function. On the other hand, where 

                                                             
142 Una narrazione storico-cronachistica basata su materiali d'archivio, particolarmente adatta a «ricorrenze, 

anniversari, feste nazionali». 
143 Ragioni dettate piuttosto da tagli di tipo economico o da politiche degli ascolti francamente indecifrabili. 
144 For an analysis of the process of transformation of public broadcasting and of the unavoidable adjustments 

face to the rise of the private system across the 1980s-1990s see Menduni, 2001, pp. 169-182. 
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public broadcasting is focused exclusively on its ability to compete with private 

broadcasting for audience share there is little likelihood the documentary will survive, 

since priority will be given to other more competitive genres. 

Indeed, in the Italian case it is a whole manner of conceiving and making radio 

that “has been put into crisis” (Wolf, 1996.6) in the last decade of the twentieth century. 

Even without investigating the rationale behind the RAI's decisions, other scholars agree 

that a fundamental change of course has taken place. Together with Rivelazione di 

Giovanni Parisi reviews a number of productions that are all contemporary to, when not 

broadcast in, Audiobox. She considers that “we can trace the last substantial experience 

of programmatic patronage in Italy, that is, of a commitment to explore and enhance a 

“culture of hearing”, to the more than experimental character of a programme like 

Audiobox” (Parisi, 2006.106).145 Yet it is possible to pinpoint new forms taking shape 

throughout the first decade of the present century partly within the RAI and at a higher 

degree in the area of independent production. One, the authorial documentary, can be 

viewed as proper trend; the other is more of an increasingly widespread fashion of 

exploiting the archives as exclusive source for storytelling. 

 

 

4.4.10.1. The importance of stylistic choices 

 

The declining line in the determination to experiment with sound at the RAI in the 

2000s does not by all means indicate a neglect of the genre(s) on the part of 

practitioners. On the contrary, programmes seem to take up a distinctive identity as 

“documentaries d’auteur”146 (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.112. My italics) signed by 

professional writers, academics and artists. So much so that according to Morawski and 

Vincenti (2011.140) they constitute a fourth trend starting in the mid-1990s and reaching 

well into the present decade. Broadcasts are for the most part issued of independent 

bodies and some are aired on Radio 3. One notable exception was Centolire147 (1998-

2003), a series entirely produced by the RAI which commissioned important writers and 

artists to realize highly individualized documentaries. Pavolini (2013.47) locates their 

                                                             
145Si può far risalire alla vena più che sperimentale di un programma come Audiobox l’ultima sostanziale 

esperienza in Italia di mecenatismo programmatico, ovvero di impegno di ricerca e stimolo della «cultura 

dell’ascolto». 
146 Documentari d’autore. 
147 Cento lire, rendered as one word in the title, means ‘one hundred liras’. 
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distinctive character in a production process that made each work into a “prototype”.148 

Through manipulation of “materials from reality, oral history, improvisation and 

experimentation”149 (2013.47) sound was shaped into a “form of radio writing”150 

(2013.47) unique to each author. Meticulousness in the choice of the subject matter was 

another fundamental trait: 

The writers of the Centolire described fragments of the country which they knew 

particularly well, on which they had carried out in-depth explorations because these 

had been part of their everyday work for years and not because they had been sent 

over there to nose around for a few hours” (2013.47-48).151 

Decisions on themes were guided by a common determination among authors to 

foreground aspects of local culture: “What counted was the desire to narrate places and 

jobs belonging to everyone, public transportation, schools, hospitals, but in an intimate 

perspective” (2013.47).152 According to Pavolini this authorial tradition was resumed in 

2010 by Tre Soldi, the only documentary slot still aired by the RAI at the moment of the 

writing of this thesis. It mostly relies on external contributions employing a mixed form of 

production: documentary material is collected and interviews are recorded by 

independent bodies, while the editing is often taken on by the RAI staff (Corrias, 2015). 

Tre Soldi also hosts many documentaries that are presented each year at the radio 

section of the Bellaria Film Festival, an international showcase for contemporary 

documentary. Some of them from the 32nd edition will be analysed in chapter 5. The 

persistence of typifying aspects such as a search for a personal radio style, in-depth 

knowledge of and familiarity with the subject, the readiness to experiment with the audio 

matter, the centrality of the director and/or producer place these broadcasts within the 

authorial trend.  

 

 

4.4.10.2. The vicious circle of the archives 

 

                                                             
148 Prototipo. 
149 I materiali della realtà, la storia orale, l’improvvisazione e la sperimentazione. 
150 Scrittura radiofonica. 
151 Gli scrittori delle Centolire raccontavano pezzi del paese che conoscevano particolarmente bene, con i 

quali avevano frequentazioni approfondite, perché magari facevano parte del loro lavoro di ogni giorno da 

anni e non per essere stati mandati lì a ficcare il naso per qualche ora. 
152 Quello che contava era la voglia di raccontare luoghi e mestieri di tutti, mezzi pubblici, scuole, ospedali, 

ma in una prospettiva intima. 
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Since the end of last century documentary forms have recorded a general drop-off 

on radio RAI, let alone docufiction or more experimental proposals. Apart from Tre Soldi, 

one-offs presenting the classical features of edited interviews with the interpolation of 

real documents and music are aired in Marcello Anselmo's Radio Doc slot, part of the 

Sunday culture programme Zazà. Interestingly during the authorial age we witness the 

persistence of “a new orientation”153 (Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.141) that started in 

the mid-1980s parallel to experimental docudrama. It implies a shift from documentary 

as a genre to a “work of documentation” (2011.141).154 The difference between the two 

expressions is subtle but not irrelevant. More of an undercurrent than a proper trend, it 

characterizes different types of programmes with a documentary slant. It consists in the 

unmediated exploitation of the archives as the exclusive source of information, coupled 

with chronicling or news reporting, in historical reconstructions pursuing “[a]ims of a 

documented reappraisal of the past” (2011.141).155 Of the three characteristics identified 

as the backbone of documentary in Italy since the 1950s – the stubborn determination to 

document reality, technological availability and the direct participation in the event – the 

latter, which was paramount in productions issued of the post war climate, seems to 

have lost predominance in favour of the in-studio reworking of archived material, 

epitomized in what Morawski and Vincenti (2011.141) identify as the key-words of the 

procedure: “cataloguing, unearthing, retrieving, circulating again”.156 Instead of creating 

fresh material through interviews and re-enacting carried out on purpose, reproduction 

of established sources, already reviewed and corroborated, seems to be preferred. The 

growing use of catalogued and archive material, which becomes a standard feature of 

many documentary programmes in the 2000s, may be the obvious result of financial 

concerns, but it also answers a contemporary need for reconstructing and reporting and 

produces what Rosenfeld probably quite rightly defines as a type of “historical or 

chronicle-like narration”157 (cited in Morawski and Vincenti, 2011.144) that aspires to 

objectivity and aims to shun all risks of connotation and ambiguity. Yet by means of a 

paradoxical twist creative invention, left out of the door because unreliable, comes back 

through the window and ends up affecting even the most classical broadcasts. At times a 

bizarre form of fictionalization, produced by the exploitation itself of multiple real 

                                                             
153 Un nuovo orientamento. 
154 Opera di documentazione. 
155 Obiettivi di rivisitazione documentata del passato. 
156 Catalogazione, scavo, recupero, rimessa in circolazione. 
157 Una narrazione storico-cronachistica. 
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(archived) material, seems to restate its own right to warp the reality of fact. Works of 

this type end up chasing their own tail, jammed up in a sort of unwitting meta-discourse. 

One outstanding example of the hyper-usage of the archive is a 2013 episode of 

Wikiradio, a loosely documentary series on air every day since 2011. Close to the 

authorial narration or the conference, each episode features a historical event that took 

place on the same day and month as those of the broadcast, retold by an expert and 

accompanied by the reading of filed documents, excerpts from stock footage and films, 

and music. Tina Modotti raccontata da Alessandra Mauro [Tina Modotti narrated by 

Alessandra Mauro] (2013) celebrates the 1929 exhibition of the great photographer's 

works in Mexico City employing a sort of Matryoshka-doll mechanism with a strikingly 

disorientating effect. Besides music and passages from a film, it makes use of extracts 

from older programmes devoted to the artist which themselves were typically built 

around historical accounts and records: Vita, atmosfere ed esperienze della fotografa 

Tina Modotti [Life, atmospheres and experiences of the photographer Tina Modotti] 

(2007) and Tina Modotti. Il fiore della rivoluzione [Tina Modotti. The flower of revolution] 

(2012). In such a process, whereby a programme based on documents in turn becomes 

an exploitable document, a spiralling movement is started off creating a double distance 

for the listener from actuality, so that we hardly make out where we stand. The vicious 

circle poses the terms of a paradox: how can the truthfulness of one documentary be 

attested by another one that is in turn based on documentary sources, themselves the 

result of a mediation? The double authentication looks in fact like a double falsification. 

Neglected in the name of objectivity, the counterfeit enters these forms of 

archival exploitation in the most pervasive manner, destabilizing the illustrative 

assumptions at the basis of the programme. It is a risk inherent, as we have seen, in 

documentary at large but in Italy it becomes more visible during the last three decades as 

an internal ‘movement’ that alters the documentary surface from underneath. At the 

moment of finishing this thesis the usage of the archives appears to start substantiating 

into an embryonic tendency. Broadcasts constructed entirely on documentary sources, 

with virtually no speaker’s commentary nor interviews expressly carried out, are more 

and more frequent both on sound media and in Media Studies education. An example is 

the course on radio documentary held at Bottega Finzioni, a very influential school of 

creative writing for publishing, radio and the cinema.158 Antonella Beccaria (2017), the 

                                                             
158 Founded in 2010 by the writer and tv presenter and producer Carlo Lucarelli, Bottega Finzioni is a private 
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teacher in charge of the course, proposes one single model of sound documentary 

entirely based on archive recordings from trials, news programmes, interviews and the 

like to illustrate great questions in the social and political life of Italy. This nascent trend 

in its relation to issues of truthfulness and media representation constitutes an area 

worth further scholarly exploration.  

 

 

4.4.10.3. Seriality 

 

Despite the often paradoxical outcomes of the over-exploitation of the archives, 

Wikiradio documentaries are still considered as predominantly journalistic products. The 

site’s presentation upholds the programme’s threefold cultural signification. First of all, 

its relevance for an understanding of the contemporary age: “Day by day Wikiradio 

constructs a sort of almanac of remarkable things it is useful to know in order to find 

one’s way through our modernity” 

(https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/).159 Secondly, its capacity to cover all 

areas of human knowledge, “from history to economics, from the cinema to science, 

literature, the theatre, visual arts, music” 

(https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/).160 Finally, its exhaustiveness in 

terms of signification, providing “an articulate mosaic that aims to present listeners with 

all the possible meanings of an event” 

(https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/).161 

Faced with such claims to an encyclopaedic understanding of reality, overtly 

hybrid productions are left very little margin. At the same time, and maybe as a 

consequence, a crystallization of codes and formats seems to prevail even in the creative 

areas of radio. Docudrama is absorbed into dedicated slots in which control over contents 

and themes is assured by repetition of form. It is the case of Cavosi and Pierattini's 

Teatrogiornale162, original in conception but somewhat platitudinal precisely because it 

                                                             
institution for higher education in the areas of creative writing and audio-visual production. It is an 

educational institution accredited by the Emilia-Romagna Region. It produces programmes for Sky and Fox 

Television and cooperates with publishing houses for books and publications. Students participate in the 

radio and tv projects as a form of training activity. 
159 Wikiradio costruisce giorno per giorno una sorta di almanacco di cose notevoli ed utili da sapere per 

orientarsi nella nostra modernità. 
160 Dalla storia all'economia, dal cinema alla scienza, la letteratura, il teatro, le arti visive, la musica. 
161 Un articolato mosaico che vuole restituire agli ascoltatori tutti i significati possibili di un avvenimento. 
162 The title plays upon the title of the RAI tv news (Telegiornale): Theatre-news. 

https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/
https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/
https://www.raiplayradio.it/programmi/wikiradio/
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was recurrent. Based on an original combination of theatre and journalism, the series 

produced by the RAI from 2000 to 2003 deals with faits divers and minor news stories 

about ordinary people in habitual social settings. In her thorough analysis of the 

programme, which she classifies as a radio play, Micaela Mecocci (2005.416) considers 

that “[d]aily life in this case is the absolute protagonist of both the story plots and the 

method used to package them”. The production process is indeed peculiar. As its slogan 

reads, “In the morning it’s news, in the afternoon it becomes a script, in the evening live 

fiction”.163 The outcome is a 15-minute performance broadcast live, an actual theatre 

piece based on real events with in-studio dialogues and sounds, and quotations from 

newspapers. As a storytelling device, Teatrogiornale utilizes the possibility offered by 

fictional narratives to distil the events of life extracting the phenomenal from the 

ordinary and exposing unconventional fragments of meaning. Mecocci situates it in 

continuity with the German tradition of “Neues Hoerspiel (New Radio Drama)” (2005.415. 

Italics in the original) which considered the radio play’s fundamental function “not only 

for aesthetic pleasure” (2005. 415) but also for the possibility it offered to “evoke new 

perspectives in both private and social life” (2005.415). Presenting “the concerns of 

individual private life against the background of collective social reality” (2005.416), 

Teatrogiornale urges listeners to come to terms and identify with stories different from 

their own, and thus become aware of wider issues and problems in present history. 

In the case of Teatrogiornale the fact-fiction knot is loosened in favour of the 

creative factor. The link with the headlines is granted by the speaker’s voice introducing 

the news item that has inspired the drama and by the presence of well-known journalists 

that read out news excerpts. But the feel of objectivity is soon swamped by the 

succession of the actor’s lines that foreground the constructedness of the dramatic action 

and invite listeners to deep emotional involvement. The authors’ purpose is indeed “to go 

beyond the news, that is, the pure and unbiased information, in order to move in the 

more vital and authentic dimension of real feelings” (2005.416), as the playwright Cavosi 

states in a 2005 interview with Mecocci. Nevertheless, such fundamental relationship 

with journalism seems to be blurred as the listening experience goes on and the 

fictionalization effort ends up rendering the episodes of Teatrogiornale extremely similar 

to classical radio drama. This probably accounts for a sense of fixity and repetitiveness. 

Revolutionary in conception, the programme loses some of its innovative strength 

                                                             
163 La mattina è una notizia, il pomeriggio diventa un copione, la sera fiction in diretta. 
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because of a tendency to become formulaic owing to its standardized character as a daily 

appointment in the schedule. 

 

 

4.4.11. Conclusion to the Italian section 

 

Along our continuum Teatrogiornale occupies an area at the farthest fictional end. 

If we move down towards the other end, in the direction of the documentary proper, we 

are met with an exemplary programme constituting the latest offspring of the RAI 

docudramatic effort as yet. The episodes in Cuore di tenebra. Dentro la storia [Heart of 

darkness. Inside history] (2010-2013) present accounts of historical events narrated 

through the life and actions of an emblematic figure, alternating the speaker’s reasoned 

commentary with acted out scenes, excerpts from documents and films, and a little 

music. It is an instance of a well-balanced amalgam of fiction, actuality and journalistic 

exposition, with a strong predominance of the latter pulling the strings of the entire 

account. By the time it ceased in 2013, the programme was, Bonini (2013.80) puts it 

bluntly, “the only surviving case of docufiction / docudrama”164 on Italian radio. At the 

moment of writing this thesis, even compared to the small amount of documentaries (the 

Tre Soldi slot), the docudramatic output at the RAI virtually equals zero. Conversely, there 

appears to be an entire, extremely vital undercurrent of audio producers outside the 

institutional channels, some of which have associated into organizations such as 

Audiodoc and Radiovideodoc, characterized by a high level of experimentation with 

different types of sound documentary and cross-genre productions. Despite the little 

consideration shown by institutional channels and possibly the general public, far from 

lacking momentum the genre stands out for the great variety of forms and languages, 

often in fruitful connection with other media, as will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The institutional panorama looks even grimmer if we look back at the complex 

and sophisticated tradition inherited from the 1950s, which would seem to constitute a 

solid basis for unwavering evolution. Following Morawski and Vincenti’s categorization, 

this chapter has considered the development of Italian documentary / docudrama 

according to four trends: 

                                                             
164 L'unico caso sopravvissuto di docufiction / docudramma. 
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− The journalistic, adopting a ‘classical’ structure of interviews and narrator’s 

commentary and aimed at illustrating the postwar effort towards reconstruction and 

democracy, with a special focus on ordinary or destitute people and everyday life 

(1950s-60s); 

− The experimental, considering the relationship between the various components of 

sound (words, effects and music) as a narrative device capable of disclosing layers of 

meaning exceeding verbal denotation, in the direction of a poetic reading of reality 

(1950s-60s); 

− The docudramatic, utilizing technical innovations (on-tape recording of interviews, 

“fonomontaggio” or the “writing on tape”), over-manipulation of noises and re-

enactment to generte connotative meaning about current social and political 

concerns, with an eye on linguistic varieties and registers (1970s); 

− The authorial, deploying the very personal stylistic characteristics of each writer’s 

hand and a wish to bear witness to local or regional realities in an original way 

(2000s). 

Within the docudramatic tendency we have seen the emergence in the 1980s of a 

post-modernist attitude to the sound matter that was substantiated into imaginative 

pieces in which the documentary evidence (recorded interviews and ambient noises) 

underwent a similar process of fictionalization to that of the re-enacted parts. This 

contributed to blur the fact-fiction boundary even further and produce a sense of 

disorientation in the listener as to the point being made. Beliefs in concepts of 

truthfulness and faithful representation were also put to test. 

Indeed, in the last season of radio documentary (1980s-90s) docudrama became 

the showcase of innovative forms both national and international. The Audiobox series 

hosted broadcasts that stretched the relationship between words, sound and signification 

to its limits. These works owed their conceptual and physical impact partly to the 1970s 

research into the expressive potentialities of music with a consideration of all types of the 

world’s noises as elements of a global composition. As a consequence, they also focused 

on the importance of the listening experience and on the value of the co-creation of 

meaning between author and listener. 

Another orientation has very recently emerged at about the same time as the 

development of the productions d’auteur. It is archive-based search that makes of filed or 

indexed material (footage, recordings, documents, etc.) the exclusive matter through 
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which narration is constructed. It constitutes an undercurrent to many kinds of 

documentary exploring history and society through authenticated materials by simply 

editing and combining them. The hazard of such an approach is that programmes may be 

caught up in a web of archival allusions and cross-references in which it is extremely hard 

to make out reconstructed reality and ‘the truth’.  

It is important to emphasize again the double nature of the adopted classification 

(Morawski and Vincenti’s model and my additions). The tendencies cover specific time-

periods and are made to correspond to subsequent stages in the development of sound 

documentary, but they also constitute paradigmatic currents that have continuously 

intertwined, walked in parallel and influenced each other, one or the other prevailing in 

turn at specific moments. At the crossroads of the two axes, the chronological and the 

aesthetic, it is possible to spot some characteristics that persist all along the evolution of 

the forms from the 1950s and reach well into the present. They can be summed up as 

follows: 

- A journalistic attitude: a wishful disposition to document reality. 

- The search for the surprising or unexpected side of an event, coupled with the attempt 

to give voice to the voiceless ones: minorities, the marginal, the destitute. 

- A focus on common language (idiomatic forms, dialects, regional and individual 

inflections). 

- The manipulation of sound, whether in the form of simple, allusive interruptions of the 

linear exposition or as the centre of the discourse in the more experimental forms. 

- The usage of archival (or otherwise indexed) material, also from other artistic fields. 

These features substantiate the most recent kinds of docufiction, in various 

degrees and with different outcomes. The few documentary programmes still produced 

by the RAI are usually broadcast within dedicated weekly slots and they show a certain 

uniformity of structure and choice of content. Despite the innovative antecedents in the 

history of Italian docudrama, serialization brings about a risk of a loss of originality and 

undermines the impact of the genre in terms of knowledge building. Conversely, outside 

the institutional domain it is possible to find remarkable instances of a new search, 

conceptually rich and at times extremely refined, into the documentary value of sound 

art. The matter will be discussed in chapter 5 in view of delineating a functional typology 

for present day production. 
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4.5. Britain 

 

4.5.1. The formation of lines of persistence in postwar docudrama 

 

In reviewing the history of Italian docudrama since the 1950s it is possible to trace 

general trends that came into bloom at a certain point in time and see how the genre’s 

features were altered or stayed on while a new tendency started to form. The British 

situation appears less variegated and, despite the unavoidable modifications in the 

cultural background and the institutional policies, less subject to macroscopic changes in 

time.  

Paget (1990.46-47) talks about “continuities present in UK radio documentary” 

typical of the 1930s features and inherited by post war productions, for example “[t]he 

use of a narrator, narration through song, and the notion of the 'actuality' field recording” 

(Paget, 1990.46). The term “continuity” appears extraordinarily fitting for an analysis of 

the British situation not only in its historical development but also in its contemporary 

manifestations. It refers to typical traits of content and form that seem to stay on despite 

the cultural and technological changes that have unavoidably influenced documentary 

making and the BBC’s broadcasting policies. Obviously, an idea of continuity is present in 

all documentary traditions but in the British case it can be used as an analytical tool 

because the character of persistence is particularly visible across the entire range of the 

drama-fiction spectrum and it regards both detectable constituents, like narrative speech, 

field recording and song, and a distinct technique of combining components into a 

consistent (and credible) whole. The type of themes and the manner in which they are let 

emerge in the course of the broadcast appear in accordance with the compositional 

practice. The variety of subject-matters typically at the centre of the documentary 

interest shows a tendency to crystallize into kernels which are substantiated, enriched 

and reinterpreted in various ways. The natural changes occurring throughout the genre’s 

history, be they in technology, finance or conception, are grafted on to this basis.  

This research has identified two main lines of continuity that, encompassing 

subjects tackled, sound components and editing technique, constitute two 

distinguishable approaches to radio documentary. One is the socio-political attitude 

devoting special attention to everyday life and ordinary people, and foregrounding their 
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unmediated speech. The other is close to an expressive art form focusing on the 

individuals’ emotional reaction to events and grounded in the producer’s or the director’s 

personal stylistic choices. The two lines may intertwine in a single broadcast and as a 

matter of fact they were issued of the same urge to document, testify to reality and 

produce information that has characterized British radio since its origins and Italian radio 

since the end of the war. With this in mind the present chapter looks at how the 

identified continuities were formed and how they have been shaped into individual 

productions starting from post war years. It also considers the paradoxical outcomes of 

an approach reflecting the institutional broadcaster’s concern for objectivity, impartiality 

and documentation.  

 

 

4.5.2. Paradoxes of the documentary intent in postwar radio 

 

As we have seen in the first part of chapter 1 on the institutional debates at the 

BBC, one of the broadcaster’s primary concerns in making radio documentary was 

truthfulness and objectivity. Two postwar series in particular are paradigmatic of the urge 

to testify to historical reality in a direct and unbiased manner, the long-running In Our 

Time (1958-1976) and America Since the Bomb (1966-1967). Episodes in the series 

displayed a standardized format, putting together witnesses’ accounts and personal 

memories mediated by an expert’s commentary. Yet the relation between the technique 

of manipulation and reality (history) in even the most conventional forms may turn out as 

a clash rather than as an informative, knowledge-enhancing association. One programme 

devised by Gilliam for the In Our Time slot highlights the irksome quality of undertakings 

of this kind. In 1959-60, the then head of the Feature Department wrote to Eduardo Del 

Rio, the Ministry of Information's Secretary under Francisco Franco's government, 

proposing a “radio documentary feature” (Gilliam, n.d.) on the Spanish Civil War to be 

broadcast in the series. To my knowledge the broadcast was never realized, but the letter 

raises a number of ethical considerations on the public service’s tasks in relation to issues 

of objectivity in highly ideological contexts. The rhetorical strategy employed by Gilliam in 

order to convince the minister insists on the character of neutrality and historical 

faithfulness of the programme – concepts that are at odds, to say the least, with the 

Spanish political context. He states that these broadcasts “are largely made up of the 
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recorded voices of the living witnesses, of the contemporary who can give first-hand 

evidence” (Gilliam, n.d.), and adds: “This is to be a strictly impartial programme which will 

have as its object the cause of history” (Gilliam, n.d.). Such attitude reflects a genuine 

documentary interest that was at the centre of the BBC’s policies, yet in the given 

historical circumstances it shows its limits. Concepts related to documentary truth and 

journalistic objectivity border on a grey area of ambiguity, especially when the gravity of 

the situation demands that a precise ethical or political stance be adopted. Compliance 

with the broadcaster's requirements sounds – and must have sounded at the time – 

sinisterly questionable as a justification for addressing the Spanish minister as a 

democratic leader like any other.165 

Another example of the paradoxical implications of documentaries presenting 

themselves as direct portraits of events corroborated by knowledgeable analysis is the 

heterogeneous nature of the series America Since the Bomb. In this case we are met with 

the intriguing question of what is the informative relevance of broadcasts that expose 

reality to the manipulating action of literary imagination. The series presented a 

reflection on various aspects of American life after the government’s decision to develop 

a nuclear arsenal. The presentation of the 1966 season points out the mainly illustrative 

and explanatory purposes of the programme, in line with the soberest documentary 

intents: “It is concerned with the cultural scene no less than with purely social trends, for 

neither can be understood clearly without consideration of the other. The series 

comprises twenty programmes under the general editorship of D. G. Bridson, grouped 

around three documentaries, Korea to Vietnam, which trace the historical background” 

(‘America Since the Bomb’, 1966.3). Aspiration to comprehensiveness is coupled with a 

main interest for historicism and pre-eminence given to factual or news formats in the 

area of documentary. Nevertheless, besides talks and proper documentaries, it also 

proposed poetry and drama. In 1966 it scheduled The Investigator, a 1954 Canadian 

Broadcasting Company (CBC) production of Reuben Ship's radio play on the days of 

McCarthyism. In a letter to R.D. Usherwood, Bridson (1966.n.p. My italics) defined it as “a 

satirical fantasy that helped notably to demolish a political image that had become 

dangerously acceptable”. How satire and imagination meet the illustrative and 

argumentative needs of a principally informative programme is open to question. We are 

                                                             
165 In Our Time is today a live series running since 1998, presented by Melvyn Bragg and hosting academics 
who discuss cultural, scientific or historical topics. 
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once again confronted with the difficulty to keep to a rigid categorization and draw a 

clear line between types, if not neatly contoured genres, in relation to a programme’s 

function and objectives, particularly when issues of mediation and representation of 

reality are at stake. 

Notions of objectivity and historical faithfulness present contradictory facets every 

time documents are manipulated and moulded into a transmissible narrative, even the 

more so when such narrative is in sound. The fact/fiction border is not any longer clearly 

visible, while the ethical correctness of programmes is called into question. Whereas in 

the most imaginative pieces this drift is obvious, it is less apparent in programmes that, 

like America since the Bomb and In Our Time, uphold the flag of journalism. Their 

structure and themes, as well as the principles central to their conception, constitute the 

backbone of British documentary since the 1920s and were employed in the golden age 

of radio documentary as an authenticating device. Nevertheless the contradiction has 

persisted throughout. The next part of this section focuses in particular on the way 

manipulation in sound lets elements of ambiguity emerge in the two main types of 

programmes issued of such approach: the socio-political feature and the authorial 

docufiction. 

 

 

4.5.3. Montage editing in the service of marginal stories 

 

The two continuities identifiable in British radio documentary descend from a 

common practice rooted in the exploitation of one of the medium’s technical availabilities 

– montage editing. In his explorations of the forms of sound documentary drama and the 

ideologies underpinning them, Paget (1999.46) points to “a radio montage documentary 

tradition” that has deeply affected British documentary production throughout its history. 

It can be traced back to the end of the 1920s, when for the National Programme166 

Harding and Bridson, together with the folk singer MacColl, first conceived what Paget 

(1990.46) calls “remarkable radio features” documenting working-class life. They blended 

factual information, actuality recording and sound effects in what was at the time a 

strikingly original manner. This is how Paget (1990.46) describes the production process: 

                                                             
166 The National Programme was the UK broadcasting service from 1930 to 1939, when it was replaced by 

the BBC Home Service. 
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“'Facts', in the work of the BBC Northern Region under Harding, were montaged with 

music, song and narration in the presentation of serious subjects to listeners who had to 

work towards their own construction of the elements offered”.167 The critic views this 

structure and the call for the listener’s active involvement as an example of an “exercise 

in complex seeing” (Brecht, 1931, in Willett, 1997.44), made possible by the acquisition of 

the collision montage technique from the cinema on the part of radio makers (Paget, 

1990.46). This particular approach, which aimed to call attention to social and political 

topics of paramount importance to common people, was to become a landmark in radio 

documentary making.  

The importance of montage editing is also discussed by McHugh in connection 

with the sound treatment of oral history for broadcasting purposes. She emphasises the 

function of “honing and sequencing a long interview so that it unfolds as compelling 

narrative” (McHugh, 2012.38), thanks to which the historical account can reach a larger 

public beyond the academy. The technique permitting oral history to acquire “narrative 

complexity (and broader historical scope) from bringing several informants into 'dialogue' 

by juxtaposition of similar or opposing views” (2012.38) was perfected in the mid-1940s 

by BBC producer William Robert Rodgers in his Radio Portraits (1946?-1952?)168 of Irish 

writers. Stylistic uniformity was achieved through an exacting job of editing, cutting out, 

linking, dovetailing and interpolating. In the 1950s with the series People talking (1953-

58) Denis Mitchel went one step further. He adopted audio montage to discuss issues of 

importance to lower class people, presenting their voices with no intervention from a 

formal presenter or pre-scripted speech. For the first time a programme foregrounded 

the speech of the outcast and the forgotten: tramps, lorry drivers, prisoners, the 

homeless, whose recorded voices were bridged into “dialogue” to produce a narrative out 

of interviews. The trend came into full bloom with the often-mentioned, and now a 

classic of radio documentary, Radio Ballads (1958-1964), produced by Parker and MacColl 

for the BBC Home Service, which contributed to the establishment of a true tradition. The 

first one, The Ballad of John Axton on the heroic death of a train driver, is an example of 

montage technique drawing together field recording, song and narration to convey 

additional meaning for the listener to discover beyond bare facts (Paget, 1990.47). 

                                                             
167 The BBC Northern Region division, based in Manchester, was one of the five stations established in 1929 

following the restructuring of the national radio network (Wood, 2008.101-102). It stretched from the 

borders with Scotland to Lincolnshire (cf. Hendy, n.d.). 
168 For the dates of production cf. Williams Robert Rodgers Collection (2012) at the Harry Ransom Center 

(US). 
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Another seven one-hour ballads followed. McHugh (2012.43) considers them a landmark 

in the development of the format she calls COHRD:  

Though loosely documentary, the series was groundbreaking in theme and technique. 

It dealt with the lives and preoccupations of ‘ordinary people’, speaking directly to 

listeners: fishermen, coal miners, railway workers and navvies, and previously 

unconsidered groups such as polio sufferers, Travellers (Britain’s nomadic peoples), 

boxers and teenagers.  

The Ballads did not only establish an aesthetic principle that would leave an 

indelible imprint on the development of the genre up to contemporaneity. It has also 

given birth to some direct offspring. In 2006 BBC Radio 2 produced a series by the same 

name, with Vince Hunt and Sarah Parker (daughter of C. Parker) as interviewers, and John 

Tams as musical director. In 1985 BBC Stoke and Staffordshire had broadcast Arthur 

Wood's On the Cut, a ten-part documentary series about life and work on the region's 

canals (“cut” being the local dialect word for canal), a programme which in turn had 

borne quite a few similarities with the original Ballads. 

Apart from forms of direct legacy such as these, the influence of the Ballads on the 

British radio documentary production to follow is undeniable. The format may vary but 

some standard features recur in a high number of documentary broadcasts and have in 

time become typicalities: 

- a focus on the stories of the anonymous ones, much in the same direction taken by 

Italian productions of the 1950s; 

- the presence of the witnesses’ voices recorded live: 

- the presence of the environment through its noises; 

- the edited (or montaged) interview as the main narrative device; 

- the reading of excerpts from official / institutional documentary sources. 

The two continuities I have identified spring from this common basis. While its 

legacy is clearly visible in the first one – the socio-political feature – the authorial line 

encompasses productions that present recognizable elements of stylistic difference, so 

that the attention to collective concerns fades in the background.   

 

 

4.5.3.1. Peopling and overcrowding: The feature as a political and social mirror 
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We have already come across this urge to have ‘the people’ directly express 

themselves in Italian documentary. This is partly connected with a political stance of the 

time “mythologizing the working classes” (Hendy, 2009.228), but it also has much to do 

with aesthetic concerns. MacColl himself considers that “documentary […] needs to be 

peopled in some way” (cited in Hendy, 2009.227. Italics in the original) in order to shun 

the risks of dullness inherent in constructed (cultivated) speech with its monotonous tone 

– when experts are interviewed, for example – on the one hand, and in catalogues of 

facts and statistics that most often than not end up effacing the truthfulness of the very 

voices that utter them, on the other. One way of enlivening a sound story without 

renouncing authenticity is letting experience be told by those who actually live it – almost 

literally peopling it. Hendy (2009.228-229. Italics in the original) considers that “the 

fundamental idea that lived experience speaks more eloquently than second-hand 

experience is undoubtedly a recurring influence in documentary well beyond the confines 

of the Radio Ballads” and contends that it remains the basic constituent of documentary 

today.  

This view is shared by Josephine Coleman in her survey of British docudrama from 

the 1950s to the digital age based on a number of recordings kept at the British Library 

Sound Archive. She states that, despite the many technological advancements allowing 

for greater and greater sophistication in production and the listeners' changed, somehow 

more refined, demands, “overall the docudrama form has remained remarkably 

constant” (Coleman, 2010.52). A constancy that interests both the centrality of authentic 

speakers and the assemblage of disparate materials. ‘The people’ may take the lead of 

the narration in different ways: through direct speech – the interview – or in a mediated 

manner, through diaries, written testimonies, letters, etc. She points to Piers Plowright's 

The Battle of Britain (1978) on the Royal Air Force’s effort against Nazi Germany’s air 

attacks in 1940 as one outstanding instance of the mixed use of factual material, scripted 

text and sound effects, artfully compounded through elaborate editing techniques. 

Plowright, who continued to be a producer at the BBC well into the 1990s, has been 

among the winners of Prix Italia for documentary twice. In 1988 he received the National 

Order of Journalists and Italian National Press Association Prize for his BBC documentary 

One Big Kitchen Table (1988). It stages one day in a delicatessen store in Philadelphia, 

invigorated by the memories of his founder, a Hungarian who settled down in the US 

before WWI, and punctuated by exchanges with his family and customers. In the Jury's 
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motivation we read: “This programme has been awarded the Prize for the quality of the 

production due to its structure and to the fineness of its mixage [sic.] and, above all, to 

the atmosphere of conviviality which spurs the audience to «part-take» in the 

programme” (RAI, n.d.[b].240). An evaluation of the aesthetic import of the production 

goes together with the recognition of its capacity to associate the listener in a form of 

common participation and possibly in a shared creative effort. “Conviviality” is yet 

another term to refer to the people’s presence as a mark of authentication and to the 

shareability of the narrated experience as evidence of radio’s effectiveness.  

The potential pitfalls of a search for quality based on a complex structure 

purporting to testify to the experience of a community in realistic terms are highlighted 

by what, according to McHugh (2010.203), is the inheritor of the tradition inaugurated by 

the Radio Ballads. The 26-part series The Long March of Everyman (1971-72), produced 

by Michael Mason, was in conception intended to provide a view of history through the 

stories of “‘the man in the street’” (Briggs, 2000. 942). Asa Briggs (2000.942) states that, 

according to what is reported in the 1971 BBC Production files, episodes focused on the 

history of Britain from prehistoric times to the present and were based on ordinary 

people’s speeches “whenever these could be recovered”. When these could not for 

obvious temporal reasons, the makers resorted to authentic written material: “letters, 

diaries, official pronouncements, court proceedings, gravestone inscriptions, graffiti, 

popular rhymes, lyrics and jokes – each read by somebody who was the nearest 

equivalent of the original author” (Snowman, 2014.n.p.). This is where, we may add, the 

dramatic component starts to creep in blurring the documentary waters. Music and 

sound effects were also there, together with literary excerpts read out by actors. “The 

voices of many of the country's leading historians” (2014. n.p.), Briggs for one, were 

intended to lend historical credibility to the testimonies.  

Despite being a perfectly illustrative example of the oral-history genre at the 

centre of McHugh’s interest, the fact that it underplayed “the message” (McHugh, 

2010.203) in favour of “the effect” (2010.203) constitutes a fatal blemish. The series was 

bitterly criticised, as Hendy recalls, by John Carey in The Listener. The critic pointed to the 

eclecticism of the materials and the convoluted editing manner: “Snatches of folk songs, 

seagulls. Horses' hooves could be heard, punctuated by strange observations enunciated 

with a care which implied that they contained some occult significance... Scraps of plays, 

letters, diaries, poems, swept by in the radiophonic effluent” (Carey, 1972 cited in Hendy, 
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2009.234). The programme’s credibility and historical value were also endangered by the 

procedure: 

[W]ho wrote what, why, where – even whether he intended fact or fiction – were 

details repeatedly obliterated. […] The scholars were diligently prevented from 

putting across a cogent exposition of their subject, and what they did manage to say 

was so hacked about as to impair its meaning. (Carey, 1972 cited in Hendy, 2009.234). 

The review gives a taste of what might have been a shared perception among an 

average, non-intellectual radio audience and, even worst, among the ones the 

programme would have wanted to address (the underprivileged as the subject and object 

of the listening). More importantly, it indicates that the overload of information and the 

intensive editing may impair the authenticating effect they have been conceived to 

produce. 

McHugh (2010.204) states that the issues raised by The Long March (and by the 

Ballads before that) “are still relevant to today's radio documentary and feature makers: 

how to impart information clearly and accurately while making the most creative and 

beguiling use of the format”. Indeed the Ballads tradition, which is rooted in the 1930s 

research into the narrative power of real sound, has contributed to establishing an 

outstanding form of continuity. It is a fact that the bulk of a programme’s structure and 

content was replicated with virtually no changes – besides the logical contextual 

differences in regard to broadcasting policies and the cultural framework – for over fifty 

years. This may strike an Italian’s mind as a reflection of a very 'British' conception of 

radio broadcasting, condensed in the long-familiar triad ‘inform, educate and entertain’ 

devised by John Reith in the 1930s to explain the Broadcasting House's role and duty and 

aptly reprised by Gilliam in his 1950 discussion on the nature of “features”. Such a 

conception, which upholds the testimonial and at times didactic value of documentary 

and its importance in knowledge building, is the basis on which a concurrent trend 

developed and was soon to produce another type of continuity more attuned to the 

individualistic and ideologically variegated needs of contemporaneity. Producers like 

Plowright occupy an in-between area. On the one hand, they adhere to a long-standing 

model seeking to “people” documentary bringing the voice of the common ones to the 

fore of the narrative through a complex articulation of ordinary speech and field 

recording. On the other, they put their personal signature onto the radio work 

characterizing it in such a way that it appears to deviate from standardization and elude 
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the rigor of classifying efforts. In the next part I will look at what constitutes the process 

of personalization of documentary’s established formula inherited from the 1950s 

tradition. 

 

 

4.5.3.2. Understatement and intimacy: Features d'auteur 

 

In an article for The Listener, discussing Plowright’s Boundaries, a programme in 

Radio 3’s Scandinavian Season (1990), Nigel Andrew (1990.47) thus epitomized the 

producer’s direction: “This is a man who could make the Helsinki telephone directory 

interesting”. By that time, Plowright's work had become emblematic of one way of 

making documentary. During the 1970s production had undergone such a standardization 

of procedures, formats and topics, that makes McHugh (2010.148) talk about “an 

overdose of documentary-by-numbers”. She spotlights some of the problematic aspects: 

“over-exposition of a theme, use of an 'omniscient' Voice-of-God narrator and a clichéd 

attitude to production: narrator/interview clip1/narrator/interview clip2/music 

bridge/narrator” (McHugh, 2010.148). At that very moment a new orientation started to 

emerge in connection with practice. The “melancholic undercurrent” that, according to 

Hendy (2008.377), many Radio 4 programmes, especially documentaries, had developed 

can in my view be read as a deterioration-through-repetition of the traditional traits of 

social and democratic engagement which had brought to a concentration of the 

documentary interest on the injustices of the world and the sufferings of entire social 

classes. In the 1970s “tales of woe” (Hendy, 2008.377) of the kind started to give way to 

more emotionally appealing forms of “storytelling” (2008.378) that, relying on “character, 

plot, suspense, disruption and, very often, redemption” (2008.378) allowed for an 

exploration of the “grand themes of human experience […] through the testimony of 

ordinary people” (2008. 379). It is the season of authorial features reflecting a conception 

of documentary as an art form – something similar to what was setting in at about the 

same time on Italian radio. Producers like Peter Everett, Matt Thompson, or John 

Theocharis signed works with an unmistakable style of their own, in the direction of an 

emotionally engaging evocation and an intimate reflection that eschewed straightforward 

political declaration or social denunciation. Such attitude, as Hendy points out, owed 

something to Denis Mitchell's inclination to minimalism and Charles Parker's fascination 
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for the expressiveness of the human voice, but without the overload of sound layers that 

had so far characterized much of the docudramatic legacy (Hendy, 2008.380-381). 

The importance of the voice’s nuances is upheld by Street as a cornerstone of 

contemporary creative radio: “There is poetry in the way we speak, particularly when we 

are passionate [...] There is a poetry of pure sound, something that sings in beyond the 

words, like music, but subtly different somehow” (Street, 2012.xii. Italics in the original). 

This is what the critic calls “the poetry of the vernacular” (2012.xii), postulating that 

meaning is directly conveyed by language unfiltered by convention, through the inflection 

and the rhythm of the spoken word expressively modulated. Noises and the pauses 

between words also add to the poetic rhythm of the work. This is what Mitchell’s 

productions had done – bring out the extraordinary in people’s ordinary lives through the 

skilful blending of speech and silence (Street, 2012.75-76). Indeed, although they present 

some traits of the socially engaged tradition (the people’s voices, documentary as a 

testimony to marginalized conditions, small stories in history, etc.), features d’auteur 

foreground a search for intimacy that was extraneous to that tradition focused on 

collective issues and the workers. They owe to a search of an artistic – or poetic – type 

their interest for the acoustic value of speech, words’ polysemy and the listener’s active 

involvement in the creation of unfamiliar meaning.  

Appealing as it may be to a contemporary public for its potential to move and 

captivate without sounding didactic, this form also contains elements of controversy 

precisely because, while probing into sensitive matters of identity and self-recognition 

and often playing upon mechanisms of identification, it proceeds along the hazy fact-

fiction boundary in a rather troubling way. It is a poetic construct but it also claims to 

attest to the reality of facts, and one might rightly ask where the limit lies in which poetry 

yields to information of a scientific type. If it may not always be possible to discriminate 

between forms of knowledge, a further problem is how transfiguring ordinary speech into 

radiogenic sound impinges on questions of objectivity. Related issues concerning the way 

in which information is extracted and received are also at stake, in particular the extent to 

which people tell the truth when talking about personal matters (assuming they ever do) 

and whether identification is always a healthy practice. One case in point is Lee Hall's 

Spoonface Steinberg (1997), enormously successful at the time of its airing and followed 

by a series of adaptations for tv and the stage. Firmly sitting on the drama end of the 

spectrum, it nevertheless employs a wealth of documentary material to convey historical, 
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medical and religious information blending them smoothly into the narrative yet not 

eschewing the risk of an excess of data for a production that seeks to tackle an event in 

history through a very personal point of view. The next section discusses the side effects 

of a lyrical approach to matters of great cultural import. 

 

 

4.5.3.3. Complexities of the authorial approach: Spoonface Steinberg case study 

 

Spoonface Steinberg is an entirely fictional script based on documentary research 

about cancer, autism and the history of the Holocaust, which enter the narrative only 

indirectly, while the bulk of the story concerns a terminally ill 7-year-old girl coming to 

terms with her fate. The form is what Hendy (2008: 378) calls an “audio diary”, a 1-hour 

long monologue acted out by a young actress, with interludes from opera music. The 

narrative results from the intertwining of a few subplots to the main theme: the parents' 

problems with each other; episodes from the girl's relationship with Mrs Spud, the 

cleaner; an account of Dr Bernstein's description of his mother's experience as a child in a 

concentration camp. The various threads do contribute to the lyrical movement of the 

piece but they also require constant adaptation of a child's language to different (adult) 

registers: from the medical-scientific, to the existential, down to the philosophical and the 

religious. In particular, expressions and thoughts regarding a deep understanding of the 

adults' difficulties and a judgement of the tragedy of the Holocaust are, as Crook 

(1999b.146-147) states in his sharp analysis of the questionable implications of the 

drama, “beyond the recall and communication of a child”. The risk is that, at those points, 

“the production's credibility crumbles” (Crook, 1999b.147). As the narration proceeds and 

the emotional tension builds up through a skilful counterpoint of delightful speech and 

enchanting music, there appears to be too many irons in the fire. It is as if the 

documentary basis – the amount of 'information' the drama is built upon, whether 

specific or nonspecific, but such as to have required thorough preparation on the part of 

the author – sprung up here and there in an overbearing manner, incapable of 

permeating the overall structure as a subtle and unobtrusive presence: Asperger’s 

syndrome, leukaemia, the history of the Holocaust, the mother's problem with alcohol, 

the closing quote from The Mourner's Kaddish and other images and symbols from the 

Jewish culture, not to mention the excerpts from opera beautifully sung by Maria Callas 
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which are themselves carriers of multiple signification. Despite the unifying theme – a 

child’s understanding of illness and death – the number of subthemes enters the plot 

blurring the conceptual linearity of the work and overloading it with an excess of 

solicitations. In terms of reception this can be confusing at the expense of the poetical. 

The problem of the extent to which it possible and appropriate to exploit a large amount 

of factual information and how to creatively reinterpret it is inherent in all programmes 

that propose a lyrical reading of great historical events that have been at the centre of 

much scholarly and literary study and the focus of great media interest. In tackling a 

similar theme to that of Spoonface – an indirect view of the Holocaust through the lives of 

the deportees’ children left in the care of strangers – my radio work Arrivederci (2014) 

was faced with the same documentary concern: how to recreate reality imaginatively 

without relinquishing the necessary faithfulness to historical evidence. The question, 

which is not directly discussed by this research work, would fruitfully constitute the object 

of further academic study. In practical terms, the fact that my original short story was 

based on one main documentary source – Vegh’s interviews with the deportees’ children 

– helped maintain concentration on a single thread of such an extremely vast theme. If 

the single source is undoubtedly an advantage from a communicative viewpoint, its 

drawback is probably that a radio piece as Arrivederci is not as rich in emotional density 

as the more complex Spoonface manages to be. 

The strong point Spoonface Steinberg is trying to make is also problematic. 

Through the character of Dr Bernstein, who talks to the girl about the horrors of the 

concentration camps, and the protagonist's subsequent cogitating, the play draws an 

implausible parallel between a child's (or even a family's) tragedy and the killing of 

millions of children in the Holocaust, “the ultimate and most devastating icon of 'lost 

childhood' in the twentieth century” (Crook, 1999b.145). The question is, was it really 

necessary? “[T]he emotional charge of Spoonface Steinberg's narrative through the 

characterization of an individual child dying from cancer” (1999b.145) would on its own 

be enough to stir thoughts and feelings. Associating the socio-political level (on which we 

can retrace reasons and identify responsibilities, power is a matter of choice and some 

choices can possibly be avoided) with the existential plan (the individual attitude to life 

and death, and personal destiny, in which choice is not always possible) can produce 

sensational outcomes for an audience but, by achieving “considerable cultural 

manipulation” (1999b.148), it may endanger the aesthetic dimension of the work. 
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When the floating line between fiction and reality intersects the plan of personal 

reflection, memory and deeply resonating experience, emotional chords are struck and 

issues of identification inevitably arise. As Crook points out, there is a degree of 

constructedness in the drama that appears to be aimed at pleasing the Radio 4 audience 

at the expenses of authenticity. Rather than providing “a realistic image of the child 

personality dying from cancer” (1999b.141), Spoonface seems to be made to correspond 

to an adult’s idea of what a child in such a desperate situation should be like. The fictional 

side of the work turns out to be a double-edged device “which serves the emotional 

needs of an adult audience but deceives them fundamentally in terms of the truth and 

reality of the subject explored” (1999b.141). 

The piece’s complexity does not so much lie in the assemblage technique. The 

form is in fact relatively uncomplicated, proceeding through juxtaposition or blend of 

sequences of music and monologue, which also encompasses documental information 

reinterpreted and restated through the child’s speech. In this Spoonface is reminding of 

the 1950s tradition of witnessing people’s everyday life through their own voice. Rather, 

we are faced with a high degree of conceptual intricacy due to the simultaneous 

coexistence of areas of knowledge from heterogeneous artistic, cultural and scientific 

sources that are presented as evidence of a true-to-life story. Despite the masterly 

direction, the burden of facts and data weighs upon the entire narrative producing a 

number of contrasting emotions and some confusion as to the point being made. 

Risks of this type may occur in programmes seeking to explore an individual’s 

reaction to life’s capital events with a strong focus on the emotional side of experience 

and an interest in the lyrical potentialities of the aural medium. Spoonface is certainly the 

product of a skilled hand and constitutes a marvellous example of feature d’auteur 

because it is poetical in a unique way to its maker. Individualization – intended both as 

the concentration on one single character and as stylistic specificity – is its distinctive 

mark, so that, although descending from a common tradition, these broadcasts appear 

different from one another. While for this reason it is difficult to pinpoint clear 

standardized characteristics, some general traits may be indicated: themes connected 

with an individual’s experience of and reflection on existential matters; a personal 

viewpoint on historical or worldwide events; exploitation of documentary sources 

(collective and/or private) to grant a factual basis; research into the poetical dimension of 

sounds and words (polysemy, metaphor, semantic indeterminacy, etc.); an uncomplicated 
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narrative structure that, although not reflecting it, contains great conceptual complexity. 

This is a format that starting from the 1970s has been increasingly exploited within the 

British docudramatic tradition, constituting one of the two lines of continuity that this 

research has identified. Another outstanding example of authorial docudrama which 

displays great stylistic coherence, at the same time eschewing the risks connected with an 

overload of information is Kate McAll’s The Presence (2009). This audio-diary based on 

the poet Dannie Abse’s journal of the year following the sudden loss of his wife will be the 

case study at the centre of chapter 6. 

Continuity indicates the persistence of a pattern – as regards the arrangement of 

the sound parts and the choice of topics – that in its basic features tends to repeat itself 

with a certain clarity in a number of productions over a long period of time, so that 

recurrence, rather than change and evolution like in the case of Italy, becomes the 

parameter against which to scrutinize and classify radio works. The first direction 

descends directly from the Ballads tradition and presents a socio-political slant in its urge 

to represent the lower social classes through their own voice. A weak spot can be 

perceived in a tendency to overcharge the programme’s structure with an excessive 

burden of information and impose too tight and compressed editing on the sound matter. 

The other continuity evolves from the same interest in the people’s voice but seeks to 

find a personal manner of mixing and merging the various documentary sources – the 

author’s ‘style’. Programmes of this kind show a tendency towards a poetical-lyrical 

representation of reality, which may at times engender controversial outcomes when 

emotion becomes paramount and representation loses its grip on the reality of the facts 

it claims to testify to. In practice the two approaches are not so clear-cut and they often 

coexist in one single broadcast. It is however possible to spot the form of continuity 

prevailing in each work, as the case study analysis carried out in this section has sought to 

demonstrate. The next part will consider how the two continuities have evolved and 

taken shape in the radio output of the beginning of the 21st century. 

 

 

4.5.4. The all-too-present: Stylization and persistences in the early 21st century 

docufiction 
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If, despite all the controversial aspects, programmes like Hall's drama undoubtedly 

confirm that in the 1990s “there was some room on the schedule for work that was 

idiosyncratic and richly allusive” (Hendy, 2008.380), by the turn of the century through 

the homogenization of production practices and a certain standardization of forms this 

line of continuity had somehow crystallized into a cliché, probably because it responded 

well to a need for intimacy and storytelling typical of the times and duly catered for by 

the BBC, at least on Radio 4 (2008.381). At the same time contents and techniques were 

circulated freely among ‘classical’ genres, so much so that labelling becomes even more 

difficult. Considering the output of BBC Radio in 1998 and 1999, Crook (1999b.202) 

concludes that “a considerable range of programming defined as 'drama' is in fact a 

complex creative mixture of documentary, drama documentary, and faction”. The 

multiplicity of terms used by practitioners, scholars and the BBC itself reflects both a 

demand for diversification and an attempt to encompass all possible expressions of an 

extended, multifaceted domain, that of creation in sound. Documentary, talk programme 

including archive material and interviews, report, feature, fact-based narrative, narrative 

history, factual programme, docudrama and mockumentary are some of the terms 

employed by the BBC itself as broad categories or loosely systematized genres, either on 

the sites of its radio stations or in the yearly Commissioning Guidelines and 

Commissioning Briefs for documentary and drama. Poles apart to what characterizes the 

Italian situation in the same period, on British institutional radio the output of 

programmes in docudramatic shape appears overabundant, regardless of the production 

modality, whether internal or entrusted to an external body. This section considers the 

extent to which the two forms of persistence I have identified in the history of British 

postwar documentary continue to coexist at the beginning of the 21st century in the 

medley of frames and attributions and how new directions are engrafted into that 

tradition, reshaping and modifying it. Analysis will look at how and to what extent such 

modifications and remoulding occur. 

 

 

4.5.4.1 The documentary urge between biographism and historicity  

 

One first line of development is an heir to the post war tradition of socio-political 

engagement with its urge to witness the people’s presence foregrounding their 
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unmediated speech. It shows a tendency to over-manipulate the documentary material, 

intertwining different narratives, multiplying the points of view, weaving a dense sound 

pattern through interaction of the various components (music, speech, silence, effects, 

etc.). The aim is to spotlight concerns of import to individuals or social groups, or 

illustrate aspects of some historical circumstance. Stories pivot either around topical 

issues that may be of interest to listeners at large as social actors, or around episodes in 

real people's biographies that have been of consequence to the history of a community. 

In this sense two subcategories emerge within the testimonial concern: the historical and 

the biographical.  

 

 

4.5.4.1.1. Making sense of events: The historical feature 

 

Recent examples of an attempt to make sense of a worldwide historical situation 

which has had deep influence on ordinary people’s lives is constituted by programmes 

that seek to account for aspects of the present economic crisis. John Dryden’s The Day 

that Lehman Died (2009), based on a script by Matthew Solon, is a dramatization of the 

last days of Lehman Brothers before they filed for bankruptcy, thus sparking the collapse 

of the world's financial system. Strictly speaking this is not docufiction (it was broadcast in 

the World Drama slot on the BBC World Service) because it is entirely acted out and 

documents are not presented directly as pieces of evidence through reading out. Yet the 

factual basis is guaranteed by BBC business specialist Leslie Cohen's introduction that sets 

the historical context and gives us details about the production process. The programme, 

a “fictionalized reconstruction” in Cohen’s words, is bestowed a mark of authenticity 

upon by the expert's double claim that it depicts the circumstances of a well-known 

situation of worldwide import (“The Day That Lehman Died pieces together the events of 

one of the most dramatic weekends in Wall Street history”) and that writer Matthew 

Solon has drawn information from interviews with witnesses, basing many characters on 

real people. The seriousness of intent of Lehman appears in line with the kind of 

“sobriety” Nichols (1991.3) attributes to documentary as a genre. According to the critic, 

such nonfictional systems of knowledge as science, politics and religion produce 

“discourses of sobriety” (Nichols, 1991.4) that “regard their relation to the real as direct, 

immediate, transparent” (Nichols, 1991.4). This allows them to construct an apparatus of 
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credibility and dependability capable of shaping reality as we see it, instrumentally 

serving the power’s purposes of domination and control. Though not systematically 

adhering to such ideological model of dominance, the language of documentary film 

shares some characteristics of that truth-constructing drive. Remarkably, Nichols (1991.3-

4. My italics) observes that sobriety in systems of knowledge implies a refusal of 

imaginary characters and events “unless they serve as pragmatically useful simulations” 

of the real ones. Lehman appears to produce a similar discourse of sobriety presenting 

itself as a credible channel of serious information because it is based on documental 

sources and on experts’ contribution. Dramatization is actively employed because it 

makes the communicative process easier and the authenticating effect more attractive. 

As a counterpoint to the impulse towards sobriety, we may mention Di Speir’s The 

Great Squanderland Roof (2012), a parodic picture of the consequences of global 

recession on the Eurozone. Setting about the difficult task of revaluing the roofless 

henhouse where Jude lives as a symbolic action to restore confidence in the markets, the 

Republic of Squanderland's and Europe's bigwigs embark on an outlandish plan to rescue 

the entire Eurozone. The presence of the ‘expert’, BBC economics editor Stephanie 

Flanders conducting a fake enquiry into the financial endeavour, lends the play the 

character of a mockumentary. According to Formenti (2013.39), the participation of a 

specialist in the programme is indeed one of the conventional “marks of authenticity”169 

hoax products borrow from documentary in order to guarantee an effect of truthfulness. 

She provides a definition of mockumentary that emphasizes its double nature as a 

seemingly truthful – or we may say ‘serious’ – product that in fact reveals its fabricated 

set-up all along: “a corpus of fictional audio-visual products that appropriate the 

aesthetics usually associated with the cinema of the real in order to take the shape of 

documentaries all throughout, while at the same time declaring that they have issued 

from a scriptwriter's creativity through clues to their imaginary character” (2013.25. 

Italics in the original).170 If we weigh Squanderland against Formenti's description we may 

observe that it only tangentially intersects the genre because, as a matter of fact, it 

overtly declares its own status from the very beginning fully situating itself at the drama 

end of the continuum. All pretension to being structured as a documentary (if only a fake 

                                                             
169 Marche di autenticità. 
170 Un corpus di prodotti audiovisivi di fiction che si appropriano di estetiche consuetamente associate al 

cinema del reale al fine di strutturarsi come documentari per tutto l'arco della propria durata, dichiarando al 

contempo di essere frutto della creatività di uno sceneggiatore attraverso spie del loro carattere fantastico. 
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one) is shattered by the unreal of the opening situation and by the unlikelihood of some 

of the characters, starting from the titles attributed to public officers: the Chancellor of 

Frugalia and the Head of the European Bank of Common Sense and Stability. 

Nevertheless, Squanderland shares with Lehman the same ‘serious’ basis and ‘sober’ 

intent. Real (authenticated) facts remain the foundation of the construction, as does the 

type of reflection on significant issues listeners are invited to. 

Whether they substantiate a sober discourse with explanatory or illustrative 

intents or engage in a mocking look at problematic aspects of reality resulting from top-

level decisions, docudramatic features with a historical slant take up an informative role 

aimed at making listeners reflect upon events that are of interest to a community when 

not to humanity at large. Other programmes provide an imaginative account of historical 

occurrences beyond the officiality of the sources. They do so delving into the events’ 

significance for individual lives and telling ordinary people’s stories from their point of 

view – a perspective usually kept at the margins of the media discourse.  

 

 

4.5.4.1.2. History through life stories: Biographical docudrama 

 

One way of foregrounding the people’s voice is to narrate an official story that has 

been the object of much media coverage from the point of view of one of its minor 

actors. Kate McAll’s Well, He Would, Wouldn’t He? (2013) places a young girl’s account of 

the Profumo 1960s affair centre stage. It is told through the eyes of Mandy Rice-Davies, 

an 18-year-old showgirl who got involved in high-society ploys and was finally called to 

give evidence at the trial of Stephen Ward, himself one of the key figures in the scandal. 

The production team seem to be more interested in the reconstruction of events – even a 

little didactically at times – rather than in an exploration of the existential or emotional 

aspects, and the structure of the work reflects this. The documentary material is certainly 

very rich and quotations abound from newspapers, letters and the trial proceedings. A 

commentator of distinction supplies narrative connections and interpretative keys with 

the voice of the real Mandy reflecting back on her experience as a somewhat naive 

provincial girl seduced by the glitter of high society. 

The story of another young girl is at the centre of Susan Roberts’s Black Roses: The 

Killing of Sophie Lancaster (2011), which reconstructs the life of the unconventional gap-
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year student before the gang attack that cost her life, through the interplay of Sophie's 

mother’s moving recollections and one first-person poem by Simon Armitage. This time 

the docudramatic effort exploits all the suggestive potential of sound blending poetic 

streaks into a factual basis. It is a case in which a biographical tale also becomes a way of 

exploring aspects of society through an unofficial perception that works on the expansion 

of the emotional side of knowledge.  

The exploration of an individual’s feelings and attitudes to accepted knowledge as 

a key to an understanding of current issues of social or cultural relevance is the focus of 

other BBC Radio productions situated in the area that I have identified as loosely 

biographical. 

 

 

4.5.4.1.3. A philosophical inquiry into pain at the crossroads of art and science: The case 

of Anatomising a Portrait: An Epileptic Journey 

 

One attempt to spotlight the implications of the relationship of personal 

experience to official (scientific in this case) knowledge is Sara Jane Hall’s Anatomising a 

Portrait: An Epileptic Journey (2011). It is constructed around artist Susan Aldworth’s 

artistic wanderings through the mazes of epilepsy, which led up to the production of 

artworks depicting three epileptic individuals, on display at London’s National Portrait 

Gallery in 2013. The programme assembles interviews to Aldworth’s friend Max who 

suffers from epilepsy and to neuroscientists, excerpts from Max’s audio diary and a loose 

narrative thread provided by the artist. Through her voice we are in fact able to follow an 

entire train of thought: why she came to conceive this piece of work, how she went about 

it, what her innermost reactions to Max’s narration are. Aldworth’s words also inspire 

reflection on the complexity of our relationship to science and on the ambivalences of a 

scientific representation of life. The key question comes about when she describes the 

time of her admission to hospital in an emergency. Lying on an operating table and 

looking inside her head being scanned on a monitor, she wonders: “Who the hell am I if I 

can sit and watch inside of my brain?”. Indeed, the programme pivots around the 

philosophical and existential implications of the relationship between science and illness, 

questioning the construction of the patient’s identity and its representations. So much so 

that at a point the discussion on epilepsy and art slowly slips into the background as the 
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core of the artistic exploration surfaces: “This project is very much a philosophical project. 

It’s about identity. Who we are, using science together with art to explore what is known 

about the human condition”. The recorded sound of a seizure in the brain is employed 

with a double function. From the point of view of radio art, it is an effort to represent the 

unrepresentable – illness from the patient’s point of view. At the beginning it interweaves 

Max’s description of a fit. His voice is warped and broken up by the electronic noise in a 

narration that is the closest to an audio description of an epileptic fit we can get. But it 

also deploys an existential value. It flows underneath the characters’ speeches like an 

embodiment of the dark core of human essence, which is unseizable, ever present and 

emerging here and there to threaten the reason’s efforts to keep it at bay through verbal 

communication. Paraphrasing Aldworth’s words we may say that this documentary “is 

very much a philosophical documentary”, using sound to question accepted knowledge 

about “human condition” and explore the possibilities it offers to understand “who we 

are”. 

Whether in the form of an account of a great historical event or of a personal 

testimony of one little explored aspect, these docudramas seem to have inherited the 

1950s conception of the feature as a political or social mirror. The anonymous people or 

marginal actors in the event are often spotlighted in their capacity of supplying a 

purportedly original viewpoint. Fictional and documentary sources are handled in a 

classical way via intersection and merging, with a tendency to a certain complexity as 

regards the quantity and type of materials. The final product can take the shape of a 

docudrama sitting midway along the continuum or an entirely dramatized piece. An even 

stronger focus on personal reconstruction of history (whether from a collective or from 

an individual viewpoint) in order to provide an out-of-the-ordinary interpretation of 

events is present in productions that exhibit a more experimental côté indicative of an 

author’s idiosyncratic style.  

 

 

4.5.5. Poetry of sound, poetry of fact: Simplicity not so simple 

 

From the second line of continuity characterized by a strong authorial stamp 

descends a contemporary approach more interested in a form of poetical understanding 

of reality. In such productions facts are manipulated so as to expose a multiplicity of 
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layers of signification regardless of any strict adherence to a truth of a journalistic kind. 

They have something in common with the biographical features in the personal 

perspective they seek to convey and their consideration for the power of sound to stir 

emotions, but unlike them the poetical productions display a certain linearity in structure, 

which was already apparent in Spoonface Steinberg. Hendy (2009.235) talks about “the 

contemporary mood […] to see the potential of simplicity”. It may be viewed as a reaction 

to the turgidity of a historical tradition that, in the wake of The Long March, had become 

too stilted in its effort to add “an ambitious layering of textures and clever impressionistic 

segues” (Hendy, 2009.235). According to the critic, the new approach reflects the 

preference given to truth-finding rather than to truth-constructing on the part of the 

maker, which, we may add, can often be interpreted as a mere transmission of 

‘information’ dressed in its Sunday best. At the same time, such mood indicates a 

conception of production as “a process of stripping away – not building up – the layers” 

(Hendy, 2009.235). While Spoonface’s simplicity consisted in a classical format stringing 

together sequences of acted out monologue and music, these programmes show a more 

experimental edge in the way sound (speech and noises) is presented unmediated by 

dramatization or a narrative comment. The search for poetical reverberations and an 

intimate dimension is channelled into an original rendering that reflects an author’s very 

personal style. Features of this kind tend to focus on the most transient aspects of reality 

condensed in instants of a life, rather than on the extension of great events explored in 

their social and political implications. 

 

 

4.5.5.1. Representing history in soundscape: The exemplary case of The Twin Towers: A 

Memorial in sound 

 

The interest in the lyric potentialities of radio sound in the representation of an 

individual’s experience of life’s events is part of a larger exploration of the acoustic 

dimension of the environment that had been going on since the 1970s, particularly in the 

field of music. We have seen the relevance of soundscape for audio documentary utilizing 

environmental noises unaided by speech or commentary as a storytelling device (see 

chapter 3).  
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Starkey (2004.212) suggests that the form’s highly experimental quality bordering 

on artificiality works like a deterrent to the large public and therefore programmes of this 

kind do not generally find much room on institutional radios. One exception is 

represented by BBC Radio 4. In 2002 it co-produced (Starkey, 2004.213) with Nikka Silva 

and Davia Nelson (the Kitchen Sisters) The Twin Towers: A Memorial in Sound, a 

documentary on stories connected with the history the World Trade Center before and 

during the 9/11 terrorist attacks. The basis for the programme was offered by the 

Peabody Award winning Sonic Memorial Project set up by The Kitchen Sisters with the 

collaboration of the US National Public Radio (NPR) in 2001. The project aimed to 

commemorate “the life and history of The World Trade Center and its surrounding 

neighborhood, through audio artifacts, rare recordings, voicemail messages and 

interviews” (The Kitchen Sisters, 2018) with the contribution of “independent radio 

producers, artists, writers, archivists, historians and public radio listeners throughout the 

country” (2018). The collected materials were employed in the creation of a series of 

broadcasts for NPR’s programme All Things Considered.171 The project included the 

setting up of a special phone line through which the public were able to record their 

memories, stories, music, videos and all types of sounds connected in one way or another 

with the World Trade Center. These recordings were weaved together into the structure 

of audio documentary The Twin Towers. 

Starkey considers it a type of soundscape because it relies exclusively on ordinary 

people's speeches and diegetic noises (including music), skilfully montaged, to represent 

the life of the buildings up to the very instant of the 9/11 attack. The narrative is provided 

by the contributors’ explanations and descriptions, but what actually constitutes the 

thread enabling the audience to orientate in the meanderings of testimonies and make 

sense of an uninterrupted sound flow is the contextualization supplied by the 

answerphone. Stating the day and time of the recording, it works as a form of 

“anchorage” (Starkey, 2004.213), that is, a device through which “an otherwise 

ambiguous item or concept” (2004.233) is associated to a statement carrier of clear 

meaning or reference to the outer world, like a caption under a picture or a voice-over in 

a sound story do. Interestingly, Starkey (2004.214) says that The Twin Towers was 

advertised as a type of soundscape “because it had departed so extensively from so many 

                                                             
171 The Sonic Memorial is today a website including educational resources, an archive of recordings and a 

repository of sound stories on the 9/11 tragedy; it continues to be open to contributions from the public. 
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of the stylistic conventions of the genre”. His words are a recognition of the artistic 

originality of a programme that bears a clear authorial mark. At the same time, the critic 

considers it closer to documentary or montage feature than to the soundscape proper. 

Indeed, at the end the general impression is that through highly emotional involvement 

documentary evidence has been taken into account and factual information has been 

conveyed – the tesserae of individual ‘stories’ have contributed to the reconstruction of 

the mosaic of ‘history’. 

The Twin Towers has become paradigmatic of a way of presenting a historical 

portrayal through a simple – but not simplistic – usage of sound. Simplicity regards both 

content: small stories in the frame of great events, and technique: the editing of common 

people's utterances with a very thin (or no) narrative and no learned commentary. 

 

 

4.5.5.2. The contribution of sound to the narration of tragedy 

 

The Twin Towers is part of a huge and heterogeneous artistic body of celebratory 

and memorial works inspired by 9/11. So much so that an entire strand of sound studies 

has started focusing on this tragedy as emblematic of a profound change in the manner 

we represent our past and our present, for example Fisher and Flota (2016) and 

Rutherford-Johnson (2017). In their essay collection on the changes the music industry 

has undergone following the wake of the tragic event, Fisher and Flota (2016.2) remark 

how the political and media coverage – reflected in the general public's discourse – 

worked to configure the 9/11 attack “as a spectacle, an event that was, in its utter 

realness, also unreal – too real to be conceived beyond the trappings of theatrical 

performance” to which media coverage seemed to have forced it. The tragedy turned into 

a “spectacle” was mainly approached in visual terms. In an effort to withdraw it from the 

snares of the image and re-establish the realness of its perception beyond the prevailing 

representative falsification, the authors point to the relevance of 9/11 as an auditory 

event. They stress the importance of highlighting “the various ways that the attacks were 

preceded by – even in the final seconds before them – noise” (Fisher and Flota, 2016.3), 

as testimonies from the first firefighters report. Fisher and Flota observe that the auditory 

perspective can really found a new paradigm of our understanding of history outside the 

dominant visual one. Noise has an unruly, disturbing dimension about it, it interposes 
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itself between our object of interest and our crave for comprehension, jamming and 

interrupting communication. It tells us about the chaos of the world. Arguably, “the 

primordial, disruptive howl” (2016.3) of the American Airlines Flight 11 – the first hijacked 

plane to crash into the North Tower – probably “signifies everything about 9/11: it 

bespeaks the massive global disorder that followed it” (2016.3). In reaction to the risks of 

misrepresentation inherent in the image’s claims of truthfulness and in the visual media’s 

ideological bias, audio documentary can contribute to build new perspectives in the 

perception and comprehension of contemporary tragedies and trauma. The Kitchen 

Sisters’ documentary demonstrates the possibility to insert individual stories in the 

gigantic picture of History eliciting new meaning from ordinary speech and noise based on 

the exploitation of peripheral documentary sources. But its importance has also to do 

with the way these sound stories are matched, sewn together and let speak for 

themselves. Simplicity in treatment and narrative straightforwardness indicate how 

sound is most effective through minimalism (minimal treatment) and subtraction of 

effects, rather than through elaboration and addition of layers onto layers. 

 

 

4.5.5.3. ‘The people’ as co-producers: The configuring of a new pattern 

 

While narrative linearity, the pre-eminence granted to ordinary speech and the 

absence of an outer commentary or a voice-over are cross-cutting features between 

docudramatic typologies, one characteristic peculiar to The Twin Towers format is the 

presence of ‘the people’ not only as thematic subjects but also as co-producers. On radio 

there have been other attempts to a similar ‘patchwork’ technique that showcases 

popular contribution to production at the same time preserving a certain simplicity of 

form. The outcome goes decidedly in the direction of a lyrical reading of reality. With 

Then-Now (2006) Andy Cartwright and Sean Street intended “to blend poetry in the literal 

sense, with a sound poem made from found material” (Street, 2012.54). The “material” 

consists of simultaneous recordings made all over Britain during one precise minute on a 

precise day by amateurs and professionals, while “literal poetry” is provided by a 

narrative written and spoken by Street himself. The work can be viewed more as a 

musical composition than as a documentary account in line with Street’s interest for the 

poetical value of the pure sound of words. When he says that his idea was to add his own 
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voice to the “choir, who sang together briefly here, but would – in most cases – never 

know one another” (2012.55), he is in fact reaffirming a concept long upheld in radio 

theory: the unique possibility offered by sound alone to overcome physical remoteness 

and anonymity uniting destinies and lives set far apart. The musical texture creates a 

distance from the facts that originated it in which the narrative loses its illustrative 

purpose of life’s many facets on an ordinary day and slowly unfolds layers of meaning rich 

in existential resonances. Indeed, this “‘radio poem’” (2012.54) has more to do with the 

sphere of philosophy than with actuality. It is primarily about time in its double 

articulation, objective and subjective. As Cartwright (cited in Street, 2012.56) observes, a 

fleeting instant is extended indefinitely, while experiences belonging to everyday routine 

or repeated over long periods are somehow compressed into a brief point in time, in 

order for past moments making up the “Then” to be preserved and transmitted “Now”. 

The pattern offered by a multi-voiced representation of life through snapshots 

captured by common people and edited by professionals, because it associates the 

spontaneity and freshness of an unsophisticated viewpoint with the faculties of the 

craftsman's touch, represents a rich source of creative work. The technique has recently 

been adopted by film. Documentary-drama Life in A Day (2011), produced by Ridley Scott 

and directed by Kevin MacDonald, is the result of painstaking editing work on a series of 

selected video clips made by YouTube users and has engendered a number of Scott-

produced follow-ups, most recently Italy in a Day (2014), directed by award-winning 

Gabriele Salvatores. There is much room for enquiry into the outcomes of such 

experiments. Compared analysis of radio and film docudramas could bring about valuable 

considerations on aurality, the ‘truth’ explored by sound and by image and the type of 

transformation personal experience undergoes in different media.  

Then – Now and The Twin Towers probably remain unique experiments in the 

BBC’s contemporary docudramatic schedule, particularly as regards the production 

process and the narrative mechanism activated exclusively by people’s impromptu 

utterances. Yet a similar form of poetical enquiry into reality through the expression of 

individuals’ unmediated speech and an attention to life’s more intimate aspects have 

characterize other BBC productions in the last two decades. A narrator’s voice, if it is 

there, acts like an accompaniment joining (in Street’s terms) the “choir” of voices singing 

together. These are programmes that, once again, aspire to recount small stories that 

have slipped out of the framework of great History. A certain simplicity in format is 
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preferred, but the rendering is always different and reflects the specificity of an author’s 

concentrated action on the sound matter. 

 

 

4.5.5.4. A sound approach to natural landscape 

 

Lyricism and expressivity compose the dimension of various docudramatic 

productions centred on man’s relationship with wilderness and on the existential 

impression that isolated landscapes leave on those who traverse them. These works are 

based on a very limited number of documental sources – often just one, like a diary or a 

book – and display a linear narrative, but they also reflect in a detectable way an author’s 

style. One notable example of the wonders of sound when it is allowed to flow freely 

outside the constraints of sophisticated treatment is Victoria McArthur’s The Living 

Mountain (2013). Its distinctive stylistic key directly descends from the protagonist’s 

passion for nature and travelling. It is a moving account of the writer Robert Macfarlane’s 

trip into the Scottish Cairngorms on the traces of Nan Shepherd’s book (written in the 

1940s, published in 1977) by the same name, rendered through austere, straightforward 

editing of the recordings he made. We hear the writer’s voice as he proceeds into the 

rough surroundings, commenting on the landscape and on Shepherd’s writing, and the 

talks he has with the travellers he meets on the way; his narrative is intertwined with an 

actress’s reading of passages from the book. The impression of lived experience is 

intensified by the environmental sounds and by the noise of his heavy breathing as he 

ascends. There is a sense of immediacy about the entire construction in its simplicity as if 

we were not listening to an edited recording but were accompanying the narrator in his 

exploration. His speech is full of the imperfections of unprepared talk: hesitations, 

repetitions, pauses, change of tone, and silences – all masterly weighed and controlled by 

someone who is used to public speaking. Communication is not hindered, yet discovering 

the landscape while the sound narrative proceeds also means that the story told is never 

predictable beforehand and this produces a feeling of instability. Indeed, with its slight 

flaws and interferences the audio text seems to tell us that the journey of discovery is not 

always a joyful process and it hardly ever responds to expectations. Macfarlane recalls 

two notions underpinning Shepherd’s diary: “We walk not up mountains but into”, as if 

plunging into their deepest mysteries; and “we need to abandon the notion of the 
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summit as the great focus and the goal, and instead think of what she calls the total 

mountain”, perceiving it as a great living being. These ideas also provide a key for 

listening. The audience is asked to abandon the preconception of having to be told a 

coherent, credible story and tune in to a sound text that, moving about as a complex 

organism, will take us on an original exploration not up to a reasonable – and reassuring – 

ending but into unpredictable territories of knowledge. 

Special consideration of the sound’s capacity to highlight our intimate reactions to 

everyday occupations and the surrounding environment permitting insight into hidden 

‘truths’ is a common trait to other programmes that focus on an individual’s life 

experience. The authorial hand is detectable in the way sound is treated to deliver what 

Street (2012.86) very effectively calls “the poetry of fact”. Poetry of course inheres in the 

expressive rendering of the informative load in the direction of a polysemous 

understanding of reality, a character typical of much docudrama. But there is a less 

obvious concept related to the specificity of the medium. It concerns how utterances 

resonate in the air making up a musical chain carrier of signification that goes “beyond 

the literal” (Street, 2012.91). The high degree of connotation conveyed by words’ pure 

sound is a surplus even compared to written poetry. Street talks about “word music” 

(2012.87), something “which can be engaged – either intentionally or accidentally – to 

link broadcaster and audience in a poetic dance” (2012.87). It is the case of Matt 

Thompson’s Prix Italia-nominated Out Counting Sheep (2011), a documentary focusing on 

the human-animal communication at lambing time. As Street points out, musical 

enchantment can be found in the language shepherds use to count their flock and talk to 

them – a mixture of the old Celtic, Anglo-Saxon and Norse systems, in their regional 

variations – counterpointed by the vocal interaction between ewe and lamb. At some 

moments the vocal quality of the medium emerges in all its ambiguity that defies 

attempts to reconstruct a ‘story’ in logical terms, thus becoming a powerful signifying 

element in itself beyond words. We hear astounding examples of this when real sheep’s 

sounds are combined “with a human voice that imitate[s] and eventually subvert[s] the 

sheep cries into ‘a near human scream’” (Hendy, 2016.7). The blending of Aileen 

Campbell’s vocalisations into a beastly cry leads to reflections on our relationship to the 

animal core of human existence. It is a striking example of the workings of sound on the 

shifting borderline terrain where fact and fiction meet, and of radio’s capability to evoke 

not only emotions but also exceptional conceptual connections. 
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4.5.5.5. An insight into the mechanics of pure sound: Titanic: In Her Own Words 

 

Quite original not so much in terms of notions explored as for the approach to the 

sound matter is another programme broadcast in the same years within the same overall 

framework of structural simplicity. Alex Mansfield’s Titanic: In Her Own Words (2012) 

constitutes an example of perfect correspondence of form and content. In a sense, here is 

yet another sound broadcast foregrounding a tragedy from the point of view of the 

unknown people that partake in it. It reconstructs the tragedy from the passengers’ 

enthusiastic expectations on departure to the boat’s sinking through the protagonists’ 

voices. What is peculiar is the nature of these voices. The programme pieces together the 

messages in Morse code exchanged between the Titanic and operators from rescuing 

ships and land stations, translated into spoken language by artist Susanne Weber through 

a speech synthesis software. Besides some narrative links provided by BBC journalist 

Coughlan and the brief testimonies of two survivors, the story is entirely told through 

these utterances, whose robotic quality flattens the narration on the pure factual data 

depriving it of an emotional impact. In an article for the BBC News Online Magazine, Sean 

Coughlan (2012.n.p.) states that these mechanical voices have the effect of producing “an 

eerie representation of how these overlapping messages crackled out over the airwaves” 

Eeriness is certainly there, if only because we are aware of the tragedy they talk about. 

But there are some questionable implications to the documentary’s claim to authenticity 

as emerges in Coughland’s article. He states that the wireless messages, copied out and 

kept on the rescuing ships, “are the actual words of the crew and passengers” 

(Coughland, 2012.n.p.). It would be interesting to understand to what extent it is possible 

to maintain adherence to “the actual words” when the task of granting truthfulness is 

attributed to a quadruple mediation: the sound Morse code messages, their handwritten 

transcription, the synthetized translation into speech and finally the broadcast sound. 

Nevertheless, Titanic remains a remarkable piece of radio because it shows how, skilfully 

sequenced, data in their barest form can create a full narrative – and a very touching one 

– with no need of an external explanation or an expressive interpretation. This is one of 

the possibilities offered by the exploitation of an unsophisticated format to talk about 

extremely serious matters. We are made aware that the way words resonate through the 
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air beyond their meaning invests them with the touch of ghostliness that is needed to 

make us reflect on the important implications of the weird relationship between the 

mechanicalness of cold communication and the emotional intensity of a human tragedy.  

 

 

4.5.6. Conclusion to the British section 

 

This section on Britain has identified the formation of two main lines of 

‘continuity’ and shown how they persists throughout the history of British radio 

documentary, each characterized by distinct groups of features in terms of subject 

matter, editing technique and the type of representation of reality the manipulation of 

sound conveys. They both descend from the tradition established in the 1950s by the 

Radio Ballads, in turn an heir to the 1930s urge to present common people’s lives 

foregrounding their speech through the interview as the principal documenting device. 

This interest was founded on the BBC’s focal concern for the objectivity and factual 

accuracy of information. The first continuity, which I have called ‘socio-political’, derived 

directly from such stance, showing a marked interest in the voice of entire communities – 

‘the people’ – of whose problems, needs and passions documentary became a vehicle. 

Among the most notable examples there are The Battle of Britain and series The Long 

March of Everyman, ambitious in their claim to cover history through ordinary people’s 

perception and also reflecting the risks inherent in the usage of an overabundance of 

documentary and dramatized sources.  

Starting from about the same time, the 1970s, a second direction developed – the 

‘feature d’auteur’. It was more centred on individuals and their micro-stories, and bore 

the author’s stylistic imprint in the peculiarity of the topics discussed and the manner of 

assembling the documentary material. This is a continuity that is still apparent in later 

works, for instance Spoonface Steiberg, outstanding but also problematic for its atypical 

usage of materials from multiple artistic and scientific sources blended into an entirely 

fictional plot. 

These two approaches are still at work in the productions of the early 2000s. From 

the first continuity a form has evolved that is interested in illustrating and explaining 

social, political or cultural issues, through the presentation of either large scale events 

(‘historical feature’) or the lives of minor actors taking part in them (‘biographical 
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feature’). Representative examples of the first kind are The Day that Lehman Died and 

The Great Squanderland Roof, both dealing with the outburst of the big economic crisis in 

2008 but from altogether different angles, respectively the sober-historical and the 

parodistic. Within the biographical line it is worth recalling two programmes, one centred 

on an episode once in the full focus of political reporting, the other on a little explored 

medical issue. Well, He Would, Wouldn’t He dramatises the Profumo scandal viewing it 

through the eyes of one of its minor actors, young model and showgirl Mandy Rice-

Davies. Anatomising a Portrait: An Epileptic Journey discusses a case of epilepsy from an 

existential viewpoint with a creative approach, notably through the tools of sound art. 

Along the second line of continuity it is possible to situate broadcasts that are 

strongly characterized by an author’s idiosyncratic style in the direction of a lyrical-

poetical reading of reality. Works of this kind display a simple, linear structure revolving 

around instants of life caught as if by fragmentary audio snapshots. We have seen how 

The Twin Towers: A Memorial in Sound and Then – Now are paradigmatic of a new way of 

witnessing reality with a construction that entirely relies on the audio contribution of 

ordinary people, who thus become co-producers of the radio event. Titanic: In Her Own 

Words is firmly situated at the drama end of the spectrum but in a very original way. It is 

made up of the messages exchanged between the wrecked ship and the rescuers. The 

words are recited by electronic voices synthesised through a software transforming the 

Morse code into comprehensible speech. In its utter starkness devoid of any emotional 

shade despite the highly poignant content words seek to put across, sound becomes the 

protagonist of a dehumanized environment metaphorizing the tragedy’s unfathomable 

dimension. 

As with trends, the identification of lines of persistence has implied a measure of 

oversimplification and segmentation that goes against the very nature of the genre under 

scrutiny, which is elusive and metamorphic. In reality all programmes continuously 

fluctuate between statuses, so that, rather than about perfectly outlined continuities, one 

may talk about the persistence through the BBC’s history of a tension between modes: 

adherence to facts through exploitation of multiple documentary sources with much 

complexity in form, on the one side; and a quest for intimacy with a simple arrangement 

of the audio components and the documentary material, on the other. A single 

programme usually results from the mixing of modalities with a prevalence of either 
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factuality or lyrical inspiration. Where one aspect predominates, that is never at the 

expense of the other.  

 

 

4.6. Conclusion to the chapter 

 

This chapter has sought to identify the beginning of traditions in docudrama in the 

two countries. The concept of tradition is close to what Eliot considers the result of “the 

historical sense” (Eliot, 1920, in Eliot, 1966.49) a poet must be endowed with and which 

involves a simultaneous perception of the “pastness of the past” (in 1966.49) and of its 

constant presence in the whole of the literary products of a country of all times. Despite 

their being born in a specific historic context, the characterizing elements of past 

experiences continuously permeate the more recent efforts. Such awareness is what 

makes an author at the same time traditional and contemporary – and, we may add, 

innovative. The identification of traditions in radio docudrama went along similar lines. It 

is possible to see how formal, thematic and conceptual elements started to form in 

postwar years, were transformed through the history of the genre and continue to shape 

contemporary production. Tradition, like in the case of Italy, may take the form of 

identifiable trends, that is, approaches and sets of thematic and formal features that 

repeat themselves in a number of productions and, though the fruit of a subsequent 

development in time connected with the changing institutional needs and technical 

availabilities, keep intertwining in individual broadcasts. Tradition can also consist in the 

type of continuities which we may observe in British documentary. Instead of focusing on 

succeeding tendencies as the summing up of variations in time, this standpoint views the 

formation of classes of characteristics that continue like leitmotifs throughout the history 

of the genre and are clearly visible in various works at different times, despite the 

unavoidable modifications in the technical apparatus and the broadcaster’s policies.  

Showing how the two traditions in docudrama were formed and how they have 

continued to influence and shape the 21st century’s output, this chapter has sought to 

establish the context of Britain’s and Italy’s contemporary audio docufiction. The next 

chapter proceeds from the two distinct backgrounds to carry out an exploration of the 

workings of sound in a range of programmes across the continuum, from the more factual 

with a strong journalistic interest to the fully dramatized. The British situation, which 
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looks more uniform and subject to standardized practices, is analysed according to the 

notion of a ‘tension’ between the objective and the poetical reading of facts that I have 

referred to in the identification of the lines of continuity. The context appears particularly 

suitable for an observation of what sound actually does to the factual basis. While works 

of a poetic type overtly declare their nature from the beginning and sound can easily be 

perceived as one the polysemous devices poetry adopts, it is interesting to observe how 

expository programmes that, in the best BBC “inform and educate” tradition, present 

themselves as faithful accounts of events or surveys of a scientific type, often end up 

conveying an ambiguous message. To an attentive ear even in this kind of broadcasts a 

sort of poetic overflow in sound pervades at times the informative crust. At those 

moments the very substance which the story is built upon (actuality or the document) 

leaves off from its factual basis to touch upon deeper layers of understanding, less 

intelligible and more impressionistic but not any weaker for that. Conversely, being 

mainly produced outside the RAI, the Italian output appears freer from institutional 

constraints and presents a more variegated stylistic and thematic panorama. Such 

situation allows to investigate the role of sound in programmes notably different from 

one another and see what the different outcomes are when the sound dimension acts 

upon the interchange area between fact and fiction. The substantial and diversified range 

of works permits to draw a typology based on the type of mechanisms sound activates, 

the degree of their action on the documentary foundation and the type of alternative 

understanding they trigger off about reality. The hope is that the resulting typology may 

be useful for other attempts to categorize audio docufiction as an autonomous genre.  
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CHAPTER 5. FICTIONAL INTERPOLATIONS IN SOUND IN CONTEMPORARY RADIO 

DOCUMENTARY 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

At the time of writing this thesis the situation of docudrama in the two countries appears 

substantially unchanged. The wealth of productions on BBC radio contrasts with the very 

little room devoted to the genre at the RAI. British programmes continue to display a 

historical or biographical interest with occasional forays into the experimental realm in 

works that are more clearly shaped by an authorial hand. On Italian radio the greater 

variety of approaches, almost to the point of an extreme fragmentation of the output, is 

probably an heir to both the 1980s experimental urge – the last stage in the form’s slow 

and progressive development from a journalistic impulse in the 1950s – and the 1990s 

concentration on stylistic originality. The extremely varied panorama of contemporary 

docufiction provided by the two countries constitutes an ideal terrain for an exploration 

of the workings of sound along the multifaceted fact-fiction border.  

This chapter looks at how contemporary broadcasts are situated along the 

continuum, what relation there is between factual evidence and fictional components 

and how, through the fractures provoked by sound on the documentary basis, 

representation of reality often exceeds the represented reality itself. The case studies will 

be approached considering the different states of play in the two countries as regards 

production practices and the conceptual frameworks guiding producers' choices. Britain’s 

greater uniformity seems to reflect the BBC’s policies and production choices, while the 

Italian somewhat anarchical situation is probably brought about by the fact that most 

documentary/docudrama is currently produced outside the RAI and is therefore less 

subject to institutional control. The British situation offers the opportunity to analyse the 

metamorphoses of the fictional component within classical forms of documentary. I use 

the term 'classical' as an umbrella word for a variety of productions that in form and 

content make claims to objectivity and have a broadly informative purpose, along the 

lines suggested by Nichols’s and Deleu’s classifications – respectively the expository and 

observational film modes, and the journalistic radio documentary. The coupling of 

documents in sound and editing technique can have destabilizing effects on the rational 
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construct of the expository discourse, with ambiguity and poetic nuances springing up 

when less expected. Equivocation may also arise from the usage of archival material itself 

and produce contradictions within the logics of the programme's argumentation well 

beyond the producer's or presenter's intentions. It is at those moments that forms of 

unheralded revelation emerge charged with novel and often multiple meanings. 

On the other hand, Italy’s variety offers the opportunity of scrutinizing the 

different ways in which the form/content relationship fluctuates along the spectrum, 

from one extreme, where productions which do not contain any dramatized parts are 

located, to full manipulation at the other end. The aim is to construct a functional 

typology for contemporary docudrama that takes into account the manner in which the 

sound matter itself is exploited so as to become productive of a form of truth beyond the 

factual one in programmes that are the present-day result of traditional trends. 

 

 

5.2. Britain: Contemporary documentary between objective representation and 

misrepresentation in sound 

 

Analysis of the British production shows that even in programmes fully sitting on 

the ‘fact’ end of the continuum (defined as documentary or factual by the BBC) sound 

introduces elements of fictionalization that exert a somewhat destabilizing action on the 

logical construction of the broadcast helping to bring about glimpses of a different type of 

truth, which may in turn be poetic, existential or even political. At times sound also lets 

controversial aspects emerge within the main argument beyond the makers’ good 

intentions. This section of the thesis looks at such mechanisms at work examining the 

“structures conventionally considered as guarantee of authenticity, whose presence in 

itself validates a work as a product endowed with a truthful character”172 (Formenti, 

2013.38), namely the interview, the presence of an expert and materials from archives. 

 

 

5.2.1. Marks of authenticity in classical documentary 

 

                                                             
172 Costrutti convenzionalmente considerati come garanzia di autenticità, la cui presenza di per sé valida […] 

un’opera come prodotto a carattere veritativo. 
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Documentary productions strictly speaking are typically based on dialogic 

interactions and archival material, and present a linear structure aimed at explaining and 

clarifying a historical or contemporary subject-matter. The interview is the distinctive 

constituent to be found in one of the four “modes of representation” identified by 

Nichols (1991.32), the “interactive mode” (1991.33), which postulates the presence in act 

and in speech of both the filmmaker and the social actors, involved in various forms of 

encounter and face-to-face exchange. Compared to conversation or dialogue, the 

“common interview” (Nichols, 1991.52) is intended as a producer of knowledge and 

therefore appears accurately structured: “A specific agenda comes into play and the 

information extracted from the exchange may be placed within a larger frame of 

reference to which it contributes a distinct piece of factual information or effective 

overtone” (1991.53). In order to boost understanding of “some aspect of the historical 

word” (1991.53) the interviewees’ personality, biographies and individual traits are left in 

the background. Nichols’s study of film contains stimulating remarks and provides useful 

categorizing tools which, as Crook (1999b.208-209; 2011.132) observes in his reflection 

on the critical debate about truth and the representation of reality in sound, can be 

extended to radio feature. This is particularly true about Nichols’s consideration of the 

interview. Like in film, in documentary radio the discourse of the social actors becomes 

substantial to the emergence of the central argument. This produces “a sense of 

partialness, of situated presence and local knowledge” (Nichols, 1991.44. Italics in the 

original), a distinctive trait of the interactive approach. This is probably why the narrative 

is often sustained by a voice-over commentary that authoritatively explains issues, 

introduces guests, establishes the context and provides historical or other information, an 

aspect which recalls the Voice-of-God in the expository mode. The narrator – usually a 

journalist, a critic, a showman or woman, or an expert of renown – may regularly take the 

floor or constitute a discreet, unobtrusive presence. According to the degree of autonomy 

granted to the interviewees the exchange is more or less structured and can sometimes 

give the impression of informality, like in a conversation or a dialogue, or in the 

pseudomonologue. As we shall see, the last one is typical of documentaries that aim to 

convey a sense of intimacy and familiarity and its use can be deceiving precisely because 

it “appears to deliver thoughts, impressions, feelings, and memories of the individual 

witness directly to the [audience]” (1991.54. My italics). On the contrary, the interviewer 

remains “the initiator and arbiter of legitimacy” (1991.52). It is the format itself that 
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“prohibits full reciprocity or equity between the participants” (1991.52) and brings about 

a consideration of the interviewee as a “primary source material, potential repository of 

new information or knowledge” (1991.52). 

Another feature of the interactive mode since its early manifestations in the 

1950s, partly as a reaction to the perceived risks of exceedingly assertive or authoritative 

deviations intrinsic to the expository tradition, is the use of archives. They offered the 

maker the possibility to “recount past events by means of witnesses and experts whom 

the viewer could also see” (1991.33). Adding archival footage to the expert’s commentary 

represents a way to “avoid the hazards of reenactment and the monolithic claims of 

voice-of-God commentary” (1991.33).  

The devices employed to confer truthfulness to the documentary film’s assertions 

and the reasons behind their adoption also constitute a valid basis for a study of radio 

productions. Formally audio documentaries that can be read as interactive (sometimes 

bordering on the expository) exploit the interview, archival material and a narrator’s 

voice, which is either diegetic, talking with the interviewees, or external, corresponding to 

the voice-over in film. To this they add ambient noises recorded live and sound effects 

produced in the studio, plus a small amount of music. Literature is another source of 

information for programmes with an artistic inclination. This is what I call a ‘classical’ 

type, a format frequently adopted by BBC radio for programmes and series mainly in the 

evening slot, for example The Report (Radio 4) and File on 4 (Radio 4). The case studies in 

this section show how the validating tools and their reliability are decidedly put into 

question by the manner of the broadcasts’ construction: the manipulation of the sound 

matter and the editing. 

 

 

5.2.2. The aim and scope of documentary: The institutional guidelines 

 

True to their titles, the series The Report and File on 4 delve into stories and 

events that have hit the headlines, in the style of investigative journalism. Stressing their 

institutional significance and cultural import, the Radio 4 Commissioning Guidelines for 

2014/2015 clearly declare the aim of this type of documentaries. On File on 4 they state: 

The key to the slot is to ensure that the programmes have potential to make an 

impact. This might be due to: 
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• exposing the facts behind an aspect of life significant to a large portion of the 

audience; 

• attaining profile by the authority of the presenter and contributors; 

• marking events and developments which merit long-form treatment whatever 

else might be on the network (BBC Radio 4, 2014/2015.44-45). 

Productions of the sort should present a “strong narrative or thesis” 

(2014/2015.45) and contain some element of originality in conception and of novelty for 

listeners: “Think hard about why your documentary idea wouldn’t be the kind of story 

that the File on 4 team would get to in the usual course of event. […] [T]hese programmes 

should surprise the audience with their content and approach” (2014/2015.45). 

The online introduction to the World Service's slot The Documentary goes along 

similar lines. On air at variable times due to the very nature of the station (targeting 

audiences across the world), these “in-depth investigations and reports reveal a window 

on the world to help you understand what lies behind the headlines” 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00fvhsf). Curiously enough, this very traditional 

journalistic format occasionally hosts plays about historical events, such as The Day That 

Lehman Died, and adaptations of literary works classified as docudramas by the BBC itself. 

As a matter of fact, most documentaries deploying ‘classical’ features and claiming to 

explore facts in view of supplying new knowledge about them, sustained by some expert 

contribution, also present an amount of fictionalization of real material, mainly in the 

form of texts and recordings compiled from archives or from literary sources. In this sense 

they can all be considered docufiction, their position along the spectrum varying 

according to the amount of dramatization contained. Whereas the subject matter 

remains strictly fact-based, the form may show a prevalence of features belonging to the 

area of journalism or to that of drama. 

This research has identified three main degrees of fictionalization: 

− A first degree: a journalistic approach with very little or limited recourse to acted out 

parts or readings; 

− fifty per cent of dramatization: a balanced mixture of talk / commentary / interview 

and dramatized excerpts, alternating in a clear-cut way; 

− a hundred percent of dramatization: historical or contemporary issues creatively 

presented in the form of a radio play. 

In a way, the last group is the least problematic. The audience know where they 

stand from the very beginning, being presented with a radio play, that is, a reworking of 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00fvhsf
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facts in a creative or artistic manner. We have seen some examples in chapter 4: The Day 

That Lehman Died and The Great Squanderland Roof. An earlier instance of ‘a hundred 

percent of dramatization’ is Martin Jenkins’s Never Mind, I stopped My Train (1992), 

relating the heroic action of two Great Western Railway workers – driver and fireman – 

that avoided large scale tragedy following the explosion of a train steam engine in 1898. 

The event is reconstructed with exacting precision, with descriptions of people and places 

and the provision of dates and technical details based on archived reports and newspaper 

articles. The astonishing outcomes of sound utilized as a dramatizing tool to bring about 

multiple signification will be illustrated in the chapter of this thesis devoted to a radio 

play, The Presence, drawn from the poet Dannie Abse’s diary (chapter 6). The following 

section considers programmes exhibiting a first degree to fifty percent of dramatization. 

In them the action of fictionalization – and the ambiguous workings of sound – is less 

detectable yet these features present a remarkable challenge. They help clarify how the 

audio dimension of even traditional devices such as the interview and the archive can 

bring about novel, unexpected effects and provide access to forms of comprehension of 

the world other than the rational understanding expected of broadcasts of a journalistic 

type. We are about to set one foot in the multi-faceted domain that treacherously yet 

fascinatingly unfolds between fact and fiction. Depending on how documental sources are 

used and the conductor-actors relationship unfolds, we may embark on the exploration of 

territories loaded with new resonances or make our way back to more secure grounds. 

 

 

5.2.3. Classical documentaries open up to fiction: The deceptions of dramatization  

 

Let us start off with a type of programme that makes us feel on secure grounds – 

at least apparently. We will consider works that sit towards the documentary end of the 

continuum but present a small amount of fictionalization. Analysis will look at how facts 

are penetrated by the fictional elements which often throw them off balance setting 

unexpected meaning free. Exploration concerns the way documents are employed to 

throw light on events and the way sound acts on them fragmenting and distorting the 

informative layer. I argue that sound is problematic for programmes that want to bear 

witness to reality and purport to increase knowledge of an objective-scientific type, a risk 

that is present even in the more factual products and in those that make the maximum 
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usage of official documentary materials. The case studies under scrutiny belong to two 

weekly series, Sunday Feature (Radio 3) and Archive on 4 (Radio 4), which are plainly 

classified by the broadcaster as factual. 

 

 

5.2.3.1. Case studies from the series Sunday Feature 

 

Presented as “one of the pillars of Radio 3’s output” in the Radio 3 Commissioning 

Brief for 2013-2014 (3), Sunday Feature stages one-offs and series on “artists and thinkers 

from the contemporary to the ancient” (2013/14.1), with interviews with experts by 

established figures of journalism and broadcasting. Features draw on archival material, 

literary texts and contextual music to render the atmosphere of the place and time 

explored and enlarge their informative scope. Such formula, which we may term ‘a first 

degree of dramatization / fictionalization’, involves the acting out of documents or 

literary excerpts and the use of recordings from real events. Melvin Rickarby’s In the 

Shadow of the Tower (2014) intertwines Professor Andrew Hussey’s commentary as he 

travels across Paris to find out about the first conception of the Eiffel Tower, its political 

relevance and cultural impact on French society, with interviews to artists, writers and 

historians, music and songs of the time, noises from reality and sfx. Especially recreated 

sounds are heard in the background of a conversation on the 1889 Exposition Universelle 

for which the tower was constructed: people’s shouts and confused utterances, a band 

playing, “exotic music from the colonies”, as Hussey defines it, and possibly the clangour 

of machinery – all the hurly-burly of a crowded fair. A description of Belleville, a working-

class arrondissement for ages which had been the centre of disorders and riots against 

the wealthy Paris (well embodied by grand monuments such as the Eiffel Tower) is 

framed by a song sung by Fréhel. This lesser known contemporary of Édith Piaf had been 

born in Belleville and had soon become a heroin of chanson réaliste singing the life of 

Paris’s lower classes. Thus, music becomes a simple and yet effective device to introduce 

a reflection on the contested status of the Universal Exhibition and its much debated 

grandeur. 

An illustration of what fictional elements – although very sparse – do when 

applied to the reporting of ‘facts’ can be found in another Sunday Feature documentary 

The Supernatural North (2014), which associates the real and the imaginative, histories 
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and stories, in both its structure and its content. On her journey into Arctic Norway to 

investigate the origin and appeal of Northern fantastic sagas and legends, Eleanor 

Rosamund Barraclough meets up with the literary relics of eerie creatures and uncanny 

events, on the one hand, and with historical figures (alleged witches, shamans), on the 

other. The programme’s structure is exemplary in many respects. At the crossroads of the 

expository and the interactive mode, combining the “impression of objectivity and of 

well-substantiated judgement” (Nichols, 1991.35) of the former with the centrality of the 

social actors involved (1991.44) of the latter, it progresses in a linear way under the 

guidance of the commentator’s voice. She introduces the subject-matter at the beginning 

(“Why do we associate the North with the supernatural? That’s what I [stressed] want to 

find out”), weaves the experts’ contributions together and draws conclusions, producing 

the overall impression that a form of truth has been sought and a point has been made. 

The expressive reading of documents, together with accompanying music and a few 

sound effects, is all dramatization amounts to. Nevertheless, it effectively contributes to 

shedding an unsettling light onto the linear treatment of the central subject. For example, 

as we listen to a legend read out by an actor on bloodthirsty wolves, unnatural howls are 

heard in the background that, for the very reason that we recognize their fictive origin, 

sound unnervingly ominous. In another case, the voice reading out the curse cast by a 

glámr, an undead creature hunting the living, reaches us from a sepulchral depth through 

a distorting effect that makes it sound hollow and echoing. The evocative potential of 

effects is such that, at some point, one starts wondering whether even the ambient 

noises supposedly recorded on the spot are real or fake, like when the presenter takes us 

to some remote moor in the farthest north, home to spectral creatures, and we wonder 

about the real nature of the gulls’ cries, the crunch of trod down grass and the gusts of 

wind in the background. The engrafting of fictional elements on the standardized 

structure – a reflection of the objective, almost scientific type of approach established at 

the outset by the presenter – gives way to disquieting yet intriguing ambiguities. 

 

 

5.2.3.2. Case studies from the series Archive on 4 

 

The other series presenting a first degree of dramatization is Archive on 4 (Radio 

4). It is exemplary of the most recent trend in radio documentary making, more attentive 
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to a method of production than to the specificity of content. “A classy storytelling hour 

using the archive, rather than a simple showcase for archive material” (Radio 4 

Commissioning Guidelines 2013.35. My italics), this slot aims to explore “a wide variety of 

ideas: individual life stories or biographies, cultural, scientific, social, political, sporting or 

entertainment history” (2013.36), under the skilled guidance of an authoritative 

presenter. Archives (the BBC’s or other), which are the basis of the reconstruction, are 

used in various ways. In Paget’s (1990.16) categorization, sources employed by True 

Stories are of two kinds, “single” and “multiple”. We can find an example of extensive 

exploitation of a multiplicity of sources in Jessica Treen’s No More Heroes (2014), that 

presents extracts from films, songs, tv shows, a recording of a space launch, a theatre 

comedy, news bulletins and reports. Instances of single sources utilized intensively are 

instead climber Chris Bonington's audio diary of his 1975 expedition to Everest in Andy 

Carter and Dave Sheasby’s The British on Top of the World (2014), and the 1960s 

interviews made by Colin Edwards with Dylan Thomas's closest friends and family in Sarah 

Cuddon’s Cerys Goes Under Milk Wood (2014). 

Once again, the presenter weaves together the different views and opinions with 

the aim of making a point or demonstrating a hypothesis. The purpose of the 

investigation is set out straightaway, as Angie Hobbs does at the very beginning of No 

More Heroes: “I want to explore how notions of self, ambition and pre-eminence might fit 

into a contemporary religious view of heroism”; and conclusions are duly drawn at the 

end: “Heroes contribute to a sense of personal and communal identity. (…) Real heroes 

give succour, hope and inspiration, they expand our sense of human possibilities and 

show us how to be the best versions of ourselves we can possibly be. So, before you use 

the word hero think about it”. Hobbs constitutes an ever- (and omni-) present, hands-on 

type of commentator, conducting the programme a bit like a one-woman show. She 

carries out her survey through interviews to a large number of experts and witnesses (a 

historian, a theologian, a feminist writer, a museum curator, a psychologist, a 

sportswoman, an MP) in order to probe the various facets of her topic as they arise from 

history and political analysis, as well as from the realm of fiction and the arts: mass 

celebrity, the development of the concept of heroism, the misuse of the term by 

politicians and the media, the drawbacks associated with being considered a hero, 

etcetera. Non-verbal material amounts to bits of songs and some background music 

accompanying the reading of literary texts. The risk inherent in a type of programme that, 
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purporting to exhaustively explore all sides of a topic, makes use of verbal material 

almost uninterruptedly is that the excess of information may leave the listener in a state 

of puzzlement as to the point made. After going through the experience of so many 

witnesses and taking in so many facts and data, one finds it hard to piece together the 

general picture or even to remember specific points, despite the fact that the single 

components may be particularly meaningful or enlightening. The sense of totality may 

turn out to be rather misleading. 

A less emphatic, yet equally effective, narrative strategy is adopted by climber 

Stephen Venables in The British on Top of the World, recalling Bonington's 1975 

expedition to Everest through the editing of the latter's on-the-spot recordings. The 

speaker draws on his own personal experience and lends the reconstruction an intimate, 

confidential overtone. He thus concludes the account: “The 1975 expedition remains a 

landmark, a great pioneering event. […] Some saw the south-west face climb as the 

culmination of a golden age, but for younger climbers like me it was an inspiration to 

climb other new routes up Everest and do them without oxygen”. All throughout, 

Venables maintains a firm hold of his role as the leading voice of the programme, and we 

may view the moralizing close as part of a well worked-out approach that shows full 

awareness of one's own means. 

Quite unlike such self-confident figures is the presenter of Cerys Goes Under Milk 

Wood. Despite her strong status in contemporary music as an award-winning singer and 

songwriter and her renown as a presenter on BBC Radio 6 Music, Cerys Matthews carves 

out the role of an unimposing commentator who discretely interacts with her guests and 

with the archival material, suggesting rather than stating, proposing rather than 

explaining. Thus, her narrative proceeds more through a series of poetical connections 

and connotative implications than by way of cogent analysis and logical argumentation. 

What is noteworthy here is that, while not distinctly situating the programme in the 

drama area of the continuum, the way materials are handled moves it one step away 

from classical documentary. The broadcast portrays the works and life of Dylan Thomas 

as they emerge from Cerys’s uncle Colin Edwards’s interviews. Archival recordings 

alternate with present-day interviews and with readings from Thomas’s works, 

sometimes with the commentator’s mediation, sometimes fading smoothly into each 

other. 
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An example of the crucial role of editing in pushing forward the narrative outside 

the ordering action of the commentator is the sequence on the poet’s sessions with his 

friends. Questioned by Colin about Thomas’s reminiscences of their daily gatherings, Bert 

Trick, the Swansea grocer friend, answers: “It’s very true indeed”. Then his voice fades 

out while Andrew Lycett, author of one of the writer’s biographies, interviewed by Cerys, 

steps in: “An important influence in his kind of awareness of the world came in Swansea 

in the early 1930s, when he befriended somebody in Swansea who became a great friend 

and that was Bert Trick”. We hear the grocer friend again talking about their Sunday 

evening trips to the sea front to listen to all sorts of quirky orators, and how that was also 

an inspirational experience for the poem I See The Boys of Summer. Cerys’s musical 

version of the Reverend Eli Jenkins’ Prayer in Under Milk Wood (The Sunset Poem) fades 

in, stays in the background while Trick and Lycett follow one another on the issue of the 

poet’s much debated political awareness and his great human compassion, then comes 

up again to be brought to a close. It is here that we are met with probably the only set of 

sound effects of the programme. The sounds of an air raid (bombing, a siren and other 

war noises) fade into Thomas’s voice saying: “Next, I shall read a poem called A Refusal to 

Mourn the Death, by Fire, of a Child in London”. In this sequence the various materials, 

tightly connected to each other as they are, form a compound, multi-layered organism in 

which sense is conveyed by the relationship of the parts rather than by a verbal 

construction reordering and connecting fragments of knowledge for the benefit of an 

unaware listener. 

Compared with the factual, scientifically validated texture of No More Heroes, or, 

to a smaller degree, of The British on Top of the World, with Cerys Matthews’s broadcast 

other levels are accessed, other domains touched upon, having more to do with the 

poetry of life than with journalistic information. The juxtaposition of voices and registers 

as an expressive device also brings about a sense of intimacy that would be difficult to 

convey otherwise, like when Thomas’s daughter recalls her father’s daily habits in 

Laugharne: 

Cerys: This is how Aeronwy remembers life in the Thomas household. 

Aeronwy: Well, he’d get off to the Browns Hotel late morning and do The 

Times crossword puzzle. 

Colin: This [incomprehensible] at the Pelican, was it? 

Aeronwy: Yes, at the Pelican, and then he would cross the road and they’d 

both have their Guinnesses. 
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Beyond the apparent simplicity of the verbal exchange, the interplay of aural 

elements – individual intonations and inflections, pauses, repetitions and hesitations – 

produces a complex fabric in which the two texts – Cerys’s comment, Colin’s interview 

with Aeronwy – intersect in an almost inextricable way. As a consequence, although we 

have an idea of the time lapse and the logical sequencing established by words, we get 

the feeling of a familiar conversation, with three people gathered in the same place and 

sharing their affectionate view of a common friend. We are indeed reminded of the 

importance Street attributes to the voice as a bearer of meaning, through inflection, 

rhythm and pauses (the individual idiolects), which I have discussed in chapter 4. 

Editing can indeed constitute a valuable tool to enhance an atmosphere and add 

layers of significance in ‘factual’ documentaries, without their having to abdicate the 

grade of intelligibility that is expected of a traditional form. As we shall see, editing can 

also work at a deeper level, demanding the listener’s active involvement in the 

production of a different type of understanding from mainstream knowledge. For the 

purposes of the present analysis, the Brechtian concept of “complex seeing” is worth 

resuming. The German playwright exploited the technique of “collision montage” (Paget, 

1990.46) as a device apt to alter the sequential representation of time in his Epic Theatre. 

One of Brecht’s main concerns was to allow spectators “to engage in an active, not 

passive, relationship with the material presented to them – enabled, not compensated” 

(1990.46). For its use of sources and its editing technique, documentary radio participates 

in the same effort toward an activation of audiences and a stimulation of alternative 

perspectives on reality. Radio has afforded the possibility, by means of “a montaged clash 

of discourses” (1990.47), to perceive the different contexts in which events evolve and 

issues are debated, beyond the establishment’s regulatory action. Brecht’s conception of 

radio is obviously indebted to his political engagement. Pointing out the importance of 

the listeners’ resistance and mobilization against all passive relationship to the medium, 

he advocated their active engagement as ‘producers’ (cf. Brecht, 1930, in Willett, 

1997.44). As we have seen, something of this commitment was inherited by British radio 

documentary from the 1930s onward, together with a form of editing that very closely 

recalls collision montage. A similar notion, less ideologically connoted and more suited to 

contemporary production, has been expressed by Crook (2011.208) in his definition of 

sound “montage”. Still recognizing the legacy of the 1920s Soviet filmmakers, the critic 

refers the word in particular to “the Scandinavian and continental tradition of programme 
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making” (Crook, 2011.208-209) and sees montage principally as a technical device that 

allows the narrative to unfold and generate meaning through the blending and 

interweaving of interviewees’ speech and actuality with no recourse to an extradiegetic 

voice. In this acceptation the term “montage” can be used to describe contemporary 

programmes like Cerys Goes Under Milk Wood that, though lacking the strong political 

commitment of the first experiments, draw much of their strength from the skilful usage 

of editing techniques. The format may have become somewhat standardized and at times 

somewhat prosaic, yet the idea has become deeply embedded in practices that the 

stimulation of the listener’s awareness and abilities as a producer of meaning is a crucial 

element (Paget, 1990.46). The concept recalls that “exercise in complex seeing” Brecht 

(1931, in Willett, 1997.44) wished for radio audiences, minus the fervid ideological 

vocation  

 

 

5.2.4. Docufiction between institutional regulations and sound’s deviations  

 

As regards the degree of cross-fertilization between fact and fiction the case 

studies considered above display some common features. It is arguable if these aspects 

contribute to place them within the area of docudrama. Strictly speaking they appear to 

be situated at the documentary end of the continuum, at a good distance from that 

blurred territory lying in-between where we find broadcasts that are more ambiguous 

and more difficult to classify. It is true that they utilize archive material and documents of 

various nature, but this is precisely the key point: sources are exploited, made use of, they 

do not speak for themselves, they need some sort of explanation, be it a presenter’s 

comment or an expert’s contribution providing some form of reading or ‘interpretation’, 

like captions under a picture. Failing that, we would be left with an interesting inventory 

of more or less relevant documents and material that would not, literally, make (produce) 

sense. Likewise, the small amount of dramatization in these programmes performs an 

illustrative / explanatory function of the point the commentator intends to make. 

Some works present a less structured form of interaction between interviewer and 

social actors – what Nichols (1991.52) calls a “pseudo-dialogue”. The exchange appears so 

informal that we get “the impression of “dialogue”” (Nichols, 1991.52), while in actual 

fact it maintains the hierarchical perspective typical of interviews in a process of 
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legitimation of the informative load. Despite the seeming equality of the two parties, the 

commentator still firmly holds the reins of the conversation organizing the narrative 

around precise, logically ordered units of meaning. The poetical emerges from time to 

time through the fissures in the story, suggesting possible escapes from rationality, like in 

the case of Cerys Goes Under Milk Wood. Yet the solid, consistent body of documentaries 

of a factual type guarantees that at the end listeners will be left with deeper 

understanding and an expanded knowledge, as if we were constantly reminded of the 

primary aspiration of radio communication at the BBC. 

The Reithian tradition upholding the network’s task to educate, inform and 

entertain echoes throughout the Radio Commissioning Guidelines and Commissioning 

Briefs for documentary and drama. Presenting Archive on 4 the Radio 4 Commissioning 

Guidelines Spring 2013, Proteus Round: 2014/2015 – 1 (BBC Radio 4, 2014/15.36) clearly 

states that that, to be considered for broadcast, programmes “should seek to entertain 

and engage, as well as inform and educate”. Similarly, the Radio 3 Commissioning Brief 

for the Sunday Feature 2013/14 (BBC Radio 3, 2013/14.2) emphasises the need for an 

intelligent yet balanced approach. The slot is presented as “a showcase for thought 

provoking programmes that reflect the breadth and the depth of the station’s arts and 

culture agenda”; at the same time, being scheduled in the evening in between music 

programmes, it needs “to entertain and enlighten the audience – but not be glib” 

(2013/14.3). Official instructions also stress the network’s preoccupation with keeping the 

audience’s cultural awareness and interest in mind. For example, Radio 4 commissioners 

state that the channel “is a destination for curious minds – our audiences have a hunger 

on the one hand for stories defined by rigour and clarity and on the other for 

entertainment and wit” (BBC Radio 4, 2014/15.69). Interestingly, in the section regarding 

the overall programming in the Radio 4 Commissioning Guidelines (BBC Radio 4, 

2014/15.69) the founding triad has undergone a slight adjustment: “our arts features 

should be defined by being original, entertaining and informative”. The notion of 

originality recalls one typicality of radio documentary in the 2000s, the authorial mark, a 

trait that is often reiterated in official recommendations for new proposals. The 

commissioners of the Sunday Feature slot invite producers to consider “[w]hat is original 

about your programme idea?” (BBC Radio 3, 2013/14.3) since the network will “be 

looking to see what makes a feature distinctive, whether the presenter has a particular 
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expertise, passion or point of view, and how the feature offers new insights into a 

subject” (2013/14.3). 

In truth, the standards specified for commissioning purposes appear to be very 

loose and are frequently eluded in practice. By the BBC’s own admission, the combination 

of factual and fictional is a largely accepted occurrence even when the programme clearly 

defies the advocated pre-eminence of ‘documentariness’. Such linkage between an 

objectivizing view and a fabricated reality is suggested, in the planning stage, in the Radio 

3 Commissioning Brief for the Sunday Feature (2013/14.3): “We’d welcome ideas which 

link the features to a related series of The Essay, or a related Drama on 3 proposal”. The 

recognition that 'dramatizing' information is to a certain extent unavoidable and even to 

encourage, if only for the sake of the 'entertain' branch of the tripartition, must not make 

us overlook the suggestive strength of the instants when rational meaning gives way to a 

sort of poetic or expressive subtext. These are the blurred areas in which fact and fiction 

clash, we lose grip on the point being made and wonder “Is it real or faked?” It is precisely 

at those moments that the listener's active role starts to be implicated in the construction 

of some type of original knowledge. Productions allowing this, like The Supernatural 

North or Cerys Goes Under Milk Wood, may be more enthralling than those, equally 

compounded, in which the demarcation line between invention and information is clearly 

drawn and the listener gets a satisfying – yet somehow arid – feeling of being constantly 

in control. It is the case with programmes that sit right in the middle of the continuum, 

presenting what I would call ‘a fifty percent degree of dramatization’, as the next case 

study seeks to demonstrate. 

 

 

5.2.5. Unfolding histories: The voice of the destitute in the mirror of the archives 

 

Proceeding along the continuum we come across productions in which the 

fictional element, interweaving with the typical components of classical documentary 

(namely, the interview and the commentary), plays a crucial role in pushing the narrative 

forward and forging meaning. There is a contemporary tendency towards an over-usage 

of archives through more or less sophisticated actions of fictionalization, from simple 

reading out to acting out, to full dramatization. As we shall see, archival exploitation in 

itself poses problems, especially when it is coupled with another trend present-day 
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docudrama has inherited from the 1950s – showcasing the lives and deeds of the 

anonymous people. 

The series Voices from the Old Bailey (2010-2014) provides an instance of 

programmes exhibiting a well-balanced mixture of documentary and drama, whereby 

reported reality and fiction stand out clear-cut and interact in the most reassuring way for 

the listener, at least apparently. The introduction in the website says it all: “Professor 

Amanda Vickery presents dramatized extracts from gripping Old Bailey court cases from 

the 18th century and discusses with fellow historians what they reveal about the period” 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b012stwb). Unlike the documentaries examined in 

the previous section, in which the literary/dramatized material served the purpose of 

illustrating a point set forth at the very beginning, in this case the document is avowedly 

paramount. It is around archive material that discussion is prompted in an attempt to 

extract its deepest sense and let emerge fragments of truth about the social reality of the 

time. It is again the dispossessed and the outcast the programme appears to have a 

strong interest in, as is natural considering that Amanda Vickery, the presenter, has 

always devoted her historical analysis to issues connected with gender, family and the 

workers' lives. The documentary source has been chosen accordingly – the Proceedings of 

the Old Bailey, which concern non-elite people tried at London's central criminal court 

from the 17th to the early 20th century, and are now available to everyone on the Net. 

 

 

5.2.5.1. A case study from Voices from the Old Bailey 

 

Episode Transportation (2014), produced by Elizabeth Burke for the third and last 

series, presents four cases of defendants who were sentenced to forced transportation to 

the colonies during the 18th and 19th centuries. Each story is illustrated with excerpts from 

archived texts – court sentences, criminal biographies, a pamphlet, a letter and a poem by 

one of the convicts. Documents are introduced and commented upon by three historians, 

read out by actors and fictionally contextualized through very discreet background noises 

(a crowd, the public at a hearing). Transportation as a classical fact-based documentary 

with demonstrative and informative purposes is in line with a form of realism requiring 

“the producer or the reporter to make reasonable efforts to make objective decisions 

about all available facts, and to try to represent them fairly, giving due prominence to 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b012stwb
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each element of the resultant discourse” (Starkey, 2004.219). Starkey’s observation helps 

us to pinpoint three major features of classical docudrama formats: the essential role of 

the presenter/reporter; the need for objective representation; the restitution of a 

coherent picture framing the phenomena analysed. 

Vickery well embodies the standard presenter with supervisory tasks. She 

conducts the interviews and holds the reins of the narration in much the same poised and 

masterly way as a presenter does in the “speech packages”. In Starkey’s typology of radio 

broadcasts, these are informative pre-recorded features included in short news bulletins 

or in longer news programmes, similar to documentary in form and intent, possibly with a 

stronger inclination towards reportage. The presenters of speech packages adopt “[t]he 

conventional mode of address […] of an informed, impartial commentator, confidently 

presenting a reasoned and reasonable discourse directly to the listener” (Starkey, 

2004.56. Bold in the original). They express their “ownership of the discourse” (2004.56) 

through their prominent position “in the centre of an unfolding story – factual, of course, 

and therefore 'true' – which uses various sounds and the testimony of others to reinforce 

and illustrate it” (2004.56). Very similarly, Vickery positions herself, albeit in a discreet 

and friendly manner, at the centre of the discussion. She introduces topics, resumes the 

thread of the narration after the experts’ speech and draws conclusions. Her strategy 

tends to be conversational and unrhetorical and her closing also reflects this. Before 

expressing her personal view on the relevance of the cases discussed, she asks the three 

historians’ opinion and interestingly, her question has to do with the human significance 

of the events rather than with their historical import: “I wonder what stayed with you 

about the experience and purpose of transportation?”. We may say that the ‘human side’ 

is Vickery's stylistic keynote as a presenter, as she clearly states at the end: “It’s less the 

criminal aspects of it [the cases discussed] that appeal to me, but kind of[?] human 

aspects about how people make shift in a changing world.” 

Vickery also comments on the dramatized documents underlining their evidential 

value in demonstrating a point, and thus implicitly defends the ‘truthfulness’ of the 

programme. Declarations of authenticity are an indispensable precondition to persuade 

the audience of the programme’s objectivity, the second characterizing aspect of classical 

documentary. Authenticity is basically granted by court records, which represent the only 

possibility for us to gain access to those trials. Their importance is reaffirmed by the 

presenter at the close of the programme, when she says: “We wouldn’t even be able to 
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hear the voices of those ordinary people from the eighteenth and from the nineteenth 

centuries were it not for the records of the Old Bailey and the court short-hand writers 

taking down what people said”. Nevertheless, an analysis of Transportation shows that 

the function of archive material in representation proves problematic when it is upheld in 

connection with authenticity and truth-making tasks, even the more so when the medium 

only relies on sound. One of the issues is how a legal document with all its evidentiary 

strength can possibly open up a different discourse on those it has contributed to reject. 

As a matter of fact, each piece of evidence is presented through a process of triple 

mediation: the filed document kept at the Old Bailey, in itself an official record of the 

original words; the presenter’s commentary; and the actor’s/actress’s interpretation. One 

may rightfully wonder whether it is really the closest possible to the convict’s voice we 

hear through the multi-layered voice of the institution. The other point concerns the 

nature of sound, which adds a further disquietude to the scenery, because it is unreliable 

by its own nature. How can we be sure of the truth of documents we heard for only one 

fleeting moment? Indeed if we are looking for guarantees of objectivity we have to turn 

to the original written accounts kept at the Old Bailey, as Vickery aptly advises at the end 

of the programme, also suggesting a further seal of authenticity in connection with our 

lives: “They’re all available to read and search online, so have a look and see if any of your 

ancestors were transported, or hanged”.  

Besides the host’s guaranteeing role and a search for evidence-based objectivity in 

representation, the other claim of standard documentaries is the capacity to draw 

reasonable conclusions “having considered the evidence fairly presented in it” (Starkey, 

2004.219). All throughout the programme we get the impression that the factual side of 

documentary evidence is duly taken into account, as well as objectively represented 

through the reading out and accounted for by the guests’ answers. Nevertheless, 

coherence seems to find itself in deep water at the end when Vickery gives a twist to the 

debate, asking her guests to relinquish all scientific argumentation and instead provide an 

emotional response to the debated issues of crime and punishment. Such shift in the 

programme’s focus may certainly be captivating for listeners but leaving the secure 

grounds of historiography guaranteed by factual evidence may prove a double-edged 

weapon, especially for truth-seeking programmes. History Professor Robert Shoemaker 

sees transportation as an “extraordinary punishment because of the variety of reactions 
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that you get from the convicts and the variety of experiences they make.” And he 

explains: 

We've seen terror, we've seen defiance but we've also seen opportunity and people 

being able to make new lives, and I think that identifies transportation as a really 

unique form of punishment because it served so many different purposes and had 

such varied impacts on those who were transported. 

This is a curious enough conclusion in a programme that all throughout has sought 

to demonstrate the excess of the punishment in most cases compared to the relative 

smallness of the crimes, such as shoplifting and pickpocketing, committed by “desperate” 

people, as professor Peter King had remarked at the very beginning. In addition to its 

original interest, the programme has intentionally emphasized the devastating 

consequences of judgement for the convicts' whole lives, their families and relations, 

often to a point of no return. Consideration of the assets of punishment is beyond the 

point the programme has so far tried to make, having more to do with a personal/political 

view than with the requirements of a historical approach. The emotional impact of 

testimonies appears to be at odds with objectivity requirements. 

 

 

5.2.6. Legitimated knowledge and sound’s deviations: The “two truths” of radio 

 

Transportation typifies the approach underlying the entire series, which presents 

the three main characteristics of factual feature: the leading position of the presenter; a 

search for objectivity in representation; and the drawing up of a coherent picture that 

recapitulates the main lines of the discussion. As docudrama, Voices from the Old Bailey 

deploys a fifty percent degree of fictionalization, midway along the continuum. It exhibits 

a clear-cut distinction between acted out documents and factual argumentation via a 

simple combination of parts and rather uncomplicated editing. The resulting 

representation of reality can be extremely convincing and indeed the series constitutes 

an inspirational insight into the world of the voiceless. Yet its outcomes appear arguable 

for the very fact of its being based on institutional evidence. The handling of archival 

material is extremely hazardous in a programme that shows a double intent: the primary 

urge, a sort of scientific necessity to consider the document paramount; and a thrust 
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towards a subjective view of things whereby presenter, guests and listeners alike are 

called to sympathise with the weak and the destitute.  

It is the critic Ortoleva's (1996.57) belief that since its beginnings sound 

documentary has manifested a duality in the truth-seeking effort deeply influenced by the 

specificity of its language. He locates the origin of “radio documentary as an everyday 

genre, no longer limited to the experiences of restricted avant gardes and no longer 

confined to marginal sectors of the palimpsest”, in the English-speaking countries at the 

end of the Thirties. At that moment “there quickly emerged a new tension between what 

Stott calls the two truths of the [sic] radio as a documentary medium – that of the 

speaker and our faith in him, and that connected to the [sic] live sound” (1996.57). 

Ortoleva’s remark points to a contrast but also a form of coexistence between objectivity 

sustained by evidence and legitimated by an expert’s credibility, on one side, and 

signification brought about by the effects of sound coming through the air, on the other. 

All docudrama shows such duplicity, what varies is the measure of control exerted onto 

the sound material and the resulting degree of visibility of the two truths. The tension is 

alternatively loosened in the direction of “the speaker’s truth” or the truth of “live 

sound”, depending on the editing style and the way documents are handled. Programmes 

like Vickery’s – and probably most part of classical documentary – exert a strong hold on 

documental sources in their effort to clarify how and why things of the world are the way 

they are. They tend towards the expert’s unequivocal truth. Dramatization of sources is 

employed to contextualize information providing the feel of an age and to make the 

dryness of the written document more palatable. Voices from the Old Bailey can be 

viewed as part of the British documentary tradition purporting to bring the life of the 

anonymous to the fore and do them justice by demonstrating their reasons through 

attested evidence. Archives are exploited to this end but their usage is controversial 

because they substantiate the establishment’s point of view on justice and the knowledge 

they engender is heavily mediated. In such an institutionalized context sound is hardly 

ever let free to slip out of the speaker’s grip and generate expressivities, like in less 

controlled programmes, for example Cerys Goes Under Milk Wood. While the “tension” 

between the two truths tends to break up distinctly in favour of official discourse, little 

room is left to unexpected poetic reverberations from in between the folders of the 

objective treatment – the type of truth that feeds alternative bits of knowledge into 

listeners but would prove rather unpalatable in a scientific-historical perspective.  
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The exploration of British contemporary case studies has permitted to highlight 

how these two forms of ‘truth’ – the ‘factual’ and the ‘poetic’ – interact in documentary 

programmes that tend to adhere to formats standardized according to official models 

such as the ones put forward in the BBC’s commissioning guidelines and briefs. Analysis 

has demonstrated that the sound dimension allows for the emergence of an alternative 

form of comprehension of reality even in programmes adopting an approach of a 

scientific kind or presenting a strong journalistic bent for their usage of documents, 

interviews and the presenter’s speech with authenticating purposes. Such broadcasts 

gravitate around the fact end of the continuum with a varying degree of dramatization up 

to a fifty percent. The section has also pointed out how the exploitation of audio archival 

material may lead to problematic outcomes because sound lacks the authenticating 

power of the image, yet it is expected to carry out a demonstrative or objectivizing task. 

The next part looks at how the extent of sound’s elusiveness and ambiguity may 

become a distinctive trait of docudrama. This is done considering the Italian situation 

because it presents a variety of productions that are not rigidly regulated by an 

institutional hand and offer a perspective ranging across the full fact-fiction spectrum. It is 

possible to attempt a categorization of the genre docudrama through identification of the 

different ways in which sound shapes the representation of reality on the fact-fiction 

border. Case studies are drawn from the 2014 edition of the Bellaria Film Festival, a 

yearly showcase for documentary film that also includes a radio section representative of 

the contemporary panorama for the variety of styles, approaches and aims and for its 

focus on both the factual and the creative aspects of documentary. 

 

 

5.3. A showcase for Italian audio docufiction: The Bellaria Film Festival 

 

5.3.1. The significance of a festival for radio documentary as a marginalized cultural 

product 

 

Radio RAI devotes very little room on the schedule to documentary proper, let 

alone to more inventive or hybrid forms. The weekly slot Il Cantiere on Radio3 

broadcasting programmes prepacked by external bodies and characterized by an 

innovative and highly experimental slant, with forays into the loosely dramatic and the 
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docudramatic, closed down in 2015 after five years' activity (Parisi, 2017). It has since 

remained as an online site offering mainly archival material and occasional special events. 

In the 2010s the main stages for the exhibition and dissemination of audio forms 

belonging to the area of docufiction have been (film) festivals and the Net. While 

websites – Audiodoc for one – enjoy devoted attention on the part of experts, 

practitioners and a niche audience of faithful listeners, the ones who would hardly chance 

upon dedicated sites on casual net surfing, festivals continue to be the destination of 

large numbers of interested people and curious visitors alike. 

In a personal interview the RAI radio producer Daria Corrias (2015) confirmed that 

the only two relevant events are at present Mondoascolti and the Bellaria Film Festival. 

Organized within the Internazionale a Ferrara, an annual panorama of international 

journalism in film, the media and the arts, as its title suggests Mondoascolti (lit. ‘world 

listening’) displays audio documentary from all over the world. Conversely, the sound 

documentary section of the yearly Bellaria Film Festival (BFF) constitutes a platform for 

contemporary national production. The cultural import of such type of ‘platforms’ for 

knowledge and the arts has been variously tackled by scholars. Stanley Waterman (1998) 

considers it in connection with the commercialization of the arts and the controversy 

between private and public ownership, looking at how festivals shape environments in a 

logics of cultural consumption. Arts festivals are also seen as means through which 

communities form and reinforce their identities (Quinn (2000)). Such process often 

contributes to further legitimising accepted values and knowledge at the same time 

presenting them to the outer world through the stimulation of tourist flows. Other 

scholars adopt the opposite stance. Heather Rolfe emphasises the character of 

distinctiveness and novelty of arts festivals. In most cases they present “events and 

performances which would not otherwise have taken place” (Rolfe, 1992.12) and thus 

constitute a sort of summation of a full year cultural programme. The aim may also be to 

stage high-quality performances in a place usually at the margins of the mainstream 

cultural movements. The view that “festivals provide opportunities to raise the profile of 

a particular type of music or other art form” (Rolfe, 1992.13) is shared by Mara Sartore, 

curator of the 2004 Circuito Off. Venice International Short Film Festival, though in a more 

particularized way.  
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What she suggests about the consideration enjoyed by “short films” 173 in Italy 

may also be said of contemporary Italian audio documentary, and a fortiori docudrama. 

Introducing the 2004 Circuito Off she points out the problems of “distribution and 

visibility”174 (Sartore, 2004.5) that short film encounters today on the market. Film 

festivals seem to swim against the tide proposing, as the Venice venue does, a high 

number of productions “from a variety of origins, not only in a geographical sense but 

also from a cultural, economic and aesthetic point of view” (2004.5).175 Therefore, a 

festival becomes “the ideal showcase”176 (2004.5) – and, we may add, possibly the only 

remaining channel of dissemination – for experimental and cross-genre productions, 

permitting “to discover where trends come from and to feel the pulse of future creativity” 

(2004.5).177 The BFF plays a similar role in the context of radio. It can be considered 

representative of a state of affairs in the first place for visibility reasons. According to its 

artistic directors Simone Bruscia e Roberto Naccari (2014.7), with the richness of its offer 

(“[f]ilms, installations, performances, concerts, conferences, conversations”)178 it 

constitutes “an archipelago of images and imaginations”179 that gathers the past’s 

inheritance and experiments with languages, avant-garde conceptions and expressive 

modes.  

Sartore (2004.5) attributes the market’s disregard for short films partly to their 

capacity of subverting cultural, economic and aesthetic rules thanks particularly to their 

“vast communicative potential due to the accessibility of the medium”.180 Without 

engaging in a similar political assertion, the BFF organizers equally acknowledge the 

importance of sound documentary in all the variety of forms and contents that typically 

characterize a genre free from market constraints because of its marginality, and at the 

same time they aim to promote its progress as a means of investigating society through 

art. Progress also implies encouraging the sound documentary's dissemination making it 

available to a large audience, which is often one of festivals' ambitions as regards fringe 

productions. One way of circulating cultural products is through linkage “with other 

cultural providers” (Waterman, 1998.65). As one example of this opportunity Waterman 

                                                             
173 Cortometraggi. 
174 Distribuzione e visibilità. 
175 Non solo dal punto di vista geografico, ma anche culturale, economico, estetico. 
176 La vetrina ideale. 
177 Per scoprire dove nascono le tendenze e per tastare il polso della creatività futura. 
178 Proiezioni, installazioni, performances, concerti, incontri, conversazioni. 
179 Un arcipelago di immagini e immaginari. 
180 Enorme potenziale comunicativo dato dall'accessibilità del mezzo. 
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mentions the BBC Proms on Radio 3 and the World Service broadcasting London’s 

summer season of classical music concerts. Similarly, throughout the year RAI Radio 3’s 

Tre Soldi slot airs many of the audio programmes presented in each edition of the BFF. 

For its role in helping circulate audio productions issued of a variety of aesthetic 

approaches and often kept at the margins of mainstream radio, this festival stands as “a 

perfect showcase”181 (Sartore, 2004.5) from which to explore trends and “feel the pulse” 

of the most innovative documentary expressions in sound. 

 

 

5.3.2. Directions and innovation of radio documentary in the mirror of a festival 

 

The image of the “archipelago” in Bruscia and Naccari’s introduction was dictated 

by the festival’s location – the seaside resort Bellaria-Igea Marina on the Adriatic coast – 

but it was also intended as a metaphor of the viewers’ journey of exploration into an 

unknown world. The artistic directors underline the active role of spectators that, 

together with the organisers, promoters, researchers and all contributors, become 

“interpreters”182 (Bruscia and Naccari, 2014.7) of the “musical score”183 (2014.7) 

constituted by the festival’s proposals. The introduction to the 32nd edition’s publication 

Bellaria Film Festival #BFF32 (2014) becomes a sort of declaration of intent when, 

drawing a parallel with the pearl-fisher, the emblem image of that edition, it states that 

“the gaze probes, sounds overturns, confounds sea and sky, in search of numerous 

journeys, numerous stars. Behind our eyes, within the hidden details, the visual field is 

transformed into an immense and unexpected field of action” (2014.7).184 Remarkably, 

the observer becomes itself the subject and object of transformation: in its eyes (and, we 

may add, its ears) standard directions and references – water and land, depths and peaks, 

the earth and the cosmos – are capsized and the landscape turns into a living, 

metamorphic area of signification of which the visitor/spectator is transmuted into a 

creator and in which it is still possible to ‘take action’. This may be one of reasons why the 

BFF is one of the few events in which, evanescent as it is, sound art still finds legitimation. 

                                                             
181 La vetrina ideale. 
182 Interpreti. 
183 Partitura. 
184 Lo sguardo sonda, scandaglia, rovescia, confonde mare e cielo, in cerca di viaggi numerosi, numerose 

stelle. Dietro i nostri occhi, tra i dettagli nascosti, il campo visivo si trasforma in un campo d'azione immenso 

e insospettato. 
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“Archipelago” also formed the title of the 2014 collateral events section, which 

included the radio show Camera con vista. Panorama Radio Doc [A room with a view. A 

Radio Doc panorama], curated by Lorenzo Pavolini and Graziano Graziani with RAI Radio 

3. The title is emblematic of a process places often go through during festivals: the 

metamorphosis of an ordinary location into an exceptional venue for performances. 

Referring to geographic literature on the relevance of an arts festival for people’s lives, 

Quinn contends that the practices of arts boosts the relationships between individuals 

and between them and the place where they live. One way they do this is transforming 

“ordinary landscapes into spaces of cultural discourse, altering and challenging the 

meaning that a place usually holds for its population” (Quinn, 2000.264). A similar intent 

seems to underlie the organizers’ decision to utilize a hotel for the broadcast of audio 

documentaries. Nineteen rooms were made available for the audience to listen to the 

same number of programmes all day long, all throughout the festival, staying seated on 

an armchair, lying on the king size bed or staring out of the window at the horizon line 

where the sea and the sky meet – the “view” of the title. 

The selected works had ‘water’ in all its manifestations as a central theme: the 

sea, rivers, ships and boats, maritime jobs and cities, down to “sloshes and swashes”185 

(Bellaria Film Festival, 2014.45) and all water noises. This far too simple metaphor works 

more like an excuse going much in the direction indicated by Sartore about Venice 

Circuito Off. The suggested theme helps trigger a wide variety of topics and forms in the 

meanders of which the listener loses touch with the leading motif only to gain awareness 

of the all the creative possibilities the sound dimension opens up in connection with 

documentary reality. 

The curators’ introduction to the Camera con vista section recalls Sartore’s 

statements about the difficulties and strengths of a neglected genre. It emphasizes radio 

documentary’s relevance in quality and quantity, despite all problems of visibility on the 

market of mainstream culture, and its capacity to talk about “our country parallel to the 

cinema of reality and the journalistic reportage” (Pavolini and Graziani, 2014.45).186 The 

low profile forced on it has in fact allowed maximal freedom in terms of creativity and 

audience appeal, so that it has become “an authentic genre without a genre”187 

(2014.45): a genre, because it has been constituted into a fully recognizable form (or 

                                                             
185 Sciabordii e risacche. 
186 Il paese in parallelo al cinema della realtà e al reportage giornalistico. 
187 Autentico genere senza genere. 
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group of forms); without a genre, because this form eschews all “established codes” 

(2014.45).188 

My analysis of the productions presented at the 2014 edition of the BFF proceeds 

from a consideration of radio documentary’s current position outside institutional 

networks and its greatest freedom of movement. Indeed, the expressive variety granted 

by the multiplicity of forms and approaches showcased at the BFF permits to investigate 

the genre with a view to drawing a suitable typology for contemporary docudrama. As we 

have seen, the divide between documentary and docufiction is never so clear-cut. This is 

even truer of Italian productions since the lower degree of institutionalization and 

codification they are subject to, compared to the British ones, produces numerous 

overlaps and exchanges between programmes of a journalistic type and the fictionalized 

ones. Radio documentaries hosted at the BFF present techniques, components and 

strategies equally drawn from both domains. It is therefore possible to explore and 

categorize them according to the degree of fictionalization / manipulation of the 

documents at their basis, that is, observing their position along the documentary-drama 

continuum. In order to gain understanding of a programme’s nature as docudrama, 

attention is paid to the degree of cross-fertilization between “fictional narrative” 

(Formenti, 2014.108) and “real subject” (2014.108) through consideration of the 

following technical features: 

− the amount of dramatization; 

− the constituents indicated in chapter 1 (documents from various sources: literary, 

historical, personal, etc., and sound effects and music); 

− the editing technique. 

In particular this chapter looks at how productions exploit one of the most 

classical documentary devices, the interview, with special focus on the commentator-

guest interaction as indicative in itself of unheralded turns in narration. The theoretical 

basis for my analysis is supplied by the classifications of documentaries in different media 

provided by Deleu (radio), Nichols (film) and Paget (theatre). 

If the Camera con vista event can rightly be viewed, as the subtitle recites, as a 

“panorama” of the Italian production, my attempted classification will provide some clues 

to the state of affairs of such a little investigated subject as the 2010s audio docufiction in 

                                                             
188 Codici stabiliti. 
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the country. The resulting typology constitutes an example that may be extended to other 

cultural contexts by comparison. 

 

 

5.3.3. Classical documentaries 

 

The case studies to be explored show common patterns according to which it is 

possible to group productions into three macro-categories: classical, self-revelatory and 

experimental. Let us start, like in the case of British contemporary output, with the form 

listeners are most accustomed to and the one that gives the impression of maximum 

control over structure and theme. The general heading of ‘classical documentaries’ 

encompasses works that present a linear shape resting on an explicit space/time 

sequence and utilize standardized techniques to illustrate a clearly identifiable subject-

matter. The construction envisages three important figures, namely, a 

commentator/narrator, a witness, an expert, who step in in turn or interact, plus musical 

breaks and noises recorded from reality. 

 

 

5.3.3.1. The voice as a conveyor of meaning: Il paesaggio dentro una voce: Giordano 

Custode 

 

Renato Rinaldi’s Il paesaggio dentro una voce: Giordano Custode [The landscape 

inside a voice: Giordano Custode] (2013) is the first of a five-episode series called 

Voicescapes on people living in isolated places with nature and silence as their only 

company. A speaker’s voice introduces the story of Giordano, an elderly shepherd, and 

takes the floor from time to time to comment on his words or stimulate reflection. An 

ethnomusicologist and a linguist expand the topic with scholarly remarks. Yet it is the 

shepherd’s idiolect that constitute the thematic and melodic centre of the production. 

The voice springs up in all the richness of its physical texture: pauses and hesitations, 

inflections, dialectal interferences, idiomatic expressions, the onomatopoeias the old man 

uses to call to his herd, all making his speech unique and, in its coarse plainness, a 

sensuous reflection of the landscape he inhabits, sometimes at the expense of 

comprehensibility. Yet, more convincing than clear-cut words, the grain of Custode's voice 
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incorporates the mineral quality of the Alpine pastures. The enveloping silence in which it 

echoes reverberates the sense of solitude that mark the – paradoxically so – singularity of 

ancient, oft-repeated gestures and interjections. We are reminded of Thompson's Out 

Counting Sheep explored by Street (2012.87) in relation to pure (extraverbal) sound's 

capacity of recounting meaningful stories (see chapter 4 in this thesis).  

Street (2012.81) states that “[t]he skill of the gifted interviewer/producer is first to 

learn to listen creatively, and to identify the 'jewels' in everyday speech where language 

becomes transcendent” (Street, 2012.81). Transcendence is indeed the ultimate 

dimension of Giordano Custode. Towards the end we hear the shepherd's reflection on 

death: 

Mah. Vivere da soli si sta poco bene. (Pausa, un cane abbaia lontano) Perché una 

persona sola, eh, uno prendesse male qualche cosa può anche morire. (Pausa) Eh, è 

così. La morte fa poco piacere. Eh. Mi piacerebbe morire senza (risata), eh, senza 

soffrire. Eh, come quelli che si dormono la sera e alla mattina non si svegliano più. 

(Pausa) […] Diversi qua hanno fatto così. Alla mattina, eh, chiama, chiama ma, eh, 

addormentati. Non c'era più niente da fare (strofinio, suono di qualcuno che tira su 

col naso). La morte più bella sarebbe quella, almeno uno muore senza soffrire 

(strofinio). È così. Comincio già aver paura. Eh-eh. 

[Who knows. Living alone one feels not very well. (Pause, a dog barking in the 

background) Because a person alone, um, if one is taken ill by something he can even 

die. (Pause) Well, that's the way it is. We don't like death much. Yes. I'd like to die 

without (laughter), yes, without suffering. Well, like those that fall asleep at night and 

in the morning do not wake up any more. (Pause) […] That's what happened to quite 

a few here. In the morning, um, you call them, call them, um, asleep. There was 

nothing to do (shuffling, sniffing sound). That would be the best death, at least one 

dies without suffering (shuffling). That's the way it is. I'm starting to be afraid. Yes.]189 

What is missing in the above transcription, and is one strength of audio 

productions, is the encapsulation and restitution of the voice texture (cadence, rhythm, 

nonstandard pronunciation), of which there is no equivalent in any other medium, least 

of all in writing. There is, for example, an immense difference in the pronunciation of the 

“eh” interjection, sometimes soft and prolonged, intended to gain time or check on the 

interlocutor's attention: 

Alla mattina, eh, chiama, chiama ma, eh, addormentati. 

[In the morning, um, you call them, call them, um, asleep.] 

                                                             
189 It is very difficult to even render the ungrammaticality of some sentences keeping their beauty in 

translation. According to the different nuances it takes up, I have translated the interjection eh with 

suspensive um, with well when it is used to take time, and with yes when it has a constative value. 
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At other times it is short and sharp, meaning a statement (“This is how things are”): 

La morte fa poco piacere. Eh. Mi piacerebbe morire senza (risata), eh, senza soffrire. 

[No one likes death much. Yes. I'd like to die without (laughter), yes, without 

suffering.] 

Or it is emphatic through firm repetition: 

Comincio già aver paura. Eh-eh. 

[I'm starting to be afraid. Yes.] 

Resounding in all its complex mixture of hoarseness, heavy articulation and a 

drawl, Giordano's utterance seems to incarnate ironic surrender to our common destiny, 

accentuated by sparse everyday noises in the background: a dog barking and he himself 

moving around the house, until the programme comes to a close with the slosh of water 

emptied from a bowl. 

Giordano Custode is paradigmatic of a type of production in which ambient sounds 

get the upper hand on speech. They are sometimes so overpowering that they seem to 

interact with the human protagonists of the documentary. Remarkable examples are to 

be found in Fabio Fiori and Marco Fagotti’s Il nostro mare quotidiano. Rumori, suoni e voci 

[Our daily sea. Noises, sounds and voices] (2011), interlocking the stories of fishermen 

and mariners with sea noises and the narration of seascapes; and Renato Rinaldi’s 

Tagliamento-Tiliment. La lingua che scorre [Tagliamento-Tiliment. The language that 

flows] (2000), a poetic journey along the bed of the most important river in Friuli-Venezia 

Giulia in the company of the people residing in that secluded area and of its “babel of 

voices and dialects” (Bellaria Film Festival #BFF32, 2014.48).190 The sea and the river 

penetrate the lives of the inhabitants becoming characters of a story in their own right. 

Human speech counterpoints and complements the music of the water. Small artisans 

and workers still practising traditional maritime and farming jobs – shepherds, sailors, 

fishermen – bring their relationship with the hardship and mysteries of nature to the fore. 

They are “les anonymes”, the anonymous people Deleu (2000.150) describes as the main 

referents of Radio France Culture documentaries. Central to the French critic's analysis is 

the possibility the medium offers to produce information and enlarge our knowledge of 

society by means of the specificity of the documentary word, at the same time allowing a 

large audience to share in the interviewees’ experience. Radio promotes “a citizen's 

                                                             
190 Babele di voci e dialetti. 
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logics”191 (Deleu, 2000.146), that is, a widening of the democratic space and the 

development of an understanding of the world precisely by giving voice to the 

anonymous. How the French channels achieve this, i.e. the “media device”192 (2000.150) 

they adopt, is the core of his analysis. Some features of the journalistic documentary, one 

of the three types Deleu identifies in relation to France Culture productions (see chapter 

3 in this thesis), can broadly be applied to the ‘classical’ type in my categorization) The 

role of the journalist, typically presenting the topic and asking questions to the 

interviewees on social, historic or economic matters (2000.157-158) intertwines with that 

of the speaker in the intimate type, in which the discreet and unobtrusive exploration of 

very personal matters serves the purpose of creating an atmosphere of confidence and 

sharing between the witnesses and the listeners (2000.158). The interview remains the 

structural and dynamic centre of the documentary, even when there are no questions 

asked and we hear a narrative voice intimately talking to us, like in the case of Il nostro 

mare quotidiano. Rumori, suoni e voci, with the two speeches – a man's and a child's – 

interlacing to present us with the unfathomable beauty of the sea noises.  

 

 

5.3.3.2. The tricks of the interview: Vite grame dei pittori del Po 

 

In Nichols's (1991.50-ff) terms the interview, typical of the interactive mode, 

postulates the presence of both the filmmaker and the social actors involved in various 

forms of face-to-face exchange. Besides the more structured “common interview” 

(Nichols, 1991.52) guided by the journalist, there are times when both counterparts 

appear involved in an exchange on equal terms that gives “the impression of “dialogue”” 

(1991.52). It is true that the “interview formats prohibits full reciprocity or equity 

between the participants” (1991.52). In actual fact the interviewer constantly holds the 

reins of the discussion, maintaining his/her authority over the programme’s claims to 

authenticity, while the interviewee’s contribution is exploited as a documentary source in 

view of feeding new bits of information into validated knowledge. Nevertheless, 

unexpected juxtapositions may “put the solemnity and authority of the interview itself 

into question” (1991.45). Incongruous or contradictory statements about the core issue 

                                                             
191 Une logique citoyenne. 
192 Dispositif médiatique. 
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sometimes prompt the listener to turn a critical eye on the main frame of reference 

represented by the thought of the producer/interviewer, to the extent of causing 

“surprise, insight, or possibly, laughter” (1991.45). Ermanno Cavazzoni and Jean Talon’s 

series Vite grame dei pittori del Po [The Po painters’ meagre lives] (1999) presents a series 

of interviews to contemporary Naïf painters born along the river Po, the area of residence 

of Antonio Ligabue, one of the most important representatives of that current in the first 

half of the 20th century. The series is a meditation on their deep connections with the 

slowly-flowing waters. 

In one of the episodes the painter Zattelli Renato (curiously, he is always named 

by his surname first) is interviewed while he is in the company of Alfredo Gianoglio, a 

lawyer who has collected valuable recordings and material about the Po artists. In the 

first part we witness the repeated attempts on the part of the interviewer to bring the 

painter back to the focus of the dialogue: “Sentiamo cosa ci dice Zattelli della sua pittura” 

[Let’s listen to what Zattellli says about his painting]; “Senta Zattelli, ma veniamo alla sua 

pittura. Perché dipinge?” [Well, Zattelli, let’s turn to your painting. Why do you paint?] 

Whereas, each time he is questioned, Zattelli launches into a picturesque description of 

his wartime experience as a deportee in Germany and how, to meet the German army’s 

requests, he started singing and thus discovered his passion for “il canto” [operatic 

singing]. He also gives us astounding proof of his talents. At some point, the interviewer 

turns to the lawyer and asks him in a hopeless whisper: “Avvocato, ma non parla della sua 

pittura?” [Mr lawyer, doesn’t he ever talk about his painting?]. Later on, in a similar voice 

and like he were directly addressing the listener: “Ma il pittore Zattelli non fa altro che 

cantare?” [But does the painter Zattelli do nothing else but sing?]. The discrepancy 

between the documentary’s point and what is apparently the painter’s main interest 

results in a form of irony that questions the initial assumption which the series is built 

around and throws a new light onto the subject matter, calling for the listeners’ full 

attention and interpretive effort. So much so that on second listening one may get the 

impression Zattelli’s speech is in fact a recording, one of those collected by the lawyer, 

and the commentator is interacting with a living person, Mr Gianoglio, on the one hand, 

and with a recorded testimony, on the other, addressing the latter as if it were a person 

in the flesh. This produces an intriguing overlap with docufiction and some aspects of 

mockumentary, making issues related to objectivity in interviews and in interactive 

documentary even more problematic. 
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5.3.3.3. Closing remarks on classical forms 

 

Productions included in the ‘classical’ type share some of the features of the 

interactive form, which devises the interview as the main tool for generating a sense of 

objectiveness and reliability. The questioner-responder relationship may take the form of 

a dialogic exchange (Nichols, 1999.52), for example in Vite grame dei pittori del Po, or, 

eclipsing the interviewer’s voice, it may border on “pseudomonologue” (1999.54), like in 

Giordano Custode. Works of this kind aim to illustrate or clarify a point that is put forward 

at the start or can be inferred from the introductory remarks. However, sound acts on the 

verbal structure of the audio text bringing about outcomes that may vary from the initial 

assumptions. Sometimes the interviewee’s utterance provides a physical equivalent not 

only of an emotional status but also of a set of concepts that words alone are not able to 

put across. This is what Street calls “the poetry of the vernacular”: the disclosure of strata 

of hidden truth through the unique capacity of the voice’s sound to communicate 

passion, recollection and even transcendency simply by “the way words are spoken” 

(Street, 2012.82. Italics in the original). The process is clearly illustrated by the rhythm 

and inflection of Giordano Custode’s speech. At other times the interviewer’s words 

appear at odds with the questioner’s expectations. Because sound is evanescent and lacks 

the image’s validating power, we cannot catch firm hold of the point being made nor 

clearly identify argumentative references against which to test our degree of 

comprehension. The contradiction between the interviewer’s free speech and the initial 

assumption can go as far as a form of embedded irony or comedy, as in the case of the 

painter Zattelli’s impassionate digressions on his operatic singing that gradually – and 

whimsically – take centre stage in the programme. 

We have seen how the aural dimension plays tricks on our capacity of rational 

judgment. A strain has been put on the objectivity claims laid by classical formats. The 

less structured in terms of argumentation a documentary is, the less it risks being caught 

up in the vicious circle of the audio text. When, instead of being channelled for 

demonstrative purposes by means of rigorous structuring, the sound document 

(conversation, interview, actuality or scripted text) undergoes a more creative form of 

treatment, the programme’s focus appears constantly under way, slowly unfolding as the 
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narration proceeds. Broadcasts of this kind constitute a second category, which entails an 

effort on the part of the producer and the listener alike in the direction of a more 

imaginative rendering and perception of topics.  

 

 

5.3.4. Self-revelatory documentaries 

 

I use ‘self-revelatory’ as a comprehensive term for productions that do not 

proceed from a definite standpoint – which is the commentator’s task to illustrate 

combining the various sounds and speeches – nor propose to reach a specific purpose – 

to showcase the life of a social group, to clarify a historical or social problem, etc. Instead, 

they build up a perspective as the narrative progresses. The anonymous, or the voiceless, 

the small, are still at centre stage but the point of view on their stories is not made 

explicit at the beginning nor does there appear to be a well-defined argument to be 

illustrated or clarified by the documentary account that follows. Rather, the focus 

becomes gradually clear in a sort of step-by-step revelation that presents unexpected or 

extra-ordinary perspectives even on familiar matters. In a way, testimonies and 

documents speak for themselves often disclosing fragments of truth contrary to 

mainstream discourse. 

Obviously, the maker’s hand is always visible in the way the various components 

are assembled, that is, in the editing technique adopted, but his/her physical presence in 

the programme can be extremely blurred to the point of invisibility. In this sense we may 

say that the social actors, or the protagonists, are let free to express themselves with no 

interference nor interruption from an outer commentator, or narrator. In self-revelatory 

broadcasts such occurrence is particularly conspicuous. 

 

 

5.3.4.1. Degrees of hearability of the producer’s voice 

 

The structure of self-revelatory programmes is again quite straightforward, 

combining speeches with music and ambient noises. This type is close to the third 

documentary genre identified by Deleu (2000.158), the artistic documentary in which 
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“the producer’s function is fuzzier”193 than in the journalistic and the intimate 

documentaries, and “it depends on the device set up to collect the speech”.194 S/he is 

involved in the conversation in various degrees, sometimes asking questions “in a neutral 

way”195 (Deleu, 2000.159), like in the journalistic form, some others guiding the 

interlocutor “to open up”196 (2000.159), like in the documentary of an intimist type. The 

two modalities often coexist in the same broadcast because one of the characteristics of 

the artistic work is the presenter/producer’s shifting status. The producer may equally 

decide not to take part in the broadcast. Whatever his/her degree of ‘visibility’, “the one 

who gives the floor only provides few explanations to the listener, who may be 

disconcerted, sometimes bewildered hearing utterances or sounds that he/she cannot 

immediately identify” (2000.160).197 

The producer takes the floor a few times in Daria Corrias and Fabiana 

Carobolante’s Via delle Acacie [Acacias Road] (2014), a work that gives voice to the forty-

seven homeless families squatting a former elementary school in the street of the title, in 

Rome, since 2009. Her presence is discreet and unobtrusive, aiming to establish the 

historical frame and briefly explain or comment on the various issues raised by the 

squatters, like privacy, children’s schooling, the right to housing, and psychological care. 

Even more effaced is the interviewer's presence in Giovanni Piperno’s Urtisti e peromanti, 

venditori di souvenir a Roma [“Urtisti” and “peromanti”. Souvenir peddlers in Rome] 

(2014), based on the recollections and accounts of those peculiar peddlers who sell 

religious trinketry outside Rome monuments.198 They talk about the origin of their job 

among the Jews in the 19th century, its evolution and present difficulties, and the delights 

of street life. The interviewer’s voice is only perceived from time to time through few, 

low-key signals scattered all throughout. On one occasion the discussion centres on the 

possibility for peddlers of working on the other side of the fence cordoning off some 

monuments. I use the term “discussion” but in fact we are made aware of another 

person’s presence only because we hear two brief questions about an “urtista”’s father: 

“Si poteva all’epoca?” [Could one do that at the time?], and “Come faceva lui?” [How did 

                                                             
193 La fonction du producteur est plus floue. 
194 Dépend du dispositif mis en place pour recueillir la parole. 
195 De façon neutre. 
196 À se confier. 
197 Celui qui donne la parole ne livre que peu d’explications à l’auditeur, qui peut être décontenancé, parfois 

dérouté d’entendre des propos ou des sons qu’il ne peut identifier au premier abord. 
198 Urtisti derives from the verb urtare, meaning ‘to bump against’ with the purpose of stopping passers-by. 

Peromanti comes from the Roman expression ‘pe’ Roma’ and refers to the peddlers’ journeys ‘about Rome’. 
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he manage?]. At another point we realize an interlocutor is there when, concluding his 

speech, the interviewee addresses him with a colourful Roman idiomatic expression: “Hai 

capito, bell’amico mio?” [Understood, my dear friend?].199 

Pointing to those documentaries that are entirely built around the common 

interview, typically in the interactive mode, Nichols (1991.53) observes that the film’s 

“argument arises indirectly, from the selection and arrangement of witnesses, rather than 

directly from the voice-over commentary of a narrator”. The focus is on how individuals 

tell their story and on the filmmaker’s mode of combination of the different accounts. 

The interviewer remains off screen, and often his/her voice also disappears, with a 

technique that approximates the style of oral history. The exchange takes the shape of a 

“pseudomonologue” (Nichols, 1991.54) characterized by “[t]he visible presence of the 

social actor as evidentiary witness and the visible absence of the filmmaker (the 

filmmaker’s presence as absence)” (1991.54). Similarly to what happens between the 

social actor and the viewer in films, the witness in the audio pseudomonologue appears 

to deliver his/her own thoughts, feelings and memories directly to the listener, while the 

producer “achieves a suturing effect” (1991.54) precisely by absenting him-/herself in 

various degrees. Once again, it is important to stress that, even when approximating a 

form of dialogue, the interview is guided by a precise hierarchy, with the interviewer 

holding a role of control and the interviewee mainly that of a source of information 

(1991.52). This means that even in the apparently less guided forms of interaction 

characterizing the documentaries I have defined as self-revelatory there is a very high 

level of construction in the way the producer decides to assemble and edit the interviews 

and to reveal his/her own presence also through absence. Although not set out at the 

start as a statement of intent, the maker’s purpose is always present. The point that 

slowly emerges is controlled through skilful manipulation of the audio matter. One 

production in which such control is exerted unobtrusively and almost imperceptibly is 

Daria Corrias and Alessandro Serranò’s L’isola che c’è (2012). This radio piece constitutes 

a wonderful instance of what happens when the freedom of expression conferred to the 

social actors involved in the event allows for the disclosure of a different form of truth 

from that ordinarily in the media’s focus. 

 

                                                             
199 Bel is almost untranslatable. It means ‘handsome’, but is also an affective and slightly mocking way of 

addressing a friend. 
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5.3.4.2. Not in the news: The case of L’isola che c’è 

 

On the night of 13 January 2012 the cruise ship Costa Concordia struck a reef off 

the Italian island of Giglio, causing the death of 32 people. The following February, when 

the media were occupied with reconstructing the facts, revealing responsibilities and 

covering the enquiry (as they would be doing for a long time to come) Corrias and 

Serranò produced a well-received piece of radio, defined by Pavolini and Graziani 

(2014.47) as “a multi-voiced account on an event that attracted the world’s attention on 

one of our country’s most beautiful islands and on the community that inhabits it”.200 The 

title (L’isola che c’è [The island that is there]) plays with the Italian rendering of 

‘Neverland’, the name of Peter Pan’s island in James Matthew Barrie’s novel: ‘L’isola-che-

non-c’è’ [The-island-that-isn’t-there]. And indeed, the programme succeeds in depicting a 

place that is not there yet it is. It is not there because it does not correspond to the 

collective imagination about a holiday paradise, nor to official reportages focused on the 

legal implications, the political ties and obviously the human cost of the disaster. It is an 

invented island in that it has not received the authenticating seal of mainstream culture. 

But it is there because it is the flesh and blood of an island as its inhabitants see it in 

relation to the aftermaths of the accident. Real and present through the substance of its 

population’s utterances. L’isola che c’è pieces together the islanders’ testimonies about 

that very night and about the consequences of the disaster, disclosing a number of side 

themes as the narrative proceeds: the history of Giglio, the traditional maritime jobs, the 

life of the young on an island mainly inhabited by old people, the effects of the world 

crisis. At the same time, through the interviewees’ stories a different history comes to the 

fore and issues emerge that have only been touched upon by news programmes: the 

untimeliness of the rescue operations, the vast media coverage placing Giglio on the front 

page for a disaster, a fairly customary situation at sea leading to an unprecedented 

tragedy, the consequences of the presence of the wreck on the economy of the island, 

the risks of sea pollution. A new perspective is offered to the auditors’ reflection by the 

interlocking and succession of “pseudomonologue” excerpts that foreground the 

idiosyncrasies of individuals’ utterances and the music of beautiful Tuscan inflection. The 

                                                             
200 Un racconto a più voci su un fatto che ha attirato l’attenzione di tutto il mondo su una delle più belle isole 

del nostro paese e sulla piccola comunità che la abita. 
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conceptual density of the text is even greater since we are not overwhelmed by the 

dazzling power of the images, as was often the case at the time of the accident.  

 

 

5.3.4.3. C’era una volta il telefono: The interaction of documentary and fiction in the 

exploration of a social phenomenon  

 

While L’isola che c’è made exclusive use of the interview as narrative component, 

Anna Raimondo’s C’era una volta il telefono [Once upon a time there was the telephone] 

(2014) exploits one mixed procedure typical of the art documentary which Deleu 

(2000.159) discusses in his analysis of France Culture radio series Les nuits magnétiques 

(1979-98?), that is, the merging of documentary and fiction. Built once again around 

people’s speeches, C’era una volta il telefono is a curious enquiry into memories and 

emotions associated with the first arrival of the telephone in Naples in the 1950s. It 

reviews the repertory of naïf conversation, misunderstandings and prank calls that the 

novelty of the medium brought about. With works such as Raimondo’s, the term ‘self-

revelatory’ takes up some additional significance. One first form of “revelation” relates to 

the subject-matter. It concerns the slow emergence of the documentary’s point through 

clever combination of the various testimonies. Listeners perceive the gradual disclosure 

of an alternative viewpoint to the one usually attached to general knowledge. It is more 

restricted, in a way, and having to do with people’s direct experience, thoughts and 

emotions. The producer/interviewer’s ability is reflected in the overall impression that 

she is discovering some new truth ‘in the making’ together with us. We are all aware of 

the kind of revolution the arrival of the telephone constituted for society at large as a 

technological and social phenomenon. As we listen on, we gain insight into the 

consequences on individuals' lives, an emotional earthquake that also transformed our 

cognitive capacities and deeply affected routines and relationships. Common people’s 

voices help bring about a little-known facet of a worldwide historic phenomenon. 

Remarkably, at a secondary level the documentary seems to ‘reveal’ something 

about the procedure leading to its construction: its partly fictitious nature. Various sound 

effects associated with a phone set (dialling, rings, a receiver being hung up) are made 

interact with the witnesses' voices. The outcomes are often humorous, like when people's 

voices reproducing the onomatopoeic sound a phone ringing (“drin drin” in Italian), 
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edited in a sequence, generate a musical rhythm which is finally taken up by the actual 

ring of a phone. Other forms of treatment are clearly recognizable: the dramatization of 

phone conversations; the distortion of some interviewees’ voices as if through a 

telephone; a scene reproducing a typical Neapolitan square, with people chatting and a 

church bell chiming. The producer’s action in these cases stands out more clearly because 

it works as a counterpoint to a modality typical of documentary, the interview as an 

objectivizing device. The association of fact and fiction places C’era un volta il telefono in 

the area of docudrama but the purpose is not purely illustrative or explanatory, nor is it 

simply expressive of a community’s emotional involvement in one event. The 

fictionalizing action weaves into the story a sort of mocking revelation of the 

documentary’s own constructedness.  

 

 

5.3.4.4. Closing remarks on self-revelatory forms 

 

The notion of self-revelation concerns the programme’s capacity to open up 

different perspectives even on well-known topics as the narrative proceeds, without any 

introductory statement or declaration on the part of the makers. The protagonists are the 

anonymous ones, that is, individuals or communities that do not usually have the right to 

speak in official discourse, and the principal device employed to let personal viewpoints 

emerge is the unstructured interview with no or very little mediation on the part of the 

producer/interviewer. In such cases the discourse’s form is that of a pseudomonologue – 

pseudo because in fact the presence of the questioning interlocutor, though 

inconspicuous, remains detectable. It can be perceived through his/her unobtrusive 

remarks scattered throughout, like in Via delle Acacie, or indirectly when the interviewee 

addresses him or her, for example one peddler in Urtisti e peromanti. 

One possibility this type offers is to help disclose alternative viewpoints on major 

topics, often in areas of knowledge that remain uncovered by the media discourse. We 

have seen how L’isola che c’è, constructed solely around the words of Giglio island’s 

inhabitants, has contributed new and fundamental reflection to the discussion on a 

contemporary sea tragedy. Other works adopting such approach also question the 

process itself through which reality is represented. Through sound effects and bits of 

dramatization almost inconspicuously blended into the interview-based narrative their 
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fictitious nature gradually surfaces leaving the listener in a condition of perplexity as to 

the factual truthfulness of the entire programme. The third type of documentary 

develops along this line, stretching the credibility of actuality recordings and speeches to 

their limits: they become elements of a fictitious construct that shows ambiguous when 

not overtly paradoxical connections with reality. The focus is not so much – or not 

principally – the actual content of the programme as it is a sort of metadiscourse on the 

ways and purposes of the media representation. 

 

 

5.3.5. Dismantling the audio discourse: Experimental documentaries 

 

Calling the process of documentary-making into question is only visible on the 

horizon of the productions I have grouped under the ‘self-revelatory’ heading because 

their immediate objective is to give voice to the anonymous and help minor points of 

view come into focus. In this sense they display an exploitable function. Paget can help us 

clarify the point. In his account of “the rise of 'verbatim' and 'tribunal' plays as the latest 

manifestation of British documentary theatre” (Paget, 2011.226-227), the critic proposes 

a conception of documentary forms in general “as utile forms” (2011.227. Italics in the 

original), that is, instruments that have the task of helping an understanding of reality. He 

observes that “[o]ver time they have demonstrated they have functions in common, 

tending to exhibit at least one function in any specific manifestation in whatever medium 

their makers choose” (2011.227). He therefore proposes a classification of productions 

according to the prevailing function they take up regardless of the elected medium. If we 

apply the critic's categorization to radio, we may find that classical documentaries fall 

under the second type, whose task it is to “celebrate repressed or marginalized 

communities and groups, bringing to light their histories and aspirations” (2011.227. 

Italics in the original). They also share some traits of the first type, designed to “reassess 

international/national/local history” (2011.227. Italics in the original). The self-revelatory 

documentary is close to the third category, those forms that “investigate contentious 

events and issues in local, national and international contexts” (2011.227. Italics in the 

original). This is the case, in particular, of L’isola che c’è and Via delle Acacie. Albeit in a 

smooth, noncontroversial way, Urtisti e peromanti also explores a long-debated problem 
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in public opinion, the supposedly questionable methods employed by hawkers to sell 

valueless objects to tourists and passers-by. 

I have not been able to find audio productions exemplary of the fourth category 

identified by Paget (2011.228), encompassing works primarily aimed at disseminating 

information by means of an entertaining form – although in truth a certain amount of 

didacticism can be said to be present in all documentary kinds. On the contrary the last, 

more recent function performed by documentary proves particularly relevant for an 

exploration of the present state of the Italian radio output. Occasioned by the 

contemporary tendency to place the means of persuasion under scrutiny, this function 

aims to “interrogate the very notion of documentary” (Paget, 2011.228. Italics in the 

original). Recalling Nichols’ s reflexive mode, Paget (2011.228) maintains that this 

approach “represents self-awareness in the form, its makers and its audiences” along a 

line of increasing complexity in which “the point of ‘mock-documentary’ is a point of 

maximum sophistication”. Implicitly, this means recognizing fictionalization as one of 

documentary’s legitimate procedures. We have already seen how C’era una volta il 

telefono displayed a greater degree of complexity combining excerpts from interviews 

with studio effects and acting. However, it maintained its “utility” as an informative and 

investigative form. This basic documentary task is lost in a group of works presented at 

the BFF that, stretching the tension between documents and invention to its limits, fall 

within the field of experimentation. In terms of structure they present all the 

characteristics that Deleu attributes to the artistic audio documentary: very personal 

stylistic choices, the presence of a questioner’s voice tending to zero, and a melange of 

documents and fiction. As regards the type of discourse developed and the perspective 

adopted – and therefore the function they perform in knowledge building – these works 

do not so much aim to present a point of view on aspects of the world as focus on the 

creative process itself, showing its workings and questioning the predominance of 

rational language as a reflection of the regulatory and all-controlling logos. The task of 

interrogating the documentary notion is carried out through and within their very form. 

Sound effects, that mostly perform an ancillary role for illustrative or counterpointing 

purposes in both classical and self-revelatory documentaries, become central in the 

construction of meaning, with words themselves exploited for their acoustic value, to the 

point of becoming, in some productions, elements of a(n unwritten) musical score. 
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5.3.5.1. Constructed subjectivity and materials from reality: Via Plaiola 29 

 

In 2011 Muta Imago201 produced Via Plaiola 29 [29, Plaiola Road], a twenty-

minute play conceived as a documentary. Its double nature is emphasised by the sound 

designer Riccardo Fazi in an interview preceding the broadcast: “It is a radio drama in that 

it is a fiction, a narration, which is nevertheless composed of elements drawn from the 

real” (RAI Radio 3, Il teatro di Radio 3.Tutto Esaurito! 2011).202 Listeners are taken on an 

“acoustic journey”203 (Pavolini and Graziani, 2014.48) through the protagonist's day and 

his attempt to reconstruct his own childhood. The narrative of this original radio piece, 

curiously recalling Andrew Sachs’s The Revenge (1978) in some spots, is based on 

recorded actualities: the sounds of everyday activities and the voices of ordinary people. 

The only fabricated (and possibly scripted) elements are the protagonist’s thoughts and 

reflections. Music in the background contributes to the oneiric atmosphere which runs 

throughout and holds the thematic centre of the radio piece in its circular structure (it 

starts and ends with the protagonist giving an imaginative account of a childhood 

memory). In the same interview the producer Claudia Sorace states that the intent of 

Muta Imago had been to “recount a completely subjective point of view, so that the 

listener him-/herself may think that all that sound world develops around and for 

him/her”204 and to look into the listener’s possibility to establish a connection with the 

noises he/she hears. The exploration of the relationship between the sound narrative and 

the listener’s role in generating meaning is one fundamental aspect of programmes that 

question the documentary’s claims of objectivity and the notion of authenticity in 

representation, and seek to lay bare the action of the productive apparatus itself in the 

construction of knowledge which becomes ideological at the very moment of its 

production.  

 

 

                                                             
201 Muta Imago is the name of an art research project started by the producer Claudia Sorace and the sound 

designer and playwright Riccardo Fazi in 2006. 
202 È un radiodramma, in quanto è una fiction, una narrazione, che si compone però di elementi tratti dal 

reale. 
203 Cammino acustico. 
204 Raccontare un punto di vista completamente soggettivo, in modo che lo stesso ascoltatore possa pensare 

che tutto questo mondo sonoro si svolge intorno e per lui. 
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5.3.5.2. Questioning the documentary pretensions and the listener’s role 

 

Via Plaiola 29 constitutes a first step in that process of deconstruction which, 

challenging the possibilities of rational communication and expression, characterizes 

many contemporary expressions in the documentary field. The most explored ones are 

certainly film documentaries. It is not by chance that Paget relates this function to the 

reflexive mode in the cinema. Nichols (1991.60) maintains that “the reflexive 

documentary prompts the viewer to a heightened consciousness of his or her relation to 

the text and of the text’s problematic relationship to that which it represents”. In these 

forms the makers’ focus is on awareness “of cinematic form rather than of the historical 

world on the other side of the realist window” (Nichols, 1991.60). Paraphrasing, we may 

say that reflexive audio productions work at an expansion of the consciousness of the 

acoustic form, so that, leaving “the realm of historical reference” (1991.57) and the 

conventions of realism behind, our attention is drawn “to the properties of the [audio] 

text itself” (1991.57) and to the problems of form and of representation: “strategy, 

structure, conventions, expectations, and effects” (1991.57). 

Some audio works strain the technical possibilities of the medium to their 

maximum extent, with the use, for example, of prolonged silences, abnormal (and 

apparently unnecessary) repetitions of the same noises, superimposition of sounds, 

deformed natural and ambient noises, etc. Much as in the cinema (Nichols, 1991.60), the 

role of editing on radio becomes paramount in heightening awareness of the audio text’s 

relation to both the listener and the world that is the object of representation. The 

American critic draws a parallel between the destructuring action of editing in the 

reflexive modality and the process of ostranenie, “the making strange of the familiar and 

the making familiar of the strange” (1991.60), conceptualized by the Russian formalists: 

“Frames of reference collide, usually the representational and the referential, such that 

an initial untroubled sense of access to the world becomes troubled or problematized” 

(1991.61). The process is activated particularly by unexpected juxtapositions and by 

stylistic choices that defy compositional rules and genre conventions. When a similar 

device is adopted in a radio form it can be extremely effective because sound in itself is 

destabilizing. 
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5.3.5.3. Metadiscoursive approaches: Children’s America 

 

Openly subversive of the accepted norms of realistic representation, Anna 

Raimondo’s “soundscape’s [sic] composition” (Raimondo, n.d.) La vie en bleu (2011) was 

nevertheless included in the audio documentary section of the BFF. An acoustic journey 

from one side of the Mediterranean to the other, it presents us with a montage of various 

ambient sounds recorded in the harbours of Marseille and Naples: from the sea waves 

and the sea depths to boats rolling, taverns, jobs and trades, market places, children 

playing, people talking and singing. No commentary is provided and very few words are 

comprehensible. A voice’s accent or intonation tells us we are in France or in Italy, and 

sometimes a song or an idiomatic expression help locate a sound sequence. The sea 

dominates the scene with its soothing murmur which gradually takes up unsettling 

undertones, as ordinary, everyday situations start appearing in an abnormal, disquieting 

light. 

La vie en bleu deprives us of the rational references that help situate people and 

things in space, yet it provides some identifiable narrative and we are able to make sense 

of what we hear re-constructing a storyline in our own terms. Listeners are still allowed to 

engage “with a representation of the historical world” (Nichols, 1991.60). All 

reconstruction of a logical narrative becomes extinguished and representation of reality 

as we conceive it appears impossible in works that are clearly devised as experiments on 

the sound matter, for instance Children’s America (2009). Its author, the composer and 

sound artist Alessandro Bosetti (n.d.), intended to pay “a sort of homage” to 

Pressburger’s 1960s piece Giuochi di fanciulli (see chapter 4), of which it follows the 

outline. Interestingly, when he decided to make a radio work concerning the “New 

America” (Bosetti, n.d.) right after Barack Obama’s election, he was “mistakenly 

convinced that all the recordings of children in [Giuochi di fanciulli] were unscripted” 

(n.d.) and thought of adopting the same approach. He asked a group of American children 

some simple questions about the US contemporary situation (social, political and 

historical) and provided problem solving tasks for them to discuss. The result, entirely 

based on their verbal exchanges, is a fascinating yet deeply unsettling picture of “an 

exclusively children-run USA” (n.d.). The documentary’s shape is partly close to the self-

revelatory form in that the producer simply observed how a description of a different 

country from the real one emerged from the speeches (n.d.). The manner utterances are 
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assembled produces the subsequent focuses of the discussion, rather than the other way 

round like in classical documentaries. The producer manages an orchestration of voices 

coupled with electronic music and sfx in a rhythmic discourse that tackles a series of 

topical issues without ever probing into them by means of logical argumentation: politics, 

the ruling body, racism, war and the army, religion and God. Indeed, listeners soon realize 

that the real core of the programme is not so much thematic as it is purely sonic. The 

vocal quality of language absorbs our attention. Like a great part of Bosetti’s work, 

Children’s America delves into the “musicality of spoken language and sonorous aspects 

of verbal communication” (Bosetti, 2014.n.p.) utilizing electro acoustic music, scraps of 

interviews, wordplay and other elements of ambiguity and misunderstanding inherent in 

language as compositional tools. Bosetti recognizes that he treated “the whole ensemble 

of musical and spoken fragments as particles of a big puzzle and let them fall together 

with little kicks here and there” (Bosetti, n.d.). Decisions regarding the editing and the 

intermission of music and sfx were guided by the impression that sound parts sounded 

good close to each other rather than by a preconceived plan. When the various parts 

have slipped into their place in a perfect relation to the whole, one “realizes that there is 

some sort of story or some some [sic] of musical structure forming there” (n.d.). 

The compositional criteria end up guiding the conceptual structure of the 

documentary. As we listen on, a different outlook on children emerges from the usual 

one typifying them as helpless and innocent beings deprived of a sense of judgement and 

needing protection and guidance. They in fact show an assertive – when not aggressive – 

attitude to life and express strong, passionate opinions, which often echo the adults' 

discourse. Sometimes irony, whether voluntary or not, surfaces in their words, like when, 

at the end of what we guess is an animated discussion on the most suitable head of state, 

one boy comes up with: “I think we should be run by Smokey the Bear”. Listeners are also 

confronted with distortions of debates on current affairs which call for active reflection. 

One example is offered by a series of exchanges on mixed topics: religion, the rather 

gloomy destiny of young people when they come out of childhood and the possibility to 

rebel against the king. At some point the name Barack Obama springs up and the phrase 

“Barack-O, Barack-O, Barack-O-bama”, emphasized by noises, vocal effects and music, 

becomes a beat punctuating utterances and establishing a warped connection with the 

auditor's background knowledge. 
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In experimental forms such as Children’s America the process of self-revelation 

also (and mainly) concerns a discourse on the process of construction itself. The 

outcomes may catch the maker unaware or exceed his/her own intentions. The radicalism 

of the manipulating action challenges our rational comprehension and our aspirations to 

be restituted a coherent picture of reality. Not any longer capable of explaining, the 

sound text asks us to reflect: on our expectations and informative needs and on the role 

of the medium in knowledge construction.  

 

 

5.3.5.4. Closing remarks on experimental forms 

 

Works of an experimental type strain all interpretative effort precisely because we 

find ourselves prey to what Nichols (1991.61) calls “epistemological doubt”. Like in the 

cinematic reflexive mode, an audio broadcast can bring to centre stage the distorting 

action of the production apparatus in the process of representation, defying the concepts 

of information itself. All sorts of knowledge–related issues are foregrounded for the 

auditor to consider. As Nichols (1991.61) says about film, experimental audio 

documentaries at once question “the structure and function of language, the authenticity 

of documentary sound […], the difficulties of verification, and the status of empirical 

evidence in Western culture”. The topic presents significant philosophical implications. 

Along the lines suggested by Nichols it would be possible to explore the extent to which, 

in such process of undermining the fundamentals of knowledge, audio documentaries still 

maintain some connection with the reality of common experience and how, if the case 

may be, they contribute to shape or modify it.  

 

 

5.3.6. Conclusion  

 

The Camera con vista section at the BFF constitutes a window open on an 

amazingly diversified panorama of Italian contemporary productions. At the same time, it 

offers a prospect on the variety of outcomes brought forth by the fruitful interconnection 

between fictional (dramatized or otherwise manufactured) sound elements and the 

words and noises recorded from reality (the documentary basis). In order to help 
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understand the formal and content implications of such a variety in its relation to factual 

truth and for the construction of knowledge about the world, I have tried to isolate some 

common threads among the audio broadcasts presented at the BFF. I have devised a 

tripartite typology based on an observation of the functions performed by sound, the 

communicative intent (the focus on a subject matter from documented reality) and the 

way constructed narrative and factual materials are made interact. Special attention has 

been devoted to the recorded interview as source of information and the primary object 

of the producer’s action. I have also made reference to the classifications of documentary 

proposed by Deleu for radio, Nichols for film and Paget for the theatre. 

The first type I identified is ‘classical documentary’. ‘Classical’ status is determined 

by the presence of some of the typicalities constituting documentary since its origins: an 

identifiable topic of discussion; a linear, clearly outlined narrative; the journalist-

interviewee interaction. The focus tends to be – again quite typically – on small events 

and marginal people, otherwise left out of wider media coverage. The presence of an 

informed interlocutor (the producer, a journalist or an expert) is at times openly declared, 

like in Giordano Custode; at others it remains in the background so that emphasis can be 

given to the extraordinariness of the interviewee, for example in Vite grame dei pittori del 

Po. Finally, the maker can be totally absent while the narration is constructed by the 

interviewees alone, like the man and the child in Il nostro mare quotidiano. Sounds 

(especially ambient noises) are exploited in various degrees but always with an ancillary 

role, as a commentary on or a counterpoint to human speech. A remarkable exception is 

the exploration of the voice’s expressive potentialities. In works like Giordano Custode the 

protagonist’s tone and inflection, together with his usage of ungrammatical and idiomatic 

forms, constitute a parallel audio text to the verbal one that provides additional 

information delving into important existential questions. 

The second type is the ‘self-revelatory documentary’. The expression derives from 

the fact that the point of observation on an event is not stated outright from the 

beginning but it unfolds all along the narrative, as if the central argument came as a slow 

discovery to the listener and the maker alike. The interviewer constitutes an unobtrusive 

presence that accompanies the speeches of the people, who are the real protagonists of 

the story. Their words illuminate little explored aspects of a known event so that at the 

end we are capable of reconstructing a sort of multi-layered account that supplies an 

original point of view alternative to the one presented by media coverage. L’isola che c’è 
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is a perfect case in point, with its focus on side issues to a much-discussed sea tragedy 

that, for its human consequences and the intricacy of its legal implications, has left a mark 

on the collective memory of the country. Works belonging to this class may display a 

small degree of fictionalization, with sound effects and a little dramatization 

complementing the interview, which continues to be the backbone of the documentary. 

Like in C’era una volta il telefono, the docudramatic serves to smooth the way for the 

emergence of peculiar or out of the way viewpoints. 

Constructedness reaches its peak in the third type, the ‘experimental 

documentary’. In the most extreme examples, like Children’s America, speeches are 

treated as noises and therefore bent to warping effects such as distortion, 

superimposition, repetition, fragmentation, to the point that words become elements of 

a musical score. When present, the interviewer’s voice is totally deprived of its guiding 

role and reduced to a simple utterance among the others. A lesser degree of treatment is 

present in Via Plaiola 29 that combines ambient sounds and casual utterances caught in 

the street with scripted speech. In La vie en bleu everyday noises weave a non-verbal 

narrative in which speeches are also handled (and perceived) as pure sound, producing a 

disquieting picture of a world dominated by sound deprived of rational signification. 

Experimental works bring the manipulating procedure to extremes, treating all elements 

of the audio text, words included, for their phonic value and discouraging any attempt at 

rational comprehension and organization of knowledge. They are interested in exploring 

the expressive possibilities of sound but their implications are also political. They question 

the claims to objectivity and verifiable truth laid by documentaries. Free from the image’s 

seductions, the audio narrative permits multiple readings of information and, depriving 

the fact-based discourse of its evidentiary strength, it invites reflection on “the 

deformative intervention of the [production] apparatus in the process of representation” 

(Nichols, 1991.61). 

As a matter of fact, a critical stance seems to characterize the generality of the 

programmes presented at the BFF. It is indicative of a form of reasoned commitment on 

the part of the producer(s) at work at various levels of complexity. It may be the centrality 

of a spontaneous voice offering access to a different perception of the real, or an attempt 

to debunk the commentator's authority and question the accepted positive function of 

the interview in the construction of information. Witnesses' speeches may be edited so as 

to cover unreported facts in media events or provide unorthodox viewpoints on familiar 
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topics. Manipulation can become the object itself of the documentary when voices are 

metamorphosed into sound articulations and treated as any other noise of the world, 

elements of an electroacoustic musical composition. Whatever form it takes, the critical 

approach to the matter of documentary results in an action on the medium, and 

consequently on the language that structures the represented reality and attributes a 

precise task and role to the medium itself. 

This section of the research has observed the ways in which Italian contemporary 

docudrama represents reality. The survey has considered the action of fictional elements 

on the documentary material and the manner of their incorporation into the narrative 

through the editing. Special attention has been devoted to traditional documentary tools: 

the interview and the presenter’s role as indicative of the greater or lesser degree of the 

maker’s presence and of the weight of the manipulating action in the structuring of new 

knowledge about the world. The resulting typology bears some relevance for sound 

studies focusing on docufiction as a genre. As a matter of fact, the works presented at the 

2014 BFF make up a rich display of forms, practices and approaches in the area of audio 

documentary/docudrama, and they are virtually the only source of information on the 

contemporary Italian situation. The proposed typology can therefore be usefully 

employed in a further analysis of the Italian output both outside and within the RAI. It can 

also be exploited in comparative studies considering different national and cultural 

contexts. 

 

 

5.4. Conclusion to the chapter 

 

As an analytical tool the categorization drawn on the basis of the Italian panorama 

presents an amount of simplification that goes against the very nature of the genre under 

scrutiny, shifty and devious, constantly shrinking from framing efforts. An approach 

utilizing the categorization proposed in this part of the thesis must unavoidably surrender 

to the fact that programmes are the results of a mixture of modalities, while they can be 

attributed to a ‘type’ only insofar as a certain set of features prevails over the others. 

Reflection on the contemporary output issued of the case studies at the centre of this 

chapter would suggest that the prevailing features of British broadcasts fit into the 

‘classical type’ of the Italian classification. They employ a linear narrative resting on 
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authenticating devices such as the real interview, a speaker’s / expert’s intervention and 

archive material. They display a clearer aim than the Italian counterpart: to clarify 

identifiable issues and enlarge acquired knowledge. Dramatization and sound effects 

enter the unfolding of the argumentation with the same elucidating purposes. Obviously, 

elements of the other two groups (‘self-revelatory’ and ‘experimental’) are also present 

but priority continues to be given to the objectivising-documentary intent.  

On the other hand, it is also difficult to locate Italian broadcasts within the 

confines of groups established according to the degree of dramatization, as it is the case 

with British production. The principal reason is that sound’s fictionalizing action is more 

ambiguous than in British programmes and less instrumental to the exposition or 

interpretation of a clear-cut issue. The most radical attempts utilize dramatization to 

produce a metadiscourse on the very presumption that the audio documentary form tells 

the truth. In a way, all the works showcased at the 2014 BFF present the characteristics of 

documentaries d’auteur, the fourth traditional trend that developed in the 1990s in Italy 

but also constitutes one of the main continuities on British radio starting from earlier 

times, the 1970s. In both cases productions display a great amount of originality in 

technique, format and the handling of contents. 

The next chapter turns to Britain again to explore such authorial tradition with the 

tools provided by the present chapter for an analysis of sound’s outcomes in relation to a 

factual substratum. The case study in the focus of the analysis is Kate McAll’s The 

Presence, classified as “drama” (BBC Radio 4, Drama) by the broadcaster and based on 

the diary poet Dannie Abse kept the year after his wife’s tragic death. In a sense, here is 

yet another “tale of woe” (cf. Hendy, 2008.377) but one capable of moving from 

individual experience to an existential dimension rich in collective resonances. 
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CHAPTER 6. FACTUAL REPRESENTATION AND SYMBOLIC RESONANCES IN DOCUDRAMA: 

A CASE STUDY 

 

6.1. Introduction 

 

While Italian radio does not at present schedule radio drama or adaptations, 

dramatization is a common practice on the BBC and a high number of productions are 

broadcast on a regular basis. When these draw on real documents, they can be 

considered a form of docufiction occupying the drama end of the spectrum. Reference 

has already been made to works in which representation of facts through fictionalization 

of sources aims to provide an account of historical events that may be of interest to a 

community at large, for example The Day That Lehman Died or Well, He Would, Wouldn’t 

He? Programmes of this kind deploy a hundred per cent degree of dramatization: 

narration and dialogues are acted out, and documentary excerpts are read as parts of a 

scripted text. There is no ‘voice-over’ as such in the form of an expert’s or speaker’s 

commentary. Programmes that equally present full dramatization but are based on 

personal or intimate writing (letters, journals, poetry) as primary, and exclusive, source of 

information establish a more complex relation with their factual basis. Broadcasts dealing 

with topics of a social or collective relevance derive credibility from their being based on 

real events that have been under media coverage for some time. On the contrary, this 

other group of productions focus on the private dimension of experience framing a 

specific aspect of events or existential matters. They supply a limited viewpoint through 

what appears the author’s subjective perception. As the present chapter will show, 

despite their entirely fictional rendering and the individual perspective they pass on, 

docudramas of this type maintain an adherence to reality through emergence of a form of 

‘truth’ that can be shared by an audience. Such truth does not pertain to an 

interpretation or explanation of chronicled events in objectivizing terms; it is rather a 

form of authenticity that resonates deeply inside us. We shall see how the connection 

with life is triggered by the expressive qualities of sound (particularly, effects and the 

voice’s traits), which does not simply function as an accompaniment to words but 

constitutes a formidable mode of signification. 

In order to help us better understand how the sound dimension works towards 

the production of a different type of truth from the factual one, we have to step into the 
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hazy, enigmatic territory that lies at the heart of the radio world and is so hard to define, 

because it has more to do with poetry than with the classical functions of radio since its 

origins, that is, music “as a soundscape to our lives” (Street, 2012.xii), on the one hand, 

and “news and information” (2012.xii), on the other. It is that area of creative radio which 

is very difficult to locate and label, a form that is unique to the medium and can only be 

realized through sound. Indeed, the audio dimension shares with poetry the traits of 

evanescence and instability that cause its object never to stay the same all along the 

creative act. As Street emphasizes, this form “evolves and changes throughout its making, 

and ultimately changes again in the mind of the listener” (2012.xii). What sort of ‘truth’ 

the process is going to unearth is not possible to define beforehand. Sound takes us to “a 

place in which the imagination of the listener, working in partnership with the maker of 

the sounds, creates […] something which can be at times abstract, ambiguous, shadowy 

and, yes, mysterious” (2012.xii).  

Interestingly, delving into the mystery inherent in pure sound and in practitioners’ 

exercises in creativity, Street (2012.xiii) pinpoints drama and features as the two forms in 

which the “poetry of radio” is most likely to occur. We have seen how some amount of 

unforeseeable truth of a poetic type surfaced from within the folds of the sound text even 

in the most informative broadcasts. The considered features presented different amounts 

of fact-fiction hybridization in relation to different degrees of manipulation of the source 

material but the ties they maintained with facts were clearly identifiable. As we have seen 

in chapter 5, in some cases fictional narration alternated with documentary account, 

while argumentation was conducted in the language of journalism or science. Other 

broadcasts presented a fully acted-out form adopting the expressive language of drama. 

In all cases fictionalization served the purpose of enlarging knowledge and explaining 

matters about facts. Recourse to areas of knowledge of a non-scientific type, e.g. 

literature, occurred occasionally, with a view to illustrating or reinforcing a point. Factual 

truth emerged in connection with the audience’s relation of trust to the author or an 

influential presenter or personality that also took part in the programme. On occasion 

elements of the sound pattern interwoven with speech defied the logical structures of the 

verbal text bringing about different, when not conflicting, perspectives – and perceptions 

– with often disruptive effects on the objectivising claims of the broadcast. 

The following part of the thesis turns to a type of programmes in which the idea of 

“a poetic way of making, distinct from the journalistic impulse” (Street, 2012.xii. Italics in 
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the original) comes to full bloom. They are not literary inventions and declare their 

reliance on real documents from the start, but because they discuss topics of personal 

relevance in connection with subjective representations of facts, the sound dimension is 

let free to express multiple meanings in addition to and beyond words’ denotation. 

Poetry prevails on the objectivizing discourse. These programmes, usually classified as 

radio plays or drama, are situated particularly within the expressive (intimate or lyrical) 

current discussed in chapter 4. Based on real material such as diaries, memoirs, 

biographies and letters, they foreground personal and often painful aspects of 

experience. Hendy (2008.379) points to Radio 4’s inclination since the 1990s to get 

involved in “programmes about death, or decline or loss, or loneliness, or foreboding, or 

suffering”. Whether this is evidence of a need to witness the artistic transfiguration of the 

others' tragedy as a “way to appreciate one's own continued existence” (Hendy, 

2008.379) or it is indicative of one of BBC Radio's ways of “empowering the subjects” 

(Crook, 1999b.211) offering an invaluable view of “aspects of people's lives never 

recorded or amplified before” (1999b.211), as Crook maintains, documentary dramas 

centred on “tales of woe” (Hendy, 2008.377) are paradigmatic of a contemporary manner 

of making radio – and often good-quality one. The “audio diary”, which is one of the most 

successful types according to both critics, represents an enlightening example of how 

sound allows to catch glimpses of otherwise inaccessible intimate attitudes to existential 

concerns, but is also capable of triggering discussion on topics of a wider social import. In 

contemporary radio two docudramas are worth recalling. Karen Roses’s Henry’s Demons 

(2011), drawing on Henry and Patrick Cockburn’s published memoir, narrates young 

Henry’s decent into schizophrenia from the often clashing points of view of father and 

son, raising a number of serious questions on the notions of illness, cure and the social 

acceptance of mental disorder. Pauline Harry’s My Greenham (2014) dramatizes Ginette 

Leach’s diary on her experience as a middle-aged woman with child who sees her 

marriage shatter and finds new meaning in life participating in Greenham Common 

Women’s Peace Camp in 1982, one landmark in the history of feminist protest. 

Because these sources regard matters of great intimacy and existential relevance, 

their treatment is never neutral. While trying to convey the documents’ truth, 

dramatization opens the way to the overwhelming power of sound. The more we advance 

in the territory of “pure sound, something that sings on beyond the words” (Street, 

2012.xi. Italics in the original), the more almost unsolvable ambiguities arise. Often 
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contrary to the listener's (and the programme's) wishes for authenticity, the amount of 

manipulation triggers a process that defies the ‘this-really-happened’ factor and thwarts 

claims of true to fact representation. The case study at the centre of this chapter, Kate 

McAll’s The Presence (2009), is an enlightening example of what happens when sound is 

let free to express its own autonomy as an element of signification. 

 

 

6.2. The contribution of narratology to an analysis of sound docudrama 

 

The Presence is based on “the diary kept by the writer Dannie Abse following the 

sudden death after fifty years of marriage of his wife Joan”, as the introduction to the 

programme states, and its format positions it at the fictional end of the continuum, 

among the broadcasts that I have described as presenting a hundred percent of 

dramatization. Actuality is re-produced through a double level of fictionalization – the 

published diary and the script for the audio production – plus a third form of mediation 

operated by the sound dimension. I will explore the way in which this last one structures 

the narrative adding layers of signification to the factual basis granted by the source, 

whether it concerns events in the protagonist’s life or his personal views, emotions, 

interpretations. My remarks stem from a consideration of the expressive potentialities of 

extra-verbal noises, including the voice's complex texture (tone, accents, intonation), and 

of silence as a fundamental component of the sound system. Investigation is carried out 

be partly utilizing the analytical tools provided by Huwiler (2005.50) in her study of the 

audio elements through which listeners extract “narratological meaning from a radio play 

– that is, the parts of what they hear that actually tell the story”. The critic adopts David 

Herman’s postclassical narratological model which extends the label of ‘narrative’ from 

literature (which was the chosen object of study of structuralist analysis) to all forms of 

storytelling that contribute to the construction of knowledge. Her study adopts classical 

narratological categories of analysis such as narrator, focalization, actors and events, and 

applies them to sound. In particular she focuses on the concepts of ‘story’ and ‘discourse’. 

Story identifies the time of the events told, the characters and the setting, while 

discourse points to the mode of narration, including narrator and the organization of the 

time sequences. Assuming sound as a signifying element per se, Huwiler (2005.54) 

maintains that listeners can work out or sense which sounds belong to the plan of the 
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events narrated (the level of story) and which ones “replace conventional narrative 

commentary”, like in the case of the over-characterization of voices (the level of 

discourse). This is done “by relating the different acoustic signs they hear to specific 

narrative functions and combining them into a coherent whole” (Huwiler, 2005.52). Her 

case studies are examples of narratives capable of telling a story effectively and thus 

generating an understanding of reality through the combined semantics of words and 

sound as autonomous yet interacting entities. 

The case study presented in this chapter utilizes the critic’s indications because 

they take into account not only words but all aspects of sound as elements of 

signification. I agree with Huwiler (2005.45) that analysis of radio drama should give due 

consideration to “music, noises and voices and also technical features like 

electroacoustical manipulation or mixing” as devices apt to signify elements of the story. 

This is certainly an innovative stance in narratological studies, which have not so far given 

much attention to sound in its autonomously meaningful dimension. Huwiler’s approach 

is particularly strong on two points. One is related to sound’s function in the narration. 

Sound sequences often become narrative acts at the level of discourse that help to “tell 

the story” (Huwiler, 2005.54. Italics in the original) with no recourse to a narrator’s voice. 

The other aspect concerns the audience participation in the creation of the play’s 

meaning. Listeners are capable of discerning what narrative level noises belong to and 

consequently of reconstructing a coherent narrative identifying the function of “the 

different acoustic signs” (2005.52) in their reciprocal relation. These are remarkable 

concepts that go against the ordinary view – often held also by scholars – of sound as a 

supplement to or an embellishment of words. Nevertheless, I argue that coherence at the 

level of structure is not all audio docudrama amounts to and that the outcomes of the 

sound text in terms of signification does something more than simply “telling a story” 

effectively. The same “acoustic signs” used to denote situations and events at times spark 

off unforeseen cognitive and emotional effects, touching upon the connotative sphere 

with a perturbation of the narrative frame itself. Such recognition produces an idea of 

sound text that exceeds the boundaries of reality’s representation. While Huwiler does 

not directly discuss this, narratology recognizes the possibility of polysemic attributions to 

the language of narratives even outside (written) poetry or fiction. Daniel Fulda considers 

how historiography and historical discourse engage in a signifying effort similar to what 

literature does. This process, which he calls “multi-layering” (Fulda, 2014.297), consists in 
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assigning other meanings beyond the conventional one to linguistic signs, “based on 

metaphoricity, isotopes, symbolic potential, sound correspondences, repetitions of partial 

sentence structures (anaphora and other figures), etc.” (2014.297-8). Historiography uses 

multi-layering techniques “in the representation of factual content (details of events, 

monuments, but also horoscopes, dreams, etc.) as symbolic content” (2014.298). Fulda’s 

argumentation suggests that this way a historical text may exhibit the self-referentiality 

typical of literary works and signification that extends “beyond the given, specific 

situation” (2014.298). The use of self-reference and multi-layering techniques allows 

historiography to produce meaning that “remains at least partly implicit” (2014.298).  

The concept of multi-layering appears very close to that of polysemy that I have 

often used in relation to sound’s signifying properties. The fact that narratology 

recognizes it as a compositional factor also of narratives outside the literary domain 

entitles to extend it other types of text, like the audio one. Radio productions can be the 

object of an analysis that couples the classical narratological tools of story/discourse with 

a consideration of the difficult to grasp semantic density of aural discourse. Of the multi-

layering actions and patterns indicated by Fulda I utilize that of metaphoricity as an 

extreme form of connotation to be found at the level of discourse. As the case study 

presented in this chapter seeks to demonstrate, implicitness and metaphoricity 

characterize meaning particularly in audio docudrama due to its cross-genre nature. 

Moreover, the simpler the actual format is, the more crucial sound’s role becomes. The 

Presence constitute a relevant instance because of its ostensible minimalism. On the one 

hand, its uncomplicated structure, relatively simple editing and discreet usage of music 

and effects would seem to tell a story that, in all its emotional richness, is fully 

comprehensible and shareable. On the other, an exploration of the sound pattern itself 

attests to the play’s extreme complexity in terms of signification and knowledge building 

depending on the resonances that sound units have with each other and with the overall 

context of the story in a web of references, connections and recurrences. 

 

 

6.3. Sound’s double level of signification 

 

The play opens with the car crash in which Dannie’s wife Joan lost her life, and 

then moves back and forth between the year following the accident and past scenes from 
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their marriage. Sequences are marked by journal entries with dates in the form of first-

person narration, interspersed with poems by Abse himself and one by Anne Bradstreet. 

Single episodes in the protagonist’s life (including the accident) are dramatized, with 

acted out dialogues and the narrator playing the part of himself. Following Huwiler's 

indications it is possible to identify the narrative functions of sound as signifying 

elements. 

At the level of story, The Presence provides some good examples of classical usage 

of “acoustic signs”. This is where radio can effectively do without words and still provide a 

direct description of situations and actions. Diegetic noises are used to various illustrative 

ends: 

- to describe an event: the screech of brakes, followed by the crash of metal and 

the smashing of glass for the car accident;  

- to indicate specific environments: the roar and shouts at a football match, the 

birds in the narrator’s house garden during his daughter’s visit; 

- to render a movement: the click of a phone receiver being picked up. 

More often noises take up a multiple function. Besides recounting a place or a 

situation they serve as a commentary or point to some deeper perception or emotional 

response to events, that is, they act at the level of discourse. This semantic function is 

more complex than the descriptive one, and less intuitively perceptible. One scene shall 

help clarify this. 

During Dannie’s last visit at the consultant psychiatrist’s – we are towards the end 

of the play – the conversation between doctor and patient is accompanied by a low, far-

away noise in the background, like the ticking of a clock, which almost imperceptibly 

builds up an atmosphere. The feeling we get is one of tidiness and perfection (we are in a 

professional's office), but also one of distressing coldness and lack of sympathy. The 

conflicting attitudes of the two speakers slowly emerge in this sound space: the doctor’s 

detachment and the patient’s emotionality. The non-verbal system replaces a narrator’s 

voice in suggesting a mood which is not directly signified by the words the characters 

exchange. Only at the end of the conversation is the contrast uncovered at the level of 

verbal system: 

Dr O'Halloran: Perhaps if you’d like to come and see me again… 

Abse: (interrupting him) I don’t think so. 

Dr O'Halloran: (a sigh) All right. I’m here if you ever change your mind. 

(Ticking fades out, music fades in). 
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Together with the protagonist’s inner struggle through despair and towards 

survival, the doctor-patient dialectics is the other dramatic pivot of the play. Right from 

the start the protagonist is overtly annoyed by the idea of being ‘cured’: he does not want 

to see a doctor and refuses medicines (ironically, Abse himself is a doctor). Whenever he 

forces himself to a medical visit, the interaction unveils bitter contrast. Rarely does the 

opposition lie within the actual words exchanged; rather, it is audible in the modulation 

of their voices. As well as for the words uttered, voices can be considered for their 

intrinsic traits, that include tone, idiolect (“individual linguistic choices and idiosyncrasies” 

(Huwiler, 2005.53)), pronunciation and intonation (“the structure of emphasizing words 

or so-called melodies within the uttered sentences” (2005.53)). The voice’s qualities 

constitute a meaning-generating system and in a radio play they tell a lot about the 

characters. Huwiler (2005.54) stresses a value that exceeds the immediate representation 

of “the actants at the level of the story”. Their primary function as descriptive indexes of 

the characters’ personality is often overwhelmed by alterations in tone and pitch that 

contribute to move the narration away from literal portraying. In this case the voice’s 

pure sound suffices to indicate “subjectivity and a focalized view of events” (Huwiler, 

2005.53) at the level of discourse without recourse to explanation in words. 

A scrutiny of the characters’ vocal qualities in the mentioned scene of The 

Presence reveals a conflictual dimension that does not so clearly emerge in the words. 

The psychiatrist’s voice has a detached and objective tone which suggests extreme 

control over language and a patronizing, self-confident attitude; he uses short sentences, 

precise words and technical expressions; the pace of his speaking is quick and lively, but 

also somehow contrived, as if he were dominating his own reactions. On the contrary, the 

patient sounds emotional, sometimes obviously so, and uncertain – a tangible weakness 

that lends an impatient and occasionally exasperated quality to his replies. His speech is 

interspersed with suspensions, repetitions and sudden straightforward or ironic 

overtones. The nuances of the voices recount more than the communicative content of 

the exchange. Two clashing views on illness and cure, or possibly life, are at play, 

although only at the end of the visit a few words are exchanged that seem to allude to 

that. 

There is another interesting example of the voice serving as a storytelling device at 

discourse level, besides and beyond the actual words pronounced. Shortly after Joan’s 

death, the protagonist phones his brother Wilfred, who lives in Virginia. The listener hears 
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a strained, slow voice speaking with a drawl and slightly panting for breath, as if in an 

exhausting effort – an excess of connotation even for an old man. Is he ill, or in a 

precarious physical condition? Or is that the result of emotional devastation for the loss 

of a dear one? No verbal information is exchanged on that until the end of the 

conversation. “I don’t think I can make it to the memorial, Dannie” says Wilfred, 

substantiating our surmise. Instead of a narrator’s voice commenting on Wilfred’s speech 

(the “sign system of language” (Huwiler, 2005.53)), the “sign system of the voice” 

(2005.53), that is, the tone, intonation and way of pronouncing, has acted throughout as 

an indicator not only of specific individual traits connected with age, gender, sociocultural 

origin, etc., but, more importantly, of an attitude or a life condition. 

Acting at both story and discourse level sound becomes a formidable storytelling 

device. It calls for the listener’s active involvement because the sound pattern requires 

interpretation in order for it to produce meaning. This is particularly true of fictional 

productions, which by their very nature present a high degree of connotation. In the case 

of docufiction the task is complicated by the presence of documentary material that plays 

an authenticating role in relation to the story told. Real sources trigger a ‘this-really-

happened’ factor that would seem to point to one unique possible reading of events. 

What in actuality sound does in this type of productions is to blur the fact-fiction 

distinction and let into the narration a further level of conceptualization. Thus the ‘story 

told’ is not simply an account of an incident or circumstance in a real person’s (or 

community’s) life. This keeps within the communicative sphere pertaining to news-type 

information. We also hear an abstract tale telling about existential matters that deeply 

resonate within us much in the fashion of poetical constructs. Which explains why 

sound’s hyper-connotative action is particularly recognizable in broadcasts deploying an 

intimate or lyrical mood. Such property is situated within the realm of the symbolic. The 

next part analyses how sound works to configure patterns of extra-communicative 

signification at the level of plot, narrator and poetical usage of voices. 

 

 

6.4. Metaphorizing in sound 

 

Narration of events or situations (the level of story), easily identifiable, is but one 

of the functions sound is invested with. Another action is exerted in the direction of 
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highlighting the way this story is told, communicating additional information compared to 

the words’ literalness on point of view and subjective perspective (the level of discourse). 

Both levels perform a storytelling function: they help recount what goes on and 

characterize who is acting. The excerpts discussed above show how in The Presence the 

audio dimension works at both levels. When noises present a character, illustrate a 

moment in the narration or suggest a change of scene we may talk about sound’s 

denotation. Where they highlight or comment on a specific mood or state of mind, on an 

emotional nuance, and present a subjective viewpoint, like a formal narrator would do 

with words, they start taking up a connotative value. But this is not all. Huwiler (2005.54) 

maintains that at discourse level the insertion of noises onto the verbal text “is merely an 

audible device that helps to tell the story”. As an example she discusses the sound 

accompaniment to one character’s speech – a xylophone-like noise – employed to 

emphasize a personality trait in Wolfgang Hildesheimer’s play Das Atelierfest/The Studio 

Party (1955). I argue that there is a third dimension, a deeper layer of signification 

descending from the level of discourse that goes beyond the function of simple 

replacement of “conventional narrative commentary” (Huwiler, 2005.54) on a character 

or situation. It stems from the connotative value of sound, but to such an extent that the 

sound pattern gets enriched with metaphorical value.  

Sound metaphor has been explored in its collective dimension by Barry Truax. In 

his 2001 book on acoustic communication he discusses the effects of sounds which 

individuals experience as a form of communication. In particular, he uses frameworks and 

concepts provided by communication studies to understand the system “sound creates 

between people and the environment” (Truax, 2001.xvii). Sound metaphor, he contends, 

is one of the forms of symbolism environmental noises can exhibit. Sound symbols “are 

mental and cultural images of great suggestive power” (2001.80) that may function for an 

entire community of people over the centuries, adding layers of abstraction and 

signification to their relationship with an environment. When a “pattern recognized in an 

aural image” (2001.80) comes to represent other patterns by comparison we are faced 

with a sound metaphor. Some metaphors referring to noises are also quite common in 

literature, for example the sound of flowing water indicating the unfolding of existence 

(2001.80). While Truax analyses metaphorical noises as communicative tools at collective 

level trying to understand how sound symbolism influences human behaviour in relation 

to the environment, the concept can be effectively employed in an exploration of sound’s 
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creative potential in the field of art, in connection with listeners’ reception. In radio 

docudrama sound sequences can be viewed as individual signifying units that confer 

polysemic value and abstraction to the images evoked. The “aural image” weaves a 

pattern that compares with other patterns of signification and thus become 

metaphorical. The listener’s personal interpretation comes into play since in the 

cumulation of semantic references and connections aroused by audio metaphors each 

one may find his/her own way into the reconstruction of meaning. Meaning is once again 

to be intended as resonance at emotional and existential level, hence in the direction of a 

poetic understanding of reality. Besides what individual noises represent in the events 

narrated and in relation to the mode of telling, there is also a symbolic sequence that 

sound metaphors contribute to create through successive scenes. Such complex pattern 

recounts a different, though symmetrical, ‘story’ to the one conveyed by the immediate 

communicative content of the production. In our case study ambient noises, effects and 

the voices’ traits provide a sort of parallel account of the character’s journey from utter 

despair to salvation. I shall seek to explain this added signification showing how sound 

interlaces with the narration telling another tale – the evolution of the protagonist’s 

existence. An allegory in sound unfolds in the listener’s ear. I have chosen three passages 

from successive moments in the story to illustrate this process. 

- This morning in the darkness of 5:00 a.m. suddenly, shockingly (Phone ringing, 

sound of sheets, moaning, click of a phone receiver). “Yeah, yeah. Hello? (Silence.) 

Hello? (Silence.)” No one is there. For a silly [?] moment I thought you were trying to 

get through to me. 

- Earlier this afternoon I went out to buy some cotton wool from Boots. When I 

returned I pressed the button on the answering machine (click of a button, a metallic 

voice: “You have no messages”, a beep tone). I stood for a while by the front window 

hoping for something to happen in the street outside. […] I felt abused by the 

pointlessness of it all. 

- In the park today a mother gossips with a friend while her little girl chases a duck by 

the pond (ducks quacking), runs so fast on the slope that she falls quite hard. (A child 

crying, ducks quacking in a frenzy). Along comes her mother, takes her up. Weeping 

and weeping. Does it feel so tragic to the child because she fell? Because her duck has 

abandoned her? Or because she cannot fly? (Child still crying, woman’s voice in the 

background: “Oh, kiss it better, there”). You can take the medicines, you can talk to 

anyone who listen, take therapeutic physical exercise (child's cry fades out), smile at 

yourself in the mirror, you can try to find laughter. But “kiss it better” (duck's 

quacking fades out), that’s the one. (Silence.) If only you could kiss me better. 
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The passages offer clear examples of the more immediately perceptible function 

of noises whereby they literally stand for words, i.e. are charged with an explanatory task. 

In the first excerpt we visualize the action: “Suddenly, shockingly the phone rang, I got out 

of bed and lifted the receiver”. Similarly, in the third one the sequence stands out quite 

distinctly: the girl “runs so fast on the slope that she falls quite hard, she starts crying and 

ducks flutter in a frenzy.” Indeed, my description in words is far less engaging and 

undoubtedly poorer than the aural sequence we hear and the reason is that a verbal 

account lacks the depth of the sound dimension, which touches on the symbolic. The 

three excerpts come to embody three phases in a story that is not told by words and that 

is allegoric: that of recovery from utter despair through realization and acceptance.  

The first episode takes place some six months after Joan’s death, at a moment 

when the narrator still nourishes mixed feelings. He perceives the unfathomable void in 

his life but does not want to yield to desperation. The ringing of the phone and the 

rebounding of the voice against silence communicate a muddle of emotions ranging from 

bewilderment to disbelief, to expectation. They lend substance to an absurd but hoped 

for possibility, that of physical contact beyond death. Then comes the moment of stark 

realization. The sequence of electronic noises in the second excerpt points toward the 

high degree of artificiality that has set in in his routine in order for him to simply survive. 

The only voice to be heard is that of the answerphone. What strikes is not so much the 

words it utters but its metallic texture, that is, its nature of stark sound. Expectation has 

given way to unembellished recognition of reality as the poet perceives the irrevocability 

of the loss: nothing can happen to change the course of things. The beep tone cannot be 

ignored. In all its crudeness it lays emphasis on the protagonist’s solitude, the emptiness 

of his life: no messages in the answerphone, no one there – to paraphrase the title, “no 

presence” around. 

At nearly a year from his wife’s death, the poet seems to start working out a new 

sense. The last part of the play explores the struggle to finally come to terms with reality, 

with one’s own desperate need for the other’s presence, and with the acknowledgment 

of loss as the only way towards reconciliation and acceptance. The episode of the little 

girl builds a bridge towards a phase of renewal in the protagonist’s life. He is now a 

distant observer of the events and through his account sounds are perceived in all their 

metaphorical depth. The fall into despair has brought about a frenzy of feelings as the 

ducks’ frantic quacking and fluttering about seem to signify. The girl's cry substantiates 
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the sense of utter despair which can only be soothed by caring, compassionate closeness 

– that special, healing kiss the protagonist will never again have access to. But there is 

another path towards recovery: it is recognition of that impossibility. At the very moment 

when he acknowledges that this is the core of his feeling of despair (“Kiss it better, that’s 

the one”) with a fade out effect the child’s cry slowly trails off signifying the softening of 

the anguish of trauma. The frantic quacking stops giving way to the resonances of the 

nude words: the closing sentence to the sequence (“If only you could kiss me better”) 

stands out against the silence, thus emphasizing the recognition of an inevitability – that 

of (paraphrasing the title once again) “the absence”. 

The three excerpts exemplify the process through which the connotative value of 

noises goes as far as to point to metaphorical signification. The sound commentary 

interlocking the sequence of events provides a narrative of the protagonist’s journey 

through grief. Thus the narrative develops in two parallel directions, the factual and the 

allegoric. Intellectually the latter dimension is certainly more difficult to access and 

presents a degree of intricacy that requires an interpretative effort. Huwiler’s essay is 

based on the view that even without too much reflection the audience can easily 

distinguish which sounds belong to the story level and which to the that of discourse. 

When they do not identify the source of a noise within the event narrated or the 

characterization of voices sounds weirdly over-connoted, listeners are able to perceive 

sound’s function as an indicator of subjectivity and focalization. The critic refers to Jochen 

Ziem’s Die Klassefrau/The Class Woman (1973), a radio play about a man and a woman 

experiencing a crisis in their romance. She contends that listeners can clearly make out 

the traits of the protagonists’ voices, understand their overtones and “realize that they 

are not listening to the ‘realist’ account of a relationship, but to two different, subjective 

views of that relationship” (Huwiler, 2004.53). Huwiler’s point is certainly convincing and 

can be fruitfully applied to docudrama analysis. Nevertheless, there are instances in The 

Presence in which it appears extremely difficult for the audience to unravel the tangle of 

cross-significations at the level of discourse. At those moments what we perceive is rather 

a sense of weirdness than a clear-cut presentation of a point of view on the events – a 

troubling atmosphere that the fact narrated do not suffice to account for. 

The connotative complexity gets even greater in the figure of the narrator. The 

seeming identity between the protagonist Dannie and the reader of the diary entries is 
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acted upon by sound so as to take up ambiguous overtones of a metaphorical nature, as 

the next part shall try to explain. 

 

 

6.5. The ‘condensed’ narrator 

 

This section focuses on the figure of the narrator examining the way in which the 

listener’s perception of it is influenced by sound (the voice’s traits and added effects). In 

narratological models of analysis the narrator is located at the level of discourse together 

with focalization, that is, the point of view from which the story is narrated (Huwiler, 

2005.52). This function in The Presence is not so clear-cut due to two stylistic choices. On 

the one hand, the same voice has been utilized for the narrative parts and for the 

dramatized ones, which would seem to point to an identity between the reader and the 

protagonist of the events. On the other, the type and quality of the sound effects that 

discretely yet insistently punctuate the reading out of the diary entries produce much 

ambiguity as to who is in fact speaking and whose story is being told. As a consequence, 

the sense of uniformity created by the single voice wavers and adherence to reality is 

blurred. I will explore the role of the narrator arguing that he is not simply to be identified 

with the main character (the narrative I) as it may at first appear. As a matter of fact, the 

sound configuration surrounding and permeating the narrator’s utterances introduces 

elements of ambiguity where the verbal text seems to convey clear, unequivocal 

meaning. The narrator would then be the result of a process of encapsulation of two 

‘characters’ in a single voice – or more than two, depending on our interpretation of the 

words-noises interaction. I call it a ‘condensed narrator’. 

We are at first driven to think of one single character because of the identity of 

the two voices, the narrator’s and the character’s in the acted-out parts, and because, 

presenting the play as a dramatization of Dannie Abse’s diary, the introduction attests to 

its factual basis. We also have some background knowledge about the poet’s life and the 

tragedy that struck his life, which adds to the sense of reality. Yet instead of supporting 

our certainties the uniqueness of the voice turns out confusing. We sense that the 

narrator’s role is not so adamantine because sound directs us into an alternative direction 

to that of the described events. Different interpretations are possible. The most obvious 

is that the protagonist is reading his own diary. Yet throughout the play, warm and 
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intense as it is the reader’s voice displays a degree of detachment that contrasts with 

Dannie’s deep involvement as we hear it in the dramatized parts. One would expect a 

much higher degree of involvement also if, according to another possible reading, the 

protagonist were going through his own pages a long time after the tragedy. The quality 

of the voice, its pauses, and the sound effects scattered throughout the journal excerpts 

suggest that it may also be the case of another character reading Abse’s diary. The 

following examples illustrate how sound allows the coexistence of two characters in the 

same voice. 

The first example focuses on the voice’s traits. The passage refers to the shift from 

a lyrical reflection on past memories (“I am remembering the Sundays of our more than 

fifty years together”) to a new diary entry. The narrator has recalled a day spent by the 

young couple in Ogmore: 

And when we get home I’ll write a poem called Sunday Evening and you will like it 

enough to type it for me, and it ends: 

“What lives in a man and calls him back 

and back through desolate Sunday evenings? 

Indescribable, oh faint generic name: 

Sweet taste, bitter lack”. 

(A silence) Sweet taste, bitter lack. Sweet memories of my life with you. (A silence) 

Bitter lack of you now. (A longer silence. A sigh) April the 17th […] 

The last two lines of the poem are read in a slightly shaky voice and what follows 

rules out the possibility of an extradiegetic narrator. The colour of the voice and the 

sighing break up the linearity of the account emphasising a precise emotional response. 

Silences also serve as remarkable indicators of a type of reaction, as if a character 

extraneous to the events narrated were reading out, pausing for reflection, then pulling 

himself together and carrying on his task.  

At other times peculiar background noises point to an environment that is situated 

outside the events narrated and is not neutral. They also suggest freedom of movement 

on the part of the reader that would seem at odds with the detachment typical of the 

external narrative voice. The degree of complexity here is even higher because the noises 

could be interpreted either as realistic (the level of denotation) or as indirect indicators of 

the reader's attitude (the level of connotation). The second example focuses on those two 

dimensions. The narrator reads one journal excerpt about the poet’s portrait made by a 

painter who contacted him following his wife’s death: 
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I never liked it. I look so melancholy. Now I wonder if the future holds[?] all portraits. 

It’s as if the artist had guessed that one day I would be a man grieving because his 

dear one had been turned to stone on the M4. (A brushing noise, a dog barking in the 

distance, a tinkling sound as of a dog leash). At night I lie awake for hours, staring at 

nothing (a soft brushing noise) in the bed where once you lay with me, last week, last 

month, last fifty years. Last always. (A soft brushing noise) Your pillow, your perfume. 

(The brushing noise goes on). I feel nothing. 

The indeterminate nature of the muffled sounds which accompany the words 

rules out the possibility of one single reading. The dog’s bark and the metal tinkling locate 

the act of reading in an environment external to that of the story told since they are not 

directly evocated by the verbal text. They may serve as characterizing traits of the place 

from which the narrator (or the protagonist) reads from the diary. At the level of 

discourse, they may also embody a mental state. The faraway dog’s bark in particular 

recalls a type of sounds that, according to Truax (2001.80), are part of the communication 

a community establishes with its environment and have been accepted through 

“repetitions over the centuries in many different contexts” as metaphors of a behaviour 

or an existential state. In film and radio it is often used to represent forlorn places and 

ghostly landscape, and, in symbolical terms, a sense of aloofness and abandonment. 

The brushing noise is more troubling. In this case words do help: “At night I lie 

awake for hours, staring at nothing (a soft brushing noise) in the bed where once you lay 

with me”. It could certainly be someone moving in bed at night, unable to sleep. The brief 

dialogue that follows the protagonist’s reflection reinforces the surmise: 

A woman (screaming): Dannie! 

(A noise of cloth rubbed, a gasp)  

Dannie: Joan? (A noise of cloth rubbed) Joan? 

But who this ‘someone’ is is not clear. If it is the extraneous reader moving 

restlessly about, we might imagine he is deeply affected by the story he is reading. Sound 

becomes an audible expression of his sharing in the protagonist’s sorrow, and the brief 

dialogue would constitute an imaginative leap into the past. But it may also be the poet, 

in which case the situation appears even more confusing. Is he unable to sleep because 

he remembers the tragedy of his loss while he goes through his own diary? Or are we 

brought back to the moment of his wakeful nights? In which case the brushing noise can 

be intended as a device apt to evoke a past memory. Either way, the two time-lapses – 

the time of reading and the time of the events – get unnervingly interlocked and listeners 
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are forced to move from one to the other with no clear references. Indeed, because we 

cannot distinctly locate the origin of the sounds, we are left with a feeling of eeriness, the 

sensation of something weird going on beyond the bewilderment brought about by the 

tragedy. Occurrences of the kind defy our trust in the factual basis of the play as we 

wonder to what extent we are listening to a real, though subjective, account of events. 

Sound exposes the story to a process of symbolization that lends it a degree of 

abstraction calling for an interpretative effort on the part of the listener beyond direct 

enjoyment of an art work. The figure of the narrator challenges our creative capacities 

because it can be understood at different levels. The denotation of the verbal text and of 

noises perceived as realistic points to an identity between the protagonist and the reader. 

In terms of connotation the narrator turns out to be a much more composite figure. Its 

signification is complicated by sound in itself and in its relation to the words. Sound’s 

action is exerted through the following devices: 

− the “sign system of the voice” (Huwiler, 2005.53), that is, the voice’s extra-verbal 

characteristics; 

− noises of an indeterminate or ambiguous nature; 

− silences. 

The outcome is what I have called a ‘condensed narrator’. This is a voice extremely 

dense in connotation because it incorporates the functions and emotional traits of 

different personae in the play through a process of shrinking each one’s features and 

mixing them up so that the ‘characters’ become almost inextricable. I have been able to 

identify two personae within the narrator of The Presence. It would be interesting to see 

if other ones emerge according to further interpretations based on other listeners’ 

personal reception and emotional responses to the play. 

To the set of devices that contribute to produce the sense of a ‘condensed 

narrator’ we must add the editing technique: the way words and sound are made to 

relate to each other, for example in the shift from the narrator’s reflection to Joan’s cry 

and Dannie’s sudden awakening. About this passage it is interesting to remark how 

sounds play a major role in dream scenes. Oneiric atmospheres can be very effectively 

accompanied by undefined or unclear noises, as the next section tries to illustrate 

focusing on one such sequences from the case study under scrutiny. 
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6.6. Acousmatic sound in the dream narrative 

 

Far from behaving as a reassuring guide in the reconstruction of a ‘real’ story, the 

narrator in The Presence constitutes a destabilizing element for the account’s coherence, 

but it also represents an invaluable opportunity for the listener. Moving along the thin 

fact-fiction borderline, sound components like the traits of the narrator’s voice and the 

sound effects interspersed in his utterances confound the distinction between levels of 

signification, the communicative and the symbolic. This opens the way to various 

interpretative possibilities. 

Background noises such as the ones in the portrait passage may be rather puzzling 

even in an apparently straightforward account of lived experience that does not resort to 

complex dramatization and editing. These noises share some of the features of 

“acousmatic sound”, a label which the music theorist and composer Michel Chion 

(1994.32) uses to indicate “the situation wherein one hears the sound without seeing its 

cause” in film. Challenging the primacy of the image the acousmatic dimension helps 

focus the audience’s attention on “sound traits normally hidden from us by the 

simultaneous sight of the causes” (Chion, 1994.32). Indeed, when he says that “[t]he 

acousmatic truly allows sound to reveal itself in all its dimensions”, Chion (1994.32) 

implicitly acknowledges the polysemous potentialities of the audio text. The concept of 

acousmaticity is extended by Alan Beck (1998.n.p. My italics) to audio drama to describe 

“a sound event which is heard but not ‘seen’ by a radio character (and the listener)”. He 

discusses the effect of an off-scene sound occurring in Act Two of Anton Chekhov’s The 

Cherry Orchard (1904) set in the countryside. During a silence between the characters a 

noise like the snap of a string is heard and the characters themselves do not clearly 

identify it. Beck (1998.n.p.) stresses how this type of sounds “impels the audience to 

listen actively and not just to hear” allowing for a polysemous reading of the story. This, 

we may add, places theatre audiences for a moment in a very similar position to that of 

radio listeners.  

In radio drama the acousmatic dimension is even more complex because the 

medium only relies on the sense of hearing. Beck discusses acousmaticity in realist scenes 

where a noise either signposts an event (e.g., loudspeaker announcements or a bomb at a 

distance) or indicates an environment in the background of the main scene of the drama 

(e.g., rain or traffic outside). He also refers to non-realist scenes in which it becomes a 
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conveyor of a subjective viewpoint, for example a character’s inner thoughts, which 

listeners are given access to. Arguably, intertwined with the latter a third occurrence 

exists in which acousmaticity deploys its capacity of evocation and metaphorization. This 

happens when a sound shows a high degree of ambiguity because connotative layers end 

up overwhelming the denotative indication. The sound can then designate at one time a 

situation, a subjective perception and a metaphor. The indistinct noises in the above 

passage of The Presence constitute an instance of such a complex process since they 

seem to point to different semantic areas working simultaneously in our ear. They signify 

an element in the story: an outer environment, a wakeful night. They are also tangible 

clues of the character’s perspective, of his anguish. Finally, they symbolize the loss of 

existential meaning in connection with the loss of a beloved one. Because we do not 

perceive their origin we are drawn to question their meaning in relation to the verbal text 

and the overall story. We are also asked to dwell in a condition of puzzlement and alarm 

that brings us closer to the protagonist’s feelings. Opening up to multiple signification the 

acousmatic dimension gives substance to a stage in the emotional complexity of the 

event and thus releases sound’s metaphorical potentialities. 

Another instance clarifies the acousmatic usage of noises to bring about 

connotation. The narrator reads a diary entry recounting a dream about Joan. The 

narrative value of dreams in literature and the arts has been explored by Richard Walsh 

with the tools of narratology. Stemming from an appreciation of the representational 

value of dreams as texts that require interpretation, Walsh’s (2014.196) reflection views 

them as “a mode of meaning in which the semiotic force of dream events is 

foregrounded”. Walsh’s (2014.199) argument that they constitute fictive narrations is 

rooted in the informed appreciation of the “creative element” at the basis of dreams, 

which are considered manifestations of each dreamer’s personal narration. He recalls 

their “pervasive influence upon art and literature throughout history, and upon film from 

the very beginnings of its emergence as a narrative medium” (Walsh, 2014.198). In 

Medieval dream vision poetry, for example the late 14th century Middle English poems 

Piers Plowman and Pearl, dream narrative also deploys a function “as a motivational 

device for allegory” (2014.199)). My analysis of the dream scene in The Presence utilizes 

this idea of a narrative device that conveys allegoric meaning and seeks to see how this is 

done through the sound pattern. Although obviously in looser terms that those of the two 

medieval fictions, which are tightly built around truth-revelatory dream vision as a literary 
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genre, the dream episode in McAll’s radio play can be read as symbolic of a stage in the 

protagonist’s processing of bereavement. An allegoric interpretation is made possible 

because noises tell something exceeding the level of story and that of discourse 

exclusively expressive of “subjectivity and focalized view” (Huwiler, 2005.53). 

Narrator: (a rustling noise as of sheets) I’m dreaming (a wind-like noise fades in and 

stays in the background). You’ve climbed up a ladder by a tall hedge. Why? (rustling 

noise as of leaves) […] You won’t stop climbing up and up, further and further away 

(rustling noise of leaves). You’re out of reach (rustling of leaves). 

Dannie: (a gasp. Rustling sound as of sheets. Wind sound breaks off) Joan! (rustling 

sound of sheets). 

Narrator: I wake up in the dark bedroom (rustling of sheets. Music fades in), stretch 

my arm to the other side of the bed and (silence). Empty. (Music). 

I was able to make out the slight difference between the two rustling noises 

(which I have indicated as “leaves” and “sheets”) only through painstakingly listening to 

the excerpt numerous times. The verbal text (“I’m dreaming”, “a tall hedge”) also 

provides some contextualization. But on first listening they appear virtually 

indistinguishable. Somehow the ear senses they have different natures but, because it 

cannot precisely locate their source at story level or interpret them at discourse level, we 

are left with a feeling of puzzlement. The rustling of leaves recalls the noise of somebody 

trying to make his way in an intricate forest. In metaphorical terms it may represent the 

effort to disentangle from the hold of grief. The almost imperceptible shift from the 

sound of sheets to that of leaves contributes to blur the boundaries between the story 

told and the dream as carrier of multiple connotations.  

The wind-like effect is even more perplexing. My reference to wind is once again 

guided by the verbal context: a ladder by a hedge suggests in all likelihood an outdoor 

environment. Without that the effect has the depth and vacuity of the ‘hearing-the-

ocean’ noise in a seashell. It carries on softly throughout the sequence. At the moment of 

Dannie’s sudden awakening, it stops. The wind-like effect may be intended as a 

representation of the disembodied, unnerving quality of the dream. At the same time its 

hollow, abstracted character works well as an indicator of hopelessness and inevitability. 

Something irrevocable is taking place: a physical and intellectual void is opening up that 

will never be filled. This is a key concept in the overall narrative of the radio play because 

it is only coming to terms with the sense of utter deprivation and acknowledging loss as a 

point of no return that the poet will be able to perceive a new start in his life. The 
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sequence typifies the multiple outcomes of sound’s workings. First of all, the combination 

of noises cooperates with words in creating an environment at story level. But it also 

verges on the acousmatic: refusing “to denote a single meaning linked with a known 

cause” (Beck, 1998.n.p), it “invites connotative speculation” (1998.n.p.). In this sense it 

describes an emotional atmosphere, thus becoming “a narrative act at the level of the 

discourse, even though there is no ‘narrator’ as such” (Huwiler, 2003.54). Finally, because 

of its indeterminacy it acts on the semantics of the verbal text warping and stretching it to 

a point of incomprehensibility. It enters the dream narrative shedding on it an allegoric 

light. Through its physicality sound suggests a mood but, more importantly, the idea of an 

existential situation. 

 

 

6.7. The authenticating strength of sound metaphors 

 

Sound metaphors construct in physical terms a story which runs parallel to and 

reinforces that told by the documentary source (the diary): the process of accepting 

death and finding new sense in existence on the part of the protagonist. The sound 

configuration deployed through – and interlacing with – the verbal text becomes an 

allegory of his existential journey towards renewal. Recovery from loss is a major sub-

theme. It comes into full light at the end of the play. It is put across by the words’ 

narration that follows the diary entries in chronological order, but the expressive drive 

that convinces us of the truthfulness of the account is manifested through the sound 

narration because it is at this level that deeper emotional chords are struck. The sense of 

authenticity springs from the fact that we perceive the poet’s experience as having 

something in common with ours and it is at this level that sound’s expressivity works at its 

best. The final moments provide an instance of this. The way the verbal text is uttered 

and the words’ sonic value is enhanced produces connotation rich in metaphorical 

significance, beside and beyond literal denotation. The narrator remembers the poem 

that his wife had recited on the very night of the accident during a poetry reading in 

Porthcawl (Anne Bradstreet’s “To My Dear and Loving Husband”) and that had opened 

the play. The protagonist's voice joins his wife’s over the last two lines of the poem: 

Joan: If ever two were one, then surely we. 

If ever man were loved by his wife, then thee; 
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If ever wife was happy in a man, 

Compare with me ye women if you can. 

I prize thy love more than whole mines of gold, 

Or all the riches that the East doth hold. 

My love is such that rivers cannot quench, 

Nor ought but love from thee give recompense. 

Thy love is such I can no way repay; 

The heavens reward thee manifold, I pray. 

Then while (the protagonist's voice fades in) Joan and Dannie: we live, in love let’s so 

persever, 

That when we live no more we may live ever. 

The listener feels deeply drawn in because the beauty of words is accompanied by 

the soul-stirring melody of the double-voiced utterance, so powerful that rational 

signification almost goes lost. The pure sound of the voices saturates language with an 

emotional pregnancy that drives us towards the comprehension of the play's ultimate 

theme. Where the level of story ceases, the discourse level takes over, enriched with 

metaphorical colouring. The coupling of the voices signifies not only reunion of two 

characters in a story we have heard but also, and mostly, the saving value of a connection 

between past (Joan’s voice) and present (Dannie’s). And it embodies the possibility we 

listeners are offered to grasp and preserve memory through poetry: words, music and, 

finally, silence. 

 

 

6.8. Conclusion  

 

This chapter has explored the area of docudrama which makes of sound’s 

ambiguous nature its main strength. It has tried to understand how sound works in 

relation to the reality of facts which are the basis of the production and what type of 

‘truth’ is conveyed through the aural dimension. Conceptually, this sphere of creative 

radio is close to poetry. With the latter it shares the traits of polysemy, symbolization and 

sometimes abstraction; it also requires the recipient’s active involvement in 

interpretation and in meaning construction. Beside the verbal content of utterances, 

poetic resonances are present in pure noises and in what Street (2012.87) calls “‘word 

music’, something which lies beyond the meaning of the words”. This property of sound is 

found in mysterious words or formulas like the peculiar language employed by Yorkshire 

Dales shepherds to count their flock in Matt Thompson’s Out Counting Sheep, but is 
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inherent also in communicative language, for example in the “list of places and data” 

(Street, 2012.87) in the BBC Radio Shipping Forecast. In this very traditional form of 

weather reports it is possible to perceive “something implicit in the words, which we only 

half-grasp” (2012.88), a sound web created by words “within themselves and 

cumulatively” (2012.88) which builds up meaning of a poetical kind despite the very 

utilitarian nature of the broadcast. 

The case study under scrutiny in this chapter belongs to the domain of creative 

radio of a poetic type. Technically, the form it adopts sits at the drama end of the 

continuum, in the area that I have defined a hundred percent degree of dramatization. 

The documentary source that constitutes its basis – poet Dannie Abse’s diary – is fully 

fictionalized, i.e. acted out or read out by actors, with the addition of sound effects and 

extradiegetic music. The choice of a case study entirely built on documentary material of 

a personal type was guided by a consideration that sound’s poetical truth best unfolds in 

narratives of a lyrical type (autobiographies, memoirs, diaries, letters), focused as they 

are on the existential and emotional aspects of events. According to Hendy programmes 

based on personal narrative or private communication have become more and more 

popular on British radio since the 1990s, particularly in Radio 4’s schedule. Such approach 

focuses on “[t]he grand themes of human existence” (Hendy, 2008.379) explored 

“through the testimony of ordinary people” (2008.379), and it can be interpreted as the 

reflection of a need to share experience with the audience coming to terms with the 

unfathomability of life’s extreme events such as death and suffering. McAll’s The Presence 

constitutes an apt example of how, warping and manipulating actuality sometimes to the 

point that we can hardly make out the real parts from the fictional bits, the audio 

dimension contributes to pass on a reflection about life that resonates deeply true even 

when in the process correspondence to factual reality seems to fade away. 

Analysis has been conducted following the postclassical narratological approach 

suggested by Huwiler which considers all forms of storytelling building up knowledge as 

narratives. Accordingly, radio works can be investigated as texts in which sound 

constitutes a system of signs that helps to tell the story. I have employed the 

narratological concepts of story and discourse to show how sounds acts at both levels of 

signification to indicate situations or environments and a subjective or focalized view of 

them respectively (cf. Huwiler, 2005.53). But I have also tried to show that sound’s 

function is more complex than recounting, describing or focalizing. If we consider it in its 
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autonomy of signification, we see how sound takes up a highly connotative value which in 

the case of The Presence borders on the symbolic. The sound pattern weaves through the 

play a story that runs parallel to the events recounted by words (the ‘facts’, whether 

incidents, emotions or perceptions) and can be read as metaphorical of an existential 

status: a moment in the protagonist’s process of recovery from grief. A series of sound 

metaphors in a scene, abstract noises repeated throughout the play or the resonances 

produced by similar noises recalling each other, all contribute to create an overall sound 

pattern with an allegoric value. Dannie’s story becomes the story of a person working his 

way from utter despair to recovery, through acceptance of loss and preservation in 

memory. With its emotional strength the audio texture strikes a chord deeply inside of 

the listener. My study of The Presence has sought to demonstrate how sound is decisive 

in rendering the recounted story recognizable and acceptable, and therefore shareable.  

The audio features that have been analysed show the metaphorizing process at 

work and the disclosure of multi-layered signification, providing an example of sound’s 

symbolic and polysemous properties. The scrutinized features include the voice 

(considered in its extra-verbal characteristics: pronunciation, intonation, accent, etc.), 

noises and effects, and silences. Special attention has been devoted to acousmaticity, 

that is, the condition of noises of an unidentified origin and of a remarkable evocative 

power. They are particularly effective in conveying not only an atmosphere but also 

symbolical meaning. In the oneiric episode of Joan climbing up the ladder they add to the 

metaphorical value of the narrative generating a parallel ‘story’ to the one told by words. 

Acousmatic noises lend abstraction also to the narrating voice. The narrator is a 

multifaceted character in The Presence and it constitutes a notable instance of how sound 

acts on the verbal narrative to distort the linearity of the logical sequence and shatter its 

coherence. The impression of a single voice – the protagonist Dannie reading his own 

diary – is impaired by the process triggered off by the sonic quality of the narration. Two 

elements are at work here. One is constituted by the imprecise or ambiguous noises that 

accompany the verbal account and display a high degree of acousmaticity. The other 

factor is the purely vocal component of utterances, which in tone and expressivity display 

a degree of involvement qualitatively different from that of the character in the 

dramatized parts. The aural dimension in itself seems to indicate the existence of another 

firmly embedded figure, a sort of external reader deeply participating in the sorrow of the 
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diary’s author. I have called it a ‘condensed narrator’ because of the process of 

concentration of the traits of more than one character within the same voice. 

An observation of the sound’s properties of a radio docudrama entails a reading of 

a true account at different levels of complexity. In The Presence the first level is the story 

told in words, the sequence of episodes in the poet’s life as reconstructed in his diary; the 

second is the story of his recovery from grief to which both sounds and words contribute 

on equal – if at times contradictory – terms; the third is a conceptualization of the poet’s 

story as the story of each of us. At this level sound plays a major role in that it provides 

the dimension in which the allegory is actually ‘constructed’. 

One wonders what happens to the documentary basis in such a composite, multi-

layered text. We lose sight of the document in its ties with the reality of facts, as a piece 

of evidence attesting to a series of true events. But when it seems to be deprived of its 

referential value, it instead takes up an emotional significance in the context of an 

abstract story. This is the poetical dimension of radio, which is less clear and 

straightforward than the communicative one and sees connotation prevail over 

denotation. It stimulates emotions rather than logical thinking. Through the words we 

understand the story. Through sound we feel its authenticity beyond words’ reliability. 

The question is not so much if the account is true but if it resonates as true in us listeners. 

It may well be poet Dannie Abse’s real story or the story of a fictional character called 

Dannie – it is indeed the story of all of us told in sound.  

The next chapter studies how radio docufiction is capable of bringing about a 

different type of understanding not only in matters of a personal or existential relevance 

but also at the level of collective history. It focuses on a case study drawn from direct 

practice, Arrivederci (2014), a broadcast work produced by Roberto Benatti and written 

by myself on the basis of one of my published short-stories. It can be considered 

docufiction in that it utilizes excerpts from interviews to deportees’ children conducted 

by Claudine Vegh in 1979 for her university dissertation I Didn’t Say Goodbye and sewn 

together by a fictional narrative including sfx and a complex fabric of instrumental music 

and archival recordings. Because the audio work is based on a written short story of 

which it maintains the structure and the verbal text, exploration will concentrate on the 

surplus of signification the audio dimension conveys compared to words. Intertwining 

personal experience and episodes from the Holocaust, Arrivederci permits to understand 
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how sound contributes to gaining new comprehension of a major event in Western 

history – much in the direction of a poetical reading of reality.  
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CHAPTER 7. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN DOCUDRAMA MAKING: ARRIVEDERCI AS A CASE 

STUDY  

 

 

7.1. Introduction 

 

The case study at the centre of this chapter is Arrivederci, a radio piece on the relation of 

collective memory to individual lives intertwining personal experience of death and the 

testimony of children who survived their parents’ deportation during the Nazi occupation 

of France. Based on my short story of the same title, it was produced by Roberto Benatti 

and broadcast on Radio Città del Capo in 2014. The analysis broadly follows the 

argumentative structure adopted by Sullivan (2009.43) in his essay on the academic 

relevance of creative action “as a means to discover new ideas and knowledge”. The critic 

scrutinizes the contemporary art exhibition New adventures of Mark Twain: Coalopolis to 

Metropolis held in Brooklyn in 2007 showing how the encounter with art changes both 

the artist’s and the viewer’s prior information thanks to the introduction of elements of 

novelty that prompt reflection – a process through which artistic research and theoretical 

exploration are reciprocally stimulated. Such position moves in the area of practice-led 

research but it is very close to the one I embrace in this thesis which aims to demonstrate 

the relevance of sound as a conveyor of original and often unexpected signification not 

only in the expressive domain typical of art but also in terms of knowledge of the world’s 

facts. The sphere explored by the exhibition also bears similarities to that of docudrama. 

The hosted artists were asked to produce works pivoting around a specific event: an 

incident that had occurred to Mark Twain during his 1895 Australian tour, which was also 

chronicled in one of his books. A newly discovered thank-you letter to a Newcastle dentist 

for relieving him from toothache constituted the inspirational basis for the artists’ work. 

With a certain degree of simplification, we may say that the essentials of the 

documentary–drama overlap are all there: a historical fact, documents (Twain’s account, 

the letter), and the transformative action of a creative hand. Not to forget the somehow 

ironic undertones of the subject-matter chosen: consideration of a great writer’s 

toothache. Irony, as we have seen, is one of the oft-unintended outcomes, when not one 

of the tools, of docufiction. 
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Therefore, a parallelism in premises, intent and area of exploration authorizes an 

analysis of the docudrama Arrivederci along the lines of the argumentative framework 

that can be inferred from Sullivan. His essay can be divided into parts that I shall 

exemplify as follows: 

- Introduction to the focus of the analysis: 

- presentation of the case study: context and background information 

(dates, places, occasions) of both the production and the event referred to; 

- exposition of the argument: the relevance of the creative reworking of 

elements from reality to the construction of knowledge, in our case to an 

understanding of events in history. Sullivan (2009.51) argues that in art 

practice as research “human understanding arises from a process of 

inquiry that involves creative action and critical reflection”. 

- Articulation of the content. This part expounds the development of the 

argumentation. It looks at how such an artistic approach to information as 

docudrama fosters “imaginative leaps […] into what we don’t know” (2009.48) 

becoming a means to gain novel critical perspective on a historical fact. Analysis 

provides examples of the workings of sound, that is, the manner in which the aural 

components of the narrative (narrator, music, noises, voices) artfully assembled and 

blended produce meaning.  

- Conclusion: audio docufiction shares with artistic practices a form of investigation of 

reality in which “the creative impulse reveals an imaginative insight” (2009.43) 

defying established assumptions. Arrivederci typifies a creative itinerary that proves 

effective in building up concepts related to the connection between individual 

experience and the collective dimension, between lived life and historical account. 

Although Arrivederci is not part of a practice-led research project, I believe this 

thesis can extensively benefit from an association with an itinerary of study that considers 

the creative act in relation to factual reality as an essential contribution to an 

advancement in the theoretical field.  

 

 

7.2. A note on translation 
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Before getting to the heart of my argument I feel it necessary to clarify my choices 

regarding translation for the purposes of the present chapter. As a docudrama Arrivederci 

consists in invented parts I myself wrote and documents drawn from Claudine Vegh’s 

published postgraduate dissertation I Didn’t Say Goodbye (1979). A dream narrative and 

personal memories of the past make up the former, while the latter are constituted by 

passages from verbatim interviews to deportees’ children made in the 1970s and by the 

author’s commentary. Translations of the quotations from the radio work into English are 

handled in two ways. For the invented narrative I provide a version faithful enough to the 

literalness of the original but also capable of bringing about some of its connotation. 

Much of the shades of meaning, implications and undertones typical of creative writing, 

as well as the prosodic traits, will inevitably be lost because I have not worked on the 

short story as a whole in view of providing an artistic transposition of it. This would have 

required a long and exacting search for coherence between Vegh’s book and my own 

writing, while the main focus of this thesis remains an analysis of the audio dimension of 

Arrivederci, towards which all my efforts have been directed. For the passages from the 

French author’s text I quote the English translation by Ross Schwartz for the 1979 edition.  

 

 

7.3. The focus of the analysis 

7.3.1. Presentation of the case study and its relevance for this thesis 

 

The text of Arrivederci has a theatrical origin. I wrote an episode for a collective 

production directed by the theatre company Teatro delle Ariette and utilizing excerpts 

from Vegh’s book I Didn’t Say Goodbye. Performances took place on Holocaust Memorial 

Day (27 January) in 2011 and in 2013. Reflection on the strong emotional impact the play 

had had both on the spectators and on us who were at one time the authors and the 

performers urged me to resume the original theatre script and reshape it into a short 

story incorporating an important moment of my life’s experience into it. The intent was to 

tackle aspects of the interconnection between personal reminiscence and collective 

memory in relation to individual death, and of the import of individual stories in public 

history. Adopting the biographical structure of the original book, I worked fragments of 

personal experience into a compound, multi-voiced narrative in which remembrance 

becomes an interrogating journey into the sense and value of keeping collective memory. 
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I Didn't Say Goodbye is a memoire for Vegh’s French postgraduate degree in 

psychiatry focusing on the stories of twenty-eight French Jewish men and women who, at 

an early age, had been sent to foreign countries and left in strangers’ care by parents who 

knew they would soon be deported. The author interviews them in their old age and 

reports their precise words as they recollect the tearing experience and discuss the mixed 

feelings of abandonment and gratefulness. Against this historical background, my story 

opens up around a table where the protagonist (the narrative I) has invited 'her' dead 

ones (relatives and friends she has met in a lifetime) to say hello after a long time of 

reciprocal absence. Vegh’s volume is on the table, silent witness to the lives of other dead 

people at another time. Out of it come the voices of four of the interviewees, each of 

them caught as by a snapshot in a significant moment of his/her childhood experience in 

wartime: doing a gesture, speaking words or realizing some truth that would remain 

forever impressed in his/her memory. At the end the narrator bids farewell to her dead 

with whom, unknowingly, she has been reading the book all throughout the years of 

absence. This text was published in 2013 as the closing story of the collection E a chi 

resta, arrivederci. 

The last stage in what appears to be a work in progress is the radio docudrama. 

The radio producer Roberto Benatti asked me to provide subjects of some historical 

relevance for audio drama to be broadcast in his weekly programme on a Bologna local 

station, Radio Città del Capo. Having been born out of a theatre piece, my short story is 

already divided up into brief sequences, with a present-day scene framing a flashback to 

the war years through the witnesses’ monologues. The radio script was virtually there, 

the letter of the text did not require a special effort of adaptation or treatment. The 

reason why the audio version constitutes a pertinent case study for my thesis is 

connected with its virtually unchanged shape. Because the text has not undergone 

significant modifications in the passage from one medium to the other (writing to radio), 

it is possible to see what sound alone does to words and to an entire storyline with much 

clarity. It has also proved relevant for my research work in a more general sense. For one 

thing, as an advisor to the director Roberto Benatti I was offered the opportunity to 

closely follow all stages of production, from scripting to recording, to broadcasting, which 

also meant that I was able to corroborate or rectify some of my assumptions on radio 

making and make adjustments to my line of argumentation – to put it simply, to verify 

how praxis and theory relate to each other. On the other hand, close examination of 
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sound at work enhanced my awareness that, the verbal content being equal, when it 

moves from the written medium to the aural one the narrative undergoes a few 

exceptional alterations as regards the meaning conveyed and the emotional and 

conceptual content. Such changes bring about a different perspective on both personal 

experience and the historical occurrences, and on their interrelations. 

 

 

7.3.2. The argument behind the case study 

 

The question of how the written and the audio texts relate to each other and what 

is sound’s relevance within a mainly verbal narration is the focus of the present chapter. 

It explores what constitutes the ‘difference’ between the two texts and by what means 

the aural medium establishes its own autonomy of signification. While looking at how 

sound ties in with words, the chapter seeks to understand whether the audio dimension 

engrafts new elements of signification onto the story and to what extent it helps disclose 

a multiplicity of senses that were implicit, or only touched upon, in the written version. 

Another issue descending from the main one is the contribution of radio 

docudrama to the construction of knowledge about history. The chapter asks what form 

of truth Arrivederci brings about in relation to its factual basis through the sound mixture 

of recorded testimony and fictional elements that constitutes it. My argument is that 

sound docufiction brings to light layers of meaning that allow for an understanding of 

reality different from the one supplied by classical documentary forms which take a 

scientific (or objective) standpoint.  

Fruitful connection between an urge to document and the use of a poetic 

language characterizes the third of the four “tendencies or aesthetic functions” Renov 

(2004.74) sees at work in the history of film documentary, the expressive one. The first 

task the critic attribute to films is classically to “record, reveal, or preserve” (Renov, 

2004.74. Italics in the original), going as far back as to the Lumière brothers’ cinema. The 

second form aims to “persuade or promote” (2004.81. Italics in the original) and is typical 

of Griersonian cinema since the 1930s. “To analyse or interrogate” (2004.83. Italics in the 

original) is the last function the critic attributes to films. Despite being a neglected area in 

discussions on documentary, it has characterized documentary film throughout its 

history, challenging its claims to truth and related problems of representation of reality. 
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Typical of fiction film, the function to “express” (2004.81. Italics in the original) has 

equally been present in nonfiction, intersecting all the other tendencies in different ways. 

It is poetical and attentive to an impressionist, rather than a realistic rendering of reality. 

It appeals both to the senses and to the mind. Discussing Flaherty’s city symphony films in 

the 1920s-30s, Renov (2004.82) observes that “the artfulness of the work as a function of 

its purely photographic properties was now allied with the possibilities of editing to 

create explosive effects – cerebral as well as visceral”. Importantly, these films deployed 

an “allegiance in various degrees to the powers of expressivity in the service of historical 

representation” (2004.82). The risks of attributing an excessively instrumental role to the 

creative element is shunned by the filmmaker Jonas Mekas’s (1955 cited in Renov, 

2004.82) conception of “document film”. This form draws together the educational-

informative attitude of news programmes and the ““realist, impressionist or poetical”” 

(Mekas, 1955 cited in Renov, in 2004.82) inspiration of documentary, with a basically non-

instructional purpose. The conception of docufiction this thesis presents is very close to 

Renov’s expressive aesthetics and Mekas’s idea of document film. The American critic 

stresses the difficulty of classifying this type of production as either factual or fictional, 

since for him filmic nonfiction constitutes a continuum along which “the question of 

expressivity is, in all events, a question of degree” (Renov, 2004.83). The next section 

considers such indetermination as a value, essential to the production of new knowledge 

about reality. Sound deploys its poetic intensity yet expressivity is never functional to 

historical representation. As it is Mekas’s conviction about document film (2004.82), 

sound docudrama teaches without instructing. Through sound the event reported 

becomes something else. What this something is, I shall seek to illustrate in the next 

sections.  

 

 

7.4. Articulation of the content 

7.4.1. The self and the other: Arrivederci as a ‘dramatized docu-essay’  

 

As I said, Arrivederci rests on the biographical kernel of Vegh's book insofar as it 

'relates' moments of the witnesses' lives within the larger framework of official history. 

But it also touches upon autobiographical (however fictionalized) matters, and in this 
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sense it approaches the notion of “essay” suggested by Renov apropos of Mekas's 

documentary film production. 

In relation to the Montaignean essay tradition, the critic states: 

Indeed, the essay form, notable for its tendency toward complication (digression, 

fragmentation, repetition, and dispersion) rather than composition, has, in its four-

hundred-year history, continued to resist the efforts of literary taxonomists, 

confounding the laws of genre and classification, challenging the very notion of text 

and of textual economy” (Renov, 2004.70).  

This quasi-definition would also suit audio docudrama in the variety of its forms. It 

highlights the aspects that make the genre unsystematic and incontrollable: a structural 

complexity, a resistance to codification and a near-collapse of textual coherence. At the 

basis of the essayistic mode lies a notion of “indeterminacy” (2004.70) that accounts for 

this form’s constant interrogating and problematizing at one time its subject and its 

object. Indeterminacy, which is substantiated in a “plurality of voices” (2004.71) seeking 

to render the fragmentariness of the self, is by no means contradictory to the 

documentary urgency. The documentariness of the essay consists in the capacity to 

produce knowledge about reality, but a type of knowledge that “is provisional rather than 

systematic; self and object organize each other, but only in a temporary way” (2004.70). 

While firmly placing Mekas's diary-film project, and Lost, Lost, Lost (1976) in particular, 

within the documentary tradition, Renov points to its essayistic qualities as a mode of 

interrogation of both the self and the world perceived through the maker’s sight. The 

critic’s analysis therefore focuses on “the shape and tactical dynamic of a documenting 

gaze and a desire – to retrace the visible and the historical – that impels the film” 

(2004.73. My italics). 

Through a study of film and video autobiography since the 1920s avant-garde, he 

sees that a common trait of many contemporary productions is the attempt toward 

“community building” (2004.xvii) and toward a form of dialogue “between a self actively 

constructed and an inscribed other” (2004.xvii). The “other” may also be a culturally 

fabricated or publicly defined group, a community brought together by common “racial 

memory” (2004.xvii), or a marginal reality in the commercial context. This has increasingly 

been the case since “the waning of objectivity as a compelling social narrative” (2004.xvii) 

in nonfiction texts and the crisis of the myth of neutrality in journalism. 

Before I even realized it, my own attention in writing Arrivederci was directed to 

retracing the common roots of personal and collective memory through testimony, a 
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need for objectivity in self-representation that goes in the direction of the political and 

social relevance autobiographical documentary takes up according to Renov. Works like 

Mekas's Lost question a certain conception of history as an efficient and straightforward 

instrument to read (and talk about) reality, since there are events preserved in collective 

and in personal memory that challenge all possibility of expression. Access to a form of 

understanding comes from “the thoughtful interrogation of documents (the real in 

representation) and the contradictions that are produced through their overlay” 

(2004.70). Once again, we are reminded of the hiatus between lived experience and the 

efforts to represent it. This is where autobiography in its relation to history may take up a 

political value. Arrivederci falls within this macro-category, which I define as ‘dramatized 

docu-essay’. It is an essay in that it seeks to represent historical reality “consciously 

filtered through the flux of subjectivity” (2004.70), benefiting from the simultaneous 

adoption of a descriptive and a reflexive modality. At the same time, as Renov aptly 

underscores, close questioning of documentary material and attention to the challenge 

their sometimes conflictual nature presents are unavoidable necessities of 

autobiographical reflection as a culturally situated activity. Dramatization is the third 

facet of the creative production at the centre of this chapter, and it is a fundamental of 

this research. Far from being an embellishment apt to sugar the pill of historical 

chronicling, it constitutes the modality through which sound becomes an independent 

element of signification in the narration of this same history.  

Arrivederci as a case study can help throw light on the implications of the 

relationship between lived life and the discourse about it for truth seeking and knowledge 

building, questioning the limits of representation and objectivity in documentary. The 

very matter it is constructed upon becomes a decisive element in the argument: what 

difference does it make that (auto)biography is expressed in sound? This subchapter 

explores what happens when the evanescence of the audio aspect meets the 

indeterminacy of the essayistic form and the almost inexpressible dimension of tragic 

events. If for the purposes of my analysis it is sound that matters, it is then necessary to 

understand the implications of the shift from one medium (writing) to another (radio), 

discussing the process of adaptation of the short story. 
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7.4.2. Issues of adaptation 

 

In a personal interview Roberto Benatti (2014), the director and producer, 

recognizes that the process of adaptation of Arrivederci to the radio medium did not alter 

the verbal structure of the text: “I didn’t modify [the text], I simply scripted it. The 

structure is the original one. We kept the text you wrote but I wanted a multi-voiced 

reading. There are no dialogues, there are witnesses’ reports, so we did a dramatized 

reading with music” (Benatti, 2014).205 His choice was to do a “creative reading”206 (2014) 

which kept the verbal component of the short story untouched. The characters’ words 

are simply read out, although imaginatively, i.e. with a small amount of interpretation on 

the actors’ part. Therefore, the speaking characters do not stand out with distinguished 

features of their own. Yet, as we shall see, voices are characterized enough to produce, 

together with the effects and noises, a surplus – or a notable alteration – of meaning 

compared to the written work. The storyline itself was maintained in its original form. It 

interlaces three narrative strands corresponding to successive time-periods, unified by a 

narrator’s account: the present (the narrator meets her dead); the recent past (her 

memory of a time when she was a teacher at a lower-secondary school); the farther past 

(the deportees’ children recount). The journey ends with a return to the present as an 

attempt to bring together the different layers of memory, personal and collective. If the 

verbal sequence of the short story was already suited to the aural medium, structured as 

it is around an alternation of descriptive parts, monologues and a brief dialogue, decisions 

about the narrator's role and the function of music and sounds were paramount. 

 

 

7.4.2.1. The narrative structure and the role of narrators 

 

Although the words of the short story were not altered, the audio text introduces 

some notable innovations into the narration. I refer in particular to the medium’s 

specificity, the ‘audio factor’, which in this case study is composed of the individual voices 

(witnesses/characters, narrators, archival speeches that are part of the music), 

                                                             
205 Non ho modificato [il testo], l’ho semplicemente sceneggiato. La struttura è rimasta quella. Abbiamo 

mantenuto la scrittura, quello che tu hai scritto, però ho voluto farci una lettura a più voci. Non ci sono 

dialoghi, sono delle testimonianze, e allora abbiamo fatto una lettura a più voci con le musiche. 
206 Lettura creativa. 
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instrumental music, actuality noises and sfx. The present part of the thesis considers the 

role of the narrating device and the way it relates to the witnesses’ speech. 

The single narrator of the written text was split up into two voices – or “moments” 

(Benatti, 2014) as the producer calls them: “The moment in which the writer talks about 

her own feelings has a female voice, while, when the characters are introduced – the 

children talking about their parents – the voice changes and becomes a male one” (2014). 

207 Benatti’s (2014) decision was guided by an impression or an emotional reaction to the 

story rather than by logical reasoning: 

I thought it worked better, there isn’t any particular reason. The part Barbara reads 

out [the female voice] was connected to you [the author]. When Bondioli reads [the 

male voice], it’s more like introducing the characters who recount their own story, 

and I thought a male voice would be better.208 

The producer’s account provides an indication of the narrators’ function. It can be 

delineated as follows: 

• Narrator 1 (female voice). A diegetic narrator relating about present and past 

experiences in which it is also a character. It establishes the setting and 

circumstances of the event:  

Oggi ho invitato i miei morti attorno alla tavola, per domandargli come stanno. Per 

raccontargli come sto io. E mi guardano, intorno alla tavola, come fossero vivi. Che 

grande opportunità, mi dico […] Sopra la tavola vuota c’è un libro, arrivato con loro. 

L’ha scritto Claudine per la sua specializzazione in psichiatria, è un mémoire. L’ha 

scritto Claudine per farne la sua mémoire: la memoria dei colloqui che ha avuto, alla 

fine degli anni ’70, con i figli di ebrei francesi deportati. 

[Today I’ve invited my dead ones around my table. I meant to ask them how they are, 

tell them how I am. They are staring at me, around the table, as if they were alive. 

What a great opportunity, I say to myself [...] On the empty table there is a book, 

which has arrived along with them. Claudine wrote it for her specialization in 

psychiatry, it’s son mémoire. Claudine wrote it as sa mémoire: the memory of the 

talks she had with deported French Jews’ children at the end of the 1970s.] 

• Narrator 2 (male voice). An extradiegetic narrator. It provides some historical 

background to each witness’s story. It alternates with the various speakers: 

                                                             
207 Il momento in cui chi scrive racconta quello che lei sente ha una voce femminile, mentre quando 

cominciamo a introdurre i personaggi, i figli che parlano dei genitori, cambia la voce e diventa maschile. 
208 Mi sembrava che funzionasse meglio, senza una ragione particolare, però la parte che legge Barbara [voce 

femminile] era più legata a te [l’autrice]. Invece quando c’è Bondioli è più un introdurre il personaggio che 

racconta la sua storia, e mi sembrava meglio una voce maschile. 
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C’è la storia di Colette. Aveva I genitori e due fratelli maggiori. È la sola sopravvissuta. 

[…] Samuel è a Lione con tutta la famiglia. Il padre entra nella Resistenza. […] La storia 

di Joseph. Nel ’41 suo padre è deportato[...]. 

[There’s Colette’s story. She had her parents and two eldest brothers. She’s the only 

survivor. […] Samuel is in Lyon with all his family. The father enters the Resistance […]. 

Joseph’s story. In 1941 his father is deported. […]] 

The narrators also help distinguish the different levels at which the story unfolds, 

in a coming-and-going movement from the present to past. After the background has 

been established, the witnesses are foregrounded in turn and directly speak a few, 

intense words that contain the focal point of each one’s tragedy. Colette’s story is 

paradigmatic. The male narrator explains that in 1942 in occupied France the Nazi 

authorities oblige the Jews to wear a yellow star on their clothes. Then present-day 

Colette takes the floor. Her words have been extracted from an interview in Vegh’s book.  

Colette: […] [W]hat I remember is an incident with my father: the first time he sewed 

it on his coat, he sewed French decorations that he had received during the first 

world war all around it. When he went down into the street, the neighbours 

congratulated him, a stranger even got off his bicycle to shake his hands; my father 

was very moved by this. (Vegh, 1979.143) 

The speeches of the four survivors encapsulate a key moment of their relationship 

as children with their parents before tragedy broke out. After their testimonies, the 

female voice picks up the thread of the story again to bring it to a close: 

Narratore 1: Tanto tempo fa abbiamo letto i racconti, e per tutto il tempo 

incommensurabile, enorme, che mi separa dalla morte dei miei morti abbiamo 

continuato a ricordarli. Oggi, ricordandoli ancora, abbiamo parlato. 

[Narrator 1: A long time ago we read the accounts, and during all the vast, 

unmeasurable time that separates me from my dead ones we’ve kept remembering 

them. Today, remembering once again, we have talked.] 

Past and present are lyrically brought together in a dream scene in which the 

female narrator’s dead ones speak for the first time. With the same voice as the 

witnesses, they answer an unspoken question that underlies the whole of the narrative 

from the very beginning but is only now made explicit: 

Narratore 1: Ho chiesto: “Zia, ciao. Come stai? Come stai zio? Nonno? Come stai 

Tina? E l’altra Beatrice? Come stai nonna? E moglie del nonno? E tu, altra zia? E 

Davide, come stai?” 

I morti (si alterano, si sovrappongono e riecheggiano l’uno nell’altro): “Bene, sto 

bene”. 
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[Narrator 1: I asked: “Hello auntie. How are you? How are you, uncle? Grandfather? 

How are you, Tina? And the other Beatrice? How are you, granny? And you, 

granddad’s wife? You, my other auntie? And Davide, how are you?”. 

The dead (alternating, overlapping and echoing each other): Fine, I’m fine.] 

The answer (“Bene, sto bene” [Fine, I’m fine]) is resumed by the voice of the 

female narrator at the close of the docudrama. 

Together with the double narrator, the insertion of the dead persons’ individual 

voices and narrator 1 echoing the final answer are the only alterations to the original 

verbal text. The literalness of the short story is left untouched throughout. However 

minute, these subtle variations bring about a significant change in the atmosphere and in 

the general direction of the audio work, as we shall see later on in this chapter. The other 

two elements that establish a difference from the short story in an evident manner are 

music and noises (or sfx), as is obvious when a text moves from the written to the aural 

medium.  

 

 

7.4.2.2. Decisions regarding the role of music 

 

Benatti (2014) stresses the decisive status of music in the process of adaptation. 

Without Marco Milella’s composition “it would have been very difficult to produce [the 

radio work]”.209 The music is a combination of the composer’s electronic music and 

archival noises from reality: “Bits of Hitler’s speeches, a march from a film documentary, 

the Nazi anthem, a bombing drawn from a film” (Benatti, 2014).210 The producer 

recognizes the compositional and rhythmic relevance of the sfx, which do not have a 

separate life as individually meaningful noises commenting on the narrated events but 

“are part of the music” (2014).211 

Music played a key role in the original conception of the radio work. Benatti states 

that, when first reading the short story, he was immediately reminded of Milella’s 

composition. Indeed, music enters a relationship with the verbal mood of the piece and 

appears to be the core of the adaptation process. The atmosphere conjured up by words 

suggests a type of music and the music is interrelated with words so as to become a 

                                                             
209 Sarebbe stato molto difficile realizzarlo. 
210 Discorsi di Hitler, una marcia presa da un documentario cinematografico, l’inno nazista, un 

bombardamento preso da un film. 
211 Fanno parte della musica. 
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narrative instrument itself. The interplay between the two codes allows access to some 

extra, distinctive level of signification, different from, or exceeding, in parts the one 

conveyed by the short story. Curiously enough, the very first impression that lead to 

technical decisions was of a ‘spatial' kind, having to do not as much with the imagery 

evoked by the words as with the ‘positioning’ of the story and the music as two separate 

entities in mutual relationship: 

I pictured Arrivederci in an overhead position, because memories are placed above, 

and the music is a kind of cloud that floats around and never stops. The music placed 

it in that very position, it’s all very evocative. […] I imagined it as something that stays 

on, will always be. On the radio you can’t let it be seen, but it is there, in the air, in 

the ether. It’s the invisible. (Benatti, 2014).212 

What is also intriguing is the idea of the invisible being perceived through sound 

and of sound, considered by its own nature to be ethereal and short-lived, leading to a 

kind of persistence. Spatiality, visibility and persistence are dimensions extraneous to 

radio, so it is important to consider how sound engages with them and whether it 

succeeds in conjuring up meaning in a sort of substantial and durable way. 

 

 

7.4.2.3. Sound to signify: Interactions with the verbal text 

 

Noises and sfx are part of the musical composition on equal terms. In the 

discussion which follows on the role of sound as a signifying element that helps the 

narrative to proceed, I will use the term ‘music’ considering the overall pattern of sound 

added in post-production. Its two constituents (music and noises) will be referred to 

individually as the need arises in relation to the meaning expressed by the verbal text. 

In Arrivederci music displays two main functions. It can perform the task – 

classically attributed to sound – of a complement to the ‘story’. In this case it suggests or 

accentuates an atmosphere, or emphasizes the passage from one scene to another. Far 

from being a simple embellishment, sound accompanying words often takes up a 

symbolic value rich in emotional and cultural resonances. Its second function is that of an 

                                                             
212 Arrivederci l’ho collocato in alto, perché il ricordo sta in alto, e le musiche sono una specie di nuvola che 

gira, che non si ferma mai. Quelle musiche lo situavano in quella posizione, è molto evocativa. […] L’avevo 

immaginato come qualcosa che rimane lì, ci sarà sempre. Alla radio non puoi farlo vedere, però è lì, è 

nell’aria, nell’etere. È l’invisibile. 
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independent signifier. In this case it is used to convey information about the story but 

also to establish connections between concepts and encourage reflection. 

 

 

7.4.2.3.1. Sound as an accompaniment 

 

Crisell classifies the material components of the sign system of radio (words, 

noises, music and silence) according to the Peircean notions of icon, index and symbol. 

His consideration of music’s function and signification within a radio play is particularly 

relevant for my analysis of sound in Arrivederci, since, as we have seen, the musical 

composition includes instrumental pieces and also noises. Music opens up the radio 

production and punctuates the changes of scene and the turning points in the narrative; it 

subsides when the narrator and the characters speak but remains in the background. 

Insofar as it sustains the narrative and intensifies the emotional body of the story, music 

may be said to be used in the most 'classical' way. Its presents a twofold function. As a 

link, it plays a similar role to “curtain drops in the theatre” (Crisell, 1994.51): it bridges 

“the changes of scene or subject, thus providing a kind of continuity” (1994.51). 

Moreover, music intervenes “as a background enhancement which is understood not to 

be heard by the characters but is heard by the listeners as a clue to the characters’ 

feelings and thoughts” (1994.51). In this case it is suggestive of mood. I would add that 

music as mood is also indicative of the overall emotional tone of a scene. The two 

functions are never so distinguished, most often they intermingle in a single unit of 

sound, indicating at the same time an atmosphere and a narrative pause. One clear 

instance of linking in Arrivederci is the music that bridges the shift from the protagonist’s 

memory of her schooldays as a teacher to the present, the moment when she meets her 

dead ones before the witnesses begin to speak out of the book on the table. This is the 

starting situation of the docudrama and here the musical composition also works as a 

mood enhancer, adding to the oneiric quality of the scene. Curiously enough, I had not 

told the producer where the original idea of the short story had come from – a dream I 

had had the night before setting to writing – yet this trait of the narration was 

immediately apparent to him: “I also got the impression of something oneiric. When I told 

you that I placed it among the clouds, something floating in the air, well, that’s typical of 
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dreams” (Benatti, 2014).213 The texture of the words is probably such as to evoke a 

dreamlike atmosphere and it influenced the producer in his choice of the music, which in 

this instance heightens the atmosphere conveyed by the words.  

As Crisell (1994.51) observes, the interplay between mood and links touches upon 

the symbolic. As the narrative unfolds, Arrivederci’s music takes on a darker, more 

unsettling tone, which I do not feel is present in my original writing, or not to that extent. 

All the more so since, as we have seen, sfx are part of the musical composition. At some 

crucial points in the narrative the music fades out, giving way to strongly characterized 

noises, whose outcome is manifold, from commenting to situating, to emphasizing. 

Narratore 2: Raphaël. Suo padre fa parte dei primi gruppi di Resistenza di Parigi. 

Anche la madre ne fa parte. Vengono arrestati lo stesso giorno e deportati ad 

Auschwitz. La madre non tornerà più: viene “selezionata” appena arriva. Il padre 

invece ritorna, e Raphaël e la sorella vanno ad abitare con lui a Parigi. La convivenza è 

durissima: il padre è un’altra persona, non ride più, non parla più, non ha mai una 

parola gentile. Mangia dietro il giornale. Ha degli incubi devastanti. 

Musica in dissolvenza. Canto tedesco (trionfale), sussurri, passi di marcia. Musica in 

dissolvenza ad aprire (rumore di strofinio sullo sfondo). 

Raphaël: Mio padre si svegliava la notte in preda a incubi terrificanti: urlava, era 

ricoperto di sudore. Allora gli andavo vicino, gli asciugavo il viso, gli parlavo… Avevo 

paura anch’io. 

[Narrator 2: Raphaël. His father is a member of the first Resistance groups in Paris. 

His mother is also one. They are arrested on the same day and deported to 

Auschwitz. The mother will never come back: she is “selected” as soon as she arrives. 

The father does come back, and Raphaël and his sister go to live in Paris with him. Life 

together is extremely hard. The father is a different person. He doesn’t laugh any 

more, doesn’t talk any more, he never speaks a kind word. He eats behind the 

newspaper. He suffers from devastating nightmares. 

Music fades out. German (triumphal) singing, whispering, marching steps. Music 

fades in (scratching noises in the background). 

Raphaël: My father would wake up at night in the grip of terrifying nightmares; he 

would howl, he was covered in sweat. And so, I would go to him, sponge his face, talk 

to him… I was frightened myself (Vegh, 1979.111).] 

Here noises and effects seem to carry what Crisell (1994.46) calls an “extended 

signification”, a tendency typical of sound when it not only indicates an object of reality 

(indexical value) but also evokes “an entire setting” (Crisell, 1994.46), such as a place at 

large or a distinct feeling descending from – and exceeding – the ones referred to in the 

story. Sounds of the kind verge on the symbolic. Music in the excerpt above serves the 

                                                             
213 Anch’io l’ho vista onirica questa cosa. Quando ti ho detto che l’ho messa fra le nuvole, qualcosa che si 

muove nell’aria, in fondo anche un sogno è così. 
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purpose of establishing the historical background and simultaneously conveys a sense of 

gloom and oppressiveness that is hard to circumscribe and express with words. This 

additional sense is all the more effective since it strikes a deeply rooted note in the social 

and cultural memory of a people. To an Italian listener, German speech and marching 

steps may evoke the nightmare of Nazism more immediately and effectively than they 

would do with a British listener. The quality of the sfx also contributes to expanding the 

symbolic plan. They seem to float towards us from a far distance and there is a sort of 

background crackling sound, as though noises were coming out of an old record player or 

radio set. Is young Raphaël’s family listening to the radio? Or is anyone listening to an  old 

record in more recent times, while elderly Raphaël is recalling his childhood? For a few 

seconds the timeline is blurred, ages overlap and mixed feelings of alarm and confusion 

start creeping in because we do not know where (nor when) we are situated. The 

‘whispering’ is another instance of signification shifting from indexical to symbolic. It is 

directly linked to its source (people speaking in a low voice) but at the same time 

evocative of some secretive action, like of somebody conspiring. It may be Resistance 

members organizing a counter-attack, or more in line with the sense of menace pervading 

the episode, Nazi officials deciding about Europe’s destiny. 

If as a link or mood the musical composition appears subordinate to words, in its 

symbolic function it shows a tendency to break away from the constraints of the verbal 

text and become an autonomous element of signification in the overall narrative. The 

process comes into full bloom when sound is used not only to explain a turn in the plot – 

that is, as a narrative element replacing words – but also to suggest a metaphorical shift, 

prompting reflection on issues beyond the very subject matter of the documentary.  

 

 

7.4.2.3.2. Sound components as independent elements 

 

A keen advocate of the poetic capacity of sound art, the composer and radio 

maker Colin Black (cited in Street, 2012.117) states that a radio work reaches its 

achievement when the text, sound (effects and atmosphere) and music composition are 

given equal weight within the context of the work, and these elements counterpoint each 

other to create a kind of polyphony, where the sound and music are not simply used to 

illustrate and support the text but are truly independent elements. 
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Employing elements of the sonic environment to represent people and events 

lyrically or imaginatively constitutes a challenge within the boundaries of “the naturally 

narrative world of radio” (Street, 2012.115). Yet the narrative concern is not necessarily 

at odds with the expressive impulse of the purely audio dimension. The fact that sound 

art (and poetic radio) practices are mostly employed in experimental attempts to imply 

rather than expound, evoke rather than inform, touching upon impressionistic areas of 

human knowledge, often on the verge of unintelligibility, does not rule out the possibility 

of 'recounting', i.e. constructing consistent narratives with attention to “the development 

of plot and story” (2012.117). Despite a still fashionable tendency to a redundant use of 

sound to illustrate what words are already saying, music and noises (the fictional 

component) have been increasingly employed in even documentary radio to push the 

narration further, mark a turning point in the plot and generally produce new content 

without recourse to the verbal text. One instance of this occurs in the first part of the 

radio version of Arrivederci. Following a list of the witnesses’ names present in Vegh’s 

memoir, Narrator 1 recalls one moment of her past experience as a school teacher: 

Narratore 1: Ci sono le testimonianze (music starts in the background) di 17 persone: 

ci sono Lazare, André, Paul, Madeleine, Joseph, Samuel… e poi Paulette, Charles, 

Myriam, Maurice… ci sono Raphaël, Sonia, Jean, Hélène… e Louise, Colette, Robert... 

La musica si interrompe. (In sequenza) musica degli anni Quaranta, passi di marcia, 

sussurri, una sirena d’amulanza, la voce di un vecchio, una donna che piange, varie 

voci. Marcia trionfale tedesca, sussurri. Musica. 

Narratore 1: (Effetto eco) …Mauri Annamaria, Mauri Carlo, Natali Ludmilla, Remollino 

Carmine… (Interruzione dell’effetto eco) Insegnavo in una scuola media. Una mattina, 

facevo l’appello in prima B. 

[Narrator 1: There are the testimonies of seventeen people: Lazare, André, Paul, 

Madeleine, Joseph, Samuel… then Paulette, Charles, Myriam, Maurice… Raphaël, 

Sonia, Jean, Hélène… and Louise, Colette, Robert...  

Music stops. (In a sequence) music from the 1940s, marching steps, whispers, an 

ambulance siren, an old man’s voice, a woman weeping, various voices. German 

triumphal march, whispers. Music. 

Narrator 1: (Echo effect) Mauri Annamaria, Mauri Carlo, Natali Ludmilla, Remollino 

Carmine… (Echo effect stops) I was teaching at a lower-secondary school. One 

morning I was calling the roll in class 1B.] 

The historical reference in the above excerpt needs explaining. The four students’ 

names from the class register are in fact those of girls and boys listed on the plaque 

commemorating the eighty-five victims of the 2/8/1980 terrorist attack at Bologna central 
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station.214 Besides its obvious legal and political implications, what has become known as 

“La Strage di Bologna” [Bologna massacre] had a very strong impact on the Italians, soon 

becoming a tragic landmark in collective memory, and continues to be a highly emotional 

issue in public opinion. All this was left unexplained in the short story. I felt it would be 

like spoiling the fictional pact and breaking the flowing of the narrative, had I clarified it 

with, say, a footnote; I therefore accepted that the reference could possibly pass 

unnoticed. Radio offered the opportunity to unfold the connection in a smooth and 

unobtrusive way thanks precisely to its non-verbal code; sound and music would prove 

more appropriate for the development of the subject matter than words in the short 

story. I had intended to convey a sense of continuity between the tragic outcomes of the 

20th century dictatorships and our more recent past and to draw a sort of parallel 

between fascisms, laying emphasis on the importance of preserving collective memory. 

So Benatti suggested we could engraft into the wartime sounds noises that had been 

recorded immediately after the 1980 bombing: an ambulance siren, people shouting, and 

the voice of President of the Republic Sandro Pertini during his visit to wounded children 

in hospital. In the 1980s Sandro Pertini received the respect and appreciation of the 

population at large thanks to his past as a partisan and his honest and straightforward 

attitude to political matters. In choosing his voice for the radio production we were 

sustained by the belief that in normal aural conditions most people in their middle age 

would recognize him.  

Before narrator 1 reprises with her memory as a school teacher we hear music 

from the 1940s, marching steps, whispers, an ambulance siren, an old man’s voice, a 

woman weeping, various voices. German triumphal march, whispers. Music. Within the 

flow of words and noises only a few of the old man’s (Pertini’s) words are 

comprehensible: “…Dei bambini laggiù… rianimazione… cosa straziante…” […Children 

down there… intensive care… this is heart-rending...]. Obviously, we did not expect the 

historical reference to be crystal-clear. When asked what they made of that sequence, 

some listeners said they got the impression of an ongoing tragic event or an emergency 

taking place, although they could not work out the precise situation, nor did they 

understand the old man’s identity. Our intent had not been to be didactic in any way; it 

                                                             
214 On the morning of 2 August 1980 a terrorist bombing of Bologna Central Station killed 85 people and 

wounded more than 200. The attack was attributed to a neo-fascist terrorist organization. Evidence of the 

Italian and foreign secret services’ involvement also emerged, as well as connections with politicians 

exerting a destabilizing action within the so called state-driven ‘strategy of tension’. 
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was important that a sort of turnaround happened in the listener’s mind while some 

connection with our time was established like a blending of the past into the present, 

suggested by sounds at an emotional level before words did their (rational and 

comprehensible) job relating a specific episode in somebody’s life. It was an attempt to 

“convey a new kind of emotional and intellectual experience” (Street, 2012.120) in the 

direction of the poetic without relinquishing the informative content. Whether the 

attempt has been successful would be a matter of interest for a study on listeners' 

reception. It is however indicative of the possibilities offered by sound to communicate 

facts and situations, besides emotions, when words are at a loss, for example in 

programmes on tragedy and bereavement. 

This is a level of signification that is extremely difficult to put across in words. 

What Crisell (1994.154) says of conventional theatre in comparison to radio drama could 

also be said about the written text as too assertive an anchorage to objective reality even 

in creative works: “The liberation of the listener from the need to see is useful even when 

what we would see in the play would be entirely naturalistic and ‘believable’”. Similarly to 

the “visuality” (Crisell, 1994.154) of the theatre, at times the verbal dimension of the 

written story is “if not exactly a disadvantage at any rate an embarrassment of riches” 

(1994.154). On the contrary, radio adds “to the potential of drama by being able to focus 

on certain aspects of the play which would normally be overwhelmed by the visual 

dimension” (1994.154). “The visual” presents an objectivizing and authenticating power 

much in the same way as writing shows a tendency to over-clarity and over-explanation, 

which may also result in a loss of connotation. Going back to the analysed excerpt, I could 

have explained the shift in time and place with words, even finding some expressivity of a 

poetic type, but much of the semantic density and the dramatic concentration which 

sound and music alone have been capable of conjuring up would in all likelihood have 

been lost. 

The music of Arrivederci covers a special function within the narrative because it is 

constructed on instrumental parts and recorded noises from the archives. With all its 

symbolic strength instrumental music supplies an atmosphere to the events related 

situating them in a limbo between reality and dream. Actuality recordings provide precise 

reference to history in an evocative way that eschews the aridity of didacticism and bare 

factuality. In this sense music becomes a narrative device that tells parts of the story at 

the centre of the radio work. 
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7.4.2.4. Polyphonic reverberations in individual voices: The multiple facets of narrators 

 

This section explores another facet of the audio dimension to tell a story: the role 

of voices as sound in the representation of a historical occurrence. It focuses on the 

narrators’ utterances seeking to understand how their pure sonic features are expressive 

of extra verbal meaning. 

It is possible to view Arrivederci as a polyphonic docudrama in the direction 

suggested by Crook (2011.31) in his discussion on how the “representations of reality” 

constructed by sound texts are employed to create meaning. He argues, again within a 

pragmatist-Peircean perspective, that the word “polyphonic” (Crook, 2011.30) can be 

used to define the semiotic capacity of sound in the same way as we employ polysemic 

for visual imagery, that is, something “carrying a variety of meanings at any one time” 

(2011.30). Voices on radio are no exception. It is true that in general terms the ‘sound’ of 

characters in a radio play/documentary fulfils an indexical role. As Branston and Stafford 

(2010.36) point out, the features of the voices – the pitch, volume, shape and rhythm or 

cadence of their speech, as well as the accent, dialect and register – tell us something 

about the characters themselves: where they come from, what social class they belong 

to, what mood they are in, whether they are in a formal or an informal situation, etc. But 

because signification in sound is never unidirectional the indexical value often 

reverberates towards the symbolic. As we have seen, this dimension is paramount in 

Arrivederci. Since it was conceived as a “creative reading”, rather than a proper 

dramatization, voices were not attributed strong characterization of a naturalistic type. 

This is particularly true of the narrators. Their role within the account of events justifies 

the detachment of their voices and the effort towards objectivity. Deprived of a 

distinctive function as indexes of persons or personalities, their utterances nevertheless 

present some peculiar traits that point to layers of meaning which had remained 

unexpressed in the written version.  

The original text is not presented as a realistic account of a historical event nor 

does it make claims to documentary truth. Consequently, the narrators’ voices in the 

radio version do not embody individual characters but rather “indicate a subjective 

perception or memory of a character’s speech” (Huwiler, 2005.53). The subjective 
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experience of events becomes the emotional expression of someone's reaction to a 

critical situation and to fundamental relations in his/her life. This articulation, which is 

simultaneously descriptive and narrative, is not directly communicated by words; instead 

it surfaces through the voices’ pure vocal traits, such as intonation, pitch and pace. 

What I had intended to convey with the short story’s narrator was a mixed sense 

of melancholy and joy in an effort to establish a long-awaited connection with her dead, 

and I felt the overall tone of her speech was warm and affectionate. Voice 1 in the audio 

work, the one that takes up the narrator's role as I imagined it, presents the traits of 

detachment and impersonality of someone trying to conceal affection because he or she 

has somehow to 'instruct', a bit like a mother speaking for her children’s good. Indeed, as 

the story unfolds and we get accustomed to the narrator’s voice, a sort of fissure 

becomes perceptible in her tone as if we heard the effort necessary to keep emotion 

compressed, to maintain a poised and dignified attitude because crucial matters have to 

be explained. The first voice parallels the music in evoking an atmosphere of 

oppressiveness and counterpoints it in suggesting an intensity of affectivity that is 

impossible to express in full if not at the expenses of the ‘documentary’ truth. The role of 

narrator 1 probably accounts for her shifting nature. On the one hand, she is charged with 

conveying the personal side of the story: she is the “I” talking about her own lifelong 

connections and reminiscences and preparing the collective dimension to come. On the 

other, she has to gather up the threads of the narration. When she resumes it at the end, 

after the deportees’ children’s accounts, she also has the task of establishing an ideal 

bond among all the dead – her own and the society’s at large – and to draw together the 

two forms of memory, personal and collective. It is this type of understanding that 

probably lends her voice a tenderer and more caring tone in the final lines, as if her inner 

trouble had come to rest: 

Narratore 1: Tanto tempo fa abbiamo letto i racconti, e per tutto il tempo 

incommensurabile, enorme, che mi separa dalla morte dei miei morti abbiamo 

continuato a ricordarli. Oggi, ricordandoli ancora, abbiamo parlato. 

[Narrator 1: A long time ago we read the stories, and for the immense, immeasurable 

time that divides me from my dead ones’ death we’ve kept remembering them. 

Today, remembering once again, we have talked.] 

By contrast, the second narrator’s voice introducing the various witnesses sounds 

entirely formal. In his subchapter on language as “the primary code of radio” (Crisell, 

1994.53), Crisell (1994.57) states that, in the case of the news or story-reader, whose aim 
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is to bring out the full meaning of words, “the text must be accorded a primacy (or 

‘foregrounded’ [...])”. In the news, words “must seem to be ‘authorless’ – originated by 

the events themselves” (Crisell, 1994.58), rid of any indication of the reader’s personality, 

because they are important for the symbolic meaning they convey. In the case of story-

readings the text is foregrounded for its beauty, rather than for its truth: “It is writing 

which is one way or another good enough to act as an object of interest in its own right. 

[…] It is the reader’s function to express that literariness, or linguistic beauty, in whatever 

manner seems appropriate” (1994.58). If we consider Arrivederci as a reading, drawing on 

a historical account in its second part, Narrator 2 can be seen as performing a double 

function. He is at once a newsreader, having to relate true events in an impersonal way, 

and a story-reader, whose task it is to highlight the sense and importance of the words as 

they see through, so to speak, the veil of history. Though in a less detectable manner than 

narrator 1, the second narrator also oscillates between two states. He is detached – and 

this implies some form of neutrality in the face of the narrated events – but also slightly 

uncertain as to what role to keep to. His speech displays the vocal features of an elderly 

person. There is a slight, barely perceptible, faltering trait and a mellow texture and one 

wonders whose voice it is in fact. It could be an external speaker, with the classical task of 

introducing characters and situations. More intriguingly, it can be seen as one of the 

deportees’ children, now a man in his old age, recalling those times of despair. The 

structure of the audio text and the quality of the voice make the latter possibility not at 

all implausible.  

Arrivederci is polyphonic in two ways. The first has to do with the literal meaning 

of the word: the combination of a number of independent but harmonized voices. The 

docudrama weaves a multi-voiced fabric because it summons a number of individuals, 

both diegetic and extradiegetic (the witnesses or characters, the narrators, the recorded 

voices in the musical composition) to speak, each one carrier of a personality and/or an 

experience. The second sense refers to connotation, the capacity of sound to reverberate 

multiple significations from the denotative level. Such faculty has to do with a process of 

symbolization that exceeds the verbal text, whether written or spoken. The vocal traits of 

a voice become in themselves expressive of references that intersect the level of events 

to touch upon abstract or existential matters. Analysis has shown that the two narrators 

of Arrivederci typify such complex value of voices at possibly a deeper level than the 

witnesses as protagonists of the events related.  
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7.5. Conclusion: The relevance of radio docudrama for collective knowledge 

 

The question of polyphony as the quality allowing sound to become vector of 

multiple senses and express extra-ordinary truths has been variously tackled by scholars 

and practitioners. Such surplus value has more to do with emotions than with logics, with 

ambiguity and divergence rather than clear-cut judgement. A process of mental and 

emotional ‘understanding’ takes place in the listener similar to what we experience when 

reading a poem. During a talk at London Goldsmiths University in 2010 BBC Director 

Simon Elms (cited in Crook, 2011.131) explained the highly imaginative power of “the 

pictures in the radio”:  

There exist a deep, deep silt of layer upon countless layer of sound-information, semi-

defined, able to be focused and sharpened into understanding, but existing more as a 

sort of gloop, with ill-defined borders that can fuse and coalesce and connect with all 

sorts of other sense memories. Rather like poetry does, but with sounds and words 

(2010 cited in Crook, 2011.131). 

In Elms’ reflections Crook spots a belief in the audio feature’s capability of telling 

truth-revealing stories that goes in the direction of Karl Jaspers’ existential 

phenomenology. The critic refers in particular to the conception of art and poetry as 

intuitions allowing for glimpses of truth, and to the notion of “Existenz” as “the human 

experience of freedom and possibility, a sense of authentic and social being with positive 

ethical imperatives that [challenge] the nature of human contingency, death, guilt, 

conflict and suffering” (‘Glossary’, Crook, 2011.199). 

Biewen (2010.5) also discusses truth in sound referring to the view shared by the 

influential audio documentary makers that contributed to his essay collection: “Few if any 

would claim that they are in the capital-T Truth business. […] They describe their radio 

work as a means of reaching for something true, of capturing human experience in the 

most palpable way they know how”. These practitioners seek to put across “the very 

subjectivity of their work” (Biewen, 2010.5), that is, the idiosyncratic manner in which the 

matter under their hands – sound – is manufactured, manipulated, intertwined with 

fictional bits and synthetized “into a cohesive idea” (2010.5). Thus the medium becomes 

expressive of concepts (“ideas”) about our world. Documentary radio represents a way 

“to achieve something closer to the “real”” (2010.5) in a postmodern age that is 
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characterized by a crisis of the classical concepts of factuality and transmissibility of 

‘truth’. Together with the subjective, what according to Biewen distinguishes this form 

from the news at large, pragmatically focused on the politics and policies of the powerful 

and the famous, is a tendency toward “the intimate, the small scale. Even when exploring 

Big Stories – war, the aids epidemic – the best radio documentaries gravitate towards the 

close-up portrait” (2010.5-6. My italics). In this sense radio documentary incarnates a 

form of personal testimony of historical events.  

The process leading to the emergence of a truth that is smaller scale but deeply 

resonating in both the witnesses and the receivers is illustrated by Shoshana Felman and 

Dori Laub from a psychoanalytic perspective. In their essay collection analysing testimony 

to historic trauma – namely, the Holocaust – they delve into art as a way of inscribing 

“what we do not yet know of our lived historical relation to events of our time” (Felman 

and Laub, 1992.xx. Italics in the original). Understanding art and literature as gates to a 

reality when other modes prove inadequate or insufficient implies listening to the 

testimony of unknown witnesses with an ear for those moments surfacing from the 

depths of silence, in a mixture of rational comprehension and emotional involvement in 

which inexpressible glimpses of truth can be caught. Through this process Laub has come 

to understand how the witnesses’ words, often dismissed by official historiography as 

associated to all the unreliabilities of individual memory, therefore distorting and too 

subjective to be considered as factual evidence, in reality contribute an altogether new 

dimension to the reality of the event. Such fragmentary yet historically relevant 

revelation is made possible by “the emergence of the narrative which is being listened to 

– and heard” (Laub, 1992b.57). By this means personal testimony becomes inscribed in 

official wisdom. Laub assumes that massive psychic trauma represents an absence in 

collective knowledge despite the abundance of documents and artefacts surrounding the 

historical occurrence itself, because confronted with it “the observing and recording 

mechanisms of the human mind are temporarily knocked out, malfunction” (1992b.57). 

Massive trauma “as a known event and not simply as an overwhelming shock” (1992b.57) 

is non-existent until the witness and the hearer enter a mutual relationship. The very 

action of hearing sets the process of the creation of unprecedented knowledge in motion 

allowing trauma to become truly witnessed and legitimately recognized. 

These two aspects – the revelation of new truth about a known historical episode 

and the importance of listening – also characterize radio docufiction in its relation to 
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factual truth. Like the autobiographical account of trauma in the psychoanalytic 

relationship, in the unfolding of the audio experience documentary radio becomes a 

“medium of re-externalization – and thus historicization – of the event” (1992b.70). This 

takes place to an even higher degree than in film or video because of sound's capacity of 

breaking open the stiff framework of established discourse that situates trauma within 

the domain of personal experience devoid of specific historiographic relevance. In a 

sense, Arrivederci has sought to portray ‘small people’’s autobiographical discourse which 

historical analysis situates at the fringes of evidential credibility, with at the same time 

the creation of a witness-listener bond permitting the act of “cognizance” (1992b.57) of 

an unspeakably painful event. On the horizon of the process it is possible to perceive an 

access to the realm of recognized knowledge for the witnesses’ stories. In my analysis I 

have tried to show how the sound text manages to do that at a double level. From a 

narrative point of view, it employs music and sfx constructively, not simply to comment 

upon or highlight key moments in the story, but also to move the plot forward and 

convey the feel of an atmosphere, at once subjective and historical, in places where 

words fail to do so. Conceptually, by means of the ambiguity sound invests language with 

the aural dimension allows for an access to other levels of comprehension beyond the 

historical. This plan is metaphorical rather than representational in documentary terms 

and it offers the possibility to bring about new knowledge and understanding. Similarly to 

what Sullivan says about the innovation of the approach to practice-led research at the 

centre of his discussion, “imaginative leaps are made into what we don’t know” (Sullivan, 

2009.48) and “this can lead to critical insights that can change what we do know” 

(2009.48). He calls this a stance moving “‘from the unknown to the known’” (2009.48). 

Arrivederci is situated within an artistic tradition focusing on the importance of keeping 

memory of History’s man-made tragedies and the political relevance of individual’s 

choices for collectivity, and in this sense it (re)proposes a consolidated viewpoint. I have 

sought to demonstrate how the sound dimension complexifies the given perspective 

extracting a multiplicity of new suggestions out of it. Only a few of them have been 

indicated in this chapter: the sense of sharing and community between victims of 

Ideology across historical periods; the worth of keeping memory for one’s individual 

existence; the polysemy of audio storytelling produced by the way the various ‘voices’ 

contained within a single narration sound through the air. Analysis has shown how by 
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means of its very substance a radio docudrama may contribute to modify “the known” 

through glimpses of “the unknown”. 

But a radio work can deploy further effectiveness when dealing with matters 

related to tragic events. An insightful paragraph in another article by Laub (1992a.91) on 

the various form of involvement in records of the Holocaust – as a direct witness of the 

events, as a hearer of others’ testimonies, as a witness to the psychoanalytic 

development – discusses the “process of facing loss” which can only take place within a 

dialogic interaction with a perceptive listener. Testimony, the psychoanalyst says, entails 

re-enactment of the experience, recognition of its difference today and final repossession 

of the unbearable: 

It is the realization that the lost ones are not coming back; the realization that what 

life is all about is precisely living with an unfulfilled hope; only this time with the 

sense that you are not alone any longer – that someone can be there as your 

companion  – knowing you, living with you through the unfulfilled hope, someone 

saying: “I'll be with you in the very process of your losing me. I am your witness” 

(Laub, 1992a.91-92). 

The context of reciprocity involves roles being continually exchanged. The listener 

becomes a witness in turn watching the repetition of an event that is also his/her own, as 

is the possibility of survival through the action of mutual recognition. 

Considered from this angle, what was my original intent in writing the short story 

(and is probably the embryonic centre of Vegh's book for that matter) seems to be more 

effectively brought about by the audio work, though in a non-conceptual manner. At the 

very moment when the narrator's dead ones speak with the voices of the surviving 

witnesses there is an enhanced sense of community going beyond the time constraints 

whereby the plan of ordinary life touches upon the extra-ordinary of one of history's 

great tragedies. There is also the coming together of the personal and the collective 

dimensions through a double narrating voice, one attempting an objective chronicle of 

historical episodes, the other balancing itself between the need to document and the 

necessity of an emotional (though painful) involvement for history to come to life and 

memory to linger on. Finally, there is a something that is inexpressible in words. Only the 

irrational dimension of art can possibly attain it, music for instance. It is the one aspect of 

remembering – reliving and keeping faithful to the authenticity of the event – which 

defies all logical terms because it touches the extremities of pain but, paradoxically, can 

be put across. It is what the producer suggested as the fundamental dimension of radio: 
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“Something that stays on, will always be. On the radio you can’t let it be seen, but it is 

there, in the air, in the ether” (Benatti, 2014). You can probably let it be heard, let it be 

felt. Through sound immaterial the invisible can be perceived. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

1. The argument of the thesis 

 

This research has investigated contemporary audio docufiction/docudrama in a 

comparative perspective focusing on the British and Italian production at the turn of the 

twentieth century, with particular attention to the institutional networks, the BBC and the 

RAI. Observation has regarded the outcomes of sound’s action in docudrama, that is, 

programmes which present real events and characters through varying degrees of 

fictionalization. Analysis demonstrated that, despite its perceived unreliability due to its 

impermanent and impalpable nature, the sound dimension which constitutes the 

specificity of the medium can enhance awareness of reality bringing about a form of truth 

that is different from the one produced by programmes in the area of ‘the news’ but is by 

no means less long-lasting and effective for the construction of knowledge. This is a type 

of understanding that is closer to poetic veracity rather than to the literal veracity of 

historical, scientific or journalistic account, even in programmes that in their general 

conception uphold the centrality of data and information for knowledge acquisition. In 

radio docufiction the paradox embodied by sound – its elusiveness and its assertive 

strength – is paralleled by the paradox of a genre situated at the crossroads of fact and 

fiction.  

The form’s doubly oxymoronic nature may partly account for the scarce attention 

devoted to it by scholars, compared to the amount of literature on radio documentary 

and drama as separate genres, especially in Great Britain. The exploration of this paradox 

constitutes the first element of originality of the present thesis, and one key contribution 

to Radio Studies. Hybrid radio forms have not so far been the object of systematic surveys 

in view of establishing aesthetic parameters for their evaluation as autonomous creative 

works and the formulation of specific categorizing criteria. Discussing the ambiguities 

inherent in audio docudrama, this research has illustrated in what ways sound influences 

the factual basis of the narrative represented by documents and actuality recordings, how 

dramatization interacts with demonstrable data from reality gathered by sanctioned 

disciplines (history, science, journalism, etc.) and what the effect is in terms of an 

enlargement of the comprehension of the same reality. 
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The second original aspect of the present research is the adoption of a comparative 

approach in connection with a study of radio. This is a fairly uncommon perspective 

especially with regard to the exploration of aesthetic issues. The uniqueness of such 

contribution is even more apparent if we consider the cultural settings and the timeframe 

chosen. This thesis has investigated Italian and British production over thirty years, from 

the 1980s to the 2010s, a period that identifies a particularly noticeable gap in the 

academic study of audio docudrama and can thus be viewed as a third character of 

originality. 

When they address radio docufiction, most analyses tend to concentrate on what 

has been pinpointed as its heyday, the period going from the 1950s to the 1970s. That 

was in truth an age of great experimentation on radio both in Britain and in Italy and 

potential case studies mixing fiction with factual representation are copious. On 

contemporary radio, productions that could be loosely identified as docufictional display 

a lesser degree of innovativeness and appear more subject to the regulating action and 

the programming decisions of the institutional broadcasters. The consequences in terms 

of quantity and diversification of the output in the two countries are in strict relation to 

the networks’ policies. For the purposes of the present study the two situations 

highlighted in the analysis appear complementary; the comparative angle has thus proved 

functional to the exploration of the central argument. Its relevance is twofold. On the one 

hand, British radio shows a tendency to a certain degree of standardization in themes and 

production practices, probably due to the fact that the BBC remains the principal 

dissemination channel for documentary productions, both in the traditional medium 

(radio) and on the Web. The concerns for public interest and objectivity in information 

which were at the basis of the institution’s foundation still appear to permeate the 

approach to docudrama making. They are visible in the manner programmes are actually 

shaped, with considerable focus on their ‘factual’ relevance – particularly, the 

authenticating value of documents, the importance of faithful representation and an 

effort toward the construction of unbiased knowledge. Therefore, British case studies 

have provided valuable insights into the variety of ways in which sound acts on the 

informative content, ‘playing tricks’ even on the more controlled forms. Focusing on such 

destabilizing action, the research has illustrated how the sound dimension lets 

unexpected meaning magmatically come up here and there through the fissures in the 

uniform surface of fact. 
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The Italian background appears very dissimilar. Since the 1980s the RAI has 

increasingly relinquished its role as the unique producer and broadcaster of documentary, 

drama and all in-between types. At the moment of writing this thesis very little room 

continues to be allocated for such programmes and the tendency is towards serialization 

and a standardization of formats. Vice versa, docufiction flourishes outside institutional 

radio through the work of independent producers, the activity of dedicated websites and 

a few film festivals with their radio-devoted sections. But even when it was the principal 

broadcaster of docudrama, the RAI itself never showed a specific interest in providing 

official guidelines to producers, like the BBC has regularly done, or exerting control over 

content through a precise policy beyond its general institutional duties. In a way, the 

genre seems to enjoy a greater freedom of approach than the British equivalent. The 

stylistic heterogeneity allowed for by such a context supplies a wide panorama of hybrid 

forms that can have a cross-national value for scholarly study. On the basis of the Italian 

diversified output the present research has identified sets of general features in common 

between a number of programmes and grouped them into macro-categories which have 

helped design a workable typology of contemporary docudrama.  

 

 

2. Frames of reference 

 

In order to pinpoint the characteristics of the crossbreed radio genre this research 

has considered the two frames of reference that characterize it. Both are endowed with 

an aspect of evanescence and ambiguity. One is the Janus-like nature of a form that spans 

two aesthetic typologies (documentary and drama) pertaining to often-conflicting areas 

of human knowledge: respectively factuality and creativity. This is an aspect that the 

radio genre under scrutiny shares with other media, notably film and television. The 

present study has looked at the two constituent elements – dramatization and 

documentariness – in audio terms. Besides adaptation and performance (scripted parts 

that are read out or acted out by actors), the drama area on radio includes sound and 

special effects, music and song. Within the documentary sphere this thesis has 

encompassed documents extracted from accepted sources: 

- historical, scientific or journalistic: interviews, witnesses’ accounts, experts’ 

speeches, archives and media; 
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- actuality recordings such as conversations and ambient sounds; 

- personal communication and reminiscences: memoirs, diaries, letters. 

The second criterion utilized by this thesis concerns the specificity of the medium: 

sound as a bearer of signification, less assertive and univocal than the image but freer to 

express multiple shades of meaning precisely due to its higher degree of ambiguity and 

flexibility. Analysis was able to circumscribe the evanescent nature of radio docufiction 

observing how the two axes intersect. Under this respect the image of a ‘continuum’ 

proved extremely useful. The present research placed the examined case studies along 

the line going from ‘drama’ at one end to ‘documentary’ at the other, according to the 

degree of fusion taking place between the two areas. It then examined the type of action 

exerted by the sound dimension on the fact-fiction mixture, considering whether and to 

what extent it contributes to the emergence of alternative layers of signification to the 

ones that are the declared object of the programme. Even broadcasts that state their 

informative or expository aims and display the structure of a proper documentary, with 

no dramatization, are in fact affected by sound’s action perturbating the linearity and 

coherence of the argumentation. Other programmes may be firmly placed at the drama 

end of the continuum because they present a full acting out of historical events. This 

thesis has considered them as docufiction inasmuch as they rely on real documentary 

sources and utilize them not only as background material in the stage of the conception 

of the work but also in the form of quotations throughout the unfolding of the story. 

Most broadcasts are indeed situated in an intermediate portion of the continuum. They 

employ some amount of fictionalization (dramatized parts, readings by actors, sfx and 

music) and a speaker’s commentary. The speaker may be a simple presenter providing a 

connective narrative, an expert in the field of exploration or an interviewer. Beside the 

image of continuum, this research has also scrutinized the role of the speaker and the 

function of the interview and looked at how their established reliability is often 

invalidated by the unforeseen results of sound’s working on all assertions of objectivity 

and truthfulness. The document is also in danger of being if not undermined by the aural 

dimension at least confronted with the form of alternative, at times conflictual, truth 

sound can bring to the surface.  
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3. The contribution of this research to Radio Studies 

 

The hope in conducting this doctoral work was that its findings might help advance 

the little scrutinized research area that results from the intersection of the two topics, 

both characterized by traits of ambiguity and elusiveness: documentary-drama and 

sound’s self-contained expressive power. The thesis’s focus on such connection as bearer 

of fresh (emotional and conceptual) contents that tell us something about reality is also 

relatively uncommon, and in this sense the present exploration may constitute a 

reference for the construction of new perspectives that regard cross-genre forms as 

veridical and sound as productive of permanent value. A further contribution is 

constituted by the contemporary viewpoint the research adopts against a background of 

a scholarly interest that in the majority of cases, particularly in Italy, goes no further than 

the last-but-one decade of the twentieth century. Finally, the comparative approach 

proposed may constitute an analytical model for other enquiries. Through observation of 

the common and the diverging aspects between two cultural contexts this study has 

constructed reference points that can be usefully employed in analyses of creative radio 

forms which are particularly difficult to pinpoint due to their evanescent nature as sound.  

 

 

4. The outcomes of a comparative reflection: Divergences and similarities 

 

The most striking feature that emerges from a comparative analysis of Italian and 

British docufiction in the timespan covered by this work (1980s-2010s) is the distinctness 

of each situation. The first notable difference is the amount of the output on the 

institutional networks. The BBC continues to be the main commissioner and producer of 

documentary, drama and in-between formats, with many programmes broadcast daily, 

considering one-offs and series on all stations. Conversely, at present the RAI only 

devotes two weekly programmes to the genre ‘documentary’ (Tre Soldi and Radio Doc), 

while the main channel for the dissemination of docufictional works, produced by 

independent bodies, are dedicated websites and festivals. 

In connection with this there emerges a difference in typology. Generally 

speaking, the UK shows a primary interest in factual features, in which information and 

data provide a solid basis and/or are the focus of an enquiry of an objective kind. This 
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entails a certain standardization in formats and procedures. Standardization also 

characterizes the RAI’s few documentary programmes, while external productions, which 

are less subject to institutional control, appear more diversified and display a higher 

degree of originality. These diverging states of affairs are the heirs to different histories of 

docudrama, so that we can identify evolving trends in time in the case of Italy and lines of 

continuity persisting throughout the development of the genre for Britain. 

Aspects of convergence between the two cultures are probably less conspicuous 

but they exist and permeate contemporary production in both countries. One similarity 

concerns the strong interest in experimenting with the pure sound matter. This is an 

undercurrent common to radio producers of all times but with reference to the case 

studies scrutinised in this research it appears to descend from the impassioned 

exploration of radio’s possibilities that thrived in both countries in postwar years, lasting 

up to the 1980s. In different ways, works like Titanic: In Her Own Words and Children’s 

America perfectly illustrate the outcomes of the manipulation of sound as a signifying 

element per se. On the institutional side, one type of programme constitutes another 

similarity, namely documentary-drama with a journalistic angle. Series like Cuore di 

Tenebra. Dentro la storia and Voices from the Old Bailey represent a typical (and classical) 

format that blends together actualities, bits of dramatization and an explanatory text 

endowed with scientific reliability. It is also possible to detect a non-factual approach to 

docudrama which underlies a few contemporary broadcasts in Italy and in Britain. It is a 

form of poetical treatment of sound that enables it to express important ‘truths’ about 

existential matters, in connection with personal or historical events, as the case studies 

The Presence and Arrivederci respectively demonstrate. 

Parallel investigation of the two radio situations has helped bolster the argument 

at the centre of the research and explain issues related to the conceptions and 

approaches reflected in today’s output. The highlighted differences and convergences 

may also provide a basis for further scholarly study. 

 

 

5. The organization of the thesis  

 

Chapter 1 proceeded from the focus of the research to expound its overall 

approach, indicating the field of creative production under consideration, the time-period 
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covered and the key components of docudrama. It also carried out discussion on the 

concepts adopted by the thesis in connection with the traits of indefiniteness of radio 

docufiction. The notion of “becoming” was borrowed from Deleuze’s theorization (1997) 

on literary writing as an ongoing process throughout which existence (and the people in 

it) is continuously altered and reshaped without ever reaching the ultimate form of an 

object of representation. The other aspect is “unpredictability”, which Iervese (2013) sees 

as an attribute of film documentary and of art in general. In such practices, which entail 

the adoption of a mixture of standard and heterodox materials and modalities, creativity 

allows for the emergence of so far invisible aspects of reality through sudden breaches in 

the communicative layer of sanctioned information. 

Presenting the comparative perspective at the basis of the research, the chapter 

also devoted attention to terminology. A survey of the designations utilized by the two 

countries to pinpoint the form highlighted a notable difference. Issues of definition and 

classification have always been paramount in the British world of radio, as is attested by 

the numerous scholarly attempts and practitioners’ discussions, which have led to 

complex and detailed labelling. On the contrary, Italian radio, radio makers and scholars 

appear more interested in pinpointing the characteristics of documentary and dramatic 

forms and investigating their history rather than in delving into questions of 

nomenclature. The most generally utilized expressions in the Italian context are borrowed 

from the English language: “docudrama (docu-drama)” (Treccani, 2012), often Italianized 

as ‘docudramma’, and “docufiction” (Treccani, 2012). These are also the choices adopted 

in this thesis since they are broad enough to be applied to a large number of case studies 

across the spectrum, and also when talking about the genre in general terms. 

 

Chapter 2 focused on methodology. It indicated the methods and approaches that 

guided the investigation at both a conceptual and a practical level. The comparative 

perspective at the basis of its original formulation entailed the exploitation of tools from 

comparative literary and media criticism and from translation studies. Such choice 

involves a degree of interdisciplinarity since radio-specific literature is scarce or dated. 

This is why the present thesis has also relied on theatre and film studies. The latter in 

particular constitute a rich repository of definitions, notions and modi operandi for the 

area of docudrama. Besides, when comparative analysis is carried out in connection with 

a study of the evolution of a form, the need arises to adopt some chronological criteria 
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that may help identify prior stages to the contemporary scene and understand how they 

have changed, overlapped and persisted, or have been metamorphosed into new ones. 

Historicism helped place contemporary production into perspective and realize how in 

fact characteristics highlighted by a diachronic analysis as the result of concepts and 

practices belonging to a certain time period continue to be synchronically present in later 

approaches. 

The research has explored the subject-matter through the main instrument of 

case study analysis. This is indeed a necessity, since there has been very little theorization 

on radio docufiction and genre-specific examinations are extremely scarce, particularly as 

regards the decades 1990s to 2010s and particularly in Italy. Moreover, case studies – 

above all, programmes that are still available – permit to understand in practical terms 

how sound works and how it relates to the verbal components, and to weigh the various 

components of the audio text against each other. The sets of features inferred from an 

observation of specific cases in the two countries were considered in relation to the 

historical and geographical context they were issued of; this supplied the criteria 

according to which the study was able to weigh the two countries’ distinct situations one 

against the other.  

For the discussion of Arrivederci, the radio docudrama I wrote and co-produced 

with Benatti in 2014, this doctoral work also employed the tools offered by critical 

reflection on creative practice for the analysis of personal experience in radio making. It is 

true that Arrivederci cannot be considered either as practice-led or as practice-based 

research because it lacks the focus on the production of new ideas directly brought about 

by the process leading to a specific artefact and by the artefact itself. Nevertheless, 

enquiry into issues related to creativity and the manufacturing of an artistic work has had 

much relevance for the advancement of the research. Through the sudden and irrational 

outbreaks typical of art (Sullivan, 2009), practice permits imaginative forays into so far 

unknown aspects of a subject-matter, thus supplying evidence in support of new 

knowledge within the researched field. The findings descending from a critical reflection 

on creativity and its outcomes helped substantiate the theoretical assumptions, test their 

validity and reshape them according to new insight (Brown and Sorensen, 2014.163). In 

perspective, practice also presents a wider value in that it enhances collective 

understanding of a topic. Personal awareness of the creative effort becomes structured at 

a conceptual level in patterns and configurations that may be applied more generally to 
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other similar fields of study. This way personal knowledge becomes communal 

knowledge, exploitable for further exploration (Brown and Sorensen, 2014). The present 

study is sustained by the hope that its understanding of practice and the theoretical views 

gathered from it may constitute an exploitable ground for further exploration of 

crossbreed radio genres. 

Both in the scrutiny of personal creative practice and in case study analysis, this 

work has also made use of methods and instruments situated at the crossroads of 

creative-related disciplines, field research and data-gathering techniques: namely, 

participant observation, interviewing and the exploitation of archives.  

 

Chapter 3 reviewed the relevant literature (1990s-2010s) on crossbreed genres, 

firstly in the aural medium and secondly in the visual media. The first obvious reference is 

constituted by Radio Studies. One notable difference between the two countries is the 

small quantity of genre-specific surveys within the Italian academy, which seems to have 

lost interest in radio documentary and drama after the 1980-90 decade, compared to the 

relatively larger amount of scholarly study in Britain. But there is another, subtler 

perhaps, distinction that it is possible to make. British research seems to mainly pivot 

around conceptual questions and issues of aesthetics in connection with the genres’ 

representational function. While Crisell (1994) discusses the polysemous properties of the 

verbal text, which he considers preeminent in the communication of understandable 

meaning, Street (2012) centres his analysis around the poetical dimension of pure sound 

and the fruitful ambiguities for the comprehension of human nature it gives rise to. 

Philosophies underlying sound theories and practices are in the spotlight of Crook’s 

(2011) attention. The critic delves into the type of representation of reality that fictional 

and non-fictional audio texts generate and debates the ideological bias it undergoes 

despite all claims to objectivity. The equivocalities implicit in representation in sound are 

also discussed by Starkey (2004) in relation to the necessity of signposting, that is, to 

provide audio or verbal signals that in the recipient’s mind may indicate a programme as 

fictional or factual. 

Italian academy displays a more analytical perspective concentrating on the 

investigation of individual programmes and on the historical evolution of docudramatic 

forms. Interestingly, an approach mainly interested in the development of radio 

documentary such as Amato’s (2005) leads in fact to the working out of a concept. He is 
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one of the few to attempt to frame ‘docufiction’ as a genre. He also proposes a basic yet 

viable definition of it as a documentary that draws together real excerpts (recorded 

actuality) and expressly constructed ones (acted out scenes), and discusses the 

implications brought about by such a mixed and contrived origin. Likewise, Sacchettini 

(2011) retraces the beginnings of Italian docufiction and pinpoints its main formal and 

thematic constituents on the basis of detailed case studies. 

Technical considerations also constitute the grounds for another line of sound 

studies in the British world. Starkey’s (2004) approach focuses on sound genres which are 

relevant to the present study: drama, documentary and soundscape, describing formats, 

practices and the degree and manner of the treatment of actualities. He adopts the 

notion of continuum along which he situates the various forms in a progression that goes 

from firm anchorage in facts to increasing blurring and disintegration of the objective 

references to reality. In France, Deleu (2000) proceeds from a similar technical interest in 

the components and production processes of French audio documentary and goes on to 

debate the political implications of its representations and their social utility as agencies 

producers of information, knowledge and cultural exchange. The tripartite typology he 

envisages (journalistic, intimate, artistic documentary) has proved useful for this 

research’s effort to work out a categorization of docufictional products. 

Media Studies constitute the other bulk of relevant theorization for a study of 

audio docufiction. Their contribution is particularly important in consideration of the 

scarcity of contemporary medium-specific works. The present research partly relies on 

the findings of two distinguished critics in the areas respectively of film documentary and 

film, theatre and radio documentary drama, Nichols and Paget. They both discuss the 

ideological, social and political implications of the representation of reality conveyed by 

factual or semi-factual productions. Paget (1990.1) contends that, regardless of the 

medium, “True Stories” reinforce hegemonic thought by means of their reliance on “the 

myth of fact” (Paget, 1990.8), which pervades contemporary culture with the belief that a 

story based on facts tells the truth about reality. Radio opens up a number of possibilities 

disruptive of legitimising discourses of the kind. The critic draws on the Brechtian idea of 

radio’s capability to present issue from a number of different angles and enhance 

listeners’ critic awareness through the activation of a process similar to the Epic Theatre’s 

“complex seeing” (Brecht, 1931, in Willett, 1997.44), which places the dramatic conflict at 

the level of issues without attributing to one stance pre-eminence as the ‘true one’ over 
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the others. Nichols’s attention (1991) is on how ideology is expressed through 

documentary modalities that, despite having developed over a certain time periods, 

continue to coexist in various measures in later productions. The modes he identifies 

(expository, observational, interactive, reflexive) are the resultant of prevailing patterns 

that organize the way reality is represented by film and that comprise formal 

components, participants’ role and the maker’s more or less conscious and more or less 

declared intention. 

Adapting both Nichols’s and Paget’s models to the medium of radio, this thesis has 

used them extensively in the argumentation of one of the two aspects it takes into 

consideration: the cross-genre nature of docudrama. The other specificity this research 

concentrates on – the sound dimension – is usefully illustrated by Huwiler’s essay (2003) 

upholding a semantic exploration of radio plays according to a postclassical narratological 

approach. Such modality applies the instruments and concepts of narratology to an 

inquiry into sound’s capacity to incarnate meaning in parallel with what the verbal text 

does. Given sound’s extraordinary effectiveness in communicating highly emotional 

atmospheres and deep personal involvement, Huwiler’s model proved useful in the 

analysis of case studies dealing with an individual’s experience or with events rich in 

existential resonances.  

 

The examination of the historical evolution of docudrama in the two countries 

since postwar years in chapter 4 was aimed at detecting the presence of traditions that 

have persisted in their general lines up to contemporaneity. The notion of “tradition” was 

borrowed from Eliot (1920, in Eliot, 1966) and contains the idea that no artistic work 

stands out alone as an original finding but from the moment of its conception it enters a 

mutual exchange with the work of past artists, becoming even capable of producing a 

modification of the tradition itself and of the relation of a country’s artistic mind to it. 

Indeed, each artefact contains and founds its own identity on the “mind” (in 1966.51) 

expressed in preceding artefacts. Contemporary art measures itself against a “tradition” 

which cannot be ignored. In the analysed case studies the chapter sought to locate sets of 

conceptual, thematic and formal features that, if shared by various broadcasts and 

repeated over a period of time (approximately a decade) may be considered as 

constituting a distinct approach to docudrama. With some amount of simplification 

compared to Eliot’s idea rich in philosophical implications, this thesis has regarded the 
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identified approaches as aspects of traditions in docudrama which remain present in 

current programmes and continue to shape them, and against which new styles and 

artistic attitudes must be weighed. The case studies in the focus of this chapter allowed to 

distinguish the different forms tradition takes up in the two countries. Italy presents a 

diversified panorama for techniques, content and general approaches to the sound 

matter. This can be interpreted as a consequence of a lesser control on the part of the RAI 

in terms of official programming indications and production guidelines. Such context 

allowed radio makers a certain degree of freedom in experimenting with forms, at least 

up to the 1980s, an age that has been viewed as the last season of Italian radio 

docudrama (Amato, 2005; Parisi, 2006). Within such variety, the present research 

grouped the case studies following the classification into four trends proposed by 

Morawski and Vincenti’s (2011), each one composed of distinctive thematic and formal 

features: journalistic, experimental, docudramatic, d’auteur. Although the tendencies 

have kept intertwining in individual productions up to contemporaneity, they have 

developed in a sequence and have characterised the production of one or two precise 

decades. Consequently, analysis of the Italian output spotted the traces of an evolution of 

the docufictional genre into a series of subsequent directions and looked at how these 

traditional tendencies are embodied in today’s practice. The British context indicates a 

different story. The BBC seems to have exerted a greater control over the output through 

the production of official briefings and guidelines; the intense debate on questions of 

terminology and categorisation, and on the attribution of programmes to the two 

departments in charge of features and drama also demonstrates concentration on 

matters of regulation and supervision. Against such background the output has tended 

towards a certain homogenisation of themes and formats with the result that codification 

has prevailed over variation. In order to scrutinize the British tradition, the present study 

has relied on the concept of continuity, which Paget (1990) employs with reference to the 

traits that documentary drama inherited from Harding’s 1930s features and that reached 

a fully fledged form in the 1950s-60s Radio Ballads. Continuity indicates the persistence 

throughout the documentary genre’s evolution of various fixed elements concerning the 

narrative, the use of actuality recording and the montage/editing technique. Chapter 4 

expanded the concept to include the choice of themes. Along these lines, two main 

continuities have emerged characterizing British docudrama since postwar years. One can 

be called ‘socio-political’, focused on ordinary people and their lives with respect to 
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historical events; the other is more attentive to the expression personal emotions in the 

direction of a poetic reading of reality and favours a style that bears the ‘authorial’ stamp 

of the maker. While in the case of Italy it was possible to pinpoint a line of evolution from 

the 1950s, with one trend metamorphosing into another, for Britain the guiding criterion 

was the persistence of some key elements along the two broad directions. Consequently, 

Italian case studies were chosen following a chronological line over a time-period of six 

decades; for Britain analysis concentrated on the formation of characterizing traits in 

some pioneering programmes of the postwar age and then looked at how they were 

unified into groups of continuities that came back again in later productions, up to the 

2010s, irrespective of a precise time sequence.  

 

Chapter 5 concentrated on the present embodiment of the detected traditions 

from a different standpoint. At its centre there is the specificity of the medium: the 

alternative text that the sound dimension weaves within and around the verbal text and 

in relation to both the documentary material and the dramatized components, the 

mixture of which characterizes the genre under scrutiny. In order to examine the 

configuration and outcomes of the sound fabric, the research has used British and Italian 

case studies in two ways. British tradition has proved apt to detect the disruptive 

workings of sounds in broadcasts which purport to produce information and knowledge 

according to a long-established tradition that has given rise to an amount of 

standardization in themes and practices. In the case of Italy, the variety of works resulting 

from the later developments of traditional trends has permitted to work out a threefold 

classification of docufictional programmes along the spectrum according to the revelatory 

strength of sound towards the manifest subject-matter: classical, self-revelatory and 

experimental. Analysis demonstrated that, besides the function of emphasis or 

accompaniment to words that literature typically attributes to noises, music and sfx, 

docudramas’ sound world (including the attributes of voices such as intonation, accent 

and pace, and silence alike) is capable of warping the verbal signification and altering the 

works’ conceptual structure. It performs a narrative task, pushing forward the ‘story’ or 

producing unforeseen turns in the plot. Even more importantly, it discloses alternative 

‘truths’ to those communicated by words, contributing to construct a different viewpoint 

about reality, be it a historical event or a personal experience. At times, exerting its 

strength beyond the maker’s / speaker’s intentions it also brings to the surface the 
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contradictions lying beneath the type of factual truth documentary-based products lay 

claim to.  

Chapters 6 and 7 were entirely dedicated to two case studies situated at the 

drama end of the continuum, with a view to probing into sound’s workings in productions 

of a poetic kind built upon witnesses’ direct account. In both, documental testimony is 

reinterpreted through fictional manipulation in which the audio dimension plays a major 

part becoming a signifying element parallel to the verbal text. The chapters illustrated the 

polysemous strength of sound in two ways. 

Discussing McAll’s The Presence, a dramatization of the diary kept by poet Abse in 

an effort to survive his wife’s sudden death in a car crash, chapter 6 demonstrated how, 

besides the classical sound components explored in chapter 5 (effects, music, silence and 

the voice’s idiosyncratic traits), other elements of the audio dimension become highly 

expressive of meaning. One is “acousmaticity”, that is the property of sounds of which the 

source is not seen by the characters (Beck, 1998). The other is what I have called the 

‘condensed narrator’, that is, a single voice which, for the different traits it takes up in 

separate areas of the play, appears as the synthesis of two distinct characters: the literal 

protagonist (Dannie) narrating his own life, and a participating reader that shares in 

Dannie’s sorrow. Through the audio dimension, and these two elements in particular, 

episodes take up a metaphorical meaning beyond the words’ literalness. At a deeper level 

of signification, the story of an individual becomes an allegory of the story of anyone of us 

who is faced with issues of sorrow and death. 

A similar relationship between personal and collective dimensions, this time with 

respect to historical discourse, was investigated in chapter 7. The section focused on 

Benatti’s radio adaptation of one of my short-stories, Arrivederci, interlocking personal 

experience of death with testimonies of a Holocaust-related event, the story of French 

deportees’ children left in strangers’ care as narrated in Vegh’s dissertation I didn’t Say 

Goodbye (1979). I employed the expression ‘dramatized docu-essay’ to define a radio 

piece which brings together the autobiographical reflection typical of the essay form; the 

attentive scrutiny and exploitation of documentary material (in this case Vegh’s real 

interviews contained in her published thesis); and the dramatization that constitutes the 

broadcast’s backbone structure and through which sound is let free to express multiple 

layers of meaning. The chapter proved that such meaning may provide perspectives on 

great collective events alternative to the truth(s) issued of historical interpretation of 
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which documents are the principal guarantors. Among the ‘themes’ sound weaves into 

Arrivederci, analysis highlighted a sense of community between victims of oppressions at 

different time periods; the importance of keeping memory for society and the individual; 

and the building up of a form of reciprocity between the direct witness as a story teller 

and the hearer or silent recipient of this story.  

 

 

6. Future research perspectives 

 

The hope in concluding this doctoral work is that it may open up other terrains of 

exploration of a genre much neglected for both its borderline quality refusing framing – 

documentary drama – and the apparent insubstantiality of its very matter – sound. 

Directly in connection with the results of this thesis two macro-areas are available 

for further testing regarding the applicability of the proposed frameworks and 

parameters to other British and Italian productions, and to different cultural contexts. 

One is the possibility to investigate audio docufiction according to the double perspective 

devised in chapter 5: in terms of continuities that may form general undercurrents 

characterizing the contemporary scene, such as the ones proposed for Britain; and of the 

structured tripartite typology worked out on the basis of the Italian situation. The second 

perspective area of exploration concerns a consideration of the sound components as 

signifying elements per se standing on equal terms with the communicative content, and 

conveyors of unforeseen fragments of knowledge about reality. An analysis of this type 

goes is the direction already proposed by Huwiler and by Street, albeit with different 

approaches to the audio text, and expanded on by this thesis on the basis of specific and 

detailed case studies from both countries. 

Other aspects which have only been touched upon in the present thesis would 

require closer examination. They may at the same time benefit from the findings of this 

study. The question of sound’s insubstantial and ephemeral nature, which is one of the 

premises on which this research is grounded, is today questioned by the greater and 

greater reliance on the new media. Alternative ways of listening to broadcasts are made 

available by the Net, through online podcasting. It is possible to attempt an exploration of 

how different sound media – radio in its traditional form and the Web – affect the very 
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nature of the matter programmes are built upon. Does it make any difference if audio 

contents are always available? Do they become less evanescent? 

Another topic worth further investigation lies within the scope of Comparative 

Media Studies. It concerns an analysis of radio and film docudrama seeking to highlight 

the originality of each field for matters of truth and representation of reality. This may 

bring about fruitful considerations on the value of aurality in knowledge building and help 

further corroborate the idea, which underpins this thesis, that sound is capable of 

producing autonomous and deeply resonating signification, even the more so because it 

is free of the image’s constraints. The brief reference to the film equivalents of the format 

inaugurated by works such as The Twin Towers or Then-Now (chapter 4) – constructed 

through exclusive assemblage of excerpts produced by ordinary people and weaved into a 

multi-voiced pattern that also becomes an effective story-telling device – may serve as an 

indication for more exhaustive surveys.  

Finally, one issue intersecting the sphere of methodology bears much relevance 

for Radio Studies. The complementarity of written and sound archives for research on 

radio genres was discussed in one section of chapter 2 as regards its methodological 

implications for the present study. As my analysis indicated in the wake of one essay by 

Dolan (2003), contrary to the first-sight impression that a study of the aural medium need 

rely primarily on the exploitation of sound documents, broadcasters’ written archives are 

equally precious because they help establish the context in which programmes were 

conceived and aired, in terms of policies, theoretical interests, production techniques and 

even terminological choices. The question is certainly worth further scholarly attention.  
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